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Preface to ”Improved Reservoir Models and

Production Forecasting Techniques for Multi-Stage

Fractured Hydrocarbon Wells”

Petroleum engineering has drastically evolved in the past few decades, especially with the 
current focus on the development of unconventional reservoirs requiring new approaches. We think 
this is an opportune moment to dedicate an entire Special Issue to reservoir models and production 
forecasting in unconventional reservoirs. The papers collated here cover a wide variety of topics, with 
the common theme being how to improve the accuracy of performance models for unconventional 
reservoirs. In particular, production forecasts can still be improved from the current state to offer 
more accurate results, based on models that better capture the physics of the complex subsurface 
flow in hydraulically fractured shales.

This Special Issue aims to showcase systematic studies with a focus on unconventional 
reservoirs, with particular emphasis on presenting recent developments in the field of reservoir 
modeling and production forecasting. We received numerous submissions from researchers all over 
the world on a wide range of topics, making our task of selecting the best articles for this issue both a 
challenging and rewarding one. This issue features the application of analytical modeling, numerical 
modeling, statistics, decline curve analysis, history matching, and other techniques. Applications 
based on real world reservoirs are given, using data from a variety of active shale plays in the United 
States (Eagle Ford, Permian Basin, Barnett, Marcellus, and Bakken) and China (Changning Shale Gas 
Field). As a result of such diverse topics and case studies, this Special Issue is truly interdisciplinary.

This Special Issue will serve as a valuable resource to anyone interested in reservoir modeling 
and production forecasting of unconventional reservoirs. We hope that this issue will not only 
provide answers to some of the relevant current questions in this topic, but also encourage readers 
to identify new problems which may further advance the field of reservoir modeling and production 
forecasting of unconventional reservoirs. Finally, we would like to thank all the authors, publishers, 
industry partners, scientific community, and the reviewers without whom this Special Issue would 
not have been possible.

Ruud Weijermars, Wei Yu, Aadi Khanal

Special Issue Editors
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Impact on Drained Rock Volume (DRV) of Storativity
and Enhanced Permeability in Naturally Fractured
Reservoirs: Upscaled Field Case from Hydraulic
Fracturing Test Site (HFTS), Wolfcamp Formation,
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Abstract: Hydraulic fracturing for economic production from unconventional reservoirs is subject
to many subsurface uncertainties. One such uncertainty is the impact of natural fractures in the
vicinity of hydraulic fractures in the reservoir on flow and thus the actual drained rock volume (DRV).
We delineate three fundamental processes by which natural fractures can impact flow. Two of these
mechanisms are due to the possibility of natural fracture networks to possess (i) enhanced permeability
and (ii) enhanced storativity. A systematic approach was used to model the effects of these two
mechanisms on flow patterns and drained regions in the reservoir. A third mechanism by which
natural fractures may impact reservoir flow is by the reactivation of natural fractures that become
extensions of the hydraulic fracture network. The DRV for all three mechanisms can be modeled in
flow simulations based on Complex Analysis Methods (CAM), which offer infinite resolution down
to a micro-fracture scale, and is thus complementary to numerical simulation methods. In addition
to synthetic models, reservoir and natural fracture data from the Hydraulic Fracturing Test Site
(Wolfcamp Formation, Midland Basin) were used to determine the real-world impact of natural
fractures on drainage patterns in the reservoir. The spatial location and variability in the DRV was
more influenced by the natural fracture enhanced permeability than enhanced storativity (related to
enhanced porosity). A Carman–Kozeny correlation was used to relate porosity and permeability in
the natural fractures. Our study introduces a groundbreaking upscaling procedure for flows with
a high number of natural fractures, by combining object-based and flow-based upscaling methods.
A key insight is that channeling of flow through natural fractures left undrained areas in the matrix
between the fractures. The flow models presented in this study can be implemented to make quick
and informed decisions regarding where any undrained volume occurs, which can then be targeted
for refracturing. With the method outlined in our study, one can determine the impact and influence
of natural fracture sets on the actual drained volume and where the drainage is focused. The DRV
analysis of naturally fractured reservoirs will help to better determine the optimum hydraulic fracture
design and well spacing to achieve the most efficient recovery rates.

Keywords: naturally fractured reservoirs; time of flight; particle paths; enhanced permeability; flow
modeling; natural fractures; hydraulic fractures; drained rock volume; fracture porosity; hydraulic
fracturing; hydraulic fracturing test site; wolfcamp formation; midland basin
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1. Introduction

Production from unconventional reservoirs can only be economically achieved via the creation
of high permeability conduits in the form of man-made hydraulic fractures. The modeling of these
hydraulic fractures is difficult due to very little direct data about the true nature of the hydraulic
fracture orientation and hydraulic fracture properties in the subsurface. Further complications arise
from the uncertainty in other subsurface properties such as reservoir anisotropy and heterogeneity
and the intricacies of the flow and recovery process due to the interactions of gravity, capillary and
phase behavior [1]. Reservoir heterogeneity in shale formations may be further complicated by the
presence of pre-existing natural fractures.

The interaction of natural fracture sets with newly created hydraulic fractures may cause various
effects that bear on the drainage and production from reservoirs. Natural fractures introduce added
complexity that affect the flow of hydrocarbons in the reservoir, which may directly affect well
performance [2]. The interaction between natural and hydraulic fractures and the modeling of this
behavior is relevant for understanding variations in production due to varying the fracture treatment
design [3]. Even when natural fractures are non-conductive, they can still influence sweep patterns
due to the local blockage and deflection of waterfloods [4]. If conductive, such natural fractures may
have an even greater effect on flow regions near hydraulic fractures [5]. Due to the potential impact
that natural fractures may have on flow paths in the subsurface, accurate production forecasting and
simulation models need to account for the critical fracture attributes (e.g., natural fracture orientation,
distribution, connectivity, and interaction with the hydraulic fractures) [6,7]. Natural fractures have
been found to interact with hydraulic fractures and influence production via three major mechanisms
and each is explained in detail subsequently (Section 2.1).

Hydraulic fracture design is currently based on the estimation of geomechanical rock properties
in conjunction with fracture propagation models utilized in numerous hydraulic fracturing simulators.
Comparisons of the various simulators started with the work of Warpinski et al. [8] but to date,
no consensus has been reached on the relative merits of the different fracture propagation codes.
What most commercial codes have in common is that fracture propagation is based on poro-elastic
models that assume homogenous rock properties which favor the formation of sub-parallel, planar
hydraulic fractures [9]. The question arises of how realistic this assumption of sub-parallel, planar
hydraulic fractures is. Current fracture diagnostics cannot resolve the detailed nature of created
hydraulic fractures in the subsurface [10]. Nonetheless, a large amount of empirical evidence has
suggested that deviations from single planar fracture geometry are common. For example, cores
sampled from a hydraulically fractured reservoir showed more fractures than the number of perforation
clusters [11]. The idea that pre-existing natural fractures are necessary for the creation of complex
fracture networks is no longer valid as fracture complexity in terms of branching, deflection and offset is
possible due to local reservoir heterogeneities such as bedding planes. The presence of natural fractures
can lead to even further complexity when interacting with hydraulic fractures due to reactivation of
the natural fractures and other planes of weakness present [12].

Further evidence for the complexity of created hydraulic fractures is indicated by data from
microseismic surveys [13,14]. The assumption of planar, subparallel fractures rarely matches such
generated microseismic data. Furthermore, natural fractures in rocks due to hydrothermal intrusions
can be considered as analogs to the hydraulic fracturing process in terms of fracture geometry.
An example of this phenomenon is found in hydrothermally fractured rocks from the Aravalli
Supergroup in the state of Rajasthan, India [15–17]. The fracture patterns found in these rocks are
highly complex and dendritic (Figure 1) and not planar in nature.
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Figure 1. Polished rock slab examples from Bidasar showing bifurcating hydraulic injection veins.
Image dimensions about 1 square meter (courtesy Dewan Group).

Beyond natural field examples, mineback and laboratory experiments by Huang and Kim [18]
confirmed that man-made hydraulic fractures do not always propagate linearly perpendicularly to
the direction of minimum far-field stress and are not always planar in shape. This evidence provides
support for the idea that hydraulic fractures are complex branching structures and models that do not
honor this geometry may give incorrect results. The assumption of planar hydraulic fractures brings
with it the creation of stagnation zones between individual fractures due to flow interference [19,20].
Such dead zones are detrimental to reservoir drainage and affect well productivity. If these hydraulic
fractures are not planar, then the influence of stagnation zones changes [21]. It is now obvious how
crucial it is to accurately model fracture geometry to ensure the optimization of wells under production.

The present study looks at the flow interaction in a reservoir between natural fracture sets and
hydraulic fractures, with an emphasis on how these fracture networks influence the development of
the drained rock volume (DRV). A series of methodical simulations allows us to understand how the
natural fractures impact the DRV evolution. The effect on the DRV of complex fracture branching
has been modeled elsewhere [21]. The present study uses closed-form analytical solutions based on
complex analysis methods (CAM) to model flow in a 2D model of both the natural and hydraulic
fractures. In this method, the hydraulic fractures are represented as line sinks and the natural fractures
are modeled as an infinite number of line doublets using a new algorithm [22,23]. The interaction of
the natural fractures and the hydraulic fractures is modeled in CAM to determine the flow response
and pressure changes in the reservoir. Based on these responses, Eulerian particle tracking can then
quantify the impact of natural fractures and hydraulic fractures on the DRV. Insights generated from
the models can be used to optimize well production and recovery factors in unconventional reservoirs.

This paper is organized as follows. We first highlight how natural fractures can impact flow in the
subsurface via three major mechanisms (Section 2). These mechanisms are expounded upon and the
ways in which they can affect the drainage area in unconventional reservoirs are discussed. A review
of the previous ways natural fractures were modeled (in classical numerical reservoir simulations)
together with a brief analysis of the drawbacks of such methods when compared to CAM is next
presented. Following this is a discussion about the relation of natural fracture porosity and permeability
and the surprising lack of data on these crucial properties. The next section (Section 3) looks at the
methodology of using CAM to model natural fractures and hydraulic fractures in 2D. The following
section (Section 4) describes the additional methods used to incorporate and model the natural fracture
mechanisms that impact subsurface flow in the CAM workflow. Once the methods used are explained,
we then move to the results from various flow simulations (Section 5). For the results, modeling begins
with simple representative elementary volume (REV) models to show the impact of natural fracture
with altered porosity and permeability. Subsequently, the models are extended to synthetic cases of
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flow effects of natural fractures around hydraulic fractures. A final case study makes use of natural
fracture properties from the Hydraulic Fracturing Test Site (HFTS) in the Midland Basin to accurately
model the DRV of an unconventional reservoir in the Wolfcamp Formation in West Texas.

2. Natural Fracture and Hydraulic Fracture Models

The importance of natural fractures and their possible effects on fluid flow and well production in
unconventional reservoirs has been noted by many authors, the work of whom is outlined (Sections 2.1
and 2.2). We propose three major mechanisms by which natural fracture properties may impact flow
and describe each mechanism in detail (Section 2.1). We also look at previous attempts to model natural
fractures in reservoir simulations and the drawbacks of the prior attempts (Section 2.2). The relationship
between natural fracture porosity and permeability is reviewed (Section 2.3). These properties can
affect reservoir drainage patterns, which is why field data were obtained from an unconventional shale
reservoir in West Texas (Section 2.3).

2.1. Natural Fracture and Hydraulic Fracture Interaction Mechanisms

Numerous authors have stated that the presence of natural fractures increase production in
hydraulically fractured wells in unconventional reservoirs [2,24]. Such a broad statement neglects
the intricacies in natural fracture morphology, distribution and its ability to impact production.
Gale et al. [25] stated that “fracture systems in shales are heterogeneous; they can enhance or detract from
producibility, augment or reduce rock strength and have the propensity to interact with hydraulic fracture
stimulation”. Of importance is whether the natural fractures are sealing or not, which depends on
the degree of cementation in the natural fractures. For natural fractures lacking cement, with no
natural proppant (as used in hydraulic fractures), a significant reduction in permeability is possible
but will not result in complete closure and thus, permeability in the natural fracture would still be
above that for the intact host rock [26]. Another factor to consider is the connectivity of the natural
fracture system. Cross-cutting and abutting fracture systems of different ages may not be hydraulically
connected, depending on the degree of sealing. Here, it is possible that hydraulic fracturing can be
beneficial for the reactivation of these natural fracture systems, which may lead to natural fracture
networks becoming connected to the hydraulic fractures for the first time. In this study, we modelled
natural fracture systems with an enhanced conductivity, i.e., cementation is not a hindrance to the flow
potential within the system.

Although some ambiguity remains on the true nature of natural fractures influence on well
production, research using static, object-based permeability suggests that natural fractures would
enhance well productivity [2]. Three major mechanisms for the increase in productivity due to natural
fractures have been put forward by Weijermars and Khanal [23]. These three production enhancement
mechanisms related to natural fractures involve (1) equivalent permeability enhancement, (2) storage effects,
due to enhanced porosity in natural fractures, (3) connection of hydraulic to natural fractures. Each mechanism
is further discussed below.

(1) Equivalent permeability enhancement: The presence of a natural fracture system open to flow
(uncemented) with higher permeability than the matrix, would increase the equivalent
permeability of the overall reservoir. This enhanced equivalent permeability will result in
a corresponding higher flow rate towards the hydraulically fractured well increasing the
well productivity.

(2) Storage effects due to natural fracture enhanced porosity: Natural fracture porosity may differ from
the matrix either on initial formation of the fracture or due to later dissolution of precipitated
minerals in the fracture space [25]. Due to size dependent sealing patterns, larger natural fractures
are believed to have greater porosity [27] and as such, porosity in natural fractures is thought to
be underestimated in most models. A greater porosity in the natural fractures than in the matrix
may affect the extent of the drained area because porosity is a major control on time of flight for
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particles traveling along streamlines [28]. If the porous fractures are more fluid-filled than the
surrounding matrix, storage effects will affect the well productivity. Uncemented fractures with
enhanced porosity will allow for storage of hydrocarbons that, when tapped by the hydraulic
fractures, will flow readily towards the well.

(3) Connection of hydraulic fractures to natural fractures: Hydraulic fractures will propagate preferentially
along planes of weakness in the reservoir such as those created by natural fracture systems. If a
hydraulic fracture reactivates and connects to the natural fracture system, this connection leads to
the natural fractures essentially becoming a direct extension of the hydraulic fracture pressure
sink. The connection of both fracture systems correspondingly increases the total fracture surface
area that is in contact with the reservoir matrix and improves the production rate of such wells.

2.2. Natural Fracture Modeling

Numerous attempts have been made to properly model fractured reservoirs that can accurately
account for flow in such fractured porous media. The earliest attempt was made by Warren and
Root [29] by using the dual-porosity model. Irregular natural fractures were modeled by using
homogenous matrix blocks that are separated by orthogonal uniform natural fractures with fluid
communication between the isotropic and matrix blocks governed by the inter-porosity flow coefficient
(λ) and fracture storage capacity ratio (ω). Starting with this model, Kazemi et al. [30] introduced
modifications that allowed for multiphase flow as well as the introduction of a new matrix shape factor.
In addition to this work, numerous other authors have tried to adapt the Warren and Root [29] model to
account for changes in matrix block geometry with new methods moving from double-porosity models
to triple-porosity models [31,32]. Drawbacks of dual and multi porosity-based fracture models are
that discrete fractures are not included and actual fracture density is not accounted for. Dual-porosity
models also do not account for the flow paths followed when the fluid exchange occurs between the
matrix and fractures, which can thus lead to inaccurate modeling of complex flow behaviors and can
result in the wrong calculation of pressure gradients [33].

Another method to model naturally fractured reservoirs has been the use of Discrete Fracture
Networks (DFN). For this model, fluid flow in the medium is represented through a system of
connected natural fractures embedded within the rock matrix. This technique was first introduced by
Long et al. [34] and has evolved over the years and seen increased use to model flow in conventional
and unconventional naturally fractured hydrocarbon reservoirs [35,36]. The DFN method is typically
used when (1) simulations done on a small scale where fracture dominance would otherwise result
in an invalid upscaled continuum approximation, (2) in simulations on a larger scale where fracture
dominance is small and the upscaled continuum model with only the largest fractures accounted for is
valid [37]. Drawbacks of DFN modeling comes from the lack of data for the detailed inputs needed
for the model such as fracture orientation, length, aperture and transmissibility along the (natural)
fractures. The use of field analogs in surface outcrops may help fill these data gaps but there is no
consensus on how accurately these measurements from outcrops match the subsurface. To combat
this downside, current modeling attempts use a stochastic approach based on probability density
functions to determine parameters of interest. This stochastic realization method can be used to create
multiple realizations of the natural fracture patterns with fracture lengths following a power-law
distribution [38]. The DFN method is also computationally intensive (and therefore expensive) as it
requires very fine grids, which is particularly the case for multi-stage wells in unconventional reservoirs
with numerous perforation zones per well [33].

2.3. Natural Fracture Porosity and Permeability

The effect of natural fractures on fluid flow is highly dependent on the reservoir type. Four
major naturally fractured reservoir types have been identified by Nelson [39] based on the extent
that fractures have altered the reservoir characteristics. Type 1 reservoirs have natural fractures that
provide the bulk of the reservoir storage capacity and permeability, and typically have very high
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natural fracture density. In Type 2 reservoirs, permeability is essentially provided by the fractures
while the matrix is responsible for the bulk of porosity. For Type 3, the reservoir matrix has high
permeability and porosity but the permeability is further enhanced by the natural fracture system and
can result in very high flow rates. Type 4 naturally fractured reservoirs have fractures that provide no
additional porosity or permeability enhancement due to the fractures being filled with impermeable
minerals. Natural fractures in Type 4 reservoirs are actually detrimental to fluid flow as they create
significant reservoir anisotropy, which acts as barriers to flow [40].

One could say that Nelson’s classification is mostly valid for conventional reservoirs and less
applicable to shale reservoirs. Unconventional shale reservoirs have the majority of porosity contained
within the rock matrix, while hydraulic fracturing is needed to create high enough permeability
pathways for economical production. The majority of shale reservoirs also exhibit a high degree of
natural fracturing. Due to the described attributes, unconventional shale reservoirs can be considered
to range between Type 1 and Type 2 classification of naturally fractured reservoirs, with an example of
Type 2 being the Spraberry reservoir in West Texas [40]. The extent to which the natural fracture systems
in shale reservoirs affect hydrocarbon production due to enhanced storage and permeability is yet
unclearly defined and remains nebulous [25]. There is consensus that hydraulic fracture propagation
needs to take into account the impact of natural fractures on this propagation [41] but the impact
that natural fractures have independently on production is not well constrained [25]. This is because
core observations tend to show cemented natural fractures giving lower permeability and porosity
measurements. However, field tests indicate much higher values for both permeability and porosity
of natural fractures. Soeder [42] stated “typical natural fractures that enhance reservoir permeability to
the point of commercial production are probably not obvious lithological features, such as near-wellbore calcite
mineralized joints”. Description of natural fractures in the Barnett shale show completely cemented
fractures before hydraulic fracturing that subsequently became open and might demonstrate stress
sensitivity [43]. The cited evidence shows that there is a strong possibility of natural fracture systems
with enhanced porosity and permeability in shale reservoirs potentially high enough to impact fluid
flow, which is crucial to accurately capture in any flow models.

Important characteristics of natural fractures include fracture length, aperture, orientation, density,
spacing, porosity and permeability. Values for most of these parameters are difficult to obtain from the
subsurface. Outcrops can give some indication of fracture length, density and spacing there is reason
to believe that limited outcrop data do not give a proper representation of subsurface features that lie
deeper within the earth [25]. What we do know is that many shales exhibit a wide range of fracture
sizes and properties. The larger the natural fracture, the greater the porosity because of size-dependent
sealing patterns [27] and it is believed that underestimation of natural fracture porosity may have
occurred (due to this phenomenon) in some case studies. A value of 2% or less for the porosity of a
natural fracture system is considered typical, however, field data from the Monterey shale Formation
using samples from highly fractured parts, have shown values as high as 6% for natural fracture
porosity [44]. Studies conducted by Weber and Bakker [45] as well as Lee et al. [46] give values of 2%
to 7% for natural fracture porosities of the Marcellus shale [25].

The present study makes use of detailed core descriptions from the Hydraulic Fracturing Test Site
(HFTS) for accurate natural fracture property and distribution data for our field case model (Sections 5.3
and 5.4). These descriptions come from six cores from a slanted well that sampled the rock volume
around a hydraulically fractured well. These cores were located in the Upper and Lower Wolfcamp
formation and this data (type based in origin, dip and dip direction of the fractures) was previously used
to visualize fracture orientation, types of fracture and perforation clusters by Shrivastava et al. [12].
We make use of this data for a more realistic representation of the natural fracture system present in the
subsurface in our flow models to determine the impact of this system on the DRV and its implication for
well productivity. An essential corollary of our model is the introduction of a new upscaling method
for natural fractures, which reduces the number of fractures to the critical ones, while maintaining the
same equivalent permeability as the prototype. The upscaled model still contains discrete fractures to
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reveal their key impact on the flow. The revolutionary upscaling method makes use of a combination
of object-based and flow-based upscaling techniques (Appendix C).

3. CAM Solution for Hydraulic Fractures and Natural Fractures

This work uses the Complex Analysis Method (CAM) to model fluid flow in the reservoir. CAM
is an analytical method that was originally limited to the use of integral solutions to model streamlines
for steady state flow [47–49]. This approach was expanded upon to include the Eulerian particle
tracking of time-dependent flows with applications to natural lava flows and other gravity flows [50,51].
The basic methodology to describe gravity flows was then applied to flow in subsurface reservoirs,
properly accounting for permeability, porosity and fluid volume factors, while benchmarking tests of
the CAM using numerical streamline simulations proved highly successful [33,52]. We propose the
use of CAM because of it being a gridless meshless method that allows for infinite resolution at the
fracture scale and also has faster computational times as compared to gridded numerical simulators.

For the hydraulic fractures that are connected to the horizontal wellbore, we use the concept of
line sources and sinks. The complex potential along an interval [a,b] is given by Potter [53] with time
dependent strength m(t) as follows:

Ω(z, t) =
m(t)

2π(b− a)
[(z− a) log(z− a) − (z− b) log(z− b)] [ft2/day] (1)

Differentiation of this equation with respect to z (the complex coordinate that represents a point in
the reservoir space) gives Equation (2), which represents the corresponding velocity field:

V(z, t) =
m(t)

2π(b− a)
[log(z− a) − log(z− b)] [ft/day] (2)

In general terms for multiple line interval sources (k) with time dependent strength mk(t)
(see Appendix A the instantaneous velocity field at time t can be calculated from:

V(z, t) =
N∑

k=1

mk(t)
2πLk

e−iβk ·
(
log [e−iβk

(
z− zc,k

)
+ 0.5Lk] − log [e−iβk

(
z− zc,k

)
− 0.5Lk]

)
[ft/day] (3)

For the line interval source solution, we are also able to determine the corresponding pressure
depletion due to fluid withdrawal from the reservoir. The real part of the complex potential can then
be evaluated to quantify the pressure change ΔP(z, t) at location z at a given time t:

ΔP(z, t) = −φ(z, t)μ
k

[psi] (4)

The potential function represented by φ(z,t) has its pressure scaled based on fluid viscosity μ and
permeability k of the reservoir. The actual pressure can be calculated from the initial pressure (Po) plus
the pressure change:

P(z, t) = P0 + ΔP(z, t) = P0 − φ(z, t)μ
k

[psi] (5)

A new algorithm for the modeling of natural fractures was proposed by Van Harmelen and
Weijermars [22] that makes use of a complex potential function created by the superposing of an infinite
amount of line doublets and is:

Ω(z, t) = −i·υ(t)·e−iγ

2π·h·nm·L·W [(z− za2)· log(−e−iγ(z− za2)) − (z− za1)· log(−e−iγ(z− za1))

+(z− zb1) log(−e−iγ(z− zb1)) − (z− zb2) log(−e−iγ(z− zb2))]
[ft2/day] (6)
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Similarly to the solution for a line source (Equations (1) and (2)), differentiation of the specific
complex potential equation of Equation (6) yields Equation (7), which gives the instantaneous velocity
field in the natural fractures at time t.

V(z, t) = −i·υ(t)·e−iγ

2π·h·nm·L·W [log(−e−iγ(z− za2)) − log(−e−iγ(z− za1))

+ log(−e−iγ(z− zb1)) − log(−e−iγ(z− zb2))]
[ft/day] (7)

Here, υ(t)(ft4/day) is the strength of the natural fracture, which scales the permeability contrast
with the matrix (as further detailed in Section 4.1). The height, width and length of the natural
fracture are denoted by h, W and L (ft) respectively, n is porosity, γ is the tilt angle of the natural
fracture as shown in Figure 2. The variables za1, za2, zb1, and zb2 give the corner points of the natural
fracture domain.

Figure 2. Natural fracture model. L and W are the length and width; zc is the center; za1, za2, zb1,
and zb2 are the corners; β is the wall angles, while γ is the rotation angle of the natural fracture. The blue
arrows give the direction of the flow [22].

As for boundary and initial conditions, CAM can be used to model both steady-state flow as well
as transient flow as shown in our models. The initial REV models used in Section 5.1 to demonstrate
the fundamental impacts of natural fractures on flow, use constant rate boundary conditions (using
a constant far field flow of 2.5 ft/year). For the hydraulic fracture line sink models, we were able to
introduce transient flow by the use of a declining flow strength based on the declining rate of the
forecasted well production that is allocated back into each hydraulic fracture segment. All of our
models were coded using the Matlab programming language.

4. Modeling of Natural Fracture Interaction Mechanisms

The major controls on fluid flow propagation in porous media are the porosity and permeability of
the domain. For a naturally fractured reservoir, one may consider two domains for flow, the unfractured
rock matrix and the natural fractures present within the reservoir. This assumes that the natural
fractures are uncemented and allow for flow. For streamline simulations, the flow paths (FP) and
time of flight (TOF) of fluids being transported in porous media due to pressure sources/sinks are
calculated by the equation of motion, which is intrinsically dependent on porosity and permeability in
the reservoir. A study by Zuo and Weijermars [28] led to the creation of two fundamental rules for FP
and TOF in porous media. The first rule shows that an increase in permeability decreased the time of
flight, and conversely, an increase in porosity increased the time of flight. The second rule states that
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the permeability uniquely controls the flight path of fluid flow in porous media and local porosity
variations do not affect the streamline path.

Armed with the above rules, we now proceed to explain the three principal mechanisms by which
natural fractures may impact fluid flow in the reservoir. Natural fractures may result in localized
discrete changes in both permeability (Section 4.1) and porosity or storativity (Section 4.2) in the
reservoir domain, creating a direct impact on reservoir drainage patterns and drained areas. The third
possibility is the reactivation and connection of natural fractures to the hydraulic fracture network
(Section 4.3), which functions as an extension of the hydraulic fracture pressure sink.

4.1. Equivalent Permeability Enhancement

This mechanism is due to the difference of permeability within the natural fracture and the
surrounding rock matrix. In unconventional reservoirs, the natural fracture permeability (kf) is
typically greater than that of the rock permeability (km). Weijermars and Khanal [23] show via explicit
derivations how the permeability ratio (Rk) directly impacts the strength of flow in natural fractures as
follows:

Rk =
k f

km
[-] (8)

The fracture hydraulic conductivity (Cf) is determined by the product of its fracture aperture (wf)
and its permeability (kf):

C f = k f ·w f [mD·ft] (9)

From this conductivity, we are able to define and scale the strength of the natural fracture segment
(υf) in terms of corresponding permeability contrast with the matrix as follows:

υ f = q f L f = v f w f h f L f =
k f

km
vmw f h f L f [ft4/day] (10)

The length dimensions for the natural fractures (hf—natural fracture height, Lf—natural fracture
length, wf—fracture aperture) are directly specified in the CAM models and matrix flow velocity (vm)
can be measured near the fracture in the simulation. By fixing the constituent parameters at time t the
equation for Rk thus becomes

Rk =
υ f (t)

vm(t)w f h f L f
[-] (11)

Thus, from the above equation, we can set the permeability ratio using an assigned strength in the
natural fractures in our CAM model.

The most important aspect of the permeability enhancement mechanism is that natural fractures
do not act as fluid sinks (see also detailed examples in Weijermars and Khanal, [23]). Mechanism
1 assumes the natural fractures are not connected to the hydraulic fractures (unlike mechanism 3).
Instead the natural fractures act as zones of flow acceleration and preferentially drain matrix fluid
further away from the well at the end of the highly conductive natural fractures rather than from
the nearby lower permeability matrix. Change in permeability in the natural fractures impacts both
streamline patterns as well as time of flight. This mechanism was thoroughly modeled and investigated
by Weijermars and Khanal [23], using a variety of natural fracture parameters and readers are referred
to this seminal work for further detail. Although prior studies (e.g., Aguilera, [2]) that use static
object-based permeability scaling also give results that natural fractures can enhance well productivity,
the method employed by Weijermars and Khanal is based on dynamic flow-based upscaling and
is believed to be more accurate. Flow-based upscaling of permeability explicitly shows how for a
fractured medium the equivalent permeability increases greatly when compared to similar porous
media that are non-fractured. It is this overall increase in equivalent permeability (due to the enhanced
permeability of the natural fractures) that leads to a higher flow rate towards the well and thus higher
recovery during the economic life of such wells. In this study, we extend this work to investigate the
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implications of equivalent permeability enhancement due to natural fractures on DRV in conjunction
with porosity changes in natural fractures. A new upscaling method for discrete fractures is given in
Appendix C, allowing for simultaneous changes to fracture permeability and porosity, which has not
been investigated previously.

4.2. Natural Fracture Storativity Effect

In addition to effecting localized permeability changes, natural fractures have the ability to alter
porosity. Shale reservoirs tend to exhibit a wide range of fracture sizes. Due to the industries limited
data of natural fracture porosity, the effects of this on flow alteration in the subsurface has not been
previously studied in any detail. We present a set of high-resolution simulations with altered porosity
in the natural fractures to quantify how this parameter affects drainage in the subsurface (see the
results in Section 5).

As with the change in permeability, we are now able to define a porosity ratio (Rn) for the porosity
change inside of a natural fracture (nf) compared to the matrix porosity (nm) surrounding it, given by
the following equation:

Rn =
n f

nm
[-] (12)

For the CAM analytical solution, natural fracture alignment can be defined in relation to the
hydraulic fracture. Equation (7) assumes that the porosity across both the fracture zone and matrix
remains the same. If we remove this assumption, based on the evidence presented on porosity
differences in natural fractures when compared to the reservoir matrix, Equation (7) can be locally
modified to take into account the altered natural fracture porosity as follows:

V(z, t) = −i·υ(t)·e−iγ

2π·h·nm·L·W [log(−e−iγ(z− za2)) − log(−e−iγ(z− za1))

+ log(−e−iγ(z− zb1)) − log(−e−iγ(z− zb2))]/Rn
[ft/day] (13)

This equation will now account for both the altered porosity and permeability within the natural
fracture domain. As we manually define the boundaries of the natural fractures, the tracked particles
that are displaced based on the time dependent strength of the flow in the reservoir will have velocity
increased or decreased based on the porosity and permeability once the fluid particles enter the natural
fracture domain. The trajectories of these particles are set by the permeability in the reservoir matrix
and natural fractures [28]. Based on Rule 2 for flight paths and time of flight contours in porous
media [28]. The time of flight will be slower in natural fractures with a higher porosity than the matrix
(the streamline patterns will not be affected). Thus, for a hydraulically fractured well, the presence
or absence of natural fractures with different porosities (that may be in situ porosity or increased
porosity due to natural fracture reactivation) will affect how far the matrix is drained (i.e., the shape
and location of the DRV will be affected), which knowledge is relevant for fracture treatment design
and well spacing decisions.

4.3. Natural Fractures as Extension to Hydraulic Fracture Network

The third mechanism that may cause natural fractures to increase well productivity occurs when
natural fractures become extensions of the hydraulic fracture system. This can lead to the creation of
complex fracture networks, defined as non-planar, branching fracture geometries that are caused by
either strong stress shadow effects or by the interactions with natural fractures [54]. Wu and Olsen [54]
further state that the efforts to study interaction between natural fractures and hydraulic fractures have
taken various forms of theoretical, experimental and numerical work. From this research, they propose
three possibilities due to the intersection of natural fractures and man-made hydraulic fractures.
The first possibility is that the created hydraulic fracture propagates along its original directions and
crosses the natural fracture with no change in orientation. A second possibility is that the hydraulic
fracture could be arrested by the natural fracture and then continue to propagate along the natural
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fracture to finally exit at the tip of the natural fracture. Deflection of the hydraulic fracture into the
natural fracture, followed by re-initiating out of the natural fracture at a point of weakness is given as
the third possibility [55]. No matter the propagation due to the interaction, the overall effect is that the
natural fractures that intersect with the hydraulic fractures become extensions of the pressure sink
imposed on the reservoir due to the connection of the fracture network to the wellbore. One way to
model these interactions is via the use of fractal theory to replicate the branching fracture geometry
that can then be modeled using CAM. The changes and implications on DRV due to such complex
branching fracture networks was modeled in detail in Nandlal and Weijermars [21], and as such, is not
the subject of focus in the current work. The reader is referred to the previous paper with the major
conclusion being that the presence of a complex hydraulic fracture network will increase the initial
production rate from the reservoir.

5. Results

Using the CAM approach, we investigated systematically the effects of porosity and permeability
alterations within natural fractures on fluid flow using a range of model designs. The changes in
these two crucial parameters were studied to determine the effect on the drainage area in the reservoir.
Obviously, a proper understanding of the DRV development in naturally fractured reservoirs has
implications for production from both conventional and unconventional oil and gas reservoirs.

We adjust the fracture strength and porosity ratio to determine the impact on drained areas in
the reservoir. Modeling starts with a simple planar fracture with varying porosity ratios as well as
different natural fracture configurations (Section 5.1). The effects of natural fracture storativity and
enhanced permeability on DRV are demonstrated and proved (Section 5.2). We investigated the flow
patterns near hydraulic fractures (modeled as line sinks using CAM), and how the presence of natural
fractures and their corresponding porosity and permeability may change the DRV. It should be noted
that the CAM models used in these flow simulations assume hydraulic fractures of infinite conductivity.
The creation of hydraulic fracture via geo-mechanical simulations and corresponding coupling to flow
simulation is outside the scope of this work.

The results in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 are for synthetic models, intended to systematically demonstrate
the effects of natural fractures via the natural fracture interaction mechanisms explained in Section 4.
The idealistic representative elementary volumes (REV) and simple fracture models assume porosity
changes are independent of any permeability changes. In reality, this may not be true and there
are many established correlations that relate increases in porosity with corresponding increases in
permeability. We make use of field data for natural fractures to determine the DRV in an actual reservoir
(Sections 5.3 and 5.4). Field data obtained from cores in the Hydraulic Fracturing Test Site (HFTS) as
well as porosity-permeability correlations are used to determine the impact of natural fractures in the
case study. By incorporating real data in our models, we can more accurately determine the impact of
natural fractures on the DRV in the field. This is relevant to next proposed methods for optimization of
recovery in both highly fractured unconventional and conventional reservoirs.

5.1. Representative Elementary Volume (REV) Models

To properly understand the effects on fluid flow, we started with the modeling of a simple
representative elementary volumes (REV) that use a constant far field flow. A representative elementary
volume (REV) is defined as a volume over which a measurement can be made that is representative
of the whole. Using the REV allows for the understanding of the physics behind any changes in
drainage patterns (before moving on to more complex situations). The first model provided is a base
case which we use to compare all subsequent models. In this model (Figure 3) we show a reservoir
space in 2D with five natural fractures represented by discrete elements that have the same porosity
and permeability as the reservoir space. Using Eulerian particle tracking, we determined the flow
path based on a constant far field flow. Flight paths (FP) are displayed in blue (Figure 3, left image)
with the corresponding time-of-flight contours (TOFC) shown in red (Figure 3, right image). The base
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model represents a flow time of 30 years with each TOFC representing the fluid displacement after 3
years with reservoir porosity of 5%. Referring back to the two fundamental rules for FP and TOF [28],
we observed that with no change in porosity and permeability in the natural fractures, the FP and
TOFC remain constant.

  

NF 1 NF 2 NF 3 NF 4 NF 5 

Figure 3. Base case model for homogenous reservoir space with five discrete natural fracture elements
all having equal porosity and permeability. Left: Streamlines (blue) for uniform flow from bottom to
top through reservoir space and natural fractures (dashed black). Right: Time-of-flight (TOF) contours
(red) shown every 3 years during a total simulated time of 30 years.

Porosity effects: The next REV model (Figure 4) highlights the effect of systematically increasing

the porosity in the natural fractures. As stated previously, fracture system porosities of 2% or less are
considered typical [44], but values as high as 7% for natural fracture porosity in shale formations have
been reported [25,46]. With numbers still based on very limited datasets, it is possible that porosity
changes in natural fractures can be higher than the values reported thus far. Therefore, we model
porosity changes by up to 15% to observe the impact on flow. The initial models decouple the correlation
between increased porosity and permeability and such that there is no permeability change in the
natural fracture relative to the matrix. When we use the term porosity, we mean connected porosity.

  

Figure 4. REV model showing impact of different natural fracture (NF) porosity on FP and TOF in
a reservoir space of 5% porosity. NF porosity from left to right: NF 1 = 5% (NF 1 porosity same as
reservoir), NF 2 = 6%, NF 3 = 8%, NF 4 = 10%, NF 5 = 15%. Streamlines in blue (left side) and TOF in
red (right side). Far field flow of 2.5 ft/year scaled by reservoir porosity is used in all REV models.

Figure 4 shows the effects of increasing NF porosity on the FP and TOFC in the reservoir space.
The reservoir porosity is kept at 5%, while NF porosity changes incrementally from being equal to
the reservoir space to a high of 15%. The results clearly show that the change in porosity within the
natural fracture has no effect on the streamline flow paths but does affect the time-of-flight contours.
In NF 1, the porosity is the same as the reservoir and as such, there is no slowdown in the TOFC. From
NF 2 to NF 5, we progressively increased the porosity to 6%, 8%, 10% and finally, 15%. The model
shows that for each successive porosity increase in the natural fractures, the FP stays constant but the
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TOF increases. As we are using a constant run time for all models, the increase in TOF results in flow
not reaching as far into the reservoir space for the natural fractured with higher porosity. With no
porosity change, flow reaches out to approximately 75 ft in the reservoir space. With a porosity change
from 5% to 15% in the natural fractures, flow is retarded and reaches only approximately 44 ft out into
the reservoir space. Thus, a 10% increase in natural fracture porosity results in a 40% reduction in
lateral flow extent. This result can have great implications for accurately determining the DRV in the
subsurface when the reservoir rock has a high density of natural fractures with variable porosity.

Permeability effects: The next REV model shows the impact of change in natural fracture

permeability on the FP and TOFC after simulation for 30 years. For this model, the porosity in
the natural fractures are kept constant with the reservoir to allow for a detailed investigation of
the flow effects due to only the permeability change in the fractures. Using CAM, we model a
higher permeability in the natural fractures by assigning (scaling with) a particular fracture strength
(Equation (10)). As discussed in Section 4.1, an increase in strength can be related back to the natural
fracture permeability using the permeability ratio Rk. The REV model (Figure 5) uses a far field flow of
2.5 ft/year (after being scaled by the reservoir space porosity of 5%). The strengths for NF 1 to NF 5 are
increased, respectively, from 0.1 ft4/year to 40, 160, 500, and 1000 ft4/year.

The results in Figure 5 show that keeping porosity constant in the natural fractures while increasing
the natural fracture strength (and thus NF permeability) leads to a change in both the FP and TOF.
This is in line with what is expected from the first fundamental rule for FP and TOFC [28]: permeability
changes affect the FP and thus, the path of the streamlines is altered. Fluid is seen funneled into the
higher permeability natural fractures while the TOF correspondingly decreases. Using the constant
run-time of 30 years, this decrease in TOF results in fluid flow reaching further out into the reservoir
space. As more of the fluid flow is funneled into the NF due to increasing strength, less of the fluid is
transported in the inter-fracture domain (space between the natural fractures). In the space between
NF 2 and 3 (though the FP are altered due to the increased NF permeability), fluid still flows in the
inter-fracture space as shown by the streamlines. However, in the space between NF 4 and 5 (which
are assigned much greater strengths) almost all the fluid flow is funneled into the natural fractures,
with most of the inter-fracture space receiving no fluid.

  

NF 1 NF 2 NF 3 NF 4 NF 5 

Figure 5. REV model showing impact of different natural fracture (NF) permeability on FP and TOF in
a reservoir space of 5% porosity. NF (dashed black lines) strengths from left to right: NF 1 = 0.1 ft4/year,
NF 2 = 40 ft4/year, NF 3 = 160 ft4/year, NF 4 = 500 ft4/year, NF 5 = 1000 ft4/year. Streamlines in blue
(left side) and TOFC in red (right side).

The relationships between the natural fractures input parameters used in Figure 5 and the
approximate equivalent natural fracture permeability (based on Equation (11)) are given in Table 1.
Fracture input properties used in all subsequent flow models with enhanced natural fracture
permeability in this study are included in Table 1.
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Table 1. List of natural fracture input properties for models with enhanced permeability.

Figure Number
Natural Fracture

Strength (ft4/year)

Natural
Fracture

Length (ft)

Natural
Fracture

Width (ft)

Natural
Fracture

Height (ft)

Matrix Flow
Rate

(ft/year)

Permeability
Ratio (Rk)

Natural Fracture
Permeability (nD)

5

NF1 0.1 25 5 1 2.5 - a - a

NF2 40 25 5 1 2.5 0.13 12.8 a

NF3 160 25 5 1 2.5 0.51 51.2 a

NF4 500 25 5 1 2.5 1.60 160

NF5 1000 25 5 1 2.5 3.20 320

6b 1000 25 5 1 2.5 3.20 320

7 500 25 5 1 2.5 1.60 160

(ft4/day) (ft/day)

9

a 2500 20 10 60 0.1693 1.23 123.06

b 5000 20 10 60 0.1693 2.46 246.11

c 10,000 20 10 60 0.1693 4.92 492.22

10 5000 20 10 60 0.1693 2.46 246.11

11b 155 20 0.5 60 0.1693 1.53 152.59

12 155 30 0.5 60 0.1693 1.02 101.73
a Rk formulation gives an approximate natural fracture permeability and does not hold well for low strengths.
A matrix permeability of 100 nD is assumed. Rk is calculated from Equation (11) with natural fracture permeability
then back-calculated from Equation (8) using the assumed matrix permeability.

Open fracture: A final scenario investigated with the REV model was the effect of a natural

fracture with 100% porosity. Theoretically, this can be thought of as an open fracture in the subsurface.
Once again, we artificially separate the effects of porosity and permeability to investigate each parameter
individually. Figure 6a shows the result for completely open natural fractures set within a reservoir
space of 5% porosity. The FP is unchanged but the TOF in the fractures increases dramatically. The fluid
drawn from the open fracture does not require long travel paths (due to 100% fluid fill) and drawing
the same amount of fluid from the inter-fracture matrix regions requires much longer travel paths in
those regions outside the NF.

Figure 6b shows the effect of natural fractures with very high permeability as compared to the
reservoir space. The natural fractures in this model have a strength of 1000 ft4/year (while porosity is
kept the same as that of the reservoir matrix) and fluid flow is simulated for a run-time of 30 years.
The marked effect of the change in permeability is seen in the alteration of the FP as well as the decrease
in TOF. With such a high fracture strength (high Rk) almost all flow is funneled through the natural
fractures, with no fluid being transported via the inter-fracture domain. A similar conclusion was
reported in earlier work by our research group [23].

  
(a) 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 6. (a) REV model showing the effect of a natural fracture (NF) porosity of 100% (open fracture)
in a reservoir space of 5% porosity with no permeability change. (b) Natural fractures with increased
strength of 1000 ft4/year. Streamlines in blue (left side) and TOFC in red (right side). Natural fractures
in black.

All previous REV models have considered the varying effects of porosity and permeability
independently of each other. Figure 7 investigates the effect of simultaneous changes of natural
fracture porosity on flow, while the permeability contrast with the matrix exists (Rk > 1). In this
model, we systematically change the porosity within the NF from initially being equal to that of the
reservoir space of 5% (Figure 7a) to a high of 30% (Figure 7d), all the while keeping a constant enhanced
permeability in the natural fractures.

  
(a) NF porosity = 5% (c) NF porosity = 15% 

  
(b) NF porosity = 10% (d) NF porosity = 30% 

Figure 7. REV model showing effect of various natural fracture (NF) porosity ranging from (a) 5% to
(d) 30% changes in a reservoir space of 5% porosity with enhanced strength in the NF of 500 ft4/year.
The streamlines are in blue and TOFC are in red. Natural fractures are in black.

The results from the models in Figure 7 show the competing effects between porosity and
permeability as defined in the fundamental rules for FP and TOF by Zuo and Weijermars [28]. Figure 7a
shows the alteration in FP and decrease in TOF (fast travel times via the fractures) due to the enhanced
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natural fracture permeability. The successive models (Figure 7b–d) with gradually increasing porosity
in the natural fracture conversely increase the TOF and thus reduce the lateral distance reached by
the fluid flow in the given run-time. Although the porosity change negates the effect of the enhanced
permeability in terms of lateral distance reached, the alteration of the FP by the permeability still occurs.
This proves that permeability is responsible for the particle paths while both the permeability and
porosity inversely affect the TOF (as stated in Zuo and Weijermars, [28]).

5.2. Synthetic Hydraulic Fracture Models

Using the CAM model, hydraulic fractures can be modeled as either line sinks or as line sources,
which is used in this study by applying the principle of flow reversal. Line sinks can show fluid
withdrawal contours being forward modeled by line sources (a simple sign reversal in our equations).
The effects of fluid flow of enhanced permeability and porosity in natural fractures of an otherwise
homogenous reservoir space was modeled in the previous section using a constant far field flow.
Models are now presented to demonstrate how natural fracture will alter fluid flow around a single
hydraulic fracture. Time-dependent production data from a well completed in the Wolfcamp Formation
is used in these models and prorated for fluid allocation produced by a single hydraulic fracture stage
(Figure A1). The relatively wide zones (10 ft) of altered permeability and porosity used in these models
represent the effect of upscaling numerous smaller individual natural fractures (a detailed upscaling
procedure is given in Appendix C). The effect of such altered zones can be clearly demonstrated
visually. Each naturally fractured zone has dimensions of 10 ft width by 20 ft in length and the zones
are angled at values of 45◦ and 135◦ from the hydraulic fracture.

The first model looks at the effect of a synthetic, single hydraulic fracture surrounded by six natural
fracture zones having a higher porosity than the reservoir matrix (Figure 8). For this model, the natural
fracture zones do not attribute any additional permeability change, only porosity enhancement.
Figure 8a,b has a progressively increasing porosity in the natural fracture from left to right, starting
with a NF porosity of 10% in 8a and increases to 15% and 20% in Figure 8b,c. The models show that as
porosity increases in the natural fracture zone, there is a decrease in the distance drained. In other
words, as porosity increases, the time-of-flight also increases. The major observation from these models
is that the presence of naturally fractured zones with increased porosity (and assumed fluid storage in
those fractures) will decrease the distance drained away from the hydraulic fracture.

 

Figure 8. Hydraulic fracture model showing effect of various natural fracture (NF) porosity changes
in a reservoir space of 5% porosity with enhanced porosity in the NF of (a) 10% (b) 15% (c) 20%.
Streamlines in blue and TOFC in red. Natural fracture zones are shown by dashed lines. The bottom
plots use rainbow colors to show drained areas after 3-year time periods.
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The next property investigated is the effect of increased permeability (by changing the strength of
the natural fractures as compared to rest of the reservoir matrix) (Figure 9). The porosity in the NF zones
is kept the same as for the reservoir matrix. Therefore, we can focus solely on the permeability effect.
From left to right, the strength in the natural fracture zones is progressively increased from 1000 ft4/day
in Figure 9a to 5000 ft4/day and 10,000 ft4/day respectively in Figure 9b,c. Once again, as demonstrated
in the REV models of Section 5.1, the streamlines converge into the high permeability zones and lead
to larger drainage regions in the direction of the higher permeability zones. One additional point
of note is that the direction of the angle of these zones in conjunction with the streamline direction
influences how much effect there is on the drainage. If the naturally fractured zones are angled in the
same direction as the streamlines, the effect is more pronounced than if they occur at a larger angle to
the principal flow direction induced by the hydraulic fracture.

 

Figure 9. Hydraulic fracture model showing effect of various natural fracture (NF) permeability changes
in a reservoir space of 5% porosity with enhanced permeability strengths in the NF of (a) 2500 ft4/day
(b) 5000 ft4/day (c) 10,000 ft4/day. Streamlines in blue and TOFC in red. Natural fracture zones in
dashed lines and have the same porosity as reservoir. Bottom plots use rainbow colors to show drained
areas after 3-year time periods.

The previous models investigated the effect of altered porosity and permeability in naturally
fractured zones around a hydraulic fracture independently. Figure 10 looks at the competing effects of
altered porosity and permeability together. Figure 10a shows the case with an enhanced permeability
in the natural fractured zones, while the porosity is kept the same as the reservoir porosity of 5%.
The results show the convergence of the streamlines into these zones, resulting in a lateral extension of
the DRV beyond. As we progress from left to right, Figure 10a–c shows the effect of increasing porosity
in the NF zones while also having an enhanced permeability. Figure 10b has the same enhanced
permeability as in Figure 10a, but now the porosity in the natural fractured zones is increased from
5% (same as the reservoir matrix) to 10%. This model shows that although the streamlines once
again converge into the zones of higher permeability, the lateral extent of the DRV is now slightly
reduced due to the increased porosity. The enhanced DRV from Figure 10a has now been reduced
in Figure 10b to an extent smaller (due to the porosity effect) than if there were no natural fractures.
If the natural fracture porosity is increased further to 20%, the extent of the drained area shrinks much
further (Figure 10c). The large changes in lateral extent and the spatial location of the DRV due to
natural fractures may have significant implications for fracture and well spacing for optimum drainage.
The limiting factor for improving models is the lack of fracture diagnostics for field cases (in particular
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the fracture permeability and porosity values). In the next section, detailed field data abstracted from
the Hydraulic Fracture Test Site will be used to constrain fluid withdrawal patterns near the hydraulic
fractures that drain the Wolfcamp reservoir space.

 
Figure 10. Hydraulic fracture model showing effect of competing changes in natural fracture (NF)
porosity and permeability changes in a reservoir space of a 5% porosity. (a) NF porosity same as
reservoir (5%) and enhanced strength of 5000 ft4/day (b) NF porosity of 10% and enhanced strength of
5000 ft4/day (c) NF porosity of 20% and enhanced strength of 5000 ft4/day. Streamlines in blue and TOF
in red. Natural fracture zones in dashed lines.

5.3. Field Models Using Data from the Hydraulic Fracture Test Site (HFTS)

Data from the Hydraulic Fracture Test Site (HFTS; Midland Basin, West Texas) were used because
the natural fracture network present in the subsurface has been characterized in prior studies for this
real field case [12,56]. Six cores obtained from the Wolfcamp Formation within the Stimulated Rock
Volume (SRV) near to a hydraulically fractured well were studied in detail [12]. One of the aims of the
core description was to understand the primary origins of fractures in terms of hydraulic, natural and
reactivated natural fractures. The density of the individual types of fractures along the core depths
and the dominant orientations of the fractures obtained by Shrivastava et al. [12] were used in our
study for a field-based simulation of the impact of natural fractures on the DRV development.

For the present study, certain mean values for natural fracture lengths and aperture were assumed
in our models because natural fracture length and aperture values from the HFTS core samples were
poorly constrained [12]. In their approximation, the latter authors used a power-law relation to generate
a range for natural fracture lengths and the fracture apertures were estimated using a geomechanical
fracture propagation simulator. In the present study, we constrain the fracture length to 30 ft (Table 1),
corresponding to the maximum value used by Shrivastava et al. [12]. Additionally, the DRV model
requires inputs, for every natural fracture, of permeability and porosity. However, almost no data is
present in the literature for relating in situ natural fracture porosity with permeability in the subsurface,
which is why a Carman–Kozeny (CK) relation was used in our study (Appendix B).

An example of the impact of the Carman–Kozeny porosity–permeability correlation in the natural
fractures, but for a still unscaled model, is given in Figure 11. The effect of the enhanced permeability
in the natural fractures (Figure 11b) as compared to a single hydraulic fracture without any natural
fractures nearby (Figure 11a) is to channel fluid flow faster through these high-speed zones. The effect
of the enhanced permeability for this synthetic case completely outweighs any impact of the increased
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porosity in the natural fracture, which actually increases the time of flight (TOF) and leads to narrowly
spaced TOF contours.

 

Figure 11. (a) DRV around a single hydraulic fracture with no natural fractures around, (b) DRV around
a single hydraulic fracture with 6 natural fractures with porosity of 8.4% and corresponding strength
of 155 ft4/day from CK correlation after 30 years production. Hydraulic fracture in red, Streamlines
in blue, Natural fractures in dashed red lines. Rainbow colored fill shows drained areas after 3-year
time periods.

The analysis of the HFTS natural fracture field data suggests that a dense network of natural
fractures occurs around the hydraulic fractures [12]. The natural fracture density model based on
HFTS field data generated by a discrete fracture network contained over 40,500 individual natural
fractures distributed over a domain of 300 m by 300 m [56]. For tractable run times with our smaller
model, the number of natural fractures can be reduced by upscaling. A similar approach was used
by Kumar et al. [56], whereby the permeability tensor for the entire stimulated rock volume was
determined from flowback for input in a discrete fracture network model.

The upscaling method used in the present study sought to reduce the overall number of fractures
to be modeled by upscaling the natural fracture widths and fracture permeabilities (strengths) for a
dense natural fracture network. Original natural fracture apertures in the subsurface were assumed to
be 5 mm (0.2 inches), which follows from core observations that kinematic apertures were estimated to
have been more than 1 mm wide [57]. A combination of object-based and flow-based upscaling was
developed for this study, with an in-depth discussion of this topic given in Appendix C. The proposed
upscaling method was applied to produce field models for DRV around a single hydraulic fracture
with a representative, upscaled natural fracture distribution of the HFTS. Using the data input ranges
(Table 2) for natural fractures in conjunction with the Carman–Kozeny correlation, the final model was
simulated to determine the real-life impact of natural fractures on the DRV.

Table 2. Natural fracture data from HFTS used for model simulations.

Natural fracture orientation (to hydraulic fracture) a −55◦ and 55◦
Natural fracture length b 30 ft

Original natural fracture density c 0.042 fractures/ft2

Assumed original natural fracture aperture 0.2 inches
Upscaled natural fracture aperture d 6 inches

Number of natural fractures d 12
Natural fracture porosity 7.32%
Natural fracture strength 155 ft4/day

a Core data obtained values. b Use of maximum value from Shrivastava et al.(2018). c From Shrivastava et al. [12].
d Values obtained from upscaling (Appendix C).
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From the upscaling of the original natural fracture density, the outcome is a model with 12 natural
fractures around the single hydraulic fracture. These 12 natural fractures are stochastically placed
around the hydraulic fracture using the relevant field data all other parameters needed. Once again,
the CK correlation was used to relate natural fracture permeability to porosity. Simulation of this
model in CAM gives the representative DRV when affected by natural fractures (Figure 12a).

Figure 12a shows that fluid is preferentially channeled through the natural fractures for the
HFTS field case models. The DRV in the upscaled HFTS model is highly convolute (Figure 12a) with
numerous undrained matrix zones occurring between the upscaled natural fractures created from
field data. Any storativity effects of the enhanced porosity in the natural fractures remain obscured
by the enhanced flow due to the enhanced permeability of the natural fractures. For comparison,
the pressure plot after 1 month of production was generated using CAM (Figure 12b). Pressure was
calculated in CAM by extracting the potential function from the complex potential and normalizing by
the ratio of reservoir permeability and fluid viscosity [58]. For the plot presented, the pressure scale
was normalized by the maximum pressure present in the reservoir at 1 month production. The lowest
pressures occur near the hydraulic fractures. We utilized the process of flow reversal, which means
that the highest pressures occur at the hydraulic fractures (which can be simply corrected by flipping
the scale in Figure 12b). Anomalous high pressures at the tips of the natural fractures are due to
singularities and associated branch cut effects occurring when high permeability contrasts (Rk) are
used [59]. The progressive distortion of the pressure field near a hydraulic fracture due to the presence
of natural fractures is further discussed in Section 6.2 (see also Figure 15).

The overall pressure field is greatly altered by the presence of natural fractures due to their impact
on the flow pattern. The results presented here confirm that the calculated DRV do not conform 1:1 to
the pressure field, making the use of pressure plots very poor proxies for reservoir drained areas.

 

Figure 12. (a) DRV generated with upscaled natural fractures using field data from HFTS; hydraulic
fracture in red; streamlines in blue; natural fractures in dashed red lines. Rainbow colored fill shows
drained areas after 3-year time periods. (b) Pressure plot after 1 month production generated from
CAM around single hydraulic fracture with HFTS upscaled natural fractures; hydraulic fracture in
black; natural fractures in red; pressure scale normalized by highest pressure value.

5.4. HFTS Full Well Model and Implications

The previous section analyzed the impact that natural fractures modeled from field data have on
the DRV around an individual hydraulic fracture. This concept is now expanded upon to determine
the impact of natural fractures on DRV across multiple fracture stages representative of an entire
hydraulically fractured well. The Wolfcamp production used effectively in these models had 22 stages
with each stage spanning 300 ft with a total of 131 individual fracture clusters along the entire lateral.
Our modeled DRV around a single hydraulic fracture is assumed to be representative of the collated
drainage for all the fracture clusters per stage. Each stage has six fracture initiation points (clusters)
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with 50 ft spacing. The results thus show the total drainage of these six clusters when upscaled to one
single hydraulic fracture.

The first model investigates the drainage based on the given 50 ft cluster spacing (corresponding
to the stage spacing of 300 ft) with the assumption of a homogenous reservoir with no natural fractures
(Figure 13a). Based on this stage spacing and from the DRV calculated, the multi-stage plot shows
large undrained areas in between the existing DRV’s after 30 years forecasted production. Results
indicate that a maximum distance of 50 ft is drained perpendicularly away from the hydraulic fractures,
which represents the drainage of all six fracture clusters. The plots (Figure 13a,b) show this stage spacing
was sub-optimal due to the large undrained areas that can be targeted for refracs. For comparison,
we model the same number of stages but now including the impact of reservoir heterogeneity using
the HFTS field data on natural fractures (Figure 13b). When compared to the case with no natural
fractures, the maximum area drained perpendicular to the hydraulic fracture increases from 50 ft to
approximately 80 ft. Figure 13b shows that even though there is a shift in the spatial location of the
DRV due to the natural fractures, this increase in lateral drainage is not enough to efficiently drain in
between the fractures at this stage spacing.

 
Figure 13. (a) Plan view of DRV for modeled well using current stage spacing of 300 ft assuming
homogenous reservoir (b) Plan view of DRV for multiple stages using current 300 ft spacing with the
impact of natural fracture modeled using HFTS data. Hydraulic fracture in red line; natural fractures in
dashed red line; streamlines in blue. Rainbow colored fill shows drained areas after 3-year time periods.

Assuming a modified initial fracture cluster spacing of 25 ft, down from 50ft (which corresponds
to a stage spacing of 150 ft instead of the field value of 300 ft), the DRV’s were modeled using CAM
to investigate cases of a homogenous reservoir and heterogeneous reservoir with natural fractures
(Figure 14a,b). The first case for a homogenous reservoir (Figure 14a) suggests that the reduction of
the cluster spacing based on the upscaled DRV for a single stage, allows for more efficient drainage
along the length of the lateral. This decrease in spacing to a more optimal value would lead to
enhanced well productivity. Our method visualizes the exact DRV and the new spacing does not
create adverse flow interference. In fact, the model shows that the spacing can be further optimized
to slightly less than 150 ft per stage due to there still being undrained areas between the hydraulic
fractures. The introduction of natural fracture heterogeneity reveals a different finding when the
stage spacing is decreased to 150 ft. Natural fractures with enhanced permeability when properly
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oriented to the hydraulic fracture extend the lateral drained areas as shown in our models (Figure 14b).
Although the natural fractures extend the drained areas, at the new stage spacing of 150 ft, there is now
nearly an overlapping of the DRVs from each stage (shown by dashed black ellipses in Figure 14b).
The proximity of these DRVs implies that reduction of the stage spacing to less than 150 ft will lead to
flow interference that will reduce the overall recovery from the well. The conclusion from this is that
when natural fractures are present, fracture stage treatment with a spacing of less than 150 ft will now
be sub-optimal. These results show the importance of accounting for and properly modeling natural
fractures, particularly in flow simulations for unconventional reservoirs.

 

Figure 14. (a) Plan view of DRV for modeled well using a possible stage spacing of 150 ft assuming
homogenous reservoir (b) Plan view of DRV for multiple stages using 150 ft spacing with the impact
of natural fracture modeled using HFTS data. Hydraulic fracture in red line; natural fractures in
dashed red line; streamlines in blue. Rainbow colored fill shows drained areas after 3-year time periods.
Dashed ellipses in black show overlapping of DRV’s that can cause unwanted flow interference.

6. Discussion

Proper modeling and forecasting of production from unconventional reservoirs needs to take into
account important reservoir heterogeneity such as the presence and the impact of natural fractures.
Numerous authors have noted the possible impact that natural fractures can have on production and
well performance [2,24], but very few have sought to succinctly delineate and differentiate the ways
in which this is possible. The present study puts forward three major mechanisms by which natural
fractures can impact well productivity. Natural fractures present in the subsurface can affect well
productivity via (1) enhanced permeability, (2) enhanced storativity, and (3) reactivation of natural
fractures as extensions to the created hydraulic fracture network. By the use of a simple analytical
streamline simulator based on complex analysis methods (CAM), we visualized the drainage patterns
around hydraulic fractures by Eulerian particle tracking. The effects of natural fractures, in particular
the enhanced permeability and storativity were investigated systematically and the results show that
the drainage patterns (DRV) can be greatly altered by the presence of these reservoir heterogeneities.

6.1. Storativity Impact of Natural Fractures

Natural fractures present in the subsurface show a range of measured porosity from 2% to 7% [25]
but these measured data sets are very limited in sample size and it is believed that porosity ranges may
include even higher values. The altered mineralogy in these natural fractures can lead to a porosity and
permeability that is vastly different to that of the unfractured reservoir matrix. With regards to natural
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fractures present in the Permian Basin, Forand et al. [24] stated that “despite natural fractures having
a calcite fill, the permeability contrast between the fracture and matrix is likely high enough that the healed
fractures may be preferential hydrocarbon pathways. Combining this dominant character with the orientation of
natural fractures to maximum horizontal principal stress has the potential to affect the efficiency of hydraulic
fractures and the size of the total connected and stimulated rock volume.” The change in permeability will
also result in an increased porosity, which we see as a cause of enhanced storativity for reservoir fluids.

Enhanced storativity can contribute to better well performance as these naturally fractured
regions will have a larger hydrocarbon fluid supply that may last longer [23]. The impact of enhanced
storativity in natural fractures on the drainage area around a well is for the first time visualized in our
results. Starting with a simple REV model (Figure 4), the effect of increased porosity is seen to slow the
time-of-flight (TOF) in the natural fracture as compared to the matrix. Once again, this proves that
porosity changes do not affect streamline patterns but only the time-of-flight [28]. When applied to
naturally fractured zones around a hydraulic fracture (Figure 8), the increase in the TOF results in a
slower expansion of the DRV in the natural fracture zones compared to the rest of the matrix with a
lower porosity. This leads to a decrease in the lateral distance drained away from the hydraulic fracture
and can thus impact the optimum fracture cluster spacing distance. For a highly naturally fractured
reservoir with higher storativity, the well spacing could be decreased compared to a reservoir with no
natural fractures, as the drained area laterally would be smaller. This ability to increase the number
of wells without introducing interference effects (by draining the same area with multiple hydraulic
fractures) will lead to higher recoveries per acreage.

6.2. Enhanced Permeability vs. Enhanced Storativity

For natural fractures with higher permeability, fluid moves preferentially through these
high-velocity conduits. REV models for natural fractures with various permeabilities (Figure 5),
modeled by individually specified natural fracture strengths in our CAM simulation, show that as fluid
moves via the natural fractures, some of the matrix areas between the natural fractures are bypassed or
left undrained. When applied to flow around a single hydraulic fracture (Figure 9) the preference for
flow through the higher permeability zones creates enhanced lateral drainage in the areas where the
drainage plumes near the tips of the natural fractures reach deeper into the lateral reservoir space.
Our results show that altered permeability impacts both the streamline patterns (convergence into
natural fractures) and TOF. For a greater permeability, the TOF reduces in the natural fractures as
compared to the TOF in the matrix. Thus, natural fractures with enhanced permeability can lead to
greater lateral drainage with the caveat that there is the possibility of bypassed areas between the
natural fractures that can still contain hydrocarbons.

The synthetic models all assumed variations in the porosity being possible independent of
permeability changes. In reality, this is not the case as an increase in the effective porosity commonly
correlates to an increase in permeability. Nonetheless, the synthetic examples clearly highlight that
increased porosity leads to an increase of the TOF (i.e., flow is slowed down in the higher porosity
region), whereas increased permeability reduces the TOF (i.e., flow if quickened). The latter also alters
the flow paths in the reservoir. This leads to a competing effect of higher porosity reducing the lateral
DRV, with greater permeability increasing the lateral DRV assuming otherwise similar production (as
used in our models).

The key questions now become: (1) which parameter (permeability vs. porosity) has the more
dominant impact on the drainage pattern? and (2) how can one correlate any increases in porosity with
permeability, and vice versa? Data for natural fracture porosity values are very limited and any natural
fracture permeability values are for typically reactivated fractures that connect directly to the hydraulic
fracture. Due to this paucity of data, this paper made use of the commonly used Carman–Kozeny (CK)
correlation for determining permeability based on a given natural fracture porosity. The results show
(Figure 11) that using this correlation with a limited number of natural fractures, the permeability
effect far outweighs the storativity of the enhanced porosity.
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The HFTS case (Figure 12), using field data for natural fracture representation (based on natural
fracture upscaling), shows that once the CK correlation is used, the impact of the natural fracture
enhanced permeability (lateral extension of DRV and undrained matrix between natural fractures),
vastly outweighs the storativity effect of said natural fractures. The DRV and pressure field distortion
for the HFTS (Figure 12a,b) provide a specific example of what is a generic effect. For example,
Figure 15a–d show the pressure field around a single hydraulic fracture without any natural fractures
present (Figure 15a) and the stepwise distortion of the associated pressure field due to the presence of
one, two and six natural fractures (Figure 15b–d). It should be noted that our models have the highest
pressures at the hydraulic fracture due to the flow reversal modeling used (whereby fluid is placed
back into the reservoir via the hydraulic fractures at the same rate as that produced).

 

Figure 15. (a) Pressure field around a single hydraulic fracture in a homogenous reservoir with no
natural fractures (b) Pressure field with the presence of one natural fracture (c) Pressure field with two
natural fractures on either side of hydraulic fracture (d) Pressure field with six natural fracture with
three on either side of the hydraulic fracture. Hydraulic fracture in black, natural fractures in dashed
red line. The pressure scale was normalized.

6.3. Model Strengths and Limitations

The CAM models presented here are grid-less and meshless, unlike the more often used numerical
methods in industry. Due to their being grid-less, CAM is much less computationally intensive than
finite-volume/difference numerical methods with the added advantage of high resolution at the scale
of the hydraulic and much smaller natural fractures. Other strengths of the CAM model to accurately
determine the impact of natural fractures on drained rock volumes comes in the form of this analytical
method having closed form solutions as well transparency in all steps of the methodology [23].
The present study is limited to flow in 2D as well as only modeling single phase fluid flow. As the
natural fractures are modeled as individual discrete elements, the model would become cumbersome
to use and computationally expensive if large scale, stochastically generated natural fracture networks
are taken as inputs. This is the rationale behind the use of upscaling methods to represent natural
fractures used in the field scale models. In reality, the geometry of both the natural fractures (in terms
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of inclination angle in 3D) and the hydraulic fractures (as fractal networks instead of simple bi-planar
features) are much more complex than that represented here. In spite of these simplifying and
reductionist model assumptions (as all other models also have), the CAM tool developed in this
paper to include the impact of natural fractures can be used as a quick and simple method to screen
optimum hydraulic fracture spacing and to support and direct well spacing decisions in naturally
fractured reservoirs. What the 2D studies provide are very valuable systematic insight that will benefit
the improvement of 3D model studies as well. Accounting for 3D dimensionality may make for
more realistic models, but when coupled with flow, may also disguise some of the systematic effects
visualized in our 2D models of flow in hydraulically and naturally fractured reservoirs.

6.4. Practical Implications

The impacts of natural fractures on production in unconventional wells are still debated. However,
the interaction of the in-situ stress, hydraulic fractures and natural fractures could be leveraged to
optimize well path planning and completions designs [24]. In this study, we distinguished three major
mechanisms via which natural fractures may impact flow and, implicitly, acreage productivity. Flow
models based on CAM show that enhanced natural fracture permeability and porosity can alter the
DRV shapes and spatial location greatly. This can have implications for the spacing of both hydraulic
fractures and wells once the nature of the natural fracture network in the subsurface has been accurately
characterized. For formations with highly permeable natural fractures, well spacing should be slightly
increased to avoid interference as the DRVs would otherwise overlap.

However, this assumes that the spacing is based on DRV modeling. If based on pressure
interference models only, our previous work [33,60] argues that such pressure interference occurs
for much larger well spacing and fracture spacing. However, such pressure interference should
not be used as the sole criterion for well and fracture spacing decisions because of the over one
order of magnitude time-lag between the pressure front and the tracer front propagation in ultra-low
permeability reservoirs [61].

The models presented emphasize how the spatial orientation, location and lateral extent of the DRV
are vastly impacted by the presence of natural fractures. Fluid flows preferentially through the highly
conductive natural fractures, altering the shape of the DRV around hydraulic fractures. Any undrained
matrix zones that have been bypassed due to flow channeling into the natural fractures with high flow
rates can then be preferentially targeted for refracturing. For rock formations where the stress regimes
preferentially allow for reactivation of natural fractures to form an extension of the hydraulic fracture,
cluster spacing can be decreased to allow for the creation of the largest, most complex fracture network
that gives the greatest access to the hydrocarbons trapped in the low permeability reservoir rock [21].

7. Conclusions

Natural fractures present in the subsurface are a major form of heterogeneity in both conventional
and unconventional hydrocarbon reservoirs. Highly conductive natural fractures may provide
preferential pathways for fluid withdrawal to the production wells, which is why natural fractures
are highly crucial for well design decisions (especially in unconventional reservoirs). The major
conclusions from our analysis on the impact of natural fractures on subsurface flow are

(1) Natural fractures can affect reservoir flow through three major mechanisms: (i) by enhancing
permeability, (ii) by altering the porosity in the fractures, leading to increased storativity,
and (iii) by becoming extensions of the hydraulic fracture network due to reactivation.

(2) Enhanced permeability in natural fractures creates high velocity flow zones which preferentially
channel fluid flow through them. At high enough permeabilities (or natural fracture strengths as
used in our models), this preferential pathway to flow leads to bypassed regions in the matrix
blocks between the natural fractures, which are left undrained. These undrained matrix regions
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can then be targeted by refracturing to improve recovery factors from hydraulically fractured
horizontal wells.

(3) Altered porosity or enhanced storativity (due to natural fractures with a higher porosity than the
reservoir matrix as investigated in synthetic models) leads to a decrease in the lateral extent of
the DRV. The impact of both natural fracture storativity and permeability greatly affect the shape
and extent of the DRV around the hydraulic fractures.

(4) The Carman–Kozeny (CK) relation was used to determine the relative impacts of the correlated
porosity and permeability in natural fractures on the DRV development. Results based on the CK
correlation show that the enhanced flow due to permeability far outweighs any storativity effects
(even if natural fractures were to have a higher porosity than the reservoir matrix).

(5) Use of a hybrid object-based and flow-based method for upscaling allows for the modeling of
a high-density natural fracture network. Upscaling is needed to reduce the number of natural
fractures modeled while keeping the equivalent permeability the same.

(6) Field data on in-situ natural fracture characteristics such as porosity and permeability is sparse
and lacking in the literature. Industry needs to ensure collection of such data for use in reservoir
models to accurately determine subsurface flow and drainage volumes.

(7) Proper analysis of natural fracture data and the predominant mechanism by which it will affect
flow will lead to accurate DRV calculations in the subsurface. From these determined DRV (based
on a well type curve), fracture cluster spacing and well spacing could possibly be optimized.
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Nomenclature

a start of interval
b end of interval
hk natural fracture height [ft]
i imaginary unit
kf natural fracture permeability [nD]
km matrix permeability [nD]
k (subscript) summation index
m(t) time dependent flow strength [ft2/month]
nf fracture porosity
nm matrix porosity
t time [month]
vf fluid velocity in natural fracture [ft/day]
vm fluid velocity in matrix [ft/day]
wf natural fracture aperture [ft]
z complex coordinate
za1 corner point 1 of natural fracture domain
za2 corner point 2 of natural fracture domain
zb1 corner point 3 of natural fracture domain
zb2 corner point 4 of natural fracture domain
zc center of bounded natural fracture domain
Cf fracture conductivity [mD.ft]
Hf hydraulic fracture height [ft]
Lf natural fracture length [ft]
P pressure [psi]
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Po initial pressure [psi]
ΔP pressure change [psi]
Rk permeability ratio
Rn porosity ratio
V total velocity field in reservoir space [ft/day]
Ω complex potential [ft2/day]
Φ potential function
μ fluid viscosity [cP]
β angle between walls of natural fracture [degree]
γ rotation angle of natural fracture to reference line along x-axis [degree]
υ natural fracture flow strength [ft4/day]
Abbreviations

CAM complex analysis methods
CK carman kozeny
DRV drained rock volume
HFTS hydraulic fracturing test site
REV representative elementary volume
SRV stimulated rock volume
TOF time of flight
TOFC time of flight contours
Conversion Factors from SI Units to Field Units

1 m 3.28 ft
1 Pa 1.45 × 10−4 psi
1 m2 1.01 × 1015 md
1 m3/s 5.434 × 105 STB/day (oil)
1 m3/s 3049 Mscf/day (gas)
1 Pa-s 1000 cp

Appendix A. Flux Modeling and Production Allocation for Hydraulic Line Sink Models

Flux allocation was proportional to the relative surface areas of each hydraulic fracture. The flux
allocation algorithm used is as follows:

qk(t) = Z · S(1 + WOR) · qwell(t) [ft3/month] (A1)

Z is a conversion factor of 5.61 to convert from barrels to ft3 as qwell is given in bbls/day and qk in ft3/day.
The WOR though seemingly very high (Table A1) is usual for these Wolfcamp completed wells [9]. S is
the prorated factor to scale the total well production, for one hydraulic fracture stage from this well
(which had a total of 22 stages):

S = (1/22) = 0.0455 (A2)

After calculation of the flux using the given algorithm, we next determine the appropriate strength
based on the time-dependent flow to use in the velocity and pressure potential equations. This strength
is scaled by reservoir properties such as the formation volume factor (B), porosity (n), residual oil
saturation (Ro) [60] and hydraulic fracture height (Hk) and is determined as follows:

mk(t) =
B · qk(t)

Hk · nm · (1−R0)
[ft2/month] (A3)

Production from a well was history matched using the Arp’s hyperbolic decline curve method and
then forecasted for the 30 year production life of the well (Figure A1). This total well production was
then allocated back into a hydraulics fracture representative of a single stage of the well. The production
well used has 22 stages with a total of 131 individual fracture clusters. As such our DRV models are
representative for the upscaled production from each stage.
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Table A1. Reservoir parameters used for modelling.

Matrix Porosity (nm) 0.05
Matrix Permeability (km) 100 nanoDarcy
Water-Oil Ratio (WOR) 4.592

Formation Volume Factor (B) 1
Viscosity (μ) 1 centipoise

Residual Oil Saturation (Ro) 0.20
Hydraulic Fracture Height (H) 60 ft

Hydraulic Fracture Length 150 ft

 

Figure A1. Arps hyperbolic decline curve model used to history match field data to give: (1) Production
rate (STB/day, left scale, red curve) and (2) cumulative production (STB, right scale, green curve) for
well after forecasted time of 30 years (10,958 days).

Appendix B. Carman–Kozeny Relation for Estimating Natural Fracture Permeability from
Porosity

For the field models looking at use of the natural fracture data and its impact on DRV, the Carman–
Kozeny correlation was used to determine an effective porosity-permeability relationship. The generic
Carman–Kozeny correlation is given by [62]:

k =
φ3

βT2S2 (A4)

This well-known correlation seeks to link the permeability of a porous medium (in our case natural
fractures with a predetermined porosity) to the porosity along with other rock properties. β represents
the shape factor of the rock and is a constant characteristic for a particular type of granular material,
S is known as the specific surface area and is the ratio of the total interstitial surface area to the bulk
volume [62]. T is the hydraulic tortuosity defined as by the equation:

T =
〈λ〉
−
L

(A5)

where 〈λ〉 represents the mean length of fluid particle paths and the variable
−
L gives the straight-line

distance through the medium in the direction of macroscopic flow. We adopted a T value of 1.41 [62]
and a β of 3 for the pore shape coefficient for thin cracks [63]. The specific surface area by volume
(S) is calculated from the specific surface area by weight and the average density using data from
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Wolfcamp formation samples. Specific surface areas are given by Tinni et al. [64] for various particle
sizes in the Wolfcamp formation with an average specific surface area of 9.36 m2/g. Using this value in
conjunction with the average Wolfcamp formation density of 2.73 g/cm3 [65], S is calculated at 2.55 ×
107 m−1. Using these values with a given natural fracture porosity, natural fracture permeability is then
calculated and converted to the equivalent strength using Equation (11) for use in the CAM models.
An example of the correlation is given in Table A2 with the first row values used for Figure 11b.

Table A2. Natural fracture strength from Carman–Kozeny correlation.

Natural
Fracture

Porosity (%)

Natural Fracture
Permeability (nD)

Rk
Matrix

Velocity
(ft/day)

Natural
Fracture

Width (ft)

Natural
Fracture

Length (ft)

Natural
Fracture

Height (ft)

Natural Fracture
Strength (ft4/day)

8.4 152.6 1.53 0.169 0.5 20 60 155

9.8 246.1 2.46 0.169 0.5 20 60 250

Appendix C. Upscaling for Fractured Porous Media

Upscaling of fractured porous media using an object-based approach is first considered.
The object-based upscaling involves no flow simulation and the elements of the equivalent permeability
tensor are obtained from the spatial distribution of high permeability zones [23]. Assuming the natural
fractures have a uniform width and conductivity simplified expressions for the principal components
kx* and ky* when fractures are parallel to far field flow (Figure A2a), using a 2D Cartesian grid with
unit reservoir depth, are given as [23]:

k∗x =
Nw f k f

wREV
(A6)

k∗y = km
wREV

(N + 1)wm
(A7)

With wREV given by the formula:

wREV = Nw f + (N + 1)wm (A8)

where N is the number of fractures in the pre-determined representative elementary volume (REV), wf the
width of the fracture, kf permeability of fracture, wREV width of the REV in question, km permeability
of the matrix and wm the width of the matrix blocks between the fractures. Normalizing the length
scale with respect to wf and wm gives:

w∗REV = w∗f + w∗m = 1 (A9)

where

w∗f =
Nw f

wREV
(A10)

and

w∗m =
(N + 1)wm

wREV
(A11)

When the natural fractures are oblique to the far-field flow (Figure A2b), the equivalent permeability
tensor can be expressed in terms of the normalized w∗f as

k(θ) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
w∗f k f cos2 θ+ km sin2 θ (w∗f k f − km) cosθ sinθ

(w∗f k f − km) cosθ sinθ w∗f k sin2 θ+ km cos2 θ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
[

kxx kxy

kyx kyy

]
(A12)

It is argued that the object-based method of upscaling cannot accurately capture the physics
of flow in fractures porous media and that instead flow-based methods should be used ([23,66]).
Chen et al. [67] propose solving the flow problem with a multi-boundary approach which commonly
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requires the use of numerical simulators. Weijermars and Khanal [23] approached the flow based
upscaling by looking at the ratio of the velocity of flow inside and outside of the fracture zones
to determine the equivalent permeability for a REV model using CAM. This approach led to the
formulation of the 2D equivalent permeability tensor ellipses based on directional flow rates measured
in CAM models with the axial ratios (kx

*, ky
*) normalized by the matrix permeability km:

k∗x
km

=
vy + vx

vy_ f f
(A13)

k∗y
km

=
vy − vx

vy_ f f
(A14)

Figure A2. Permeability tensor components for multiple fracture (a) parallel and (b) oblique to far-field
flow (modified from Weijermars and Khanal, [23]). vy is the average velocity in the y direction while vx

is the average velocity in the x direction. The variable vy_ f f gives the velocity if the far field flow into
the REV model.

Our present formulation for upscaling the permeability in fractured porous media is a
hybrid between the object-based and flow-based upscaling methods. The object-based upscaling
(Equations (A6)–(A12)) is first used to reduce the total number of natural fractures used in the model
(essentially decreasing the natural fracture density). Next, the flow-based method (Equations (A13)
and (A14)) is used with the upscaled fracture density to ensure the equivalent permeability for the
REV of concern remains identical to the prototype.

Object-based upscaling step:

To demonstrate the validity of the proposed procedure we consider two similar REV’s (Figure A3).

 

Figure A3. Two equal REV’s with different numbers of natural fractures.

For REV 1:

k∗x =
N1w f 1k f

wREV
(A15)
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For REV 2:

k∗x =
N2w f 2k f

wREV
(A16)

Assuming k f and wREV are constant and equating the equations for REV 1 and REV 2 we arrive at;

N1w f 1 = N2w f 2

The number of fractures in REV 1 can be determined from the natural fracture density and REV
width and length (LREV);

N1 = NFdensity1 ×wREV × LREV

Substituting for N1;

N2 =
(NFdensity1 ×wREV × LREV)w f 1

w f 2
(A17)

Based on a user defined value for a new natural fracture width we can upscale from N1 fractures
to a lower value of N2 natural fractures which is more practical for use in discrete natural fracture
models, including CAM used in our study

Validation of object-based upscaling step:

The proposed object-based upscaling (reduction) of the number of natural fractures in a given
reservoir area was validated using the flow-based upscaling method. For the models with N1 and
N2 fractures, the velocities are calculated in and outside of the natural fractures and the permeability
tensor ellipses are generated. To properly account for the reduction of the number of fracture and
equivalent upscaling, the assigned natural fracture permeabilities of the original prototype (υ f 1w f 1)
and upscaled models (υ f 2w f 2) needed to maintain the same equivalent permeability are given by;

υ f 2(t) =
υ f 1(t)w f 2

w f 1
(A18)

where υ f 1(t) is the original strength prior to upscaling, and υ f 2(t) is the new strength (which are
proxies to the permeability in our models) to be used after upscaling the number of natural fractures
with the corresponding fracture width change. This procedure is demonstrated via the upscaling of
natural fractures at an angle of 45◦ to the far field flow starting with Figures A4 and A5, up to the final
upscaled REV in Figure A6.

 
Figure A4. (a) Flow in a defined REV space with streamlines in blue and natural fractures (NF) in
dashed black, (b,c) Velocity profiles along cross-hairs at y = +40 and x = 0 respectively, (d) Equivalent
permeability ellipse based on Equations (A13) and (A14). Number of NF = 16; width of NF = 2ft;
strength of NF = 120 ft4/year.
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Figure A5. (a) Flow in a defined REV space with streamlines in blue and natural fractures (NF) in
dashed black, (b,c) Velocity profiles along cross-hairs at y = +40 and x = 0, respectively, (d) Equivalent
permeability ellipse based on Equations (A13) and (A14). Number of NF = 8; width of NF = 4ft;
upscaled strength of NF = 240 ft4/year.

 
Figure A6. (a) Flow in a defined REV space with streamlines in blue and natural fractures (NF) in
dashed black, (b,c) Velocity profiles along cross-hairs at y = +40 and x = 0, respectively, (d) Equivalent
permeability ellipse based on Equations (A13) and (A14). Number of NF = 4; width of NF = 8ft;
upscaled strength of NF = 480 ft4/year.

The above results show that with a reduction in the number of natural fractures by object-based
upscaling within a defined REV, using the appropriate upscaling for fracture width and permeability
in the natural fractures, the equivalent permeability remains constant. By using this method, we can
upscale a realistic fracture density to a manageable number of natural fractures for use in the CAM
models for DRV calculations. This upscaling methodology was applied in the next section to field data
from the Hydraulic Fracturing Test Site (Midland Basin, West Texas, with completions in the Wolfcamp
Formation).

Application of object-based and flow-based upscaling to HFTS field model:

This section makes use of the proposed combination of object-based and flow-based upscaling to
reduce the natural fracture density used by Shrivastava et al. [12] in their model to match the data from
the HFTS. Selecting a REV located around a hydraulic fracture of 125 ft in length by 45 ft in height
above the hydraulic fracture corresponds a true density of 210 natural fractures with an assumed
width of 0.2 inches. The 210 fractures are reduced in the proposed upscaling procedure, making use of
Equation (A17), and adopting an upscaled natural fracture width of 6 inches (based on object-based
upscaling), results in 6 natural fractures of length 30 ft. These 6 natural fractures have fracture centers
and angles (kept in range of HFTS data) that are stochastically generated within the specified REV both
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below and above the hydraulic fracture. This results in a total of 12 upscaled natural fractures that are
used in the final HFTS field model (Figure A7). The CK correlation was used with a final upscaled
strength of 155 ft4/year, which gives a corresponding porosity of 7.32% within the natural fractures.

 

Figure A7. REV near single hydraulic fracture (horizontal red line) with upscaled natural fractures
(dashed black lines) based on HFTS field data.
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Abstract: We aim to replace the current industry-standard empirical forecasts of oil production from
hydrofractured horizontal wells in shales with a statistically and physically robust, accurate and
precise method of matching historic well performance and predicting well production for up to
two more decades. Our Bakken oil forecasting method extends the previous work on predicting
fieldwide gas production in the Barnett shale and merges it with our new scaling of oil production in
the Bakken. We first divide the existing 14,678 horizontal oil wells in the Bakken into 12 static samples
in which reservoir quality and completion technologies are similar. For each sample, we use a purely
data-driven non-parametric approach to arrive at an appropriate generalized extreme value (GEV)
distribution of oil production from that sample’s dynamic well cohorts with at least 1, 2, 3, . . . years on
production. From these well cohorts, we stitch together the P50, P10, and P90 statistical well prototypes
for each sample. These statistical well prototypes are conditioned by well attrition, hydrofracture
deterioration, pressure interference, well interference, progress in technology, and so forth. So far,
there has been no physical scaling. Now we fit the parameters of our physical scaling model to the
statistical well prototypes, and obtain a smooth extrapolation of oil production that is mechanistic,
and not just a decline curve. At late times, we add radial inflow from the outside. By calculating the
number of potential wells per square mile of each Bakken region (core and noncore), and scheduling
future drilling programs, we stack up the extended well prototypes to obtain the plausible forecasts
of oil production in the Bakken. We predict that Bakken will ultimately produce 5 billion barrels of
oil from the existing wells, with the possible addition of 2 and 6 billion barrels from core and noncore
areas, respectively.

Keywords: EUR; infill wells; (re)fracturing; pressure depletion

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, crude oil and gas production from hydrofractured shales in the United States
has accounted for most of the net increase of global crude oil production. Therefore, it is important to
have a reliable, quantitative method for delineating the possible futures oil and gas production in the
data-rich US shales. The current industry-standard methods of forecasting production from shales are
variants of the empirical decline curve analysis (DCA) [1], developed 75 years ago. Lately, some of the
more sophisticated methods, for example, Fractional Decline Curve [2] have become popular.

Unlike other analytical and numerical methods that require numerous reservoir parameters and a
lengthy calculation or simulation time, DCA only requires production data to predict future production
by extrapolating oil or gas rate observed in a boundary-dominated flow regime. Because of DCA’s
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simplicity, most petroleum engineers adopt it for reserve assessment in shales, including Estimated
Ultimate Recovery (EUR) predictions from USGS [3,4] and EIA [5].

USGS first split the Bakken region into 6 assessment units (AUs) and defined sweet spots.
Then, they calculated the number of wells that could be drilled in each AU by dividing its total
area with the average drainage area per well. In parallel, they used DCA to calculate the average
EURs for sweet spots and other areas. The 7.4 billion barrels of undiscovered technically recoverable
oil was obtained by multiplying the total number of wells that could be drilled in each AU with
the corresponding average EUR multiplied by the untested fraction of that AU. EIA used a similar
approach by dividing the Bakken region into 5 AUs and refining them by counties to determine the
infill well potential. Both USGS and EIA predictions were assessed by Hughes [6–9]. We predict that
the undiscovered, technically recoverable oil in the Bakken is 2 billion bbls in the core area and it might
be 6 billion bbls in the noncore area (Figure 1) or 8 billion barrels in total.

Most shale wells do not reach the boundary-dominated flow regime for their entire production
lives because of the vanishing matrix permeability. Thus, the traditional DCA frequently overestimates
EURs of shale wells. To address this issue, many authors have suggested improved DCA methods,
specific to shale wells: the Power Law Exponential Decline [10], the Stretched Exponential Decline [11],
the Logistic Growth Model [12], the Extended Exponential DCA [13], and the Extended Hyperbolic
DCA [14]. To make things worse, the empirical DCA fits of particular wells are ill-suited to forecasting
production from a wide area of a given shale play in which reservoir properties vary and uncertainties
abound. Therefore, some authors have developed probabilistic models to introduce a range of
possible outcomes into their production forecasts [15–20]. The most common assumption is that
well productivities in shales are log-normally distributed.

Figure 1. Division of the Bakken shale wells into 12 well samples.

In this paper, we adopt a hybrid data-driven and physics-based method of predicting oil or gas
production in shales that has been introduced in our previous work [21,22]. Here, we consider only
black oil production. First, we identify play regions in which reservoir quality is similar, see Figure 1.
In each region, we identify well classes by different completion technologies. Finally, a well class in
a region constitutes a well sample. We ensure that oil production from all wells in each sample is
statistically uniform, that is, has a unimodal distribution. For each well sample, we then identify well
cohorts with at least 1, 2, . . . years on production. In general, well cohorts contain different sets of
wells that satisfy the minimum time on production required for each cohort. It turns out that each
cohort of wells is superbly characterized by its unique Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution
(see Appendix A) of annualized well rates or cumulative well production. Different cohorts in the
same sample have different GEV distributions, each with its unique expected value, median and
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mode. Here we choose the somewhat better GEV fits of the production rate distributions. Each GEV
distribution is statistically superior to the corresponding log-normal distribution at the 95% confidence
level. When we plot the expected values of the GEV distributions of all wells cohorts in a sample
versus elapsed time of production, we obtain this sample’s average P50 statistical well prototype that is
purely field data-driven.

Now we fit each statistical well prototype with a physical scaling curve that extends this prototype
to 30 years on production. The physical scaling curves are based on an analytical solution of the
pressure diffusion equation in the hydrofractured horizontal shale well geometry. In previous papers,
we comprehensively detailed the physical scaling solutions for shale gas wells [23,24] and shale oil
wells [22,25]. Late-time flow from outer reservoir encompassing the stimulated reservoir volume
(SRV) [26] was also quantified. We have verified that our physical scaling is equivalent to detailed
numerical reservoir simulations [27]. This scaling is much simpler to set up and runs almost infinitely
faster than the corresponding reservoir simulations.

At this point, for each well sample in every play region, we have obtained a unique hybrid mean
(P50) well prototype with 30 years on production. In each play region, we know how many wells were
drilled and completed each month up until current time. We then multiply each well prototype by the
number of wells completed per month and stack them up to represent the total historical field rate
and future production decline. In this manner, we obtain a ‘base’ case forecast for all existing wells.
This base case forecast is a ‘do nothing’ scenario with no new wells drilled in the future. For all other
forecasts of future field production rate, we first determine the infill potential or the number of wells
that can be drilled in the future without causing significant interwell pressure interference (fracture
hits). We cover each region with a fish-net grid that consists of one-square-mile pixels. We then
calculate the infill potential as the number of wells that can be drilled so that the total number of wells
in each pixel is less than the maximum allowable number of wells without fracture hits. Next, based on
the infill potentials for all regions, we create future drilling programs to obtain plausible forecasts of
oil or gas production. Based on current rig count in the Bakken, we assume a constant overall drilling
rate. Finally, we assign the correct well prototype to every future well that will be drilled during each
month of a postulated drilling schedule, and sum them up to obtain a forecast scenario.

In this paper, we select the Bakken shale, the current second-largest oil producer in the U.S. with
1.5 million bbl of oil per day, as an illustration. Being one of the oldest shale oil plays, Bakken has
been a field laboratory to test drilling and completion technologies and increase well productivity.
Currently, Bakken has ∼15,000 active hydrofractured horizontal wells with a few wells that have 18
years of production data. In a previous paper [22], we scaled well-by-well all ∼15,000 wells in the
Bakken. We accounted for well refracturing and/or changes in downhole pressure. It turns out that the
12 well prototypes obtained with our hybrid GEV–physical scaling method are as good in duplicating
the total field rate as the super-precise scaling of each individual well in our previous work [22]. Given
the results of our analyses that are free of bias, policy-makers should not assume that the production
boom in the Bakken shale will last decades longer.

2. Results

Our approach is as follows:

• Divide all 14,678 horizontal oil wells in the Bakken shale into 12 samples in which oil production
is statistically uniform;

• Fit a generalized extreme value distribution to all wells in every sample and obtain 12 stable mean
P50 well prototypes;

• Fit the physics-based scaling curves to every statistical well prototype and extend these prototypes
smoothly to 30 years on production;

• Replace oil production from all existing wells with the 12 extended well prototypes and obtain a
‘base’ forecast;
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• Calculate the infill potential for each of the 12 regions in the Bakken; and
• Create the plausible infill drilling schedules and forecast total field oil production rate up to the

year 2050.
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Figure 2. Maps of all 14,678 active horizontal wells completed in the Middle Bakken formation (a) and
Three Forks formation (b) colored by maximum daily oil rate. The red lines define the core areas for
each reservoir and delineate best producing wells with more than 750 barrels of oil per day. The blue
lines define the effective areas for drilling neglecting a few poor producing wells outside. We define the
noncore areas as the difference between the effective and core areas. In the Middle Bakken, there are
currently 5732 and 4128 wells located in the core and noncore areas, respectively. The other 2672 and
2146 wells are located in the core and noncore areas of Three Forks, respectively.
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2.1. Design of Well Regions

In the previous work [21], we divided all 13,141 horizontal wells in the Barnett shale into 6 static
regions that corresponded to the geographical borders of 6 major gas-producing counties. We justified
this approach as follows: (i) Productive Barnett shale is a single gas reservoir; (ii) the Barnett play
area is relatively small, and the division into counties captures different reservoir qualities; and (iii)
completion technologies have not been revolutionized over time.

However, in the Bakken shale, we introduce a more complicated set of 12 static well samples
classified by reservoir, geography, and completion dates. In Bakken, there are two different producing
reservoirs, the Middle Bakken and Three Forks. Accordingly, we first split all Bakken wells into the
Middle Bakken and Three Forks groups. To account for different reservoir quality, we then divide
each of these two well groups into two macro regions: the core and noncore areas, see Figure 2.
Finally, we further refine the four Bakken macro regions by splitting them into three classes by
completion date intervals, 2000–2012, 2013–2016 and 2017–2019. These classes reflect advancements in
well completion technology, such as longer wells, more fracture stages, fewer clusters and perforation
shots, bigger hydrofractures, more proppant, and so forth. In the end, we divide the existing 14,678
horizontal oil wells in the Bakken into 12 unique samples listed in Table 1.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3. The procedure of arriving at the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) well prototypes in a given
shale play. (a) Define static regions in which oil production is statistically uniform. (b) For each region,
gather the dynamic cohorts of wells with ≥i years on production, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (c) Fit GEV probability
density function (PDF) to each well cohort. (d) From the corresponding cumulative distribution
function (CDF) pick the P10, P50, and P90 values for each cohort. (e) Construct time-lapse P50 well
prototype for each region, by connecting all P50 values of all cohorts. (f) Time-shift and superpose the
GEV well prototypes to match past production. Reproduced from our previous work [21].

2.2. Statistical Well Prototypes

For each of the 12 Bakken well samples defined in Section 2.1, we construct a statistical well
prototype based on the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV, see Appendix A) mean or the P50 values of
annual rates from all well cohorts that exist in that particular region. Figure 3 illustrates the procedure
of arriving at the GEV well prototypes. For every GEV distribution fit we acquire values of the
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location parameter (μ), scale parameter (σ), shape parameter (ξ), confidence interval (CI), mean (P50),
median, mode, P10 and P90. In this paper, we show only two GEV fit examples (Figures 4 and 5). Please
see Supporting Online Materials-1 to find all GEV fits for all 12 regions of the Bakken shale. The
resulting statistical well prototypes are plotted versus the square root of time on production in Figure 6.
In the initial year on production, for some well cohorts, time was shifted by subtracting the first 1–3
months on production (see the second column of Table 2) to discount all possible initial disturbances
in well performance. After these time shifts, each mean or P50 well prototype starts from a straight line
versus the square root of time on production, as expected in linear flow regime. Later, cumulative oil
production bends down due to the inter-hydrofracture pressure interference and exponential decline
of production rate [23]. For our GEV distribution fits, the mean or P50 prototype is always higher than
the median, and the median is higher than the mode. The P10 and P90 prototypes diverge from the
mean with time, indicating that with time the best wells grow better and worst wells worse. A similar
trend was also observed in the Barnett shale [21].

Table 1. Static regions for the Bakken shale play.

Well Reservoir Area Completion Sample
Sample Date Size

1 Middle Bakken Noncore 2000–2012 2550
2 Middle Bakken Noncore 2013–2016 1355
3 Middle Bakken Noncore 2017–2019 223
4 Three Forks Noncore 2000–2012 735
5 Three Forks Noncore 2013–2016 1204
6 Three Forks Noncore 2017–2019 207
7 Middle Bakken Core 2000–2012 2086
8 Middle Bakken Core 2013–2016 2534
9 Middle Bakken Core 2017–2019 1112
10 Three Forks Core 2000–2012 428
11 Three Forks Core 2013–2016 1502
12 Three Forks Core 2017–2019 742

TOTAL 14,678

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. Distribution of oil production rates for 2540 horizontal wells with one year on production,
completed between the year 2000 and 2012 in the Middle Bakken noncore area. (a) GEV PDF: ξ =

−0.0274, μ = 43.9421, σ = 24.0635. (b) Maximum Likelihood Estimate, 95% confidence interval (CI)
for μ and σ. (c) GEV CDF with the 95% CI on the residual for the P10 well.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5. Distribution of oil production rates for 197 horizontal wells with seven years on production,
completed between the year 2000 and 2012 in the Three Forks core area. (a) GEV PDF: ξ = 0.3368,
μ = 14.2825, σ = 8.1499. (b) Maximum Likelihood Estimate, 95% confidence interval (CI) for μ and σ.
(c) GEV CDF with the 95% CI on the residual for the P10 well.

2.3. Physical Scaling Fits

For each region, we fit the statistical P50 well prototype with a physical scaling curve,
see Appendix B, to extend this prototype to 30 years on production. The fitting procedure is detailed in
the Materials and Methods section. Briefly, by least squares fit, we find optimum values of the scaling
parameters τ and M so that the physics-based well prototypes match the statistical well prototypes.
The results are shown in Figure 6. The red solid lines show the most pessimistic versions of each
physics-based prototype, which assume that oil is produced only from the interior of the stimulated
reservoir volume (SRV). The green solid lines show a more realistic forecast with an assumption
that at late times there will be additional exterior flow of a

√
t towards the SRV. Finally, one obtains

the Estimated Ultimate Recovery (EUR) from each region by identifying the endpoint of cumulative
production for the physics-scaling prototype. In Table 2, the scaling parameters, τ, M and a, and EUR
values are listed for each region with and without exterior flow. Notice that in general the newest wells
have the shortest pressure interference times, τ, and fastest decline rates.

Table 2. Scaling parameters for an average well in the Bakken regions.

Well Sample
Physical Scaling Physical Scaling with Exterior Flow

Shift Years τ Years M kbbl/Well EUR kbbl/Well τ Years M a EUR kbbl/Well

Middle Bakken noncore [2000–2012] 0.25 24.5 454.3 271.1 19.9 286.7 0.050 282.2
Middle Bakken noncore [2013–2016] 0.00 11.8 341.3 211.7 10.9 267.2 0.026 236.4
Middle Bakken noncore [2017–2019] 0.00 5.0 346.9 215.5 5.0 306.6 0.015 259.5
Three Forks noncore [2000–2012] 0.15 13.3 288.4 207.5 10.7 181.2 0.058 238.3
Three Forks noncore [2013–2016] 0.00 10.8 271.9 196.1 9.9 212.4 0.030 221.1
Three Forks noncore [2017–2019] 0.00 5.0 270.8 195.4 5.0 238.4 0.018 236.5
Middle Bakken core [2000–2012] 0.20 25.0 810.8 482.5 22.6 536.3 0.050 512.2
Middle Bakken core [2013–2016] 0.00 9.1 543.8 337.7 8.2 420.7 0.026 389.7
Middle Bakken core [2017–2019] 0.00 5.0 581.9 361.5 5.0 513.6 0.015 434.6
Three Forks core [2000–2012] 0.27 25.0 681.1 470.9 25.0 473.4 0.058 511.6
Three Forks core [2013–2016] 0.00 10.3 450.1 324.6 9.6 353.1 0.030 369.7
Three Forks core [2017–2019] 0.00 5.0 462.8 334.0 5.0 406.9 0.018 403.5
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Figure 6. Average wells in 12 regions in the Middle Bakken and Three Forks. These wells are located in
both the core and noncore areas and have three different completion periods, (2000–2012), (2013–2016)
and (2017–2019). Each year in the past, every average well traces the expected values of the Generalized
Extreme Value (GEV) distributions of all active horizontal wells in each well cohort, which have at least
1, 2, . . . , 15 years on production. The dashed lines labeled P10 and P90 denote wells whose cumulative
production is exceeded by 10% and 90% of wells in each region. The red and green lines are the
physics-based scaling curves that match each average well, respectively, with and without exterior
flow during late time production. In general, ultimate oil recovery from the core areas is higher than
that from the noncore ones. The Middle Bakken wells are slightly more productive than the Three
Forks wells. The newly completed wells have much higher initial oil production but they decline faster,
resulting in more or less the same ultimate recovery as older wells.

2.4. Base or ‘Do Nothing’ Forecasts

We have replaced actual field production rate from all existing wells in each region with this
region’s well prototype multiplied by the historic numbers of completed wells, and we time-shifted
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the products. The superposed prototypes match the historical field rate. Figure 7 shows the sum of the
well prototypes with and without exterior flows (green and red lines) versus the total field historical
oil rate and cumulative oil (black lines). The results are rather satisfactory. Our GEV prototypes
are robust. They capture all peaks of total historical oil rate and flawlessly match the cumulative
production. As stated before, the red line forecast is pessimistic. It assumes that there will be no
production contribution from the reservoir exterior to the SRVs of individual wells. This pessimistic
case may hold if a shale play, here Bakken, is already overdrilled. For the Bakken shale, we can infer
that the 14,678 existing wells will ultimately produce 4.5–5.3 billion of oil by 2050. This is a ‘base’ or
‘do nothing’ case with no future drilling in the Bakken shale.

(a) (b)
Figure 7. The actual and forecasted total field rate (a) and cumulative oil (b) in the Bakken shale.
Total field cumulative production curves were obtained by stacking calendar-shifted average wells.
Total production rates were obtained by differencing cumulative production. The red and green
curves are the physical scaling forecasts with and without exterior flow, while the black line shows the
historical production from the existing 14,678 wells. The red physical scaling gives the lower bound of
EUR estimate with about 4.5 billion bbl by 2050. Assuming reasonable exterior flow, EUR prediction
becomes slightly more than 5 billion bbl.

2.5. Infill Potentials

We have calculated the number of wells that can be drilled in the future in every one-square-mile
pixel of the grid that covers the entire Bakken play. In order to calculate infill potentials, one should
first determine well density. However, the publicly available data rarely provide information about
the bottomhole locations of the wells. Instead, only surface locations are reported as latitude-longitude
coordinates. Therefore, we have developed an algorithm that allows us to predict the bottomhole
well density from surface well locations. See Figure 8 and the Materials and Methods section for
more details. As mentioned before in Section 2.1, the Bakken shale has two reservoirs, the Middle
Bakken and Three Forks and two significantly different reservoir qualities, the core and noncore areas.
Thus the infill potentials should be calculated for these four parts of the Bakken. Supporting Online
Materials-2 shows the gridding, well locations, wellhead densities, well densities and infill potentials
for the four Bakken parts. Table 3 lists the numbers of wells that can potentially be drilled in the future.
We note in passing that infilling the less productive noncore areas to the same well density as the core
areas is likely too optimistic.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)
Figure 8. A procedure to calculate infill well potential for each part of the Bakken play. This figure
shows only the Three Forks core area. For other areas and reservoirs, please see the Supporting Online
Materials. The procedure is as follows: (a) Create a one-square-mile fishnet inside the boundary of each
area. In this case, there are 1914 grid squares that translate into the total area of 1914 mi2. (b) Search all
existing wells located inside the boundary. The black dots show the surface locations of 2672 existing
wells in Three Forks core area. (c) Calculate wellhead density by counting the number of wells on
each of the one-square-mile squares. This map is not the real well density map, because it only shows
the wellhead density. (d) Calculate an approximate well density map from wellhead density map.
The algorithm is as follows: (1) For each well, record its lateral length and calculate the number of
squares, n, intercepted by the lateral. For example, a 5000 ft lateral will occupy one square and a 10,000
ft lateral will occupy two squares because one mile is 5280 ft. (2) Search for the least occupied n squares
in all possible directions (i.e., north, northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest, west and northwest).
(3) Increase the value of well density by 1 well/mi2 for every least dense square found. (4) Repeat
the process until all wells in the area of interest are exhausted. (e) Calculate an infill potential map
by subtracting the calculated well density from the maximum number of wells, Nmax (e.g., Nmax = 4
wells/mi2 to avoid frac hits). The summation of all values in the map is the infill potential for the
one-square-mile grid. In this case, we obtain 3650 wells. As most wells have 10,000 ft laterals and
occupy two one-square-mile squares, we divide 3650 by 2 to obtain 1825 infill potential wells in the
Three Forks core area.
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Table 3. Infill potential for Bakken region.

Reservoir Region Total Area Existing Infill
Type sq Miles Wells Potential

Middle Bakken Noncore 8534.5 4128 14,171 *
Three Forks Noncore 6905.9 2146 12,341 *

Middle Bakken Core 3382.5 5732 2577
Three Forks Core 1914.1 2672 1825

TOTAL 20,737 14678 30,914

* Given the low reservoir quality in noncore areas, our infill potentials there are probably too high.

2.6. Future Drilling Scenarios and Infill Forecasts

We have created several future drilling scenarios based on infill potentials listed in Table 3.
We assume that the rig count in the Bakken will not significantly change from the current value and 120
wells will be drilled each month between now and 2041 (Figure 9a). By looking at the current trend,
many operators have narrowed their drilling choices to only the core areas to avoid spending money
on the less productive wells with high watercuts typical of the noncore areas [22]. Thus, it is reasonable
to create a drilling schedule that exhausts all potential wells in the core areas first, before moving out
to the less productive noncore areas. Figure 9b shows this scenario predicting that the Bakken core
area will be completely drilled out by 2022. Later, the drilling in noncore areas can last up to 2041,
according to our calculation. See Supporting Online Materials-2 for the more detailed schedules.

(a) (b)
Figure 9. (a) The number of drilled wells, completed wells and rig count per month for the Bakken play
from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA). The drilled and completed wells are almost
the same for each month and are strongly correlated with the number of rigs available. These data
reveal an increase in drilling efficiency. In 2015, one rig could drill about 1.2 wells per month, while in
2019 so far, one rig could drill two wells per month. The current drilling rate is constant at about 120
wells/month. (b) A future drilling scenario for the Bakken region up to 2041. The plan is to continue at
the current drilling rate of 120 wells/month for both core and noncore areas. The numbers of wells to be
infilled in each region were previously calculated using the procedure detailed in Figure 8. The results
show that the core areas will be fully drilled by mid 2022, leaving the less productive noncore areas for
infilling until 2041.

Next, we assign each new well scheduled to be drilled in the future to its corresponding region
and class prototype. The results are shown in Figure 10. The black solid lines are the historical total
field oil rate and cumulative oil. The purple lines denote the ‘base’ forecast from all 14,678 existing
wells displayed in Section 2.4. The red lines show the result of adding 4402 new wells in the core area.
Because all wells in the core area are high-grade wells, the total oil production rate climbs up its highest
production peak at 1.6 million bbl/d in the year 2022. After 2022, there is no further drilling in the core
area and the production rate declines by a factor of two within one year. Ultimately, the total of 19,080
wells (existing + new core) will produce 7 billion bbl of oil by the year 2050. The blue lines show the
most optimistic case with not only the core areas but also the noncore areas will be drilled out by the
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operators. The drilling of less productive wells in the noncore areas will maintain the plateau oil rate of
1 million bbl/d up to the year 2041. However, this plateau will require the drilling of additional 26,500
wells (almost twice the current number of wells) which will have high water cuts. Ultimately, the total
of 45,580 wells (existing + core + noncore) will produce 13 billion bbl of oil by 2050.

(a) (b)
Figure 10. The forecasted total field rate (a) and cumulative oil (b) for Bakken based on the drilling
scenario in Figure 9b. Since we plan to infill the core areas first, the field oil rate will reach the all-time
production peak of about 1.6 million bbl/d by mid 2022, leaving no ’sweet spots’ in the core areas.
The continuous infill of the less productive wells in the noncore areas will decline the production to
a plateau of 1 million bbl/d. After 2041, no more drilling locations will be left in the Bakken region
and the oil rate will steeply decline to half a million bbl/d by 2042 and 0.2 million bbl/d by 2050.
Ultimately, the 14,898 existing wells will give an EUR of 5 billion bbl. By adding 4402 wells in the core
areas, EUR will increase to 7 billion bbl. By adding another 26,512 wells in the noncore areas, EUR will
increase to 13 billion bbl.

3. Discussion

We have presented an alternative to the current industry-standard empirical forecasts of oil
production from hydrofractured horizontal wells in shales. With our hybrid modeling approach,
we have matched current oil production in the Bakken rather accurately. We have also delivered an
optimal prediction of possible futures of the Bakken shale play for up to three decades.

Our Bakken oil forecasting method extends the previous work on predicting fieldwide gas
production in the Barnett shale [21] and merges it with our new scaling of oil production in the
Bakken [22]. Our field data-driven statistical well prototypes are conditioned by well attrition,
hydrofracture deterioration, pressure interference, well interference, progress in technology, and
so forth. With no physical scaling, these prototypes follow the exact physics of linear transient oil flow
with pressure interference. Therefore these statistical well prototypes serve as templates to calibrate
the parameters of our physical scaling model (τ and M) [23,24] and obtain a smooth time-extrapolation
of oil production that is mechanistic and not merely an empirical decline curve. At late times, we add
to our extended prototypes some radial inflow from the outside of well SRVs [26].

The extended P50 well prototypes in Figure 6 can be used to compare ultimate recovery in each of
the static regions we have identified in the Bakken. The lower bounds are the extended P50 prototypes
without exterior flow (red lines). In most cases, wells completed in the upper Three Forks reservoir are
somewhat less productive than those in the Middle Bakken reservoir. The reasons for this difference
are: (1) higher water saturation and water cut in Three Forks, (2) faster decline rate (lower τ) and (3)
lower initial oil in place (lower M) [22]. This difference is consistent with the stratigraphic column of
the Bakken total petroleum system, where Middle Bakken is sandwiched between two world-class
source rocks with 10% TOC, the Upper Bakken Shale and the Lower Bakken Shale. On the other hand,
the Three Forks formation is below the Lower Bakken Shale member and is exposed to water-bearing
formations beneath [3,28–30]. For the same reasons, the core and effective drilling areas in the Three
Forks are smaller than those in the Middle Bakken.
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In both reservoirs, production from the core areas is superior to that from the noncore areas.
The core area located in the center of Williston Basin has been known as the most oil-prolific location
in the Bakken region in North Dakota [3,28–30]. Since the 1950s, oil has been produced there in
the thickest, naturally fractured Middle Bakken formation in the Nesson anticline. One inexpensive
vertical well drilled in the core area in the 1950s has had ultimate recovery of 200 kbbl, the same as
a $10 million hydrofractured horizontal well drilled in the Middle Bakken noncore area nowadays.
The noncore areas are less productive because the three Bakken formations: Upper, Middle and Lower
Bakken are pinching out upward (are thinner and less mature) near the edges of the Williston basin.
Consequently, the noncore areas are producing more water than oil, with watercut exceeding 50%
on average.

The newly completed wells have much higher initial oil rates than the older ones, because they
have: (1) longer lateral lengths, (2) bigger hydraulic fractures and (3) more fracture stages [22,31–34].
However, the newly completed wells decline faster and have essentially the same ultimate recovery as
the older wells. The reasons for this behavior have been described elsewhere [35]. Interestingly, in most
cases, older wells completed in 2000–2012 have higher ultimate recovery than newer ones, even though
their initial production rates are lower. These older wells might have been drilled in the best locations
ever in the Bakken region. In addition, shorter lateral lengths and fewer fracture stages may help
in maintaining a stable pressure drawdown and prevent reservoir degassing that is unfavorable for
future production. For comparison, the average lateral length in 2005 was 5000 ft while the average
lateral length in 2019 doubled to 10,000 ft. Historically, the number of hydrofracture stages in the
Bakken has increased over time from 8 stages in 2007 [36] to 18 stages in 2009 [31], 35 stages in 2016 [32]
and to as many as 60 stages in 2019 [33].

According to our records, more than 90% of the wells completed after 2017 are located in the core
areas only. Operators have learned to drill only the best parts of the Williston Basin and avoid the
less mature noncore areas. However, after calculating the infill potentials of all areas, we predict that
by 2021 there will be no well locations left for future drilling in the core areas. Assuming a constant
current drilling rate of 120 wells per month, the total field oil rate in the Bakken will reach record level
of about 1.6 million bbl/d in 2021. Without further drilling, production will decline by one-half within
a year. Later, operators will be forced to drill in the less productive, high watercut noncore areas along
the edges of the Williston Basin. Our findings suggest that policy-makers should not assume that the
shale oil boom in the Bakken will last for several decades longer. We recommend that operators not
focus only on increasing the initial oil rate. Maintenance of reservoir pressure above the bubble point
by preventing over-drilling is key to increasing ultimate oil recovery.

4. Materials and Methods

We mined public well data in the Bakken region from DrillingInfo database, the Montana
Department of Natural Resources and Conservation–Board of Oil and Gas Conservation
website and the North Dakota Department of Mineral Resources–Oil and Gas Division website.
From DrillingInfo, we selected only 14,678 horizontal oil wells that were completed in the
Middle Bakken and Three Forks formations after January 2000. We designed an integrated
MATLAB R© software package to perform data cleanup, consolidation and unit conversions. The
clean production data for each well consist of a vector of elapsed times on production, vector of oil
and water production rates and records of wellhead location (latitude and longitude), lateral length,
completion date, reservoir description and maximum oil rate. The average reservoir and well lateral
properties are listed in Appendix C. Our approach can be divided into six main steps:

I. Define play regions in which oil production is statistically uniform. In each region, follow the
steps below:
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(a) Divide all wells in a play into i = 1, 2, . . . , n well groups, where n is the number of
reservoirs. In the Bakken play, for example, there are two main reservoirs. Thus, at this
step, we identify two groups of wells,

Well Sample Reservoir Sample Size

1 Middle Bakken 9860
2 Three Forks 4818

and n = 2 in the Bakken shale.
(b) Further subdivide each of these well groups into ji, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, areas with different

reservoir qualities. For example, in the Bakken play, the center of the basin has the
thickest oil-prolific layer and hence the highest oil production [3,22,28–30]. Thus, we have
delineated an area at the center of the basin (with maximum oil rate >750 bopd) as core
area and the rest as noncore area, see Figure 2 for more details. At this step, we have four
well groups that fall into four distinct, static play regions,

Reservoir Region Sample Size

1 Middle Bakken core 5732
2 Middle Bakken noncore 4128
3 Three Forks core 2672
4 Three Forks noncore 2146

In Bakken, j1 = 2 and j2 = 2, that is, there are two reservoir qualities (core and noncore)
for each of the reservoirs (Middle Bakken and Three Forks).

(c) Subdivide wells in each of the four regions (two reservoirs × two reservoir qualities each)
by time interval classes that encompass significant changes in well completion technology.
In the Bakken play, for instance, the newly completed wells have longer lateral lengths,
bigger hydraulic fractures and more fracture stages [22,31–34]. Thus, we classify the wells
in each of the four regions by three completion date intervals: [2000–2012], [2013–2016]
and [2017–2019]. In the end, we have divided all 14,678 horizontal wells in the Bakken into
12 well groups (4 regions × 3 completion date classes) listed in Table 1. In Bakken, each of
the 4 play regions has 3 completion classes, finally yielding 12 static well samples.

II. For each well sample, obtain a P50 well prototype by fitting a Generalized Extreme Value (GEV)
distribution to all qualifying sample wells as follows:

(a) From a given static well sample-k (a region further subdivided by completion dates),
consider a dynamic cohort lk that contains all wells that have at least lk years on production
(lk = 1, 2, . . . , tmaxk and k = 1, 2, . . . , Nsample). For example: (i) There are 2550 wells in
Middle Bakken noncore [2000–2012] group. However, there are only 2540 wells with at least
one year on production (the other 10 wells have production records with less than 12
months). Thus, we retain these 2540 wells as cohort-1 of this particular group, see Figure
4. (ii) There are 428 wells in Three Forks core [2000–2012] group. But, only 197 wells have
production records of at least seven years. As such, these 197 wells are qualified as cohort-7
of this particular well group, see Figure 5. For detailed GEV fits for all dynamic well
cohorts and static well groups in the Bakken play, see Supporting Online Materials-1. For
Bakken, Nsample = 12.

(b) Define a set Xlk that takes values of oil production rate (kbbl/year) from all wells with at
least lk years on production in sample k.

(c) For every Xlk , fit a Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution using Equation (A1) and
obtain the location parameter, μ, scale parameter, σ and shape parameter, ξ. (All of these
parameters are further subscripted by lk but we will skip this complication in the notation.)
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(d) Calculate x̄lk as the GEV mean of Xlk for each year-lk, lk = 1, 2, . . . , tmaxk , using
Equation (A3).

(e) For each well sample k, obtain the P50k well prototype. We can use the same procedure
to obtain other statistic parameters for each well cohort. The P10k and P90k values can be
calculated as the ninetieth and tenth percentiles of Xlk , respectively. The median and mode
can be calculated using Equations (A5) and (A6). by connecting GEV mean values of all
years lk = 1, 2, . . . , tmaxk

P50k = (x̄1, x̄2, . . . , x̄tmaxk
), k = 1, 2, . . . , Nsample, kbbl/year. (1)

III. Extend P50k (we will subsequently skip the implied subscript k) well prototypes by fitting to them
physical scaling curves as follows:

(a) For a each well sample k, calculate the observed cumulative mass produced, m (ktons) from
Equation (A13). Fix qo,ST = P50k in kbbl/year and Δti = 1 year.

(b) Adjust τ in Equation (A22) or Equation (A7) (with or without exterior flow) and M in
Equation (A11), so that the physical scaling curve matches the observed m. Use ct/Soi(pi −
p f ) and a values from the average Bakken reservoir properties listed in Tables A1 and A2.
The matching values of τ and M for two both scaling curves and for all well samples are
detailed in Table 2.

(c) Get the extended cumulative mass produced, m̂ (ktons) by multiplying the fitted M
and RF(t/τ) from the master curve where t is now calculated each month The benefit of
matching P50 with a physics-based scaling curve is that we can interpolate and extrapolate
production data precisely. Thus, we can change time intervals from years to months and
forecast production decades into the future. We recommend to use monthly intervals for
precise forecasts that is, t = 1

12 , 2
12 , . . . , 50 years.

(d) Obtain the extended P50 well prototypes for well sample k by differencing m̂ converted to
volume

P̂50 =
Δm̂

Δt(ρo,ST + Rsρg,ST)
, kbbl/month (2)

IV. Obtain base forecast of total field oil production for existing wells as follows:

(a) Create a calendar date series with monthly intervals for example, (1/1/2000, 2/1/2000,
. . . , 12/1/2050) and assign Ndates as the length of this series.

(b) Create an empty vector s with the length of Ndates: (s = [s1 s2 · · · sNdates ] = [0 · · · 0]).
(c) For each well, find index ii in the calendar date series that brackets well completion date.
(d) For each well, add to vector s its corresponding P̂50 right-shifted by ii.

s = s + [0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ii zeros

P̂50(1) · · · P̂50(Ndates − ii + 1)] (3)

(e) Calculate total field oil rate, q and total field cumulative oil, Q for existing wells as follows:

q = s/(365.25/12)× 10−3 million bbl of oil per day (4)

Q =

[
s1 s1 + s2 · · ·

Ndates

∑
i=1

si

]
× 10−6 billion bbl (5)

V. Calculate infill potential as follows:

(a) Create a one-square-mile fishnet inside the boundary of each area defined in step I(b).
(b) Search all existing wells located inside the boundary.
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(c) Calculate wellhead density by counting the number of wells on each of the one-square-mile
squares.

(d) Calculate approximate well density following algorithm below.

i. For each well, calculate the number of squares, n, intercepted by the lateral For
example, a 5000 ft lateral occupies one square, a 9000 ft lateral occupies two squares
and a 14,000 ft lateral occupies three squares because one mile is 5280 ft.

ii. Search for the least-occupied n squares in all possible directions.
iii. Increase the value of well density by 1 well/mi2 for every least dense n

square found.
iv. Repeat points i–iii until all wells in the area of interest are exhausted.

(e) Calculate infill potential by subtracting the calculated well density from the maximum
allowable number of wells that still avoid frac hits. For example, in the Bakken
play, the tip-to-tip hydraulic fracture length is roughly 1200 ft. 5280 ft/1200 ft ≈ 4.
Therefore, the maximum allowable number of wells to avoid frac hits is 4 wells per
square mile. Suppose that at some location, the well density already is 3 wells per square
mile. Then, the infill potential is 4 − 3 = 1 well per square mile.

VI. Obtain an infill forecast of total field oil production after adding future wells.

(a) Create monthly drilling schedules for every infill potential and assume a constant drilling
rate based on current rig availability, see Figure 9b and SOM-2.

(b) Use the same calendar date series as in step IV(a) with Ndates as the length of date series.
(c) Create an empty vector sf with the length of Ndates (sf = [sf,1 sf,2 · · · sf,N] = [0 · · · 0]).
(d) For every drilling schedule, find index ii in the calendar date series that brackets infill

schedule date. Let Nf be the number of wells to be drilled on that date.
(e) For every drilling schedule, add to vector sf its corresponding P̂50 after right-shifting it by

ii and multiplying by Nf.

sf = sf + Nf × [0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ii zeros

P̂50(1) · · · P̂50(Ndates − ii + 1)] (6)

(f) Calculate total field oil rate, qf and total field cumulative oil, Qf after infill drilling
as follows

qf = q + sf/(365.25/12)× 10−3 million bbl of oil per day (7)

Qf = Q +

[
sf,1 sf,1 + sf,2 · · ·

Ndates

∑
i=1

sf,i

]
× 10−6 in billion bbl (8)

where q and Q are total field rate and field cumulative from existing wells calculated
before with Equations (4) and (5).

5. Conclusions

• We have provided a transparent hybrid method of forecasting oil production at shale basin scale.
• Our statistical approach generates the non-parametric well prototype templates that are used to

calibrate our physics-based flow scaling with late-time radial inflow.
• In particular, our average P50 well prototypes follow the physics of linear transient flow and are

used to calibrate the physics-based scaling extensions to 30 years on production.
• A combination of GEV statistics with physical scaling matches historical production data almost

perfectly and gives a smooth, physics-based estimate of future production.
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• Our prediction of the Bakken future is optimal in the least square sense [37–40]; in other words,
our prediction is as good as it gets given all data at hand and first order physics of oil recovery in
the Bakken shale.

• Regulators may want to consider our approach as a prerequisite to booking reserves in oil shales.
• Newly completed wells have almost the same ultimate recovery as the older ones, despite their

much higher initial oil rates.
• Ultimately, we predict that the 14,678 existing wells in the Bakken will produce 5 billion bbl of oil

by 2050 (∼340 kbbl/well).
• After drilling additional 4400 new wells at the rate of 120 wells/month, the core area of the Bakken

will be drilled out by 2021 and ultimate recovery will be 7 billion barrels of oil.
• With 26,500 more wells to be drilled in the noncore area until 2041, ultimate recovery in the

Bakken might be 13 billion barrels of oil but drilling of such scale is unlikely to happen.
• Policy-makers should not of assume that oil boom in the Bakken shale will last decades longer.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/19/3641/
s1. There are two files. The first one shows full details of infill potential maps for every sub-region in the Bakken
shale and a table listing drilling schedule program until year 2050. The second file shows 225 unique plots showing
all the GEV distributions used to match all well cohorts in the Bakken shale.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
EUR Estimated Ultimate Recovery
GEV Generalized Extreme Value
PDF Probability Density Function
SRV Stimulated Reservoir Volume

Appendix A. The Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) Distributions

The Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution [41] combines three “Extreme Value"
distributions, Weibull [42], Gumbel [43] and Frechet [44] into a single functional form. The data decide
which of the three distributions is appropriate. In our case, Fréchet distribution almost always wins.

The probability density function (PDF) of GEV distribution contains three parameters: location, μ;
scale, σ; and shape, ξ

f (x) =
1
σ

t(x)ξ+1e−t(x), where t(x) =

{(
1 + ξ( x−μ

σ )
)−1/ξ : if ξ �= 0

e−(x−μ)/σ : if ξ = 0
(A1)

If ξ is zero, Gumbel distribution results, followed by Weibull distribution, if ξ is negative and by
Fréchet distribution if ξ is positive (Figure A1).
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Integrating the GEV PDF, one obtains the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

F(x) = exp(−t(x)) (A2)

The expected value (mean) of GEV distribution is defined as

E(X) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

μ + σ(g1 − 1)/ξ : if ξ �= 0 and ξ < 1,

μ + σ γ : if ξ = 0,

∞ : if ξ ≥ 1

(A3)

and the variance is

V(X) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

σ2 (g2 − g2
1)/ξ2 : if ξ �= 0 and ξ < 1

2 ,

σ2 π2

6 : if ξ = 0,

∞ : if ξ ≥ 1
2

(A4)

where gk = Γ(1 − kξ) and γ is Euler’s constant. Notice that for ξ ≥ 1, the expected value becomes
infinite and for ξ ≥ 1

2 the variance goes to infinity.

Figure A1. Examples of three GEV distributions with the location parameter, μ = 0, the scale parameter,
σ = 1. and three values of the shape parameter i.e., ξ < 0 (Weibull), ξ = 0 (Gumbel) and ξ > 0 (Fréchet).

The median of GEV distribution is defined as

Median(X) =

⎧⎨
⎩μ + σ

(ln 2)−ξ−1
ξ : if ξ �= 0,

μ − σ ln(ln 2) : if ξ = 0
(A5)

and the mode is

Mode(X) =

⎧⎨
⎩μ + σ

(1+ξ)−ξ−1
ξ : if ξ �= 0,

μ : if ξ = 0
(A6)

Appendix B. Physical Scaling Approach to Forecasting Oil Production in Hydrofractured Shales

The physical scaling approach used in this paper was first derived by Patzek et al. to predict
gas production from thousands of hydrofractured horizontal gas wells in the Barnett shale [23,24].
Later, Patzek et al. derived the scaling curve solution for oil production in the Eagle Ford shale [25].
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Eftekhari et al. extended the model to include gas inflow from outside of SRVs for the Barnett shale
wells [26].

Appendix B.1. Physical Scaling without Exterior Flow

Patzek et al. [25] derived the solution of oil production inside SRV based on a simple model
illustrated in Figure A2a. This model assumes bi-linear flow towards hydraulic fracture planes inside
SRV with the volume H × 2d × 2L. Briefly, by solving a one-dimensional nonlinear pressure diffusion
equation analytically, we obtain a master curve equation for the interior oil production problem

RFI(t̃) =
ct

Soi
(pi − p f )

(
1 − 8

π2

∞

∑
n=0

1
(2n + 1)2 e(−(2n+1)2π2 t̃/4)

)
(A7)

where t̃ is the dimensionless time defined as the ratio between elapsed time on production, t and the
characteristic time of pressure diffusion, τ.

t̃ =
t
τ

(A8)

Here τ is determined by the onset of pressure interference between two hydrofractures 2d apart

τ =
d2

αi
(A9)

and αi is the constant hydraulic diffusivity at initial reservoir conditions

αi =
k

φctμoi

ρoi
ρfluid,i

(A10)

(a) (b)
Figure A2. (a) Schematic of bi-linear flow towards hydraulic fractures in a shale well inside the
SRV with volume H × 2d × 2L (interior problem). The early radial flow is neglected because the
hydrofracture permeability is much higher than that of the matrix. Reproduced from Patzek et al. [25]
(b) Illustration of physical scaling approach of the interior oil production problem. Reproduced from
Saputra et al. [27] .

The fractional oil recovery factor, RF, is the ratio between the cumulative oil mass production,
m and the stimulated mass contained in the SRV, M

RF(t̃) =
m

M (A11)
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where
M = ρoiV = ρoi A f (2d)φSoi (A12)

and

m =
(
ρo,ST + Rsρg,ST

) ( i

∑
k=1

qo,ST(tk)Δtk

)i=tmax

i=1

(A13)

The physical scaling approach is as follows. By adjusting τ and M, minimize the square of the
difference of MRF(t̃) minus the cumulative mass produced with Equation (A13). A least square fit
procedure was used. Figure A2b shows the master curve and scaled cumulative mass produced as the
black and red lines.

Appendix B.2. Physical Scaling with Exterior Flow

Eftekhari et al. [26] solved numerically the exterior gas production problem in the Barnett shale.
We later extended the same concept to oil shales and proposed an analytical solution of this problem.
Figure A3a illustrates interior flow towards the hydraulic fractures inside SRV and exterior flow from
the outer reservoir towards SRV. We write a new master curve equation for both interior and exterior
flow as follows

RFT(t̃) = RFI(t̃) + RFE(t̃) (A14)

where RFI(t̃) is the master curve equation for interior oil production problem (Equation (A7)).
Eftekhari et al. [26] defined the recovery factor of the exterior problem RFE as a function of the
new scaled time, t̃′ = t/τ′ where mE(t̃′) is the cumulative exterior production and M is the stimulated
mass inside SRV defined in Equation (A12)

RFE(t̃′) =
mE(t̃′)
M (A15)

Here τ′ is the characteristic time scale for exterior production, defined as the time it takes low
pressure to diffuse from the wellbore over a distance equal to fracture half-length L

τ′ = L2

αi
=

d2

αi

(
L
d

)2
= τ

(
L
d

)2
(A16)

The new scaled time for exterior production, t̃′ can be written as a function of the interior scaled
time, t̃ in Equation (A8):

t̃′ = t
τ′ =

t
τ

(
d
L

)2
= t̃

(
d
L

)2
(A17)

Because oil flow from the exterior reservoir is another one-dimensional pressure diffusion problem,
one can assume the square root of time solution [26] with a constant slope c1

RFE(t̃′) ≈ c1
√

t̃′ (A18)

Because both the interior and exterior reservoir likely contain similar shale matrix with similar
reservoir properties, the constant c1 can be assumed to be the slope of the interior master curve versus
square-root of time (Equation (A7) and Figure A2b), which is constant at early times, say, 0 < t̃∗ < 0.2.

c1 =
4ct

√
t̃∗

Soi
(pi − p f )

∞

∑
n=0

e(−(2n+1)2π2 t̃∗/4) = 1.1284
ct

Soi
(pi − p f ) (A19)

RFE can be written as a function of the scaled time for the interior production by substituting
Equations (A17) and (A18):

RFE(t̃) = c1
d
L

√
t̃ = a

√
t̃ (A20)
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where a is defined as

a = 1.1284
(

d
L

)
ct

Soi
(pi − p f ) (A21)

Recalling Equation (A14), we obtain a new master curve equation that embodies interior and
exterior oil flow as follows

RFT(t̃) =
ct

Soi
(pi − p f )

(
1 − 8

π2

∞

∑
n=0

1
(2n + 1)2 e(−(2n+1)2π2 t̃/4)

)
+ a

√
t̃ (A22)

(a) (b)
Figure A3. (a) Illustration of interior flow towards the hydraulic fractures of a shale well inside SRV and
exterior flow from the reservoir beyond SRV. Adapted from Patzek et al. [25] and Eftekhari et al. [26] (b)
Illustration of physical scaling approach of the interior and exterior oil production problem. Adapted
from Saputra et al. [27]

The physical scaling approach for this problem is as follows. By adjusting τ and M, minimize
the square of the difference of MRFT(t̃) minus the cumulative mass produced with Equation (A13).
A least square fit procedure was used. Figure A3b shows the scaled cumulative mass as the red line
and the new master curve as the black line that deviates from the interior master curve in Equation
(A7) (shown as the gray line) at late times on production.

Appendix C. Reservoir Properties of the Bakken Shale

Table A1. Reservoir properties used in scaling oil production in the Middle Bakken and Three Forks
(part-1).

Parameter
Middle Bakken Three Forks

Data Source
SI Units Field Units SI Units Field Units

Initial pressure, pi 36.8 Mpa 5340 psia 37.1 Mpa 5380 psia [22]
Fracture pressure, p f 3.4 Mpa 500 psia 3.4 Mpa 500 psia [22]
Connate water saturation, Swc 0.57 0.57 0.65 0.65 [22]
Initial oil saturation, Soi 0.43 0.43 0.35 0.35 [22]
Rock porosity, φ 0.046 0.046 0.058 0.058 [22]
Rock permeability, k 4.4 × 10−17 m2 0.045 md 4.6 × 10−17 m2 0.047 md [22]
Rock compressibility, cφ 4.3 × 10−10 Pa−1 3.0 × 10−6 psi−1 4.3 × 10−10 Pa−1 3.0 × 10−6 psi−1 [45]
Water compressibility, cw 4.3 × 10−10 Pa−1 3.0 × 10−6 psi−1 4.3 × 10−10 Pa−1 3.0 × 10−6 psi−1 [45]
Oil compressibility, co 1.4 × 10−9 Pa−1 1.0 × 10−5 psi−1 1.4 × 10−9 Pa−1 1.0 × 10−5 psi−1 [45]
Total compressibility, ct 6.3 × 10−10 Pa−1 9.0 × 10−6 psi−1 5.9 × 10−10 Pa−1 8.5 × 10−6 psi−1

Oil viscosity, μo,i 3.9 × 10−5 Pa s 0.392 cp 2.8 × 10−5 Pa s 0.276 cp [46]
API gravity 42.2◦API 42.2◦API 38.7◦API 38.7◦API [46]
(ct/Soi)(pi − p f ) 0.1014 0.1014 0.1178 0.1178
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Table A2. Reservoir properties used in scaling oil production in the Middle Bakken and Three Forks
(part-2).

Completion Number of Frac 2d d a
Date Stages, N (ft) L Middle Bakken Three Forks

2000–2012 18 [31] 528 0.44 0.050 0.058
2013–2016 35 [32] 271 0.23 0.026 0.030
2017–2019 60 [33] 158 0.13 0.015 0.018
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Abstract: The staged fracturing horizontal well has proven to be an attractive alternative for improving
the development effect of a low permeability waterflood reservoir. Due to the coexistence of matrix,
fracture, and horizontal wellbore, it remains a great challenge to accurately simulate the nonlinear
flow behaviors in fractured porous media. Using a discrete fracture model to reduce the dimension
of the fracture network, a two-parameter model is used to describe the nonlinear two-phase flow
behavior, and the equivalent pipe flow equation is selected to estimate the horizontal wellbore pressure
drop in the fractured low-permeability reservoir. A hybrid mathematical model for the nonlinear
two-phase flow, including the effect of horizontal wellbore pressure drop in fractured porous media,
is developed. A numerical scheme of the hybrid model is derived using the mimetic finite difference
method and finite volume method. With a staggered five-spot flood system, the accuracy of the
proposed model and the effect of fracture properties on nonlinear two-phase flow behaviors are
further investigated. The results also show that with an increase of fracture length near injectors,
the breakthrough time of injected water into the horizontal wellbore will be shorter, indicating a
faster rise of the water cut, and a worse development effect. The impact of shortening fracture
spacing is consistent with that of enlarging fracture length. Successful practice in modeling the
complex waterflood behaviors for a 3-D heterogeneous reservoir provides powerful evidence for the
practicability and reliability of our model.

Keywords: low-permeability reservoir; staged fracturing horizontal well; mimetic finite difference
method; discrete fracture model; fracture properties

1. Introduction

Due to the strong heterogeneity and poor distribution of petrophysical properties, the natural oil
productivity of low-permeability reservoirs is extremely low. Currently, the staged fracturing horizontal
well has proven to be a viable alternative for improving the development effect of a low-permeability
reservoir [1]. In general, the matrix, fracture network and horizontal wellbore are simultaneously
distributed in this type of reservoir. However, the fluid flow does not obey the traditional Darcy’s law,
which further increases the difficulty of modeling the underlying flow dynamics in fractured porous
media. To avoid too-early water breakthrough as much as possible, it is of great importance to establish
a hybrid mathematical model for nonlinear two-phase flow, considering the effect of horizontal wellbore
pressure drop in the fractured low-permeability waterflood reservoir.

Many attempts had been made to investigate the nonlinear flow characteristics in a low permeability
waterflood reservoir, multiphase fluid flow in fractured porous media, optimal design of numerical
discretization, and the analysis of variable mass transfer in horizontal wellbore. The commonly used
models to describe the nonlinear flow behavior in low-permeability porous media consist of the
quasi-threshold gradient model [2], the piecewise nonlinear model [3], and the continuous nonlinear
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models [4–7]. Since that the smooth functional relationship is efficient enough to calculate the threshold
pressure gradient of nonlinear fluid flow in the subsurface, the continuous nonlinear models, especially
the two-parameter model, are growing in popularity among scholars.

Typical models for the representation of fractured porous media generally rely on the dual-porosity
model and its extended form (dual permeability model). Those models consider matrix block and
fracture network as two parallel continuum systems coupled by crossflow function. Previous
studies [8–10] have demonstrated that the dual porosity model is not suitable for multiphase flow in
disconnected fractured media and mix-wet fracture media. Great trouble will also be encountered
when estimating the crossflow function of different systems. To overcome the drawbacks, the discrete
fracture model was first introduced for single phase flow by Noorishad and Mehran [11]. The fracture
cells are geometrically simplified by using (n − 1)-dimensional cells in an n-dimensional domain, which
considerably improved the computational efficiency. The discrete fracture model has been widely
employed to investigate the flow mechanism of multiphase fluid in fractured media ever since [12–18].
On the other hand, strategies for numerical discretization are also key to simulating the complicated
flow dynamics in fractured porous media, which mainly include the finite difference (FD) method [19],
the finite element (FE) method [8,11], the finite volume (FV) method [20,21], and the mimetic finite
difference (MFD) method [22–24]. The MFD method, requiring only the node and surface information
of single grid cell, is theoretically feasible for any geometry, even the concave grid systems. However,
there are limited studies [25–28] on the nonlinear fluid flow behaviors in fractured low-permeability
porous media coupling the MFD method with a discrete fracture model.

The analysis of variable mass transfer in a horizontal wellbore supports insights that predict the
production performance, design well trajectory, and optimize well completion parameters. Taking the
pressure drop caused by the pipe friction into consideration, Dikken [29] coupled the flux variation in a
horizontal wellbore and fluid flow in porous media and then presented a semi-analytical mathematical
model, which was then used to calculate the variable mass single-phase pressure drop. Based
on extensive theoretical or experimental studies, several analytical models for frictional pressure
drop [30–34] have been developed over the last decades. Nevertheless, the accuracy of analysis on the
variable mass pressure drop using the analytical models cannot be guaranteed due to the idealized
hypothesis. To resolve this issue, the equivalent percolation model of pipe flow was introduced by
Wu et al [35] in order to develop a coupled correlation between the variable mass flow in a horizontal
wellbore and fluid flow in reservoir. Thereafter, Birchenko et al. [36] and Wang et al. [37] addressed
further studies on the equivalent representation models of variable mass flow.

In this study, we aim to propose a novel hybrid mathematical model for two-phase nonlinear
flow in fractured low-permeability waterflood reservoir with considering the effect of horizontal
wellbore pressure drop. Firstly, using the discrete fracture model to reduce the dimension of fracture
network explicitly, the two-parameter model is selected to reflect the nonlinear flow behavior in
low-permeability reservoir, and the equivalent percolation model of pipe flow is used to calculate the
wellbore pressure drop. Then, a novel mathematical hybrid model for two-phase flow in fractured
pore media is established by coupling the governing equations satisfied by matrix, fracture and
horizontal well, respectively. Combing the MFD method and FV method, we derive and validate the
numerical scheme of the proposed model with a synthetic staggered five-spot flood system. The effect
of fracture properties on the nonlinear flow behavior in a fractured low- permeability waterflood
reservoir is extensively investigated. Ultimately, the proposed model is applied to a 3-D heterogeneous
low-permeability waterflood reservoir to validate its practicability and feasibility.

2. Mimetic Finite Difference Method

As illustrated in Figure 1, the reservoir area Ω ∈ Rd is subdivided by a group of non-overlapping
polygon meshes (d = 2) or polyhedron meshes (d = 3) Ωh = {Ωi}. For arbitrary grid cell Ωi, grid Ω j
is the adjacent grid cell, Ak = Ωi ∩Ω j is the interface, nk is the area-weighted normal vector to face
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number k. The grid cell pressure pe
i and boundary surface pressure p f

k are defined at the central point of
grid cell xi and the boundary surface central point of grid cell xk, respectively, which take the form of.

 
Figure 1. Schematic of grid analysis for mimetic finite difference method.

pe
i =

1
|Ωi|
∫

Ωi

pdΩ, p f
k =

1
|Ak|
∫

Ak

pdA (1)

The total flux normal to the faces can be described as:

q = Ti(eipe
i − p f

k ) (2)

where Ti is the transmissibility matrix; q = [q1, · · · , qm]
T; m is the number of borders of grid cell Ωi;

ei = [1, · · · , 1]T. The key to the MFD method is to construct the matrix Ti. A linear pressure field can
be obtained in the form pe

i = a·x + b for a constant vector a and scalar b. Then the flux and pressure
drop are given by

qk = −μ−1|Ak|nk·K·∇p = −μ−1|Ak|nk·K·a (3)

In addition, pe
i − p f

k = a·(xi − xk). By substituting Equation (2) into Equation (3), we can get the
following equation.

q = Ti

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1 − xi
...

xk − xi
...

xm − xi

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
·a = μ−1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

|A1|→n1
...

|Ak|→n k
...

|Am|→nm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
·K·a⇒ TiX = μ−1NK (4)

where NTX = |Ωi|Ed, Ed is the unit matrix of d-th order, and |Ωi| is the area of Ωi. Then, the matrix Ti
can be represented as follows.

Ti =
1

μ
∣∣∣Ωi
∣∣∣NKNT + T2 (5)

where T2X = 0. To guarantee the existence of inverse of Ti, the Brezzi-Lipnikov-Simoncini theorem [38]
is used to construct the matrix T2:

Ti =
1

μ
∣∣∣Ωi
∣∣∣ [NKNT +

6
d

trace(K)A(Em −QQT)A] (6)
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where Q = orth(AX), and A is the diagonal matrix with Ai (i.e., the face area of the ith face)
Based on the divergence theorem and the integral procedure on arbitrary grid cell Ωi, the following

equation can be obtained.
m∑

k=1

qk =

∫
Ωi

qidΩ (7)

Considering the flux continuous condition of boundary, numerical scheme of the MFD method is
established ultimately by coupling Equations (2) and (7).

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
B −C D

CT 0 0
DT 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

q
p
π

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
f
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (8)

where q = [qk]; p = [pe
i ]; π = [p f

k ]; f = [ fi], and fi =
∫

Ωi
qidΩ. Noting that, the first row of Equation (8)

denotes the Darcy’s law, the second row denotes the mass conservation, and the third row denotes the
normal flux continuous condition of borders. Coefficient matrices of Equation (8) can be written as:

B =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
T−1

1
. . .

T−1
Ne

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, C =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
e1

. . .
eNe

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, D =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
I1

. . .
INe

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (9)

where Ne is the total number of grid cells; Ii = Em. As can be seen from Equation (9), all the coefficient
matrices of Equation (8) are subjected to the petrophysical properties and geometric information of
grid cells, but insensitive to the geometric shape.

3. Hybrid Model for Two-Phase Flow in Fractured Media

Using the discrete fracture model to reduce the dimension of the fracture network explicitly,
the two-parameter model is used to reflect the nonlinear flow behavior of two-phase fluid, and the
equivalent percolation model of pipe flow is selected to calculate the wellbore pressure drop of
the horizontal well. Ultimately, a hybrid mathematical model for two-phase flow in a fractured
low-permeability waterflood reservoir is established by combing the governing equations satisfied by
the matrix, fracture and horizontal well, respectively.

3.1. Discrete Fracture Model

As previously suggested [11], fluid flow through fractures can be modelled as a laminar flow
between parallel plates. The parallel-plate solution for the Naiver-Stokes equations satisfies the
commonly used law that flow rate is proportional to the cube of the fracture aperture. All the variables
remain constant along the direction of fracture aperture. Therefore, the dimension-reduced processing
of a fracture network by using (n − 1)-dimensional grid cells in an n-dimensional domain greatly
improves the computational efficiency. In 2D space, fracture networks are simplified as line elements
(see Figure 2). In 3D space, the fractures are represented by the matrix grid cell interfaces, which are 2D.
In this study, the Delaunay triangulation method is adopted to establish the grid system.

As shown in Figure 2, the fractured media is composed of matrix and fracture simultaneously, and
the whole domain can be expressed as Ω = Ωm +

∑
ai ×
(
Ω f
)
i
, where the subscripts m and f denote

the matrix and fracture, respectively; ai is the aperture of the ith fracture. Only if the representative
elementary volumes (REV) of matrix and fracture exist, the constituents of flow equations F are feasible
to the whole domain. For the discrete fracture model, the integral form of F is described as.

∫
Ω

FdΩ =

∫
Ωm

FdΩm +
∑

i

ai ×
∫
(Ω f )i

Fd(Ω f )i (10)
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Figure 2. Schematic of a typical fractured media (left); the unstructured grid (right).

3.2. Flow Governing Equations

The basic equations of incompressible two-phase flow include the mass conservation equation,
the generalized Darcy’s law, the saturation equation and the capillary pressure function, which are
described as:

φ
∂Sw

∂t
+ ∇·vw = qw (11)

vw = fw[v + Kλo·∇pc + Kλo·(ρw − ρo)G] (12)

v = −Kλ·∇p + K·(λwρw + λoρo)G, ∇·v = q (13)

p = po −
∫ Sw

1
fw(ξ)

∂pc

∂Sw
(ξ)dξ (14)

Sw + So = 1 (15)

pc = po − pw ≥ 0 (16)

where φ is the porosity; vo and vw are the oil and water velocity, respectively, and total velocity
v = vo + vw, m/s; qo and qw are the source/sink term of oil and water, respectively, and total source/sink
term q = qw + qo, 1/s; λl = krl/μl (l = w, o) is the flow coefficient, and total flow coefficient λ = λw + λo;
fw = λw/λ is the water fractional flow function; ρo and ρw are the oil and water density, respectively,
kg/m3; G = −g∇z is the gravitational force term, and g is the gravity acceleration, m/s2; z is the vertical
coordinate with positive direction upward, m; pc is the capillary pressure, Pa; po and pw are the pore
pressure for oil and water, respectively, Pa; So and Sw are the oil and water saturation, respectively.

Defining the flow potential function Φl = pl + ρlgz, the initial and boundary conditions are
written as follows.

(i) Initial conditions

Φl(x, t)t=0 = Φl(x), Sl(x, t)t=0 = Sl(x), l = w, o (17)

(ii) Dirichlet boundary conditions

Φl(x, t) = Φl, Sl(x, t) = Sl (18)

(iii) Neumann boundary conditions. The boundary conditions used in this paper are assumed to
be impervious.

vl·→n = (−Kλl∇Φl)·→n = 0, ∇Sl·→n = 0 (19)

where
→
n denotes the outer normal unit vector.
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3.3. Description of Nonlinear Fluid Flow

The two-parameter model is used to describe the nonlinear flow behavior of multiphase fluid in
porous media and takes the form of.

v =
K
μ
∇P− K

μ
∇P

a + b|∇P| (20)

where b is the reciprocal of quasi-threshold pressure gradient, 10−6(Pa/m)−1; a is a dimensionless
parameter to determine the shape of nonlinear concave curve segment, a > 0. Both parameters can
be obtained from displacement experiments. When the dimensionless parameter a is equal to zero,
the model is equivalent to the quasi-threshold pressure gradient model, among which, the nonlinear
seepage segment satisfy the linear law and its intersection with x-axis is located at 1/b; when a is
larger than zero and less than 1.0, the intersection with x-axis is located at (1 − a)/b, which is virtually
the minimum threshold pressure gradient. When b tends to be infinite, the interaction between rock
and reservoir fluid is so weak that it equals to zero approximately. In this case, Equation (20) will be
transformed as the Darcy’s law.

3.4. Calculation of Wellbore Pressure Drop

Generally, the flow regime in horizontal wellbore consists of the spindle flow in horizontal
wellbore and the radial flow from reservoir to horizontal well. Due to the radial flow, the flux of lateral
segment from toe end to root end varies gradually, in other words, it is a variable mass flow, which is
shown as Figure 3, where vR denotes the mass flux of the radial flow from reservoir to horizontal well
and v(x) denotes the variable mass flux of the spindle flow in horizontal wellbore.

 

Figure 3. Sketch map of horizontal wellbore flow.

In this study, the equivalent percolation model of pipe flow is employed to calculate the pressure
drop caused by variable mass flow in horizontal wellbore. Namely, the pipe flow can be interpreted as
an equivalent seepage problem with constant permeability. Equation (21) is thus proposed to describe
the relationship.

v = −Kwe

μ

Δp
Δx

(21)

where Kwe is the equivalent permeability of horizontal wellbore.
For laminar flow

Kwe =
r2

8
(22)
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For turbulent flow:

Kwe = μ(
2D
fρ

1
Δp/Δx

)
1/2

(23)

where the fraction factor f can be calculated by Colebrook-White equation and satisfies the
following equation.

1√
f
= −2 log10[

ε/D
3.7
− 5.02

Re
log10(

ε/D
3.7

+
13
Re

)] (24)

For transitional flow:
Kwe = λKwel + (1− λ)Kwet (25)

where λ is the weighting coefficient, [0.1, 0.3]; Kwel is the equivalent permeability in procedure of
lamilar flow; Kwet is the equivalent permeability in procedure of turbulent flow.

3.5. Hybrid Mathematical Model

The novel hybrid model for nonlinear two-phase flow in fractured porous media is established by
combining the governing equations satisfied by matrix, fracture and horizontal wellbore, respectively.

For the matrix system, considering that nonlinear flow behavior in fractured low-permeability
reservoir, the following equation is given by:

v = −Kλ·∇p

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1− 1

a + b
∣∣∣∇p
∣∣∣
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ K·(λwρw + λoρo)G, ∇·v = q (26)

For the fracture system, the dimension-reduced procedure of the fracture network by using (n
− 1)-dimension grid cells in an n-dimensional domain is carried out. Assume that flow in fracture
observes the standard Darcy’s law, the system of Equations (11)–(16) is still suitable.

For the horizontal wellbore, the equation describing the correlation between velocity v and
pressure p is given by:

v = −Kweλ·∇p + Kwe·(λwρw + λoρo)G, ∇·v = q (27)

When considering the pressure drop in horizontal wellbore, the flux continuous condition of
horizontal wellbore is derived as follows.

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ qm,E + qm,E′ + q f ,F + q f ,F′ = Mh∑
qh = Mh + qh

(28)

where qm,E is flux from the upward matrix grid cell E to the ith lateral segment; qm,E′ is flux from the
downward matrix grid cell E′ to the ith lateral segment; q f ,F is flux from the upward fracture grid
cell F to the ith lateral segment; q f ,F′ is flux from the downward fracture grid cell F′ to the ith lateral
segment; Mh is total flux penetrated into the ith lateral segment;

∑
qh is the total flux; qh is the source

or sink term.

4. Numerical Discretization and Solution

Using the MFD method, numerical discretization of the hybrid mathematical model is performed
in order to obtain the pressure and saturation distribution as a function of time in fractured
low-permeability waterflood reservoir according to the implicit pressure and explicit saturation
(IMPES) procedure.

4.1. Numerical Discretization

Based on the mimetic finite difference method, the linear algebraic systems satisfied by matrix
block and fracture network are finally established, which are written as Equations (29) and (30),
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respectively. As to 2D problems, due to the fracture networks being simplified as a series of line
elements, the governing equations can be described as:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Bm −Cm Dm

CT
m 0 0

DT
m 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

qm
pm
πm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
fm
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (29)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
B f −C f D f
CT

f 0 0
DT

f 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

q f
p f
π f

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
f f
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (30)

where the subscripts m and f are matrix and fracture system, respectively.
The system given in linear algebraic equations indicates that pf is a part of πm. Based on the flux

continuity principle, the volumetric flux of fracture system is composed of matrix infiltration and
fracture source or sink term. By coupling the flow equations between the matrix and fracture systems,
numerical discretization is achieved, which is given by:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Bm −Cm Dm 0 0
CT

m 0 0 0 0
DT

m 0 0 −CT
f 0

0 0 −C f B f D f
0 0 0 DT

f 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

qm
pm
πm

q f
p f

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
fm
−f f
0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(31)

When matrix, fracture, and horizontal wells exist simultaneously, the equivalent percolation
model of pipe flow is used to calculate the wellbore pressure drop, and the total volumetric flux in
horizontal wellbore is composed of matrix infiltration, fracture infiltration and source or sink term.
In accordance with Equation (31), numerical discretization scheme of the hybrid mathematical model
can be developed combining the flow equations satisfied by the matrix, fracture, and horizontal
wellbore, respectively, and takes the form of:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Bm −Cm Dm 0 0 0 0
CT

m 0 0 0 0 0 0
DT

m 0 0 −CT
f 0 CT

h 0
0 0 −C f B f D f 0 0
0 0 0 DT

f 0 0 0

0 0 Ch 0 0 Bh Dh
0 0 0 0 0 DT

h 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

qm
pm
pim
q f
pi f
qh
pih

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
fm

−f f − fh
0
0
0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(32)

where subscript h denotes the horizontal well; qm denotes the boundary flux of matrix grid cell; pm
denotes the pressure at the central point of matrix grid cell; pim denotes the boundary pressure of
matrix grid cell; q f denotes the boundary flux of fracture grid cell; pi f denotes the boundary pressure
of fracture grid cell; qh denotes the boundary flux of horizontal well grid cell; pih denotes the boundary
pressure of horizontal well grid cell.

4.2. Solution of Pressure and Saturation

The implicit pressure explicit saturation (IMPES) procedure is used for calculation, which mainly
include the sequential solution of the decoupled pressure and saturation equations. The pressure
equations are solved implicitly with the preconditioned conjugate gradient and the saturation maps
are determined explicitly using the FV method.
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According to the FV method and θ-principle, discretization of mass conservation equation given
by Equation (11) is performed, which is described as:

ϕi

Δt

(
Sk+1

i − Sk
i

)
+

1
|Ωi|
∑
ri j

(
θFij
(
Sk+1
)
+ (1− θ)Fij

(
Sk
))
= qw

(
Sk

i

)
(33)

where Fij(S) is the numerical approximation of flux at the edge rij.

Fij(S) =
∫
γi j

fw(S)i j(ν·
→
n i j + Kλn·∇pc·→n i j + Kλn·(ρw − ρn)G·→n i j)dΓ

Moreover, the upstream weighted method is used to calculate the fractional flow function at
boundary surface Γ.

fw(S)i j =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
fw(Si) if ν·→n i j ≥ 0
fw(Sj) if ν·→n i j < 0

(34)

The time step is determined by a CFL condition, which is described as follows:

Δt ≤ ϕi|Ωi|
νin

i max
{
f ′w(S)

}
0≤S≤1

, (35)

and

νin
i = max(qi, 0) −

∑
ri j

min(vij,0),
∂ fw
∂S

=
∂ fw
∂S∗
∂S∗
∂S

=
1

1− Swc − Sor

∂ fw
∂S∗

where S* is the standardized water saturation; Swc is the irreducible water saturation; Sor is the residual
oil saturation.

5. Results and Analysis

We use a synthetic two-dimensional staggered five-spot flood system to validate the accuracy
of the proposed model in this paper, as shown in Figure 4. The Delaunay triangulation grid system
shown as Figure 5 is firstly constructed, with a total of 994 grid cells. The rock and fluid properties
are listed in Table 1. The well pattern is one staged fracturing horizontal producer located in the
center face and four vertical injectors located in corner faces. Both the injection and production are
performed at a constant surface liquid rate, which are the same as the controlling conditions in actual
oilfield development. There exist eight hydraulic fractures distributed evenly along the direction of
the horizontal wellbore. The effects of capillary pressure and gravitational force will be neglected.

 

Figure 4. Scheme of staggered five spot water-injection model.
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Figure 5. Delaunay triangulation of the water-injection model.

Table 1. Rock and fluid properties for the staggered five spot water-injection model.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

reservoir dimensions 1000 m × 800 m water viscosity 1 mPa·s
matrix porosity 0.1 oil viscosity 5 mPa·s

matrix permeability 1 × 10−3 μm2 water density 1000 kg/m3

fracture length 400 m oil density 800 kg/m3

fracture spacing 100 m inject rate 0.05 PV/day
fracture aperture 1 mm production rate 0.05 PV/day

fracture permeability 8.33 × 104 μm2 irreducible water saturation 0.3
length of lateral segment 900 m residual oil saturation 0.1

The oil-water relative permeability functions shared by the matrix and fracture systems are
described as follows.

Krw = Se; Kro = 1− Se (36)

where Se is the normalized water saturation defined by the irreducible water saturation Swc and the
residual water saturation Sor, which takes the form of.

Se =
Sw − Swc

1− Swc − Sor
(37)

Figure 6 displays the flux of different lateral segments in horizontal wellbore. It can be referred
that the mass flux in horizontal wellbore gradually increases from the toe end to the root end, and there
is a distinct difference in the mass flux of different lateral segments due to the variable mass flow.
The effect of fracture distribution on the mass flux change in the horizontal wellbore is relatively large.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of friction pressure drop along direction of horizontal wellbore.
It indicates that, the change of friction pressure drop from the toe end to root end is consistent with the
mass flux of different lateral segments in horizontal wellbore. The main reason for this phenomenon is
explained as follows: the variation of the friction pressure drop is proportional to that of the variable
mass flux, and the frictional pressure drop caused by the spindle flow and the radial flow is aggravated
as the variable mass flux increases. In addition, due to the great infiltration at the fractures’ face,
the degree of velocity variation is further improved, which usually results in a greater frictional
pressure drop.
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Figure 6. Mass flux distribution of different lateral segments in horizontal well.

Figure 7. Evolution of frictional pressure drop across the horizontal wellbore.

As shown in Figure 8, we present the water saturation profiles when the pore volume of water
injected into the reservoir is fixed at 0.05, 0.45, 0.80 and 1.0 PV, respectively. The results demonstrate that
the waterflood front advances evenly at the earlier stage, while the injected water will transport quickly
through the fractures and cause too-early water breakthrough. When the injected water crosses into all
the fractures, large quantities of residual oil remain unexploited between the fractures. The fractures
nearby the injectors are the major flow pathways of injected water to the staggered fractured horizontal
wellbore, which govern the local velocity of waterfront directly. Therefore, the middle regions’ fractures
along the direction of the horizontal wellbore are extremely essential to achieve a higher oil productivity
in the fractured low-permeability waterflood reservoir.

A comparison of oil production rate (OPR), cumulative oil production (OPT) and water cut (fw) as
a function of PV injected is displayed in Figures 9 and 10. The accuracy of our proposed model has been
validated by comparing with Eclipse. Results also demonstrate that oil production rate of the staged
fracturing horizontal well at the earlier stage is relatively high, and the rising rate of cumulative oil
production is rapid. However, the oil production rate gradually decreases as the waterfront advances
in low-permeability porous media. When a total of 0.5 PV water is injected into the reservoir, the oil
production rate tends to be constant, and the increase of cumulative oil production becomes slight.
It is due to the short distance between end regions’ fractures and injectors that water can channel
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into the horizontal wellbore along the fractures quickly, thus resulting in a rapid rise of water cut.
Therefore, the fracture properties are governing factors for the development effect of a staged fracturing
horizontal well in a low-permeability waterflood reservoir.

  
(a) 0.05 PV (b) 0.45 PV 

  
(c) 0.80 PV (d) 1.0 PV 

Figure 8. Water saturation profiles at different injection pore volume multiples.

Figure 9. Oil production performance of staged fractured horizontal well.
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f

Figure 10. Water cut variation of staged fractured horizontal well.

5.1. Effect of Fracture Length

To further understand the influence of fracture length on the production performance of staged
fracturing horizontal well, three patterns with different fracture length are considered, as shown in
Figure 11. The fracture length of pattern 1 and pattern 3 equals 400 m and 200 m, respectively. The ratio
of the middle regions’ and end regions’ fracture length is interpreted as the fracture length ratio for
short. For pattern 2, the middle regions’ fracture length is limited to 400 m, and the fracture length
ratio is 2.0. The other properties are identical to those of the basic scheme. Based on the proposed
model, the production performance of the staged fracturing horizontal well under different patterns of
fracture length are extensively investigated. The results are shown in Figures 12 and 13.

From Figures 12 and 13, it is referred that, the time needed for waterflood-front channeling into
the horizontal wellbore becomes shorter while increasing the length of fractures nearby injectors, and a
higher rise of water cut will be observed. Therefore, when conducting the optimal design of fracture
properties, the length of fractures nearby the injectors should be shortened appropriately to avoid a
too-early breakthrough of injected water.

Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 

Figure 11. Schematic of different fracture length patterns.
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Figure 12. Water cut variation under different fracture length patterns.

Figure 13. Cumulative oil production variation under different fracture lengths.

5.2. Effect of Fracture Spacing

To understand the effect of fracture spacing on development effect of staged fracturing
horizontal well, three patterns with different fracture spacing are considered, as shown in Figure 14.
The fracture spacing between the first fracture and the 8th fracture is limited to 700 m, and the ratio of
middle regions’ and end regions’ fracture spacing along the direction of the horizontal wellbore is
defined as the fracture spacing ratio for short. In this study, the fracture spacing ratio of three different
patterns is selected to be 1.0, 2.0 and 0.5, respectively. The other properties are identical to those of
the basic scheme. Based on the proposed model, the production performance of the staged fracturing
horizontal well under different patterns of fracture spacing are thoroughly investigated. The results
are shown in Figures 15 and 16.

Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 

Figure 14. Schematic of different fracture spacing patterns.
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Figure 15. Water cut curve under different fracture spacing patterns.

Figure 16. Cumulative oil production variation under different fracture spacings.

As seen from Figures 15 and 16, the shortest breakthrough time of injected water is obtained when
fracture spacing in the midst is two times the fracture spacing in the end, and the minimum cumulative
oil production is achieved. It can be explained as follows: in pattern 2, the fracture spacing nearby
injectors is relatively small so that the injected water channels into the end regions’ fractures more
quickly, which results in a larger rising rate of water cut and worse development effect. Therefore, it is
of great importance to enlarge the end regions’ fracture spacing to delay the breakthrough time of
injected water.

6. Case Study

To further validate the practicability of the proposed model, a 3-D heterogeneous low permeability
five-spot waterflood reservoir is established, as shown in Figure 17. The waterflood reservoir size
is 2000 m × 1000 m × 24 m, which is vertically divided into 2 layers with a total of 30,149 grid cells.
The traditional Kriging interpolation algorithm is then used to generate a heterogenous distribution of
matrix permeability, as depicted in Figure 18. The rock and fluid properties for the staggered five-spot
model are displayed in Table 2. The well pattern is one staged fracturing horizontal producer located in
the center and four vertical injectors located in the corner faces. Water injection is achieved at a constant
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surface liquid rate of 60 m3/d, and oil production is triggered with a constant bottom hole pressure
of 5.0 MPa. Based on our proposed model, the production performance of the 3-D heterogenous
low-permeability waterflood reservoir is well documented.

 
Figure 17. Delaunay triangulation of the heterogeneous waterflood model.

 
Figure 18. Heterogeneous distribution of matrix permeability in five-spot system.

Table 2. Rock and fluid properties for the 3-D heterogeneous waterflood reservoir.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

matrix porosity 0.1 water viscosity 1.0 mPa·s
matrix permeability 0.1~2.0 mD oil viscosity 5.0 mPa·s
fracture conductivity 5.0 D·cm water density 1000 kg/m3

fracture length 400 m oil density 750 kg/m3

fracture spacing 100 m inject rate 60 m3/d
length of lateral segment 1600 m BHP pressure 5.0 MPa
initial reservoir pressure 20 MPa irreducible water saturation 0.35

bubble point pressure 28 MPa residual oil saturation 0.22

Figure 19 illustrates the 2-D and 3-D water saturation profile and overall pressure field of
low-permeability reservoir when a total of 0.085 PV water is injected. It shows that, due to the weak
transport capacity of injected water in low-permeability reservoir, a relatively uniform waterfront
advancing behavior is achieved before water breakthrough despite the heterogeneous permeability
distribution, and majorities of remaining oil are still unexploited underground. This finding also
agrees well with the actual production performance of low-permeability reservoirs commonly found
in the Ordos basin, northwestern China, which provides powerful evidence for the applicability and
reliability of our proposed model.
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(a) 2-D water saturation profile 

 
(b) 2-D reservoir pressure field 

 
(c) 3-D water saturation profile 

 
(d) 3-D reservoir pressure field 

Figure 19. Water saturation and reservoir pressure profile at 0.085PV water injected.
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7. Conclusions

(1) Using a discrete fracture model to reduce the dimension of the fracture network explicitly,
the two-parameter model is used to represent the nonlinear flow behavior of multiphase fluid
in porous media, and the equivalent percolation model of pipe flow is selected to calculate
the wellbore pressure drop in a horizontal wellbore. A novel hybrid mathematical model for
nonlinear two-phase flow in a fractured low-permeability waterflood reservoir is developed by
combining the governing equations satisfied by the matrix, fracture and horizontal wellbore,
respectively. By combing the MFD method and FV method, the numerical discretization of
the hybrid model is derived and validated using a synthetic staggered five-spot flood system.
The effect of fracture properties on nonlinear flow behaviors in fractured low-permeability
reservoir are ultimately investigated.

(2) The results show that with an increase of fracture length near injectors, injected water will cross
into the horizontal wellbore more easily, resulting in a faster increase of water cut, and a worse
development effect. The effect of shortening fracture spacing is consistent with that of increasing
fracture length. When performing the optimization design of fracture parameters, it is necessary
to shorten the length of fractures nearby injectors and enlarge the fracture spacing of end regions
to avoid too early a breakthrough of injected water. Successful practice in modeling the complex
waterflood behaviors for a 3-D heterogeneous reservoir provides powerful evidence for the
practicability and reliability of our model.
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Abstract: Most shale gas reservoirs have extremely low permeability. Predicting their fluid transport
characteristics is extremely difficult due to complex flow mechanisms between hydraulic fractures
and the adjacent rock matrix. Recently, studies adopting the dynamic modeling approach have
been proposed to investigate the shape of the flow regime between induced and natural fractures.
In this study, a production history matching was performed on a shale gas reservoir in Canada’s
Horn River basin. Hypocenters and densities of the microseismic signals were used to identify the
hydraulic fracture distributions and the stimulated reservoir volume. In addition, the fracture width
decreased because of fluid pressure reduction during production, which was integrated with the
dynamic permeability change of the hydraulic fractures. We also incorporated the geometric change
of hydraulic fractures to the 3D reservoir simulation model and established a new shale gas modeling
procedure. Results demonstrate that the accuracy of the predictions for shale gas flow improved.
We believe that this technique will enrich the community’s understanding of fluid flows in shale
gas reservoirs.

Keywords: shale gas; stimulated reservoir volume; microseismic; hydraulic fracture closure;
production history matching

1. Introduction

Global energy consumption is steadily increasing, and as of 2017, natural gas has become a
vital resource, supplying 28% of the world’s energy [1]. Natural gas offers an additional significant
advantage in that it generates only half of the greenhouse gases of other fossil fuel sources [2].
In 2012, carbon dioxide emissions in the U.S. decreased to their lowest levels in 20 years, which can
be attributed to the replacement of coal-fired power plants with natural-gas-fired power plants [3].
Consequently, natural gas has garnered more interest as an alternative and environmentally friendly
energy source. Shale gas, in particular, has since emerged as an unconventional resource. Although
shale gas production accounted for only 1% of natural gas production in 2000 in the U.S., this value
increased to >20% in 2010. According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA) 2018 annual
energy report, most of the U.S.’s natural gas supply is expected to be produced from shale and tight
reservoirs (Figure 1) [1,4].
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Figure 1. Natural gas production by type, 2000–2050 (trillion cubic feet) [1,4]. Reproduced from [1,4],
EIA: 2018, Stevens: 2012.

Horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing techniques have become the standard technologies
for shale gas development. Generally, shale formations have extremely low permeability, in the order of
1 × 102 nano-Darcy for liquid-rich shale and 10 nano-Darcy for dry gas shale [5]. Moreover, production
forecasting of shale gas reservoirs is still very challenging because the fluid flow phenomena are
very complex and the induced hydraulic fracture networks are difficult to model [6]. To overcome
these obstacles, various studies focused on flow simulations that use microseismic monitoring data,
which improved researchers’ understanding of the shape of the hydraulic fractures as well as the
flow regime during production [7–17]. These studies also revealed that numerical simulations can
be used to construct hydraulic fracture geometries for reliable history matching and production
forecasting [18–20]. In general, dual porosity and dual permeability models are used to describe the
fluid flow through matrices and natural fractures. The dual porosity model assumes that there is no
fluid flow between the matrix grids and that the rock matrix simply supplies gas to adjacent fractures
(Figure 2) [21]. In contrast, the dual permeability model considers both the fluid flow within fractures
and between matrix grids (Figure 3) [22]. According to Ho [23], the dual permeability model yields
more reliable outcomes for shale reservoir analysis. An approach that employs seismic data for fracture
network characteristics at subsurface reservoirs has been proposed; this approach can be successfully
applied to production forecast simulations using the 3D discrete fracture network model [24,25].

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of dual porosity model [21]. Reproduced from [21], Warren: 1963.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of dual permeability model [22]. Reproduced from [22], Zeng: 2015.

Cipolla et al. [26] proposed a workflow that combined microseismic data with dynamic simulations.
By constructing 3D hydraulic fracture networks as a series of very fine grids and implementing the networks
with a reservoir simulation model, the authors demonstrated that fluid flow analysis enhances accuracy.

Methods for constructing hydraulic fracture grids can be classified into three types according to
the complexity of the grids for the hydraulic fractures: planar, wire-mesh, and un-structured fracture
model (UFM) (Figure 4). The planar model is most commonly used to represent hydraulic fractures,
because it can simply describe the fractures with a set of planes. However, it cannot be well applied
to the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) because it solely focuses on fluid flows in the hydraulic
fractures. In contrast, the wire-mesh model suggests more complicated fracture geometries with the
assumption that the orthogonally generated planes are more reliable. To construct a more realistic
model, UFM yields the most complex geometries with irregular grids to describe the actual fracture
shape [26]. However, the model requires considerable computation time and much more sensitive flow
analyses. Hence, the planar and wire-mesh models are widely accepted for numerical flow simulations
in shale reservoirs. This study incorporates fluid flows in the fractures and the SRV; therefore, the
wire-mesh model was adopted to construct the hydraulic fracture network. To reliably represent the
induced fracture geometry, microseismic hypocenters and densities were used to construct the model.

Figure 4. Illustration of various fracture geometry models to approximate a horizontal well. (a) Simple
planar fractures (conventional approach), (b) wire-mesh hydraulic fractures, and (c) un-structured
hydraulic fractures (UFM) [26]. Reproduced from [26], Cipolla: 2011.

As production continues, the fluid pressure in the hydraulic fractures decreases; the increased
effective stress reduces the width of hydraulic fractures filled with proppant [27]. Since this effect
is directly related to fracture permeability, the fluid pressure reduction results in deteriorated gas
productivity [28]. When this phenomenon is significant, it may be extended to the proppant crush
or embedment [29,30]. The fluid pressure reduction in the fractures is more considerable in the early
production period, because fractures are initially pressurized as high as the reservoir pore pressure (or
higher if the excessive fracture fluid pressure after the fracturing process has not yet been released).
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Consequently, this process yields misleading results because production forecasting for the mid or
late period is based on the reservoir properties obtained from a history matching process in the early
period unless alterations in the fracture permeability are considered.

To reliably extrapolate the observations from previous studies to a field scale, we investigate the
effect of hydraulic fracture closure during the production period and the actual productive reservoir
volume induced by the hydraulic fractures during long-term production. Although several studies
have attempted to understand the effect of stress on fractures [18–20], few field-scale studies have
been performed to investigate the fracture width reduction due to stress changes. Furthermore, many
studies have calculated estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) based on microseismic data, which does not
always represent the productive reservoir volume. In addition, predicted long-term production shows
that the SRV obtained using microseismic data are inconsistent with the actual productive volume of
hydraulic fractures. To avert these issues, we use the relation between pore pressure and hydraulic
fracture width via history matching and directly apply it to reservoir simulation. Consequently, our
results are applicable for the more precise prediction of EUR at the early production stage.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Dynamic Modeling Workflow

A typical reservoir simulation workflow comprises the processes shown in Figure 5 (left) [31,32].
However, additional steps are required for shale reservoir simulation because of the existence of
hydraulic fractures, which provide conductive flow paths. To construct the hydraulic fracture network,
the SRV must be identified. Although microseismic data are most desirable for this process, their
availability is frequently restricted due to cost. If microseismic data are unavailable, the SRV can be
estimated via hydraulic fracture modeling based on information obtained during fracturing treatment
such as the injected volume of water and proppants and surface treating pressure. Therefore, a
typical workflow for the shale gas simulation process contains additional procedures, particularly for
determining the SRV and hydraulic fracture geometry, as shown in Figure 5 (right).

 
Figure 5. Workflows for typical geological simulations and shale gas simulation workflow [31,32].
Reproduced from [31,32], Ertekin: 2001, Carlson: 2003.

Reliable history matching processes are very challenging and require experience and insight from
multiple disciplines. One of the greatest obstacles in the history matching of shale gas productivity is
the characterization of hydraulic fractures (such as length, width, and permeability), which are the
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dominant parameters for productivity analysis and the most difficult to precisely compute. Regardless
of the usefulness of microseismic data as an indicator of the SRV, the data still contain uncertainties
because their signals do not always represent conductive fracture generation; thus, the calculated
volume may be overestimated. In short, reliable flow simulations on shale reservoirs rely on the
identification of hydraulic fracture properties and interpretation of the microseismic data. Accordingly,
the SRV was determined by hypocenters and densities of microseismic data and the hydraulic fracture
network model was constructed. Consequently, the simulation workflow for shale reservoirs was
improved by considering the permeability alterations of hydraulic fractures.

2.2. Construction of Dynamic Model

The target reservoir is in northeast British Columbia, Canada. A dynamic model was constructed
for the reservoir of approximately 2.5 years production. Table 1 lists the reservoir properties and model
description; the reservoir model was constructed using a commercial black oil simulator (CMG, IMEX).
Generally, shale gas production comprises three effects: free gas, diffusion, and desorption. In this
case, we considered only free gas flow and diffusion. In the case of desorption, the total organic carbon
of the target formation was low, and during the two-and-a-half-year production period, the average
reservoir pressure decreased from 32,000 kPa to 16,000 kPa, which typically results in less than 10%
desorption [33]. Mainly, the pressure drop occurs only in hydraulic fractures and a few adjacent matrix
grids. Therefore, although large amounts of gas adsorb in whole matrix grids, it does not contribute to
production. Hence, the effect of desorption is not considered in this case.

Table 1. Reservoir properties and model description.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Simulation type Black oil Number of grid (ea) 200,000

Top depth range (m) 1895–2177 Fluid type Gas
(CH4 95% over)

Pressure (kPa) 32,000 Temperature (◦C) 132
Initial water saturation 0.25 Initial gas saturation 0.75

Matrix
porosity 0.05 Matrix

permeability (md) 2.65 × 10−6

Hydraulic fracturing spacing (m) ≈ 37 Length of the horizontal well (m) ≈ 3200

The composition of the reservoir fluid was obtained from gas analysis data, which indicate that
the existing fluid is identified as dry gas containing more than 95% CH4. Therefore, the black oil
simulation scheme has been adopted for numerical simulation.

Relative permeability curves in the fractured system were first proposed by Romm (1966) [34].
Romm’s model suggests that relative permeability of a fracture flow can be simplified by a linear function
of saturation. However, several recent studies [35–38] emphasize that relative permeability in fractures
behaves non-linearly. Chima and Geiger [39] note that relative permeability calculations using the Romm’s
model yield misleading results with overestimated gas production. In this study, the gas–water relative
permeability curve was generated based on a non-linear mathematical model (Equation (1)) and is shown
in Figure 6. For the relative permeability curve of the matrix, the end-points were selected as matching
parameters in the history matching process because no experimental results are available.

krg = Sg
2(

2μwSg
2+3μgSw

2+6SwSgμg
12μw

)

krw = Sw
2
(

4Sw
2+6SwSg

12

)
,

(1)

where krg and krw are the gas–water relative permeability of hydraulic fractures, Sg and Sw are the
gas–water saturation, and μg and μw are the gas–water viscosity, respectively [39].
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Figure 6. Relative permeability of hydraulic fractures.

2.3. Microseismic Mapping and SRV Calculation

Microseismic data are seismic signals with small magnitudes generated by rock failure during the
hydraulic fracturing process. From the hypocenters, times, and magnitudes of the signals, the SRV
can be estimated and the induced fracture geometry can be determined. Fracturing processes in shale
reservoirs are intended to induce a fracture with a long half-length, which is directly related to the SRV.
In general, fracture half-lengths determined by microseismic data yield relatively higher values than
those of other diagnostic techniques (Figure 7) because microseismic signals are generated from both
conductive propped fractures (proppant-filled) and non-propped fractures. The latter is more likely to
close as the effective stress increases and contributes less to the reservoir productivity. Nevertheless,
microseismic is a powerful tool for determining fracture geometry [40].

Figure 7. Comparison of fracture half-lengths (xf) derived from various sources [41]. Reproduced
from [41], Clarkson: 2011.

Suliman et al. [42] propose a method for using microseismic data to define the shape and size of
the SRV in a simulation model. The authors distribute the signal density into the simulation grids to
quantitatively evaluate the SRV. They suggest that areas with a high density of signals are expected to
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be more stimulated than those with a low density. Based on the stimulation rate and connectivity of
the grids, the SRV is divided into three categories as follows. First, Hydraulic SRV (HSRV) assumes
that all microseismic signals are related to hydraulic fractures. Second, Conductivity SRV (CSRV)
indicates that two or more microseismic signals are emitted in a single grid, and this grid will have
higher permeability than a grid in HSRV. Finally, in the Flush SRV (FSRV), three or more microseismic
signals are detected in a grid. Normally, the grids are located very close to the production well and
have the highest permeability.

During a hydraulic fracturing process in the target reservoir, a total of 2000 signals were acquired
over 31 stages. The hypocenters of the acquired signals for each stage are shown in Figure 8. Accordingly,
the SRV was generated as described in Figure 9 and Table 2.

 
Figure 8. Microseismic signals for the each of stages in target well.

 
(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 9. Constructed SRV. (a) Flush SRV, (b) Conductivity SRV, and (c) Hydraulic SRV for the target
reservoir. (Colors of the grids indicate the top depths).
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Table 2. Stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) information.

SRV type FSRV CSRV HSRV

Number of blocks
(ea)

200 463 1798

Volume
(m3)

8,303,275 19,183,333 73,438,690

The LS-LR-DK (logarithmically spaced, locally refined, dual permeability) method was applied to
describe the hydraulic fractures (Figure 10). The method generates a very fine fracture grid within
a matrix grid. Since permeability values assigned to the hydraulic fracture grids are much higher
than that of the matrix blocks, convergence problems occur when dimensions of the fracture grids
are the same as the actual fracture size (μm scale). Therefore, the fracture grids in a simulation model
usually have larger sizes (1 to 2 ft) than the actual ones. In addition, the effective permeability is
calculated by Equation (2) and is used for each block, instead of the actual permeability. This method
enables the fastest runtime without loss of accuracy in expressing hydraulic fractures in the reservoir
simulation [43].

Figure 10. LS-LR-DK (logarithmically spaced, locally refined, dual permeability).

ke f f wgrid = k f w f

ke f f =
k f w f
wgrid

,
(2)

In the above expressions, ke f f is the effective fracture permeability, wgrid is the grid-cell width, k f is the
intrinsic permeability, and w f is the effective fracture width.

Although liquid flow in a porous rock can be simply described by Darcy’s Law, the description
is not valid for high-rate gas flow because inertial forces are not negligible. To characterize the
non-Darcy flow, Darcy’s equation was extended with a quadratic flow term. Equation (3) is known
as the Forchheimer equation for non-Darcy flow [44]. Especially, β is the coefficient of inertial flow
resistance or turbulence factor, which is a characteristic of porous rocks much like permeability and
porosity. Inertial flow resistance is also related to the contrast in size between pore throats and pore
bodies, which Hagoort [45] has well summarized for both non-Darcy flow and β.

Δp
L

=
μ

k
u + ρβu2, (3)

In the above expression, Δp is the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet, L is the sample length,
μ is the fluid viscosity, k is the permeability, u is the volumetric velocity (= qi/A), qi is volumetric
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injection rate, A is the sample cross-sectional area, and ρ is the fluid density, while β is the coefficient of
inertial flow resistance or turbulence factor [45].

Although many researchers have studied β, the coefficient is difficult to apply to the reservoir
simulation model precisely. To describe the non-Darcy flow in the reservoir simulation, the fracture
width needs to be larger (1 to 2 ft) than the actual width (generally less than 1 mm) due to the
convergence problem. Hence, the non-Darcy coefficient correction factor (κ) concept offered by CMG
needs to be additionally incorporated in the reservoir simulation model [46]. This concept can help to
effectively model non-Darcy flow in fine grid blocks, which are set up to describe very thin hydraulic
fractures. κwas calculated using Equation (4).

κ = (
k f

ke f f
)

2−N1g

= (
wgrid

w f
)

2−N1g
(4)

In the above expression, k f is the intrinsic fracture permeability, ke f f is the effective fracture permeability,
wgrid is the intrinsic fracture width, w f is the effective fracture width, and N1g is an exponent of the(
kg × k

)
term in the β factor correlation for the model in question, in which case N1g = 1.021.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Production History Matching

To identify the important parameters that affect shale gas productivity, we carried out sensitivity
analyses by adjusting the ranges of several parameters. According to Novlesky et al. [43], the most
sensitive variables that affect cumulative gas production are hydraulic fracture spacings, hydraulic
fracture permeability, and natural fracture permeability. In an attempt to identify the most sensitive
parameters using production history matching, a set of sensitivity analyses was performed (Figure 11).
If it is assumed that if the SRV does not change by the parameter adjustment made during the analysis,
the hydraulic fracture properties, such as hydraulic fracture width and hydraulic fracture intrinsic
permeability, will most significantly impact reservoir productivity—especially in the case of hydraulic
fracture width, when we construct the hydraulic fracture grid in the reservoir simulation model. We
obtained the approximate value of the hydraulic fracture width using the Mangrove Stimulation
Design tool from Schlumberger.

Figure 11. Tornado plot of linear effect estimates for cumulative gas production (fixed SRV) Horn
River case.
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At first, the final parameters were determined by production history matching, ignoring the
fracture width change during production (Table 3 and Figure 12). However, when compared with
the actual production data, the gas production rate with the matched parameters displayed an error
of approximately 5.5%. In this case, we used averaged daily production rate to weekly production
rate for the reduction of computation time that production variation was normalized. Because the
goal of this study is to find the effect of hydraulic fracture closure on gas recovery, several shut-in
periods (normally less than 1 week) were eliminated and overall production history was modified
without major trend changes for the fast history matching. As shown in Figure 12, the production
history in the early stage appears to match well with the actual data; however, the model strays from
the actual data at around 100 days increasing gradually. It is expected that this phenomenon is caused
by the change in hydraulic fracture geometries as the production proceeds. As a result, the simulation
results overestimate the gas production rate in the late stage of the production. Thus, the model needs
to be updated to consider the width and permeability change of the hydraulic fractures during the
production period.

Table 3. Parameter values of matched model.

Property Min Value Max Value Matched Value Unit

Hydraulic fracture intrinsic permeability 200 3000 450 md
Hydraulic fracture width 0.0001 0.002 0.001 m
Natural fracture spacing I

100 1,000
550

mNatural fracture spacing J 460
Natural fracture spacing K 370

Natural fracture permeability I
1 × 10−5 0.0001

0.0001
mdNatural fracture permeability J 1 × 10−5

Natural fracture permeability K 2.8 × 10−5

Matrix permeability I
0 0.0016

0.00012
mdMatrix permeability J 0.00015

Matrix permeability K 0.00008
Natural fracture porosity 1 × 10−6 3 × 10−6 2.6 × 10−6 -

Matrix porosity 5.8 × 10−7 0.147 0.054 -
Tortuosity 1.3 1.9 1.7 -
Diffusion 0.0003 0.0007 0.00058 cm2/s

Figure 12. Production history matching result.
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3.2. Fracture Width Change Due to Stress

In order to overcome the model’s shortcomings as described in the previous section, the simulation
model was updated to consider fracture width change.

Hydraulic fracture propagation is aligned with the direction of the maximum principal stress
when the fracturing pressure exceeds the minimum principal stress, and thus hydraulic fractures
are generated perpendicular to the minimum principal stress [47]. Various experiments have been
conducted to investigate the closure behavior of hydraulic fractures [48–50]. Kam et al. [48] performed
a set of experiments to analyze the behavior of fracture conductivity change under different confining
stress levels and found that the conductivity of induced fractures decreases with the confining stress
increment, while that of the natural fracture showed lower decrements (Figure 13). In addition, Palisch
et al. [51] examined the fracture conductivity loss mechanisms and confirmed that the fluid pressure
reduction in the fracture has a significant effect on the fracture conductivity. In that study, the authors
showed that the fracture conductivity can be drastically dropped to 6–10% of the initial values.

 
Figure 13. Fracture conductivity measurement test results that show fracture conductivity reduction
by confining stress increase [48]. Reproduced from [48], Kam: 2014.

To consider these phenomena, distances affected by the pressure of the production well over time
were computed, as shown in Figure 14. After 2 years of production, the fluid pressure at more than
250 m from the production well was decreased. The area affected by the production corresponds
well with the FSRV. As shown in Figure 15, the 2 years of production decreased the average fluid
pressure in the FSRV from 32 MPa to 17 MPa, which can be approximated with a semi-logarithmical
relationship. Therefore, the fluid pressure in the fractures in the FSRV would significantly influence the
production when considering the fracture permeability alterations due to the effective stress increase at
each time step.
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Figure 14. Pressure propagation over time. (Colors of the grids indicate the fluid pressure (kPa)).

Figure 15. Average fracture fluid pressure in the flush SRV (FSRV) over time.

3.3. Improved Production History Matching and Forecast

As described in Section 3.1, the difference between the simulation results and actual production
data in the late stage of production was mainly caused by ignoring the impact of the effective stress
increase on the hydraulic fracture width. In order to yield more reliable results, the simulation model
has been enhanced by adopting the change of the fracture width in the FSRV region when the error
against the actual production data increases to 5%. Table 4 illustrates the effective permeability
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of hydraulic fractures during the production calculated from Equation (2), which is exponentially
correlated (R2 = 0.9855) with the fluid pressure in the hydraulic fractures (Figure 16). Consequently, this
correlation was incorporated into the simulations in the form of a fracture closure relationship (Table 5).
Using this procedure, change in the fracture width over time can be automatically incorporated into
the simulation from the fluid pressure at each time step.

Table 4. Hydraulic fracture width and effective permeability change according to production time
within FSRV.

Time (days) 0 43 127 239 392

FSRV
Width (m) 0.001000 0.000950 0.000930 0.000920 0.000915

Effective
Permeability

(md)
3.2808 2.3376 1.9833 1.6601 1.5010
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Figure 16. Effective permeability change according to fluid pressure.

Table 5. Fracture closure relationship according to fluid pressure change of hydraulic fractures.

No.
Fluid Pressure of

Hydraulic Fractures
Permeability

Multiplier
No.

Fluid Pressure of
Hydraulic Fractures

Permeability
Multiplier

1 4000 0.06 7 10,000 0.11
2 5000 0.07 8 15,000 0.18
3 6000 0.07 9 20,000 0.29
4 7000 0.08 10 25,000 0.48
5 8000 0.09 11 30,000 0.79
6 9000 0.10 12 32,302 1

With a fracture closure relationship included in the simulation, the history matching demonstrated
more accurate results and the cumulative gas matching error was reduced significantly from 5.5%
to under 1% (Figure 17). This clear improvement suggests that hydraulic fracture closure should
be considered in shale gas simulations. In order to determine the impact on future productivity by
hydraulic fracture closure, a forecasting simulation was performed over the next 20 years and the
differences for both models were computed (Figure 18). According to the previous model that ignores
the fracture width change, the cumulative production was 5.23 × 108 m3, which is higher than the
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enhanced model with a magnitude of 0.5 × 108 m3 ( 1.8 Billions of cubic feet). These results suggest
that if the fracture width is not considered, cumulative production will be significantly overestimated.
Consequently, the results from our model show improved accuracy over those of the model ignoring the
effective stress effect on the fracture width and permeability. Therefore, more reliable history matching
and production forecasting can be achieved by considering the hydraulic fracture permeability change.

 
Figure 17. Comparison of production history matching results with consideration of changes in
fracture width.

Figure 18. Comparison of production forecasting results with consideration of changes in hydraulic
fracture width.
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3.4. Productive Volume Analysis with Microseismic Data

The primary objective of the microseismic analysis is to determine the fracture geometry and
distribution and thus, to reliably estimate the SRV. However, it is observed that the actual productive
area estimated by the simulation process is frequently mismatched with the SRV derived from
microseismic data.

As production progresses, the fluid pressure around the production well decreases and propagates
away from the well. When fluid pressure is decreased in a grid, it indicates that the grid is contributing
to reservoir productivity. If we assume grid blocks with a pressure drop of more than 10% compared
to the initial pressure are involved in production, the volume contributing to the production can be
observed in Figure 19. As a result, the grid block volumes after 5 and 20 years of the production are
2.57 × 107 m3 and 7.88 × 107 m3, respectively. In particular, the production volume (7.88 × 107 m3)
after 20 years production period is similar to the HSRV in Table 2. However, even though the volume
is similar, the HSRV shape using the microseismic data and the productive volume estimated through
the simulation are different from each other. The reason for this discrepancy is that HSRV is based
primarily on the location at which the signal was generated, while the simulation results include the
main flow path (hydraulic fractures) and surrounding matrix blocks.

To explain this concept more clearly, a comparison of the productive volume of hydraulic fractures
is shown in Figure 20. In both cases, the productive volume of hydraulic fractures increased and then
stabilized after a certain period, but the lower value was obtained when hydraulic fractures were
closed, which indicates that as the fractures close according to the pore pressure reduction, hydraulic
fractures more than a certain distance away from the production well lose their ability to flow gas.

Moreover, the stabilized productive volume of hydraulic fractures accounts for only 65%
( 210,000 m3) of the total hydraulic fracture volume calculated from the microseismic data
( 330,000 m3). This means that the activated hydraulic fractures involved in production are smaller
than those of the microseismic-derived SRV. These results are elaborated on in Figure 21. As shown
in this figure, hydraulic fractures farther than a certain distance do not contribute to the production,
and the actual half-length of the hydraulic fractures contributing to the production is about 400 m. At
the same time, matrix blocks that exist between fracturing stages are involved in production. As a
result, the simulation techniques performed in this study can be used to calculate the optimal well
spacing and fracturing intervals. In addition, the SRV obtained from the microseismic data must be
distinguished from the actual productive volume because SRV is normally overestimated.

 
Figure 19. Productive volume map over time. (Colors of the grids indicate the kPa).
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Figure 20. Simulated change in productive volume of hydraulic fractures over time, with and without
fracture closure relationship.

Figure 21. Map of pressure propagation after 20 years of production. (Colors of the grids indicate
the kPa).

4. Discussion

Based on the observations made from the study, it is found that determination of the productive
volume stimulated by the conductive induced fractures takes a major role in reliable production
forecasting. Since widths of the induced fractures change with the pore pressure, and so does its
conductivity, not only the fracture geometry in the initial stage but its effect on the productive volume
change are crucial to the production forecasting. Although the microseismic measurement is widely
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accepted for determination of the induced fracture distribution, as described in the text, the determined
fracture geometry does not always represent its conductivity. In addition, a direct measurement
method for the fracture permeability change during the production period is not available. Therefore,
production history matching can be a useful alternative route for the stimulated reservoir volume
determination as well as the future production forecasting.

The pressure and rate responses during the fracturing treatment can be incorporated for more
reliable analysis. The permeability alteration behaviors of the propped fracture (fracture filled with
proppant) and non-propped fracture significantly differ. Therefore, if the propped portions of the
induced fractures are identified by post-frac analysis, such as net pressure analysis, bottomhole pressure
matching, etc., the fracture permeability change can be more precisely determined.

In addition, integrated analysis with the rate transient analysis (RTA) may enhance the reliability
of the productivity forecasting. Results from reservoir simulation would be useful for determination
of onset of the boundary dominating flow. Since the best way to determine end of the transient flow
period is always questionable during the RTA analysis, more reliable productivity analysis is available
if the reservoir simulation results are integrated.

5. Conclusions

In this study, production history matching and a production history forecast were carried out
on a shale gas reservoir regarding the hydraulic fractures width change phenomenon over time. The
observations made from the detailed analysis are as follows:

(a) The stimulated reservoir volume was estimated by the microseismic data and was compared
with the actual productive volume obtained from numerical simulations. It was found that
the deteriorated permeability of the hydraulic fractures caused by the fluid pressure reduction
significantly affects the simulation results.

(b) The result suggests that if the change in fracture width is not taken into account, the cumulative
production will be considerably overestimated (5.5 %). Therefore, more reliable history matching
and forecasting can be achieved by adopting the fracture permeability reduction effect.

(c) As the production progresses, hydraulic fractures above a certain distance are not expected to
have an influence on the production, but the matrix blocks close to the production well contribute
to the productive volume. This indicates that the SRV obtained from the microseismic data is
inconsistent with the actual productive volume, as the signals provide only a preliminary estimate
for the hydraulically fractured area.

(d) Not only does considering alterations of the hydraulic fracture permeability enhance the accuracy
of predictions on shale gas flow behavior, it can also improve the understanding of fluid flows in
shale reservoirs. Moreover, the simulation procedure proposed in this study will provide great
insight in estimating the productive volume, and it can be used to determine the optimal well
spacing and the number of fracturing stages during shale reservoir development.
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Abstract: The recent interest in redeveloping the depleted Austin Chalk legacy field in Bryan (TX,
USA) mandates that reservoir damage and subsurface trespassing between adjacent reservoirs be
mitigated during hydraulic fracture treatments. Limiting unintended pressure communication across
reservoir boundaries during hydraulic fracturing is important for operational efficiency. Our study
presents field data collected in fall 2017 that measured the annular pressure changes that occurred
in Austin Chalk wells during the zipper fracturing treatment of two new wells in the underlying
Eagle Ford Formation. The data thereby obtained, along with associated Eagle Ford stimulation
reports, was analyzed to establish the degree of pressure communication between the two reservoirs.
A conceptual model for pressure communication is developed based on the pressure response pattern,
duration, and intensity. Additionally, pressure depletion in the Austin Chalk reservoir is modeled
based on historic production data. Pressure increases observed in the Austin Chalk wells were about
6% of the Eagle Ford injection pressures. The pressure communication during the fracture treatment
was followed by a rapid decline of the pressure elevation in the Austin Chalk wells to pre-fracture
reservoir pressure, once the Eagle Ford fracture operation ended. Significant production uplifts
occurred in several offset Austin Chalk wells, coeval with the observed temporal pressure increase.
Our study confirms that after the rapid pressure decline following the short-term pressure increase in
the Austin Chalk, no residual pressure communication remained between the Austin Chalk and Eagle
Ford reservoirs. Limiting pressure communication between adjacent reservoirs during hydraulic
fracturing is important in order to minimize the loss of costly fracturing fluid and to avoid undue
damage to the reservoir and nearby wells via unintended proppant pollution. We provide field
data and a model that quantifies the degree of pressure communication between adjacent reservoirs
(Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford) for the first time.

Keywords: Austin Chalk; Eagle Ford shale; hydraulic fracturing; pressure communication;
production uplifts

1. Introduction

Understanding the pressure state in the Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford shale reservoirs and their
possible communication is important for petroleum engineering operations in several technical and
proprietary ways. First, the pressure depletion history in each of the reservoirs controls the production
rate of its wells. Since the Austin Chalk has been producing several decades prior to the development of
the Eagle Ford Formation, knowing the state of their respective pressure depletion remains important
for production forecasting and future field development planning.

Second, limiting pressure communication between adjacent reservoirs during hydraulic fracturing
is important in order to minimize the loss of costly frack fluid and to avoid undue damage to pumps of
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nearby wells via unintended proppant pollution, a problem commonly faced by operators (reported by
the managing director of E2 Operating, via personal communications with the authors on 29 October
2017). During a hydraulic fracture treatment proppant pollution is the invasion of proppants into
the stimulated rock volume of an offset well. The fracture treatment can also affect the downhole
equipment of offset wells.

The main focus of this study is on the analysis of pressure response data of shut-in Austin Chalk
wells during Diagnostic Fracture Injection Tests (DFIT) and subsequent zipper fracking of the two
nearby Eagle Ford wells. Our study was conducted on a lease space beneath the RELLIS campus,
a research facility that is administered by the Texas A&M University System in Brazos County (TX,
USA). A physical image and schematic map of the RELLIS campus are displayed in Figure 1a,b.
The aerial view of the RELLIS Campus (Figure 1a) highlights the relevant oil well site locations in
relation to the schematic map (Figure 1b). The images show that the individual wells considered are
noticeably spaced apart. Interwell distances vary between several hundreds of ft to over a thousand ft
(see later).

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Aerial view of the RELLIS area (left image) highlights oil well sites (yellow circles); (b) Map
view (right image) shows a more abstract schematic of the campus, with oil sites highlighted. Our study
presents evidence of pressure communication between wells hundreds to thousands of feet apart.

Our field study on the pressure communication between the wells of the individual companies
was conducted using data provided by each of the operators (i.e., Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford leases,
respectively). Well data are reported to the Texas A&M System in connection to their royalty share.
Each reservoir is part of a split estate, which means that the mineral rights of the Austin Chalk and Eagle
Ford Formation are leased to two different operators. Operators are pragmatic and have no incentive
for judicial recourse in case of subsurface trespassing, which refers to the potential impact on mutual
well productivity due to engineering interventions in adjacent petroleum reservoirs. Prior proceedings
in the Texas High Court of Justice between adverse operators has declared the mutual responsibility to
resolve any dispute lies with the individual operators [1].

This study explains the reservoir setting and well layout, initial pressure state in both reservoirs
(Eagle Ford and Austin Chalk), and then proceeds to report the pressure data collected. Our study
confirms there exists no pressure communication between the two reservoirs, either prior to, or after
the fracture treatment. However, a significant temporal pressure response was measured in the Austin
Chalk legacy wells during both the 2017 DFIT and the zipper frac operations in the Eagle Ford landing
zone. We analyze the initial pressure state, temporal changes induced during, and the final pressure
state in each reservoir after the interventions. The second part of the paper presents a conceptual
model that can explain the physical process of the interwell pressure communication based on the field
pressure data analyzed in the first part of our study.
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2. Project Overview and Data Acquisition

We have collaborated extensively with several operators in the Eagle Ford Formation below the
RELLIS Campus and used the provided field data to develop pressure depletion models [2,3] and
production forecasts [4]. However, the overlying Austin Chalk Formation was developed in the early
1990s and although some logs are available from nearby wells in the formation, few details other than
production data can be obtained for those older wells.

Six horizontal legacy wells, each with 4000 ft lateral length in the Austin Chalk reservoir landing
zone beneath the RELLIS campus have either ceased to produce (3) or are marginal producers (3).
These wells, named “Riverside 1 to 6” (or more simply R1 to R6) form the principal object of our study.
The drilling and completion of two new wells in the Eagle Ford, with zipper fracking under extremely
high hydraulic pressures used during fracture treatment of two Eagle Ford wells drilled in Nov/Dec
2017, provided a unique opportunity to gather pressure response data in the overlying Austin Chalk
Formation via five pressure gauges, each mounted on a different Austin Chalk Riverside well.

2.1. Well Location and Trajectories

The Texas A&M University System administers the mineral rights of the RELLIS Campus in College
Station, Texas, which includes the Eagle Ford shale, Austin Chalk and Buda Limestone plays that
produce oil, and to a lesser degree, some associated natural gas. The development of the hydrocarbon
plays (involving drilling, completion and necessary production operations such as shut-ins, artificial
stimulations, including hydraulic fracturing and well workovers) is leased out to private operators.
Our field study on the pressure communication between the wells of the individual companies was
conducted using data provided by the various prior and current operators (i.e., for Austin Chalk and
Eagle Ford leases, respectively). Well data are reported to the Texas A&M System in connection to their
royalty share.

The RELLIS lease area hosts 12 wells drilled and completed during different epochs. Table 1
displays the names and parameters of the wells studied, with the well specifics based on data from the
Texas Railroad Commission. The six Austin Chalk legacy wells are currently owned by E2 Operating,
a subsidiary of Exponent Energy, which acquired the wells in 2014 from a bankruptcy sale. There have
been many changes in ownership of the Austin Chalk wells, which were first completed in 1990s,
not further elaborated here, as can be traced via the Texas Railroad Commission. The more recently
developed six Eagle Ford wells are currently operated by Hawkwood Energy (Table 1), who bought the
lease from Halcon Resources in 2017. Subsurface and production data were provided to us by various
lease operators (i.e., E2 operation, Halcon Resources and Hawkwood Energy). All the companies
mentioned in Table 1 are oil and gas operators in Brazos county, Texas, USA.

Table 1. Dates of completion of wells in the RELLIS lease area.

Symbol Formation Current Operator Date of Completion TVD (ft) Lateral Length (ft)

R1 Austin Chalk E2 Operating LLC 01 Jun 1991 7802 3258
R21 Austin Chalk E2 Operating LLC 01 Nov 1991 7628 4793
R4 Austin Chalk E2 Operating LLC 01 Dec 1991 7628 4233

R3 (Not studied) Austin Chalk E2 Operating LLC 01 Apr 1992 7844 3566
R5 1 Austin Chalk E2 Operating LLC 01 Nov 1992 7630 2508
R6 1 Austin Chalk E2 Operating LLC 01 Oct 1992 7856 3904

R (Parent well) Eagle Ford shale Hawkwood Energy 01 Apr 2014 8240 8630
O (Parent well) Eagle Ford shale Hawkwood Energy 01 Apr 2014 8240 2942
M (Parent well) Eagle Ford shale Hawkwood Energy 01 Nov 2014 8240 6550
H1 (Parent well) Eagle Ford shale Hawkwood Energy 01 Nov 2014 8240 5950
H2 (Child well) Eagle Ford shale Hawkwood Energy 31 Dec 2017 8240 7905
H3 (Child well) Eagle Ford shale Hawkwood Energy 31 Dec 2017 8240 7359

1 Riverside wells that were plugged and abandoned in 2018/2019.
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A diagram of the well trajectories completed in the RELLIS lease area is shown in Figure 2a.
Eagle Ford Wells H2 and H3 were completed most recently (2017) and can be considered the child wells
of parent Wells R, O, M, H1, all of which were completed in 2014. Figure 2b illustrates the chronology
of the development of the RELLIS lease area considered in our study. The dates of first production for
the Eagle Ford Wells are the same as the dates of completion reported in Table 1.

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) RELLIS wellbore trajectories. The white arrows represent the surface location of each well.
The dotted outline represents the landing zone. The rectangular panel shows the portion of the gun
barrel view introduced in Section 2.3. Wells labeled R, O, M, H1, H2, H3 are completed in the Eagle
Ford shale and wells labeled 1 to 6 are the Riverside wells completed in the Austin Chalk. The two
Eagle Ford shale child wells, H2 and H3, are drilled from approximately the same location on the
surface, and Wells H1, H2, H3 and O are mutually parallel. Wells H2 and H3 are 350 ft deeper at the
toe (8450 ft) than at the heel side (8100 ft), due to a gentle slope of the producing landing zone of the
wells. (b) Chronology of development of RELLIS oil and gas lease area. Dates of well completion are
displayed. The black bar represents a time lapse from 1996 to 2012. The Eagle Ford Wells (H1, H2, H3,
R, O, M) are much younger than the Austin Chalk Wells (R1–R6) which have been operational for over
25 years.

Prior to the recent rush to develop the Eagle Ford shale with modern multistage hydraulic
fracturing techniques, only the Austin Chalk was developed in the RELLIS lease, because it is naturally
fractured and production required only little well stimulation. Production for all the Austin Chalk wells
started nearly three decades ago, first reported as of 1 July 1991, which is when the common production
facility was completed for use by Well R1 initially. Each of the six Austin Chalk wells was fractured as
a single stage with 7-inch casing and 30,000 bbl water, 11,000 lbs of diverter, and 18,000 gal of 15%
hydrochloric acid. Additional completion data was not available. In 1992, the Austin Chalk Formation
in Texas had a total of 4425 wells completed, which produced 330 million bbl of cumulative oil [5].
A more recent well count gives the 9500 wells in total and a cumulative production of 1.7 billion BOE [6].
The Austin Chalk, however still contains a large amount of unrecovered hydrocarbon resources, so the
expansion of exploration in this formation could prove to be very profitable [6].

2.2. Initial Pressures of the Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford Hydrocarbon Reservoirs

Three of the six Austin Chalk wells have been recently plugged and abandoned (R2 and R5 in
January 2018; R6 in spring 2019) by the operator to make room for building operations. Over the
course of their lifespan from July 1991 to January 2018 (28 years of production), the six Austin Chalk
wells have cumulatively produced 1 million bbl of oil and 3.5 bcf of natural gas. Wells R2, R5 and R6
were already not producing for several years and remaining producers R1, R3 and R4 were shut-in
during the fracture treatment of Wells H2 and H3. Currently, of the three remaining Austin Chalk
wells, one is inactive (not pumping) and the two active ones only produce a marginal 2–3 bbl/day.
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Knowing the pressure of the Austin Chalk reservoir space immediately prior to the fracturing
operation on Nov/Dec 2017 is relevant in order to better understand how the hydraulic pressure of
Eagle Ford well stimulation communicated with the ambient pressure in the Austin Chalk reservoir
space. The pressure depletion in the Austin Chalk reservoir just before the fracturing of Wells H2 and
H3 can be estimated based on historic production and decline curves using production data from Texas
RRC online.

2.2.1. Initial Pressure in the Austin Chalk Formation

All six original Austin Chalk wells (R1–R6) were connected to a single production gathering
system. The cumulative hydrocarbon output of the aggregated production system since first production
started is graphed in Figure 3a. The monthly decline of the hydrocarbon production over the 27-year
well-life is separately plotted in Figure 3b. Note that all the gas produced in this formation is dissolved
gas. For most of its production history, there existed no free gas under reservoir conditions since
the reservoir pressure was above its bubble point pressure such that there was only liquid in the
formation. Further, low productivity of Austin Chalk can be attributed to reduced reservoir pressures
and dissolved-gas-drive mechanisms [7]. The Riverside wells were operated by pump jack for most of
their production histories.

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Cumulative production of the six Riverside wells (R1-R6). (b) Monthly production decline
curves for six Riverside wells. Oil (blue curve) is measured in bbl and gas (orange curve) in Mcf.

Using monthly production data, the reservoir pressure near the Austin Chalk wells at the time
of the fracture treatment in Wells H2 and H3 was modeled based on the material balance technique
outlined in [8], reproduced in Equation (1). The detailed methodology and parameters used are
explained in Appendix A. The pressure depletion curves obtained are shown in Figure 4a. Keeping
all other variables constant, a sensitivity analysis for the drainage area is presented in Figure 4b,
which shows that the effect of depletion is stronger for small drainage areas. The logarithmic correlation
obtained indicates that the pressure depletion effect is dependent on the amount of hydrocarbon in place,
which can be represented through drainage area, (with all other variables kept constant). The equation
for original oil in place, (N) is presented in Equation (2). Details of the nomenclature/parameters
used in Equations (1) and (2), assumptions made and method of the depletion calculation are further
discussed in Appendix A:

Pri − P =
NpBo + WpBw

ct(NBoi + WBwi)
(1)

N = 7758Ahφ(1− Sw) (2)
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Pressure depletion curve for the Austin Chalk Formation with an assumed drainage area
of 2000 acres. The depletion rate declines after long term production. (b) Sensitivity analysis for the
effect of drainage area on reservoir pressure depletion. A strong logarithmic correlation is obtained.

Based on Figure 4a, the current reservoir pressure of the Austin Chalk is estimated at 2354 psi,
corresponding to an assumed drainage area of 2000 acres, which is the approximate acreage of
the RELLIS campus lease area [9]. This value will be used in building a pressure response model
(See Section 4.4).

2.2.2. Initial Pressure Eagle Ford Formation

Although the Eagle Ford shale is an ultra-low permeability formation with negligible natural
fractures in the area studied, the occurrence of pressure communication between Eagle Ford shale and
the naturally fractured Austin Chalk would mean the fracture stimulation pump schedule may need
adjustment when optimizing the fracking process.

The wells recently completed in the Eagle Ford Formation confirmed that the initial reservoir
pressure remained intact [2,3], despite nearly three decades of oil and gas extraction in the overlying
Austin Chalk Formation. The initial reservoir pressure of the Eagle Ford prior to first well completion
in 2014 (Table 1) was estimated based on history matching to be 4891 psi [2].

The initial pressure in the Eagle Ford of 4891 psi is higher than the depleted state of the Austin Chalk,
at 2354 psi. Interestingly, the lower pressure allows fluid to migrate to the Austin Chalk Formation
during the fracking of wells in the Eagle Ford. We will further analyze the pressure communication
between the Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford reservoirs during the 2017 fracture treatment.

2.3. Austin Chalk Pressure Gauges Monitoring Eagle Ford Zipper Fracking Operation

The main focus of this study is on the analysis of pressure response data of shut-in Austin
Chalk wells during zipper fracking of the two nearby Eagle Ford wells. A gun barrel view of all the
wells below the RELLIS lease area is shown in Figure 5a to display well spacing and pressure gauge
placements. Well spacing estimates are based on each well’s trajectory. The Eagle Ford wells were
drilled such that all wellbore trajectories were mutually parallel and in the direction of minimum
horizontal stress of the region, which is assumed to coincide with the direction of the regional dip
towards the Gulf of Mexico. Eagle Ford well spacings could therefore be easily measured from a
wellbore trajectory map. The Austin Chalk legacy wells spacings were estimated on a line of best fit
perpendicular for each wellbore, extrapolating for R3 and R4. While reasonably accurate, the well
spacings should therefore be taken as only estimates, as an uncertainty of ±100 ft exists.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. (a) Pressure sources and positions. Gun barrel view of all the hydrocarbon wells completed
in the RELLIS lease area used for our pressure communication study. Red arrows indicate possible
connections between pressure signal source and the observation pressure gauges, which monitored the
annulus pressures on wellheads of Wells R1-R6. No pressure gauge was mounted on Well R3. Section is
taken from panel in Figure 2a from South West to North East as outlined. Well R6 is outside the section
and is therefore not shown in gun barrel. Well spacings are estimated using Well R3 as a reference
line. The horizontal axis represents spacing relative to the midpoint of Wells H2 and H3. Vertical
axis represents true vertical depth, and is exaggerated 6.6×. (b) Pressure signal timeline. Example of
timeline depicting the relative durations of the first 8 stages of the zipper frack operation for Wells H2
and H3 (around the clock). The inset table represents the order of events in the operation. There was a
slight delay at the start of the project and Stage 1 in Well H2 began almost half a day later than in H3.
The remainder of the procedure experienced no delays and the zipper frack pattern occurred with no
incidents reported.

Eagle Ford parent wells (R, O, M, H1) were drilled in 2014 (Table 1). Eagle Ford child Wells H2 and
H3 were drilled and completed in fall 2017, and were closely monitored for response in neighboring
wells. In the case studied here, the operators adopted an optimized fracking approach called zipper
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fracking, which involved the staggered/alternating stimulation of the two wells on a stage by stage
basis from toe to heel [10], as shown in the timeline drawn in Figure 5b. This is not to be confused
with simultaneous fracking (“Simulfrac”), a similar technique in which the two wells are fractured
simultaneously, saving valuable time for operators [11]. In both cases, a primary aim (in addition
to saving operation time and cost) is to create a network of complex hydraulic fractures, which can
maximize stimulated rock volume, instead of fracturing linearly as with the traditional method [10].
Figure 5b further shows that there is no overlap between the durations of any two stages, so each stage
acts as a distinct source for pressure response. Although Figure 5b shows only the timeline of the first
8 stages of Wells H2 and H3, we used and analyzed the pressure signals of all of the combined 101
stages involved in the fracturing operation (see Sections 2.4 and 3.1).

2.4. Acquisition of Eagle Ford Pressure Data

The proprietary fracture treatment files for the Eagle Ford shale Wells H2 and H3 were supplied
for our study by the operator. The files include stage by stage post stimulation reports, and data on all
relevant fracture treatment parameters such as treating, wellhead, pump side, wellhead and surface
casing pressures, slurry flowrates, proppant and mesh size, and additive concentrations, with respect
to absolute time, at a frequency of one measurement per second for each quantity. Table 2 shows the
number of stages placed during the fracture treatment in each of the Eagle Ford well completions,
along with the associated stage and cluster spacings. Wells H2 and H3, the subjects of our study,
have the highest number of stages (51 and 50 stages respectively), and were fractured with an average
of 9 clusters per stage. Figure 5b showed the timeline for the 2017 fracture treatment progress for Wells
H2 and H3. The base, start peak and end peak pressures are the three most important events for each
stage of the fracture treatment and were therefore summarized and plotted (see Section 3.1) to serve as
a basis for correlation with the Austin Chalk response. In so doing, the voluminous data set supplied
by the operator was significantly condensed, making it more suitable for further analysis. Eagle Ford
well pumping schedules that were more prevalent in the recent past (2014), as well as common fracture
treatment terminology used are discussed in Appendix B.

Table 2. Number of stages, stage spacing and perforation cluster spacing used in fracking operations
for six Eagle Ford Wells, Brazos County, Texas.

Well Type Well Name No. of Stages (ft) Stage Spacing (ft) Perforation/Cluster Spacing (ft)

Parent M 20 300 50
Parent H1 22 300 50
Parent O 13 240 60
Parent R 35 250 63
Child H2 51 56–177 6–19
Child H3 50 45–180 6–20

2.5. Acquisition of Austin Chalk Pressure Data

The six Riverside wells were shut-in during the fracture treatment of Wells H2 and H3. Data logging
pressure gauges were installed on the annuli of the Austin Chalk wellheads (Riverside 1–6) to measure
any changes in the pressure. Processed data was logged at fifteen readings per minute. The time
periods of successful and reliable data measurement for each well are reported in Table 3. A chronology
of the pressure data acquisition in the monitored wells is developed in Figure 6. Diagnostic Fracture
Injection Tests (DFIT) were conducted in both Wells H2 and H3 prior to the fracture operation in early
November 2017, also shown in Figure 6.
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Table 3. Observations and interpretations for Riverside 1.

Symbol Comments/Interpretations

A1 Pressure variations due to well and offset wells production, which fluctuate due to rod-pump artificial lift.

B1
Pressure begins to spike due to Diagnostic Fracture Injection Test (DFIT™) conducted on 11/02/2017, for
both Wells H2 and H3 almost simultaneously. The highlighted region is the full period of the pressure spike
in Eagle ford Wells during the DFIT test.

C1

Pressure response spike was strongest on 11/03/2017 around 5:50 AM to 6:00 AM. Response increased up to
4000 psi for about one minute during this interval. Most likely an anomaly, but could also be an after effect
of the DFIT™ test conducted the day before in which injection pressures increased up to 10,000 psi. About
one minute of data is excluded from the response profile in Figure 9 due to outlier values (around 4000 psi)
associated with the DFIT test.

D1 More distinct pressure spikes could be from the operator restarting the pumping schedule after a pause
E1 Same as A1
F1 This region is during 11/16/2017 and 11/17/2018, which corresponds to stages 7 to 9 on both Well H2 and H3.

G1 Large increase in pressure during 11/17/2017 20:02 to 11/19/2017 19:50 corresponding to H2 stages 10,11 and
12 and H3 stages 10 and 11 (possibly also stage 12 but stage 12 data is unavailable)

H1 The selected region is from 11/20/2017 11:22 AM to 12/01/2017 02:02 AM, which corresponds to H2 stages 17
to 43 and H3 stages 17 to 49.

I1 The selected region is from 12/01/2017 00:00 to 12/04/2017 00:00. This corresponds to H2 stage 45 to 51 (end
of job) to H3 stage 50 (last stage). Pressure response increases towards the end of the job in H3.

J1 The peak pressure response of 265.8 psi occurs on 12/04/2017 07:33 AM and occurs after the operation is
completed in both wells. Also, this is the maximum pressure reached mentioned in I1.

K1 This surge occurs monetarily on 12/07/2017 01:47 AM after the operation is completed in both wells, and is
attributed to anomalous data, potentially due to equipment failure

L1 Anomalous data in this region (between 12/06/2017 to 12/07/2017) is attributed to equipment failure

 
Figure 6. Chronology for Austin Chalk Pressure Data Collection. High quality pressure readings
obtained from Wells R1, R4 and R6.

DFITs and other well testing procedures are more effectively investigated in more specialized
work [12]. In our study, we simplify the effect of this complicated procedure by considering the DFIT
pressure rise in the toe of the two Eagle Ford wells (H2, H3) as a distinct source of potential pressure
communication with the Austin Chalk wells.

The pressure response readings for Wells R1, R4 and R6 are continuous during the DFIT and
subsequent fracture treatment of the Eagle Ford wells and are therefore considered more extensively in
developing our models and formulating conclusions. Data from Well R2 is discontinuous and is limited
to just two brief entries (Part 1 and Part 2) on Figure 6. The pressure rise in Well R5 apparently killed
the gauge early in the operation, so while the data set is continuous, it is not reliable data. The data
collection period for Wells R2 and R5 ended permanently during the frack job. We attribute this to
either memory overload or battery failure of the gauges. In spite of these technical issues, we were
able to piece together a significant pressure response pattern by analysis of both the source and the
response signals (Section 3).
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3. Analysis of Results

The well head pressure data for the Eagle Ford fracture treatment were condensed to obtain a
simplified input pressure signal (Section 3.1) that could then be used to visualize the correlation with
the Austin Chalk pressure responses. The analysis of a fracture stage in the Eagle Ford is given in
Section 3.1.1 and the combined pressure signal is discussed in Section 3.1.2. The correlated pressure
response profiles are shown in Section 3.2 for Wells Riverside 1, 4 and 6, while those of Riverside 2 and
5 are discussed separately in Appendix C.

3.1. Pressure Analysis of Eagle Ford Wells H2 and H3

3.1.1. Analysis of Raw Data

Wellhead pressures for the fracture stages of the Eagle Ford wells provided by operators were
used for later correlation with our pressure gauge measurements for Austin Chalk wells. The pressure
build-up and subsequent pressure dissipation for Well H2 Stage 1 are shown in Figure 7. Treatment
graphs show wellhead pressure variations plotted along time for a given stage, along with other
relevant quantities like slurry rate and proppant concentration on the same axes. The base, start peak
and end peak pressures are the three most important events in each stage of the fracture treatment.
The three primary pressure states during the fracture treatment of each individual stage are labeled on
Figure 7. Apart from minor operational differences, the treatment graphs for each stage in Wells H2
and H3 follow the same general pattern/shape of Figure 7.

• Start Peak Pressure: Highest pressure peak, which occurs at the very start of the plateau region
of the pressure-time graph and corresponds to formation break down. Circulation fluid is
pumped with no proppant to ensure the fractures are wide enough to accept the proppants,
which is called creating a “pad”. Proppant circulation then typically commences at 100 mesh
and low concentrations (20–50 ppg) and increases over time (terminology explained in Table A2,
Appendix B). Sometimes during this process, a viscous proppant-free solution called “sweep” is
used to remove any solid residuals and clean the well before circulating more proppant.

• Base Pressure: Pressure that persists for a longer time, and is represented by the lowest pressure that
occurred between the starting and ending peak pressures, which is the stable pressure required for
injection of the constant rate of the slurry. Base pressure is attributed to fracture propagation in all
directions away from the perforation, although preferential fracture growth occurs in the direction
of maximum horizontal stress, perpendicular to the wellbore in the lateral direction [13]. Wells H2
and H3 were fracked with 27 perforations per stage (on average). This being the first stage for
Well H2 fracturing, acid was circulated after formation breakdown, after which proppants of
increasing concentrations are circulated up to 100 mesh. In the region between the starting peak
and base pressure, the fractures propagate in all directions, confined between assumed lower
and upper frack barriers. Lateral growth is assumed for the period where the pressure is stable,
and subsequently increasing with respect to time, that is, between the base pressure and ending
peak. In a typical fracture treatment, operators seek to maximize lateral fracture propagation to
maximize the stimulated rock volume, by orienting wellbores and initiating fractures accordingly.

• End Peak Pressure: This corresponds to the time when pumping ceases and a pronounced end peak
pressure occurs due to the highest proppant concentrations at the tip of the fracture (“screenout”).
In order to avoid further pressure rise for Well H2 Stage 1 the operator cuts proppant supply.
Operators need to be careful about pressure surges when ceasing pumping to end a stage. The goal
is to regulate the proppant concentration precisely enough to minimize pressure build up towards
the end of the stage. The final proppant concentration value for this well was 1.80 ppg at 100 mesh.
Once this value was reached, the well was flushed with a fluid with no proppants to remove any
residual acid and the stage was completed.
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Figure 7. Fracture treatment graph for Stage 1 of Eagle Ford Well H2. All stages had a similar fracture
treatment schedule.

3.1.2. Pressure Summary for all Stages of Eagle Ford Fracture Treatment

The post-stimulation reports provided by the operator were condensed by preparing summarized
stage reports. The magnitudes of starting peak, base pressure and ending peak pressures of each stage
in Wells H2 and H3 provide a first insight into the pressure profile, plotted in Figure 8a–c respectively.
Figure 8d combines the starting peak, base peak and ending peak pressures in a combined plot for
both wells. The plots provide an overview of the condensed Eagle Ford frack job pressure data against
their relative timing. Next, the pressure signal of Figure 8a–d will be used to explain the nature of the
pressure communication with the Austin Chalk Formation.

3.2. Pressure Response of Austin Chalk (Wells R1–R6)

Pressure responses of the five monitored Austin Chalk wells (R1 through R6, except R3) are
discussed in detail in our study. The Eagle Ford pressure signal in the plots produced in this section
consists of the combined pressure sources for Wells H2 and H3 as individually condensed in Figure 8d,
but stage numbers are omitted in the correlated plots for the sake of clarity.

The following plots of Austin Chalk pressure response are based on high frequency pressure
recordings (every 2 seconds) by the pressure gauges at the Austin Chalk wells. Given the difference in
magnitudes between Eagle Ford and Austin Chalk pressures, the latter are plotted on a secondary
axis (right-hand vertical scale in Figures 9–11), which produces one plot per well. Observations and
interpretations made are displayed below each graph (Tables 3–5). Pressure response profiles and
interpretations of Wells R2 and R5 are discussed in Appendix C.
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Figure 8. (a) Starting peak pressure (b) Base pressure, and (c) Ending peak pressure for each stage in
Eagle Ford Wells H2 and H3, interpolated to more clearly show variation. Data points are labeled with
corresponding stage number. Stage 1 is at the toe end and stage 51 and 50 are the final stages of the
treatment, at the heel end of Wells H2 and H3, respectively. (d) Summary of Pressure change over
time for 51 stage fracturing of Well H2 and 50 stage fracturing of H3. Data points represent discrete
measurements and therefore the connections presented between data points are interpolations.
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Figure 9. Correlated plots for Riverside 1. The left vertical axis is the pressure in Wells H2 and H3. The
right axis is the pressure in the annulus of the Riverside wellhead. The significance of each labeled box
is discussed in Table 3.

 
Figure 10. Correlated plots for Riverside 4. The left vertical axis is the pressure in Wells H2 and H3.
The right axis is the pressure in the annulus of the Riverside wellhead. The significance of each labeled
box is discussed below.

Figure 11. Correlated plots for Riverside 6. The left vertical axis is the pressure in Wells H2 and H3.
The right axis is the pressure in the annulus of the Riverside wellhead. Significance of each labeled box
is discussed below.
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Table 4. Observations and interpretations for Riverside 4.

Symbol Comments/Interpretations

A4
Pressure spike occurs on 11/17/2017 between 13:07 and 13:25. The surge momentarily stuns the
gauge. The highlighted region corresponds to the interval between stages 9 and 10 on both Wells H2
and H3.

B4
The selected region is from 11/18/2017 on 12:04 to 12/01/2017 14:29, corresponding to H2 stages 12 to
45 and H3 stages 13 to 50 (end of the job in H3). It also includes H3 stage 12, but the data for this
stage is unavailable so it remains uncertain.

C4 The region starts from 12/01/2017 17:51 to 12/02/2017 17:11, which corresponds to H2 stages 46 to 50.
Pressure response increases almost immediately after the end of the job in H3.

D4 The region starts from 12/02/2017 17:11 (same time as when region C4 ends) and ends at 12/04/2017
11:01, which corresponds to H2 stage 51 (last stage) but is after the job in Well H3.

Table 5. Observations and interpretations for Riverside 6.

Symbol Comments/Interpretations

A6 The plateau region starts from H2 stage 1 (11/14/2017 12:04) to H2 stage 51 (12/02/2017 20:21) and
encompasses the entirety of the fracture treatment.

B6
Similar to R1 and R4, the pressure peaks at the end of the operation, and rapidly declines after
reaching this maximum value. The highlighted region is from 12/02/2017 20:21 to 12/03/2017
02:17AM.

3.2.1. Riverside 1

Figure 9 shows the correlations between the signal of the pressure sources of fracture treatment
stages in Well H2 and H3, and the responses in Well R1 on an absolute time scale. The plot for Well R1
is annotated with more detail than for the other wells to establish the causes for pressure variations
before and after the job. Little wriggles can be noticed in the flat trend of the R1 pressure response
curve in region H1. These wriggles loosely correlate with the start of the stages, most likely due to
formation breakdown or starting peak pressure. This trend holds for most of the Eagle Ford operation.
Towards the end of the operation in region I1, there is a large increase in Well R1 pressure response that
persists for a few days after the Eagle Ford frack job ceases for a certain time period, and then rapidly
decreases. The steep drop of the pressure response curve is attributed to leakoff and final closure of the
pressure conduit between Well R1 and the Eagle Ford pressure source, and can be observed to some
degrees in all the wells. Table 3 presents observations and interpretations for each region of the plot
highlighted in Figure 9. The table also specifies approximate date/time values for the selected regions.
These observations will all be useful in developing a conceptual model for pressure communication in
later sections, and recording time intervals will help in making further correlations.

3.2.2. Riverside 4

The correlated plot for Riverside 4 is shown in Figure 10. The data for this well spans from just
before the start of the fracturing in H2 and H3 and was collected until 12/8/2017, almost a week after
the job in H2 and H3 ends. The plot highlights the important features of the pressure response profile
(as in Figure 9) whose durations are shown in Table 4. Since the pre-frack data was not available,
we cannot comment on the effect of the DFIT™ test conducted on 11/02/2017 on Riverside 4. Even so,
the data set obtained for R4 is continuous, and is the most reliable out of all the wells studied (see
Figure 6) and shows strong response to the fracture treatment on the same time scale. Table 6 also
notes observations and durations associated with the regions of response highlighted in Figure 10.
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Similar to the response profile of Riverside 1 (Figure 9), the little bumps on Figure 10 correspond to
the start of stages (most likely due to formation breakdown or starting peak pressure as we defined it)
in region B4. Not all fracking stages produce visibly large bumps in the Austin Chalk. This trend holds
for most of the Eagle Ford operation. Another similarity is in region C4 and region I1, where there is
an increase in pressure towards the end of the operation. Region D4 marks the maximum pressure
reached. However, unlike in Well R1 (region J1 labeled on Figure 9) this maximum occurs over a
plateau instead of one discrete point. We know that the maximum must be a plateau because the
gradient of the plot decreases sharply between regions C4 and D4. Additionally, the pressure rapidly
decreases in both Wells R1 and R4 after this maximum pressure point/plateau is reached. This is
another important difference between R1 and R4, since in R4, the region of highest response occurs as
a second plateau (with a noticeable, but minor positive gradient) instead of a discrete point, (as in Well
R1), even though the maxima occur in both wells after the treatment is completed in Well H2. Further,
the maxima in both Riverside wells occur at around the same absolute time (12/04/2017).

3.2.3. Riverside 6

The pressure response profile of Riverside 6 is shown on Figure 11, and the observations and time
durations were recorded in Table 5. The key feature of this well is that there is only one significant
pressure response in R6 that almost instantaneously occurs towards the end of the fracturing in Eagle
Ford. Additionally, the magnitude of response is less than those of Riverside 1 and 4 (see Figures 9
and 10 respectively) and takes significantly longer duration after the treatment ends to return to its
initial reservoir state. Data for this well was collected until after the pressure returned to its initial state
in about one week after the job ended. Similar to the highlighted region H1 (on Figure 9) and B4 (on
Figure 10), the response for the majority of the frack job is characterized by a plateau region in pressure
with wriggles loosely correlating with the starting times of stages. The selected region A6 (on Figure 11)
covers the entire frack operation. R6 follows the plateau trend of a steady pressure response for the
almost the entire operation, unlike in Wells R1 and R4. Similar to R1 and R4, the pressure response of
Well R6 peaks at the end of the operation and rapidly declines after reaching this maximum value.
The difference in Well R6 is that the rise to this pressure occurs almost instantaneously, which could be
attributed to equipment failure, but could also be a strong pressure communication between the wells.
The significant pressure response commences almost instantly after the frack job in H2 is completed,
unlike in R1 and R4 which began growing to a maximum after the job in H3 was complete, while the
fracking of the final stages of Well H2 were still ongoing (recall the job for H2 was finished a day after
H3 as shown in Figure 8d). The pressure response maxima are reached at around the same time for
Wells R1, R4 and R6 (i.e., at different times on 12/04/2017).

4. Interpretation of Results

The principal purpose of our study is to develop a conceptual model for the observed pressure
communication between the two reservoirs (Eagle Ford and Austin Chalk). The estimated pressure
acting on the boundary between the two reservoirs during the fracking of the Eagle Ford wells is
modelled based on the pressure responses observed in the Austin Chalk wells discussed in Section 3.2.
Our analysis will quantify (and qualify) the correlation of the pressure response profiles using the
following observations:

• The relative lateral spacings between Eagle Ford Wells H2 and H3 and the Austin Chalk observation
wells (Section 4.1)

• Changes in average production in wells in the vicinity of the H2–H3 pair, including impact on the
Riverside production unit (Section 4.2)

We then develop a conceptual model using the results of our analysis (Sections 4.3 and 4.4) that
serves to explain the principal mechanisms responsible for the observed pressure communication
across the reservoir boundary between the Eagle Ford and the Austin Chalk Formations.
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4.1. Vertical Communication

The reservoir pressures in the Eagle Ford an Austin Chalk reservoirs immediately prior to the the
fracking operations in Wells H2 and H3 (Section 2.2), and the Austin Chalk pressure responses during
the fracture treatment (Section 3.2 and Appendix C) are used to better understand the detailed nature
of the pressure communication between the Eagle Ford and Austin Chalk reservoirs. The principal
pressure response magnitude, rate and durations for each of the observation wells are calculated in
Appendix D. Pressure response magnitude is highlighted by the thickness of arrows in the gun barrel
view of Figure 12a, which shows that the pressure communication intensifies from SW to NE.

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. (a) Gun barrel view with pressure response intensity in monitored Austin Chalk wells
emphasized by arrow width. Well spacings are estimated using Well R3 as a reference line. The horizontal
axis represents spacing relative to the midpoint of Wells H2 and H3. Vertical axis represents true
vertical depth, and is exaggerated 6.6× relative to the horizontal length scale. (b) Plot of logarithm
of pressure response against diagonal well spacings calculated from Figure 12a. Data labels are the
Austin Chalk well names (R1, R4, R5, R2) with measured diagonal spacings in ft. A strong parabolic
correlation is obtained.

Based on the observations from Figure 12a, one may suggest that the magnitude of pressure
response is a function of distance to the fracked Wells H2 and H3. Diagonal spacings of Austin Chalk
wells relative to the midpoint of H2–H3 pair are calculated and plotted against the logarithm of the
pressure response in Figure 12b, correlating the information presented in Figure 12a. Diagonal well
spacing and logarithm of pressure response therefore have a parabolic relationship. One possible
explanation for the pressure communication intensifying from SW to NE is that a denser natural
fracture network occurs in the NE part of the Austin Chalk, which establishes a better connection with
the hydraulic fractures from the Eagle Ford. We assume that some hydraulic fractures in the vertical
direction in the Eagle Ford wells will connect with a natural fracture, which will ultimately lead up to a
Riverside wellbore. Natural fractures farther away from the wellbore have a better chance of activation
if they fall within the influence zone of a long hydraulic fracture [14]. Alternatively, some of the
observed pressure communication may occur by fluid transmission through the primary pore network
of the Austin Chalk, which has a 12% average porosity (in a potential range of 10% to 22%) and an
average permeability of 0.12 mD (in a range of 0.01 md to 15 mD), according to local field studies [7].

One may also speculate that the hydraulic fractures of Well H3 have wider apertures, because
that well was fractured with coarser proppants (40/70 mesh heavy) much more frequently than Well
H2 (100 mesh heavy), which would allow transmission of more frack-fluid and energy, and therefore
could have resulted in a stronger series of connections with the natural fracture network in the Austin
Chalk. In any case, Wells R2 and R5 show the highest intensity pressure response because these wells
are relatively close to Well H3.
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4.2. Observed Production Uplifts

Independent evidence for temporary pressure uplift in the Austin Chalk due to the fracking
operation in the Eagle Ford Wells H2 and H3 is provided by increases in nearby Austin Chalk well
productivity. For example, the Fazzino Well (API 04131486) operated by Wild Horse showed a distinct
production uplift (Figure 13), which more than doubled its production of both oil and natural gas on
the time scale of the fracture operation, and persisted for several months afterwards. We reason that
the natural fracture networks being activated through the intensity of the hydraulic fractures from the
Eagle Ford is responsible for the uplift. The temporary pressure uplift observed resembles a fracture
hit [6,15] which in our case did not result in permanent interwell communication. Earlier production
uplifts seen in Figure 13 can be attributed to well workovers and shut-ins. Typically, such periods of
zero production are followed by brief episodes of enhanced production. However, no shut-in preceded
the latest rise in the Fazzino well, which the operator therefore attributed to the nearby fracking
operation in the Eagle Ford Wells H2 and H3.

 
Figure 13. Production profile of Fazzino Well, including a zoomed in section showing with greater
resolution the production uplift attributed to the fracturing of Wells H2 and H3. The vertical axes for
both plots have the same units. That is, bbl for oil and Mcf for gas. The production data used was
obtained from the Texas Railroad Commission’s public sources.

Further, although Texas RRC reports that the Fazzino Well of approximately 3000 ft from the
pressure signal (i.e., the H2–H3 Well pad), it is entirely possible that the production uplift observed
was caused as a result of pressure communication due to the fracking of Wells H2 and H3. A similar
incident occurred in 2014, in which a significant frack hit was observed in two other Eagle Ford wells
in the same area. In that instance, Well O responded considerably to the fracking of Well H1, which is
located 4000 ft away (in horizontal direction to the wells) from Well O.

Additionally, production data from the Texas Railroad Commission was considered in computing
average changes in production for offset wells in the vicinity of the H2–H3 pair in the three months
prior to and succeeding the fracture operation (which started on 14 November 2018). Three-month
averages were computed for both oil and natural gas. The most significant production uplifts are
summarized in Table 6. Some of the production uplifts may have occured as a result of other refracks
and workover operations taking place in the county at about the same time. Additionally, whether
or not a well shows an average increase or decrease in production depends on how the average
values are computed. For Table 6, average before includes monthly data from August, September
and October 2017 and average after includes December 2017, January and February 2018. However,
the data in Table 6 shows that the production uplift of the Fazzino Well emphasized in Figure 13 is
attributable to the fracture operations, given that Table 6 reports 387% and 83% increases in oil and gas
production, respectively.
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4.3. Interpretations of Pressure Response Profiles and Conceptual Model

To build a conceptual model that can explain the temporary nature of and the physical process of
pressure communication, we first consider the following additional details from the pressure response
profiles presented in Section 3.2. Our reference is the response of Riverside 1 (Figure 9), but similar
pressure response patterns and inferences were observed in the other Riverside wells (see Figures 10,
11, A2 and A3)

The typical DFIT response [16] is characterized by a sudden surge in pressure that is dominated
by the input pressure signal, followed by a rapid release of pressure, known as the reservoir dominated
region in which the reservoir returns to its original pressure state. Interestingly, the response patterns
for the main fracture treatments of all five observation wells (see Figures 9–11, Figures A2 and A3) also
shows this pattern, to varying degrees. We identify four phases that characterize the pressure response
pattern of Well R1, as follows:

(1) The first increase in pressure (regions F1 and G1 labeled on Figure 9) is due to the hydraulic
fractures propagating outwards in the vertical direction and connecting to the naturally fractured
Austin Chalk system. As frack fluid enters the natural fracture network, the reservoir pressure
of the Austin Chalk increases, which causes fluids to migrate towards Riverside wellbores,
which were shut-in for the period of the fracking operation, but resumed production soon after
the operation concluded. (Correspondingly, Table 6 showed the later increase in both oil and gas
production of the Riverside production pad, as a result of the fracture treatment, in the months
following the operation).

(2) The plateau region (region H1 labeled on Figure 9) can be attributed to the zipper fracturing
nature of the operation. In a zipper fracking operation, the fractures propagate towards each other
so that the induced stresses near the tips force fracture propagation in a direction perpendicular
to the wellbores [10]. The lateral fracture propagation prevents further vertical fracture growth,
which results in a nearly constant pressure response in the Riverside well, given that each stage
of the Eagle Ford fracture treatment was conducted in a similar way. The small bumps on the
pressure response (region H1 labeled on Figure 9) suggest that the Austin Chalk reservoir pressure
would increase further, if not restricted by the induced stresses at the fracture tips caused by the
zipper fracking operation. This method of zipper fracturing is also highly effective in creating an
altered zone within the Eagle Ford itself (in the horizontal direction).

(3) The second increase in pressure (region I1 labeled on Figure 9) begins towards the end of the
treatment of Well H3. Since there is no more interference from an additional fracture treatment,
the pressure increases until after the treatment of Well H2 ends, and pressure declines to its
original state.

(4) The rapid decline in pressure occurs after a small time delay due to the residual effect of
fracture treatment. If we model the entire response phenomena as a single fracture stage,
the maximum response point (point J1 labeled on Figure 9) would be analogous to a closure
pressure after which the flow becomes reservoir dominated. Stress shadows are then able to
close the induced/connected fractures and fracture fluid is no longer forced into the Austin
Chalk. Correspondingly, the production uplift effect for the Riverside well pad declined over a
longer time span, as was shown by production data for three months after the fracking operation
ended (Table 6).

The above pressure response observations for Well R1 largely apply to the other Riverside wells
as follows:

• Riverside 4: Although there is no early pressure increase in Well R4, the pressure is slowly increasing
throughout the frack job (regions B4, C4 and D4 labeled on Figure 10), and the magnitude of
pressure communication is higher than for Riverside 1 (Figure 9), suggesting that Riverside 4
has better communication with a naturally fractured zone, allowing for greater extent of fracture
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network development. The sudden spike in pressure in the middle of the fracture treatment job
(Region A4 on Figure 10) could mean that a direct fracture connection was formed, allowing for
pressure to surge, that even momentarily stuns the gauge as shown by a momentary negative
pressure value (region A4, labeled on Figure 10). Similar to Riverside 1 (region I1 labeled on
Figure 9), Riverside 4 shows a second pressure increase (region C4 labeled on Figure 10) at the end
of the treatment of Well H3 that ends when the treatment of H2 ends, after which there is a slight
increase for a short duration, due to the residual effect of the treatment. Reservoir dominated
portion subsequently returns the reservoir to its original state.

• Riverside 6: Similar to Wells Riverside 1 and 4 (region H1 labeled on Figure 9, and region B4
labeled on Figure 10 respectively), Well R6 shows a plateau region (region A6 labeled on Figure 11)
for the entirety of the frack job. The difference is that for Well R6, the increase in pressure (region
B6 labeled on Figure 11) occurs immediately after the end of the treatment of H2. The pressure
subsequently declines in the same way as in Wells R1 and R4. The magnitude of communication
is significantly lower in this well because it is spaced further apart from wells H2 and H3 than the
other Riverside wells (Well R6 does not appear on the gun barrel cross section in Figures 5a and
12a) Further, the lateral section of this well could have a weak connection to natural fractures,
which means fewer hydraulic fractures can develop a network.

• Riverside 2: Even though there is not enough data available, a region of pressure communication
can be observed (Point B2 on Figure A2), although it is followed by a sudden decline in pressure.

• Riverside 5: Strong pressure surges are seen during and after the DFIT tests (conducted on Eagle
Ford Wells H2 and H3 on 2 November 2017), in addition to observed response in middle of
the fracture treatment (regions A5 and B5 respectively, labeled on Figure A3). The surges once
again can be attributed to events similar to those assumed for Riverside 1 (see above), except in
this case in lieu of higher quality data, we conclude that the surges correspond to two discrete,
strong connections being formed.

4.4. Conceptual Model

We assume that the Eagle Ford shale and Austin Chalk form a single hydrocarbon system, in
which the Eagle Ford shale is the underlying source rock [17]. Section 2.2 showed that there exists
a significant pressure (2354 psi) difference between the Eagle Ford and Austin Chalk Formations.
The pressure difference could cause oil from the hydrocarbon-rich Eagle Ford shale to naturally
migrate upwards into the lower pressured Austin Chalk Formation. However, without any form
of human intervention, this migration must happen over geologic time, since both reservoirs have
very low permeabilities. The hydraulic fracture treatment in the Eagle Ford pressurized the reservoir
significantly and temporarily increased the pressure difference with the Austin Chalk. The hydraulic
fracture treatment creates a fracture pattern in the Eagle Ford, which may connect to the existing
natural fracture network in the Austin Chalk. Frack fluid used in the stage stimulation of Wells H2 and
H3 is the ultimate source of the temporary pressure communication across the two fracture networks.

Figure 14a shows a schematic wellbore diagram of the vertical section of the Austin Chalk
observation wells, highlighting the annular location of the wellhead where the pressure gauges were
mounted. Figure 14b shows a conceptual model for the observed pressure communication, with a
vertical cross section of the reservoirs, taken perpendicular to the panel (of the gun barrel view) shown
in Figure 5a. Figure 14b shows the base pressure signal introduced in Figure 8b superimposed onto the
lateral section to show the pressure experienced for the longest duration on each section of the wellbore
over the course of the fracture treatment. Arrows indicate pressure transmission which ultimately
causes pressure responses in Riverside wells. Pressure communication and fluid mobility in the model
are both facilitated by the network of natural fractures in the Austin Chalk.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. (a) Schematic wellbore diagram for the vertical section of an Austin Chalk observation
well, showing static fluid column for a shut-in well and highlights (in red) the annular location on the
wellhead where the pressure gauges were mounted. (b) Conceptual model illustrating fluid flow and
pressure communication that ultimately cause production uplifts in the Riverside production unit.

Often when fracture pressure communication is discussed, the observed pressure communication
effects are attributed to changes in the in-situ stress of monitored well fractures, due to the
propagation of hydraulic fractures in an offset well in the same reservoir, described further in [18].
Poroelastic interactions between monitor fractures and propagating hydraulic fractures, for a general
unconventional reservoir and well configuration, are also modeled in cases where the wells are in
the same, typically shale, formation [19]. These effects are not considered in our work since the
Austin Chalk is a naturally fractured carbonate, which allows it to act as a conduit for actual physical
fluid-based communication.

5. Conclusions

Our study analyzed empirical evidence for pressure communication with the Austin Chalk
Formation during the stimulation of two new (2017 child) wells in the Eagle Ford shale, which caused
the pressure to locally surge in both reservoirs. The conductive fracture network formed in the Austin
Chalk is assumed to have transmitted some fluid pressure from the Eagle Ford to the annulus of
five monitoring wells in the Austin Chalk. Pressure gauge responses in the Austin Chalk wells were
measured during the fracture treatment in the Eagle Ford. The magnitude of pressure response in the
Austin Chalk wells is only a fraction of the Eagle Ford injection pressures. The pressure stimulation of
the two Eagle Ford wells occurred in alternating stages (zipper fracking).

The Riverside wells began responding to the Eagle Ford frack job through an initial increase in
pressure as hydraulic fractures begin to propagate outwards and connect to the naturally fractured
network of the Austin Chalk. The initial rise in pressure is followed by a plateau region, which is limited
by the stresses induced in a zipper fracking operation that causes fractures to propagate towards each
other, in a direction perpendicular to the wellbore. Immediately after the fracture treatment in Well
H3 was completed, a second pressure rise occurred, which persisted until after the operation in Well
H2 was completed. The pressure response rapidly declined to its pre-treatment state, which confirms
that pressure communication was temporary in nature. The observed time delay was a result of stress
shadows closing the induced/connected fractures, after which frack fluid is no longer forced into the
Austin Chalk.
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Our conceptual model of pressure communication takes into account the pressure depletion of
the Austin Chalk reservoir due to decades of production, prior to the fracture treatment in the nearby
Eagle Ford wells. The depleted, average reservoir pressure near the Austin Chalk wells is estimated to
be 2354 psi. Based on history matching of earlier Eagle Ford (2014 parent) wells, the pressure in the
Eagle Ford landing zone immediately prior to the fracture treatment was 4891 psi. The initial pressure
in the annulus of the five Austin Chalk observation wells was approximately 20 psi immediately prior
to the Eagle Ford fracture treatment. However, the pressure rose to 265.8 psi in Riverside 1, 378 psi in
Riverside 4, and 63.3 psi in Riverside 6. Pressure response profiles of wells Riverside 2 and 5 show
similar trends.

We summarize conclusions, based on our interpretations of the pressure response profiles in wells
R1–R6, as follows:

(1) Pressure communication between the two well sets (Eagle Ford-Austin Chalk) is a temporary
phenomenon, taking approximately up to three days (from the start of the zipper fracking of the
H2–H3 Well pair) to establish, lasting approximately 11 to 12 days to reach a plateau, which is
followed by a brief final screen out peak that drops off nearly instantaneously. In all the pressure
response profiles considered, the pressure rise in the Austin Chalk wells rapidly declines back to
pre-treatment annulus pressures.

(2) The magnitude of pressure rise in the Austin Chalk is significantly lower than Eagle Ford fracture
treatment injection pressures (about 6%)

(3) Pressure communication is thought to occur due to pressurization of isolated fracture stages in
the Eagle Ford wells, which temporarily increases the pressure differential between the Austin
Chalk and Eagle Ford shale.

(4) Coeval production uplifts in the months following the fracking of the Eagle Ford wells were
observed in the offset Austin Chalk wells, in addition to the Riverside wells themselves, and are
associated with the natural fractured network of the Austin Chalk, that is further activated
through the fracking of the Eagle Ford wells.

(5) Hydraulic fractures from the Eagle Ford open due to fluid injection during fracture treatment
and are assumed to temporarily connect with the natural fracture system in the Austin Chalk
reservoir. Poroelastic effects are not considered in our work due to the nature of the Austin Chalk.

(6) The pressure response in the annulus of the Austin Chalk wells is characterized by a time
delay, because the pressure surges in Wells Riverside 1 and 4 ceased shortly after (35.2 h in
Riverside 1 and 38.7 h in Riverside 4) the zipper fracking operation of Eagle Ford Wells H2 and
H3 was completed.
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Appendix A. Pressure Depletion Calculation in Austin Chalk

When the pressure in the Austin Chalk is below its bubble point pressure, the oil formation volume
factor is given as a function of pressure as shown in Equation (A1). The formation volume factor Bo

is an important parameter in calculating pressure depletion. Equation (A2) shows the calculation of
pressure depletion from initial reservoir pressures based on production data. Equation (A2) is derived
from material balance [8]. The pressure in the reservoir can be iteratively calculated using monthly
production data by solving Equation (A3) which is obtained from substituting Equation (A1) into
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Equation (A2) and solving for pressure P. Gas production is not a part of Equation (A2) (and hence
Equation (A3)) since there is no free gas initially in the reservoir:

Bo = 1 +
(Bob − 1)P

Pb
(A1)

Pri − P =
NpBo + WpBw

ct(NBoi + WBwi)
(A2)

P =
Prict(NBoi + WBwi) −WpBw −Np
Np
Pb
∗ (Bob − 1) + ct(NBoi + WBwi)

(A3)

When the reservoir pressure is above the bubble point, the expression for formation volume
factor changes, requiring the use of Equation (A4), which calculates the formation volume factor
in an undersaturated reservoir. As in the below bubble point case, we substitute Equation (A2) to
obtain the expression for pressure depletion, shown in Equation (A5), which needs to be solved using
iterative techniques. The bisection method, which gives results to any desired level of precision (we
use 0.01%) [20] was used to solve Equation (A5):

Bo = Bob exp(co(Pb − P)) (A4)

Pri − P =
NpBob exp(co(Pb − P)) + WpBw

ct(NBoi + WBwi)
(A5)

The methodology adopted was to first calculate pressure depletion using Equation (A5) from
monthly production data, replacing the initial reservoir pressure term Pri with the calculated pressure
P after every interval. When pressure falls below the bubble point, Equation (A3) would need to be
used instead. Using monthly production data (from Texas RRC online), we can calculate the resulting
reservoir pressure at the time of the fracture treatment in Wells H2 and H3. All the parameters required
for the above calculations (with nomenclature) are shown in Table A1. The original reservoir pressure
is first calculated from pressure gradient of 0.45 psi/ft and the average true vertical depth of the six
Riverside wells. Petrophysical parameters are needed to perform original oil and water in place
calculation. Although there is understandably a large uncertainty in values, we consider a scenario, in
which the water saturation is the highest and therefore the percentage of water produced (to that of
oil produced) is an arbitrarily chosen high value. The bubble point pressure and composition of the
reservoir fluids present in the Eagle Ford are the same as that for the Austin Chalk vertically above,
which is reasonable since the Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford shale likely form a single hydrocarbon
production system [17].

The pressure depletion curves obtained are shown in Figure 4a Keeping all other variables
constant, we perform a sensitivity analysis for the drainage area and present the results in Figure 4b,
which shows that the effect of depletion is stronger for small drainage areas. For small drainage
areas, Pri falls below the bubble point pressure, requiring use of Equation (A3) (see Section 2.2.1 for
Figure 4a,b). The initial reservoir pressures plotted refer to the average of the reservoir pressures
calculated for the duration of the fracture treatment. When the drainage area becomes infinitely large,
the pressure depletion effect becomes negligibly small. Likewise, the reservoir pressure goes to zero
for small drainage areas. The relationship is logarithmic in nature, with the correlations shown on the
plot. Given that the RELLIS field spans over an area of 2000 acres [9], we will use the corresponding
reservoir pressure from Figure 4a (2354 psi) in building our pressure response model.
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Table A1. Variables used for pressure depletion model for Austin Chalk.

Symbol Parameter Value Unit

Pressure Gradient 0.45 psi/ft
True Vertical Depth (TVD) 7731.3 ft

Pri Reservoir pressure before production 3479.1 psi
Percentage of water produced 50 %

ct Rock Compressibility 4.0× 10−6 1/psi
Drainage Area 4000 acres

Thickness 200 ft
Water Saturation 0.8 No Unit

Oil Saturation 0.2 No Unit
Boi Initial Oil Formation Volume Factor 1.15 RB/STB
Bwi Initial Water Formation Volume Factor 1.0 RB/STB

Porosity 0.12 No Unit
Unit Conversion (for OOIP and OWIP calculation) 7758 Conversion

N Original Oil in Place 1.30× 108 bbl
W Original Water in Place 5.96× 108 bbl
Pb Bubble Point Pressure 2398 psi
co Undersaturated Oil compressibility 1.0× 10−5 1/psi

Bob Maximum Oil Formation Volume Factor 1.16 RB/STB

Appendix B. Pumping Schedule of Well H1 in Fracture Treatment of 2014

This appendix presents pumping schedule used for hydraulic fracture treatment in Well H1,
which is representative for all present wells (Table 1) of the RELLIS area. Common terminology used
in stimulation reports is also shown. The pumping process of 2014 fracture treatment of Well H1 was
also similar to that used in 2017 fracture treatment of Wells H2 and H3. Wells were acidized, padded,
and circulated with increasing levels of proppant concentration and decreasing proppant size as the
stage progressed. Figure A1 shows the treatment graph for Well H1 Stage 7 for comparison with
pumping schedules of Wells H2 and H3, in Figure 7. (shown in Section 3.1). The most common terms
used in a post-stimulation report are summarized in Table A2.

Figure A1. Well H1 Stage 7. The same properties apply as in Wells H2 and H3 (Figure 7) except there is
much more variation in Well H1, with regards to the proppants used, both in terms of grain and mesh
size, which explains the high increase in proppant concentration (red line). In H2 and H3, 100 mesh is
mostly used, with 40/70 being employed for select stages, so the corresponding graph would have a
lower gradient or be flatter. Type of proppant and gels used are labeled.
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Table A2. Common fracturing terminology.

Term Meaning

Start Peak Pressure Wellhead pressure peak at the start of the job
Base Pressure Minimum pressure that persisted for the longest time (in the plateau region)

End Peak Pressure Wellhead pressure peak at the end of the job
Breakdown The pressure/applied stress at which the formation breaks down

Acid When acid is being circulated to loosen the formation
Shut Down When pressure pumps shut down

Displace acid/Pump Ball Stop circulating acid and start circulating slurry
Pad Circulate fluid with no solid in it until the fracture is wide enough to accept proppant

Sweep Circulate small volume of viscous fluid called a carrier gel to clean/remove solid
residue from the well

Flush Circulate a fluid that removes any remaining acid
End Stage Indicates the end of stage. We may still take measurements for a few more minutes

x ppg 100 Mesh When slurry at that proppant weight is circulated. Mesh is inversely proportional to
grain size. 100 Mesh proppants are therefore fine-grained

x ppg 40/70 Mesh When slurry at that proppant weight is circulated. 40/70 mesh proppants are coarser
than 100 mesh.

ppg A common unit of density; lb/gal

Appendix C. Pressure Response Profiles for Riverside 2 and Riverside 5

This appendix presents the pressure response profiles of Wells R2 and R5 in the same fashion as
the profiles for Wells R1, R4 and R6 (shown in Section 3.2) Not enough reliable data was collected for
Wells R2 and R5 to produce a complete correlation, but results are still included since valuable insights
can be gained from even the limited data available.

Riverside 2

The data collected for Riverside 2 is very limited (as discussed in Section 2.5 and shown in Figure 6).
As a result, the pressure response profile shown in Figure A2 consists mostly of interpolations (indicated
by thin black lines). The data is sparse due to equipment failure, however Figure A2 still shows that the
gauges did detect an increased pressure in R2 during the treatment, even if for a short time. The data
for Riverside 2 was unavailable after 11/27/2017, so B2 does not necessarily represent a maximum
pressure. This would be since the gauge ran out of battery at that time or was otherwise unable
to continue taking accurate readings. Table A3 discusses the estimated point of increase and the
approximate timings of events A2 and B2. The important observation from Well R2 response lies not in
the correlation trend, but rather in the magnitude. Even for the minimal data connected, the figure
shows the data in region B2 has magnitudes in regions of 3000 to 5000 psi, which is significantly more
than Wells R1 and R4. Interestingly, there was no pressure response detected for the duration of the
DFIT Test, even though pressure data was collected during this time (11/02/2017 to 11/03/2017).

Table A3. Observations and interpretations for Riverside 2.

Symbol Comments/Interpretations

A2
The point selected occurs on 11/15/2017 19:02 and corresponds to Wells H2 and H3 between
stages 4 and 5. This point indicates the assumed start of pressure increase. For Well R2, the
pressure increase approximates to a single straight line and takes place early on in the frac job.

B2 11/15/2017 13:15 H2 between stages 2 and 3, and H3 between stages 3 and 4. This point is the
end of the pressure increase and what appears to be an instantaneous pressure drop.

Riverside 5

The response profile for Riverside 5 presents almost no viable continuous data set, as shown in
Figure A3. While it is easy to assume this was caused by faulty gauges, the fact remains that there still
does exist a pressure communication signal on the time scale of major events. Data is unavailable for
Riverside 5 after 11/22/2017 05:21 AM. This well does not show any of the trends as the other Riverside
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wells studied. This would be since the gauge ran out of battery at that time or were otherwise unable
to continue taking accurate readings.

 
Figure A2. Correlated plots for Riverside 2. The left vertical axis is the pressure in Wells H2 and H3.
The right axis is the pressure in the annulus of the Riverside wellhead. The significance of each labeled
box is discussed in Table 1. The lighter black lines in the plot are interpolations that connect between
the missing data.

 
Figure A3. Correlated plots for Riverside 5. The left vertical axis is the pressure in Wells H2 and H3.
The right axis is the pressure in the annulus of the Riverside wellhead. The significance of each labeled
box is discussed in Table A3.

Table A4. Observations and interpretations for Riverside 5.

Symbol Comments/Interpretations

A5

The highlighted region is from 11/02/2017 10:13 AM to 11/04/2017 05:32 AM and corresponds to
the DFIT™ test conducted on both wells on 11/02/2017 around 09:30 AM in Well H2 and 10:20
AM to 10:40 AM in Well H3. This should be the cause of the sudden rises and drops in the
pressure. The pressure spike suggests that the pressure response was a surge strong and
sudden enough to kill the gauge.

B5

The region is from 11/21/2017 18:28 to 11/22/2017 05:21 AM, which corresponds to H2 between
stages 19 and 20 and H3 between stages 22 and 23. The stimulation reports for these stages
mention nothing unusual. The gauge picked up this spike even though it was potentially
killed from the DFIT Test pressure response.

The pressure gauges installed could read a maximum value of 2000 psi, which means the responses
recorded for this well could exceed this value, since the highlighted regions indicate that the gauges
were recording values beyond its maximum, which is what killed the gauge to begin with. As identified
in Table A4, Riverside 5 shows the strongest response to the DFIT test and fracture treatment of all the
wells studied, which is identified even in the case of faulty equipment and an incomplete data set.
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Appendix D. Austin Chalk Pressure Response Calculations

Table A5 describes in detail the pressure response calculations made for each Riverside observation
well. Magnitude, duration and rate of pressure response in each of the Austin Chalk wells were
determined from observations of the pressure response profiles of each well (shown in Figures 9–11,
Figures A2 and A3 respectively)

Table A5. Rate, duration and intensity calculations for communications measured from available
wellhead data. Timings are based on accurate date values.

Parameter Value Units Comments

Riverside 1

Average pressure 21.42 psi Average wellhead pressure before DFIT™ test (until 10/31/2017
16:00, after that it increases sharply)

DFIT™ test intensity of response 232.48 psi Peak value (C1 on Figure 9-Average. pressure

Duration of total response 473.65 hours Duration of the total shape; start at 11/14/2017 14:15, 27 psi, end at
12/04/2017 07:54

Rate of 1st increase 1.073 psi/hour Average slope (pressure rise/duration); start at 11/14/2017 14:15, 27
psi, 11/20/2017 11:22, 178.4 psi

Duration of Plateau 254.67 hours Duration of H1 block

Average response of plateau 153.68 psi Average of plateau minus average pressure (175.1-21.43) =153.68 psi

Max response 244.38 psi J1 Peak occurs on 12/04/2017 07:33 minus average

Rate of 2nd increase 1.17 psi/hour Gradient of line from end of H1 block to J1 peak; use average
response value of plateau to calculate; 77.52 hrs;

Duration of clustered region at the end 41.92 hours Taken from 12/05/2017 23:55 to 12/07/2017 17:50 (end of data set)

Time delay to start response Negligible hours Negligible time delay from the first stage data in Well H3

Time delay after the job 35.20 hours Between end of job in Well H2 and point J1

Riverside 4

Average pressure 19.30 psi Taken from the end of the data set

Initial response 81.80 psi This is the first pressure response including time delay on
11/16/2017 22:43; value-average

Time delay to start response Negligible hours Time from the first Eagle Ford data point to initial response

Plateau region duration 314.42 hours Consider region B4

Plateau region avg response 141.64 psi Plateau avg minus Avg. pressure 160.95-19.30

Plateau region rate 0.315 psi/hour 99.20/314.42 max-min/duration

Rate of 2nd increase 5.19 psi/hour 121.1 psi/23.33 hrs; consider C4

Max response 358.70 psi Signifies end of response; Max-Average

Time delay end point 38.67 hours Job end time to max point time

Rate of 2nd plateau 0.6 psi/hour (378-352.9)/41.83; Consider region D4

Riverside 6

Average pressure 14.18 psi Average pressure

Max response 49.09 psi Max point minus average; 63.27-14.18; Other meaningful quantities
cannot be calculated since the pressure rises almost instantaneously

Rate of decrease 0.32 psi/hour This should be a negative value;(60.64-18.07)/131.67

Riverside 2

Average pressure 148.48 psi Average pressure

Max response 4676.82 psi Max point minus average; 4825.3-148.48

Duration of response 282.22 hours Time from A2 to B2; Time of interpolated line

Rate of response 16.57 psi/hour Rate of increase for interpolated line; 4676.82/282.22

Riverside 5

Average pressure 250.52 psi Taken from the flat region between the two responses

Duration of flat region between responses 429.04 hours Taken from the flat region between the two responses

Duration of DFIT™ response 43.32 hours First response; duration of A5

Duration of start job response 10.88 hours Second response; duration of B5

Time delay for start job response 184.25 hours Time when B5 region started minus time when the job started in H3

Rate of response (gradient of flat region) 0.409 psi/hour 175.3/429.04
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Abstract: Recently, the Changning shale gas field has been one of the most outstanding shale plays
in China for unconventional gas exploitation. Based on the more practical experience of hydraulic
fracturing, the economic gas production from this field can be optimized and gradually improved.
However, further optimization of the fracture design requires a deeper understanding of the effects of
engineering parameters on simultaneous multiple fracture propagation. It can increase the effective
fracture number and the well performance. In this paper, based on the Changning field data, a
complex fracture propagation model was established. A series of case studies were investigated to
analyze the effects of engineering parameters on simultaneous multiple fracture propagation. The
fracture spacing, perforating number, injection rate, fluid viscosity and number of fractures within
one stage were considered. The simulation results show that smaller fracture spacing implies stronger
stress shadow effects, which significantly reduces the perforating efficiency. The perforating number
is a critical parameter that has a big impact on the cluster efficiency. In addition, one cluster with a
smaller perforating number can more easily generate a uniform fracture geometry. A higher injection
rate is better for promoting uniform fluid volume distribution, with each cluster growing more evenly.
An increasing fluid viscosity increases the variation of fluid distribution between perforation clusters,
resulting in the increasing gap between the interior fracture and outer fractures. An increasing
number of fractures within the stage increases the stress shadow among fractures, resulting in a larger
total fracture length and a smaller average fracture width. This work provides key guidelines for
improving the effectiveness of hydraulic fracture treatments.

Keywords: cluster efficiency; perforating number; Changning shale gas; multiple fracture propagation

1. Introduction

The Changning shale gas field in Sichuan Basin is well known as the main shale gas production
area in China, and has begun commercial production since 2012. With less than a decade of production,
there is still much to learn about the most efficient way to produce shale gas. With the increasing
practical experience of hydraulic fracturing, the economic shale gas production from this field is
able to be optimized and gradually improved [1]. The production of single shale-gas wells has
been continuously improved and the average daily production has increased from 11.1 × 104 m3 to
28 × 104 m3. However, the average well production rate and estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) are
significantly lower than shale gas production in North America [2–4].
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The technique of multi-stage hydraulic fracturing is the key to develop unconventional gas
reservoirs [5–8]. The production in the Haynesville shale demonstrates that one of the most effective
ways to increase production is to maximize the number of fracture initiation points along the lateral.
Because of the limited drainage radius of the created fractures, the well production increases while
the spacing between each perforated cluster interval decreases. The recent completions in the
Haynesville shale show that many operators are completing wells with tighter cluster spacing than
previously attempted, and this trend has continued [9]. However, when the completions for increasing
the number of clusters in one stage are used in the Changning field, the well production is not
significantly increased.

The complex fracture geometry is often generated and predicted in shale gas reservoirs rather than
simple planar fractures through advanced fracture diagnostic and microseismic monitoring results [10].
One usually considers that increasing the perforation clusters in one stage can generate a similar
number of fractures after hydraulic fracturing. However, production logging and tracer detection
demonstrated that not all fractures along the horizontal wellbore can effectively propagate [11–15].
Fracturing fluids and proppants do not enter into each cluster evenly. Some clusters have a large
proportion of the intended liquid and proppant and generate “super” fractures, resulting in other
clusters accepting very little fluid to grow. As a result, the difference of shale gas production between
different clusters along the lateral is very big. The data of the production logs from the wells of the
Sichuan Basin with 4–5 perforation clusters in one stage indicated that some clusters may be ineffective
and do not contribute to production. However, the further optimization of the fracture design requires
a better understanding of the effects of engineering parameters on simultaneous multiple fracture
propagation. The fracture propagation model has been widely used in unconventional reservoirs
for the completion design, such as the Permian Basin and Eagle Ford Shale [16–18]. Through the
modeling research, optimization strategies have been achieved, which support the improvement of
single well production. The optimal fracture design can materially increase the effective fracture
number and enhance the well productivity. However, the rock mechanics parameters used in the
simulation are the actual data of Changning, which are significantly different from US fields. The
minimum horizontal stress and the Young’s modulus are the different parameters used for this specific
field. The minimum horizontal stress gradient of Changning is 0.0249 MPa/m, while the minimum
horizontal stress gradient of US fields is 0.0199 MPa/m. The Young’s modulus is about twice as much
as that in US fields. Consequently, the multistage fracturing completion of the Changing field should
be optimized to achieve a high cluster efficiency and increase the opportunities to distribute fluid and
proppant evenly across all targeted clusters. In this paper, based on the complex fracture propagation
model (XFRAC) and the Changning field data, a series of case studies were performed to investigate
the effects of multiple engineering parameters on multiple fracture propagation. The fracture spacing,
perforating number, injection rate, fluid viscosity and number of fractures within one stage were
studied. For a deeper understanding of the complex physics related to simultaneous multiple fracture
propagation and evaluating the uniformity of the fracture length, three perforation clusters in a stage
were simulated, and the deviation of the normalized fracture length was calculated. The description of
the model is presented in the following section.

2. Methodology

A complex fracture propagation model, developed by Wu [19], was used to simulate simultaneous
multiple fracture propagation in shale gas formation. The rock deformation and fluid flow were
iteratively coupled in the model. The rock deformation was modeled by a simplified 3D displacement
discontinuity method [20]. The shear and normal displacement discontinuities were calculated for
each fracture element. The normal displacement discontinuity is the opening of fractures, and the
shear displacement discontinuity is used to predict the fracture propagation path at each time step.
A non-planar fracture geometry will be induced if the shear displacement discontinuity is nonzero.
To improve the computation efficiency, the simplified displacement discontinuity method eliminated
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the discretization in the vertical (fracture height) direction. The solution of the method can be made
explicit as follows:

σi
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N
∑

j=1
Aij

sL,sLDj
sL +

N
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j=1
Aij

sL,nnDj
n

σi
nn =
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nn,sLDj
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∑
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(1)

where i and j represents elements i and j, N is the total element number, Dj
n is a normal displacement

discontinuity on element j, and Dj
sL is a shear displacement discontinuity on element j. σi

sL and σi
nn

are given traction boundary conditions. The distribution of pressure along the fracture path can be
computed by the fluid flow model, which can provide these tractions. The constitutive model is based
on the assumption of the plane-strain and elastic deformation. Aij

nn,sL is the coefficient matrix that can

give the normal stress at element i because of a shear displacement discontinuity at element j. Aij
nn,nn

represents the normal stress at element i induced by an opening displacement discontinuity at element
j. Analogous meanings can be attributed to Aij

sL,sL and Aij
sL,nn. The detailed derivation of the model

can be found from the work by Wu [19].
The fluid flow in the shale gas wellbore and each fracture are fully coupled, similar to the electric

circuit network. The flow rate of every fracture is similar to the current, and the pressure is analogous to
the electric potential. We applied Kirchoff’s first and second laws to compute the flow rate distribution
among every fracture within a stage. The total volumetric injection rate, QT, is given, and the injection
rates into each fracture, Qi, are dynamically calculated by the model. The wellbore storage effect was
ignored in the model. The sum of the injection rates of all the fractures is equal to the total injection rate,

QT =
N

∑
i=1

Qi (2)

Kirchoff’s second law described the continuousness of the pressure along the horizontal wellbore,
considering the pressure drop of the wellbore friction and the perforation friction [21]. The sum of
the pressure in the first element of a fracture branch, perforation friction pressure drop, and wellbore
friction pressure drop together is equal to the pressure in the wellbore heel. The equation is given by:

po = pp f ,i + pc f ,i + pw,i (3)

where po is the total pressure of the wellbore heel, pw,i is pressure of the first element of the fracture,
ppf,i is the pressure loss of the perforation friction pressure loss, and pcf,i is the pressure loss of the
horizontal wellbore. The identification number of the fracture branches is represented by ‘i’. The
pressure drop of the perforation friction can be calculated by a function of the square of the flow rate
and perforation friction. The lubrication theory was applied to describe the fluid flow in the fracture
and the associated pressure drop. The model assumed that the fracture is a slot between parallel
plates. Multiple fracture propagation has been simulated by the model and compared with a numerical
model [22] to benchmark the accuracy of capturing the physical process of stress shadow effects.

3. Case Study

3.1. Base Case

In this section, we demonstrate the phenomenon of uneven fracture growth and how to facilitate
a more uniform fracture propagation. The base case has three fractures propagating simultaneously in
a single stage (Figure 1), which has a uniform cluster spacing of 23.3 m. All parameters were selected
from the Longmaxi formation of the Changning shale gas field in China and are listed in Table 1. We
assume that one perforation cluster induces only one hydraulic fracture. Hence, the perforation-cluster
spacing is the same as the initial-fracture spacing. The effects of the natural fractures and near-wellbore
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tortuosity are not taken into account. It is assumed that the reservoir is homogeneous in regard to
slight differences of the in-situ stress state and rock mechanical properties. The final fracture geometry
and flow volume distribution of the base case are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Because of
the strong stress shadow effects, the middle fracture is much shorter, while the two exterior fractures
are much longer. The average percentage of the flow rate into every cluster is 33%. The middle fracture
only received 19.6%, which is much less than the intended percentage, while the exterior fractures
received about 40.2% of the total fluid. The stress shadow effects and the friction pressure drop along
the wellbore result in the curves of the interior and exterior fractures diverging. Based on the base case,
we modified the values of the fracture spacing, perforating number, injection rate, fluid viscosity and
number of fractures within the stage to analyze how these factors affect the effectiveness in promoting
a uniform fracture growth. These parameters were changed one at a time from the base case.

Figure 1. Three transverse fractures with a uniform spacing of 23.3 m in a single stage.

Table 1. Input parameters for simulation cases in this study.

Properties Case 1 Base Case Case 2 Case 3 Unit

Fracture spacing 10 23.3 15 30 m
Perforation density/cluster 12 16 20 24 -

Injection rate 10 12 14 16 m3/min
Fluid viscosity 2.0 3.5 10 24 mPa·s

Number of fractures within the stage 2 3 4 5 -

Figure 2. Three transverse fractures propagating simultaneously in a single stage.
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Figure 3. Percentage of total flow volume entering into each perforation cluster.

3.2. Effect of Fracture Spacing

With ultralow matrix permeability, one of the most effective ways to increase shale gas production
is to optimize the number of fracture initiation points along the lateral. However, stress shadow
effects can result from overly closely spaced fractures, resulting in an inefficient completion. Hence,
we investigated three different fracture spacing effects on the fracture geometry and compared this
with the base case. Each stage consists of three clusters, and the fracture spacings are 10 m, 15 m,
23.3 m, and 30 m (Figure 4), respectively. The simulation results show that the stress shadow effects
increase with the decreasing fracture spacing, resulting in two longer outer fractures and a shorter
middle fracture, as shown in Figure 5 and Table 2. The non-uniform fracture growth will significantly
reduce the perforation efficiency. This is because larger stress shadow effects would increase the flow
resistance of the middle fracture; less fluid enters into the middle fracture.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Different fracture spacings in a single stage: (a) 10 m; (b) 15 m; (c) 23.3 m; and (d) 30 m.
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Effects of the different values of fracture spacing on the fracture geometry: (a) 10 m; (b) 15 m;
(c) 23.3 m; and (d) 30 m.

Table 2. The results of fracture length affected by different cluster spacings.

Fracture Spacing, m 15 23.3 10 30

The length of fracture 1, m 490.1 492.6 495 492.6
The length of fracture 2, m 320.3 351.3 312.6 358.1
The length of fracture 3, m 488.3 489 494.1 487.3

3.3. Effect of Perforating Number

Perforation friction is a function of perforation density. The base case has a uniform perforation
design with 16 perforations for each cluster. In this subsection, three different cases were investigated:
two of them increase to 20 and 24 perforations for each cluster respectively, and another case uses only
12 perforations for each cluster. Figure 6 and Table 3 illustrate that fractures grow more non-uniformly
with the increasing perforation density for each cluster. The larger the perforation density, the
shorter the middle fracture and the longer the two outer fractures. In addition, it can be found that
12 perforations per cluster for three clusters in one stage are the optimal design in the Changning
shale gas field. While the perforation density for each cluster increases from 12 to 24, the length of the
middle fracture is reduced by 150% and the width is reduced by 25%, which significantly decreases
the cluster efficiency.
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Effects of different perforations per cluster on the fracture geometry: (a) 12; (b) 16; (c) 20; and
(d) 24.

Table 3. The results of fracture length affected by different perforating numbers.

Perforating Number 12 16 20 24

The length of fracture 1, m 463.3 492.6 541.3 580.3
The length of fracture 2, m 410.1 351.3 246.5 163.1
The length of fracture 3, m 460.9 489 536.6 573.8

3.4. Effect of Injection Rate

The injection rate is another important factor for affecting hydraulic fracturing treatments.
Additionally, we kept other parameters the same as the base case and investigated the effects of
different injection rates on the fracture geometry (Figure 7 and Table 4). Four injection rates were
considered: 10 m3/min, 12 m3/min, 14 m3/min and 16 m3/min. Since the injection time for all of the
cases was the same, more fluid volume was injected for the larger injection rate. Figure 7 shows that
a more uniform fracture geometry was achieved for the larger injection rate. The simulation results
demonstrate that a higher injection rate is better for promoting a uniform fluid volume distribution
and an even growth for each cluster in the Changning shale gas field. This is because that larger
injection rate can mitigate stress shadow effects and generate a higher perforation friction pressure
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drop. Consequently, the injection rate of the Changning shale gas field should be increased to improve
the cluster efficiency.

  

(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Effects of different injection rates on the fracture geometry: (a) 10 m3/min; (b) 12 m3/min; (c)
14 m3/min; and (d) 16 m3/min.

Table 4. The results of fracture length affected by different injection rates.

Injection Rate, m3/min 10 12 14 16

The length of fracture 1, m 487.7 492.6 507.2 526.7
The length of fracture 2, m 255.1 351.3 413.8 460.4
The length of fracture 3, m 484 489 503.6 523.3

3.5. Effect of Fluid Viscosity

We studied the effects of different fluid viscosities on the fracture geometry, and the simulation
results are shown in Figure 8. The other parameters are the same as those of the base case. The three
different viscosities of the injection fluid are, respectively, 2.0 mPa·s, 10 mPa·s and 24 mPa·s. An
injection fluid with a larger viscosity created a higher fluid pressure within the fracture and a wider
fracture width (Figure 8 and Table 5). A higher fluid pressure generated stronger stress shadow effects,
resulting in a larger variation of fluid distribution between perforation clusters. Figure 8 illustrates
that the length of the middle fracture is reduced by 40.6%, and the width increases by 76%, when the
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fluid viscosity increases from 2.0 mPa·s to 24 mPa·s. For that reason, the viscosity of the injection fluid
should be decreased to 2.0 mPa·s in the Changning shale gas field.

 
 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Effect of fluid viscosity on the fracture geometry: (a) 2 mPa·s; (b) 3.5 mPa·s; (c) 10 mPa·s; and
(d) 24 mPa·s.

Table 5. The results of fracture length affected by different fluid viscosities.

Fluid Viscosity, mPa·s 2.0 3.5 10 24

The length of fracture 1, m 487.7 492.6 512.1 531.6
The length of fracture 2, m 377.4 351.3 288.5 224.3
The length of fracture 3, m 485.5 489 503.0 511.7

3.6. Effect of Number of Fractures Within the Stage

The number of fractures within the stage is an important factor of hydraulic fracturing treatments,
which is the most effective way to increase production in the Haynesville [14]. Therefore, we studied
the impacts of different cluster numbers on the fracture geometry in a single stage. Under the condition
of the fixed stage length of 70 m, the cluster number of four cases is, respectively, 2, 3, 4 and 5, while
the other parameters are the same as the base case. The simulation results are shown in Figure 9
and Table 6. They illustrate that as the cluster number within the stage increases, the cluster spacing
decreases, and the stress shadow effects increase, leading to a longer total fracture length and shorter
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average fracture width. The optimal number of clusters in a single stage needs to be determined in
combination with the production simulation and economic evaluation. However, according to the
simulation results, if more than 4 clusters within the stage are used, one needs to utilize the intrastage
diversion techniques [23,24] to enhance cluster efficiency in the Changning shale gas field.

 
(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 9. Effects of different numbers of fracture within the stage on the fracture geometry: (a) 2; (b) 3;
(c) 4; and (d) 5.

Table 6. The results of fracture length affected by different number of fractures within the stage.

Number of Fractures within the Stage 2 3 4 5

The length of fracture 1, m 643.7 492.6 463.3 438.5
The length of fracture 2, m 641.7 351.3 226.5 232.7
The length of fracture 3, m 489 210.9 39.4
The length of fracture 4, m 457.6 220.9
The length of fracture 5, m 434.3

4. Discussions

In order to evaluate the effects of the fracture spacing, perforating number, injection rate, fluid
viscosity, and number of fractures within the stage on the fracture geometry in the Changning shale
gas field, we defined a deviation of the normalized fracture length [25]. This sequence can indicate
the main controlling factors for the effectiveness of fracture treatments. First, according to the basic
input parameters, the average fracture length in the example is calculated. Then, we calculated
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the deviation of the three fractures. In the same way, we calculated the maximum and minimum
deviation corresponding to the maximum and minimum values of each uncertain parameter. Finally,
we sorted each uncertain parameter according to the maximum and minimum deviation values.
Based on the sorting result and the deviation of the normalized fracture length, the Tornado plot
(Figure 10) was obtained. The x-axis is the calculated deviation of the normalized fracture length and
represents the effects of uncertain parameters on the uniformity of the fracture growth. The order of
uncertain parameters in the y-axis was determined by the absolute difference between the maximum
and minimum deviation of the normalized fracture length. The green bar represented a positive effect
and the black bar represented a negative effect. The middle mark represented the deviation of the
normalized fracture length of the base case. The Tornado plot shows that the number of fractures
within the stage is the most important parameter for affecting the fracture geometry in the Changning
shale gas field. A larger variation of fracture geometry will be created with either the increasing
number of fractures, the decreasing flow rate, the increasing perforating number or the increasing fluid
viscosity. The fracture spacing has a relatively smaller impact on the fracture geometry. It should be
mentioned that the spatial variations of the stress state, natural fractures and near wellbore tortuosity
are not considered in this study, but will be examined in our future work. Therefore, we should
improve the number of fractures in the stage with the intrastage diversion techniques. In addition, 16
m3/min of flow rate, 12 perforations for each cluster and an injection fluid with 2.0 mPa·s are better
for improving the effectiveness of the stimulation treatments in the Changning shale gas field.

Figure 10. Rank of five uncertain parameters on the deviation of the normalized fracture length.

5. Conclusions

We applied a complex fracture propagation model to simulate multiple fracture propagation in
the Changning shale gas field. The effects of the fracture spacing, perforating number, injection rate,
fluid viscosity, and number of fractures within the stage on the fracture geometry were investigated
based on field data from the Longmaxi shale formation in the Changning shale gas reservoir. The
following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

(1) The main factors for controlling the cluster efficiency in the Changning shale gas field are the
cluster numbers, the perforation density, the injection rate, and the liquid viscosity.

(2) Hydraulic fracture treatments with more than four clusters per stage, a lower injection rate,
larger perforating number, larger viscosity fluid, and closer fracture spacing can result in an
increasing gap between the inner fracture and outer fractures, and they will likely exhibit a bad
production performance.

(3) This study provides a better understanding of the way to appropriately optimize a hydraulic
fracturing treatment design which can increase the effective fracture number and promote the
shale gas well performance in Changning.
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Abstract: This paper presents insights on flow in porous media from a model tool based on complex
analysis methods (CAM) that is grid-less and therefore can visualize fluid flow through pores
at high resolution. Elementary pore network models were constructed to visualize flow and the
corresponding dynamic bottomhole pressure (BHP) profiles in a well at reservoir outflow points.
The pore networks provide the flow paths in shale for transferring hydrocarbons to the wellbore.
For the base case model, we constructed a single flow path made up of an array of pores and throats
of variable diameter. A passive ganglion (tracer) of an incompressible fluid was introduced to
demonstrate the deformation of such ganglions when moving through the pores. The simplified
micro-flow channel model was then expanded by stacking flow elements vertically and horizontally
to create complex flow paths representing a small section of a porous reservoir. With these model
elements in place, the flow transition from the porous reservoir fluid to the wellbore was modeled
for typical stages in a well life. The dynamic component of the bottomhole pressure (BHP) was
modeled not only during production but also during the drilling of a formation (with either balanced,
underbalanced or overbalanced wellbore pressure). In a final set of simulations, the movement of an
active ganglion (with surface tension) through the pore space was simulated by introducing a dipole
element (which resisted deformation during the movement through the pores). Such movement
is of special interest in shale, because of the possible delay in the onset of bubble point pressure
due to capillarity. Capillary forces may delay the reservoir to reach the bubble point pressure,
which postpones the pressure-drop trigger that would lead to an increase of the gas–oil ratio.
The calculation of the estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) with an erroneous assumption of an
early increase in the gas–oil ratio will result in a lower volume than when the bubble point delay
is considered.

Keywords: pore network; flow models; bottomhole pressure; bubble point pressure

1. Introduction

Pore sizes in shale basins range from a few nm to several μm [1–4]. Pore size and pore networks
control the porosity of a rock and connectivity between the pores controls the bulk permeability.
Pores in shale are so narrow that the already reduced permeability of shale formations is further
affected by the flow behavior in the reservoir, deviating from Darcy flow. Hydrocarbon reservoir fluids
typically have molecular diameters on the order of 1 Angstrom or 0.1 nm. Various conceptual models
exist to describe and quantify the behavior of fluids in nano-pores [5]. The effects include so-called
molecular size filtration and sievage, which become particularly relevant when the pore diameter
drops from 10 to 5 nm [6,7]. For multi-component hydrocarbon phases (e.g., CO2, CH4, C2–4, C5–6, and
C7+) the gas–oil ratio will generally increase when the reservoir pressure drops due to the pressure
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decline to below the bubble point pressure as a consequence of continued production. The phase
behavior can be modeled, which has an iterative impact on the reservoir pressure and compressibility
needs to be taken into account too. Calculations of the equation of state and vapor-liquid equilibrium
must be linked with the velocity and pressure field solutions to investigate the fundamental nature of
the interaction between the bubble point pressure and the capillary pressure due to interfacial tension
and pore geometry.

Rock–fluid interaction in variably sized pores may cause interfacial tension changes that influence
phase behavior via capillary pressure effects. Such thermodynamic processes result in so-called
non-Darcy flow, which refers to molecular effects that influence the fluid flow behavior other than—or
in addition to—viscous forces. The networks of pores form important flow paths in shale for
transferring hydrocarbons to fractures and finally to the wellbore. Recovery rates of oil and gas
from unconventional source rocks such as shale are still dismal (<10% for oil; <20% for gas). The low
recovery rates are primarily due to the ultra-low permeability of the rocks, which retards the flow
of hydrocarbons toward the hydraulic fractures that are connected to the production well [8,9].
The retarded flow of hydrocarbons via the shale pores is too slow for economic extraction, which can
be partly alleviated by flow stimulation through the hydraulic fracture treatment. Studying the effect
of the hydraulic fractures on the drainage efficiency of the well requires integration of field data with
detailed models, not only of flow in the fractures, but also of the fluid exchange between the matrix
pore space and the transecting fractures. Methods are needed to accelerate the drainage process from
shale wells.

Advanced imaging techniques, such as scanning electron microscopy, and bulk characterization
techniques, such as gas adsorption, mercury intrusion, or small-angle neutron scattering, have
confirmed that shale consists of a complex network of pores, ranging from micro-pores (less than
2 nm diameter; actual nano-pores), via meso-pores (2–50 nm diameter) to macro-pores (larger than
50 nm) [10–12]. The specific nature of pores in porous media may affect fluid motion in several ways.
The porosity is a measure of fluid storage capacity (storativity). A locally higher porosity slows down
the flow, resulting in longer transit times [13]. The porosity distribution does not affect the detailed flow
path in a porous medium with single-phase fluid flow and particle paths exclusively controlled by the
permeability distribution as a measure of resistance to fluid passage. Many producing shale plays in
the US have comparable permeability ranges between microDarcy to nanoDarcy, with corresponding
pore size varying between nm and μm. Examples of the scale variations of pore structures are included
in Figure 1.

When the reservoir fluid migration involves multi-phase flow behavior, particle paths will be
affected not only by the local permeability tensor, but also by the interaction of the fluid phases with
the pore space (molecular size filtration and sieving, capillarity delaying phase changes in narrow
pore spaces). Currently, the flow mechanisms through multi-porosity systems with nm-scale pores
are not well understood. Notwithstanding many open questions, numerous studies have shown that
fundamental properties such as the phase behavior, viscosity, and interfacial tension for multi-phase
flow through confined micro-channels in ultra-low permeability shale deviate from the conventional
behavior due to the capillary walls and fluid interactions [14,15]. In the larger, unconfined pore spaces,
fluid molecule–molecule interactions are the dominant transport mechanism and molecule-pore wall
interactions are negligible [16]. However, in the nano-scale pores, the pore size becomes comparable to
the dimensions of the molecular mean free path, which causes an increase in the mutual interaction of
hydrocarbon molecules and with pore walls, due to Van der Waals forces [17,18]. In gas reservoirs,
examples of nano-pore scale effects include gas slip and adsorption effects [19] and Knudsen diffusion,
which requires correction for apparent gas permeability [7,20].
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Figure 1. Augment scale of things with images of rock porosity diameters covering the same range.
Adapted from [21]. SEM images from [11].

In liquid hydrocarbon maturity windows, non-Darcy flow effects may impact gas to oil ratios
by lowering of the bubble point pressure due to the occurrence of elevated capillary forces in
nano-pores [22]. In nano-pore rocks, bubble point effects are not only regulated by local pressure but
also by rock–fluid interaction in the variably sized nano-pores, which will cause interfacial tension
changes that influence phase behavior via capillary pressure dynamics. For example, the bubble point
pressure may decrease due to capillary effects, resulting in two-phase flow being reached later in the
well life than in the absence of such effects [23]. This phenomenon is also seen in so-called liquid rich
shale (LRS) volatile oil reservoirs, where the bubble-point pressure is anomalously depressed due to the
change in Pressure-Volume-Temperature (PVT) properties associated with pore-confinement [24,25].
Prediction of such behavior from simulation models is essential to improve the accuracy of EUR
estimations for LRS reservoirs.

This study uses complex analysis methods (CAM) to construct elementary pore flow models.
Although many pore flow models exist, CAM has never before been used to construct pore-scale
network-models, until this study. The common aim of pore network models is to (1) improve our
understanding of molecular flow effects at the pore scale and (2) use the pore flow models to upscale
such effects for use at reservoir scale and in reservoir simulators. The ultimate aim is to successfully
translate the theoretical and experimental results into practical insights, which may lead to (1) more
accurate determination of estimated ultimate recovery (EUR), (2) improved predictions of the impact
of enhanced oil recovery (EOR) interventions on the EUR, and (3) more accurate forecasts of monthly
production profiles, which would result in more reliable evaluations of project economics, which
must underpin reserves classification. Although fulfillment of the stated aims will require much more
investigation, some early results of our new pore network flow model are presented here for the first
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time. What is particularly unique for CAM-based pore network models is the ability (a) to visualize
particle paths at the pore scale and (b) to study the flow transition from the porous reservoir space to
the wellbore space.

2. Modeling Approach

Many current investments and regulatory decisions in oil and gas projects are primarily based on
models with constitutive equations and flux function on a continuum scale (i.e., the length scale larger
than the pore scale). With investment focus shifting to shale plays, up-scaling of the pore-scale flow
behavior to the continuum scale needs to properly account for all pore-scale effects, which is why flow
studies at the pore-scale are relevant. This section reviews prior work (Section 2.1) and then introduces
CAM-based pore network models (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). The pore network model of Section 2.3 is
subsequently used to assemble a model of the transition zone between the porous reservoir and the
wellbore (Section 3).

2.1. Prior Modeling Efforts

The pore structure of rock samples can be imaged at high resolution [26] but capturing the
complex orientations and dimensions of the pores in actual flow models of porous media still remains
a challenge. A crucial aspect of flow in porous media is the interaction between the matrix and
hydraulic (and any natural) fractures near the treatment zone. Modeling flow in fractured porous
media, such as rocks and unconsolidated sands, are among the most challenging problems both in
hydrogeology [27,28] and in reservoir engineering [29,30]. One approach prevalent in simulations of
fractured reservoirs uses the dual-porosity model [31] and its numerous expansions [29]. The reservoir
is modeled by separating domains of connected fractures with 100% porosity and a certain assumed
permeability with matrix pores acting as storage space. Transfer functions and shape factors were
introduced to control the exchange of fluid between matrix and fractures [32–34].

Early mathematical models of flow through rock fractures are mainly limited to cubic law
formulations for fluid flow transport through just a single fracture [35], expanded in later work
with factors accounting for wall roughness [36,37]. The transient effect of stress on flow in a single
fracture due to dilation effects has also been quantified [38–40], with further efforts to account for
inertia effects due to turbulent fluid at high rates of injection [41]. More recent work takes into account
solute transport [42,43] and chemical interaction [44,45].

Modeling advective displacement in fractured porous media is challenging enough for
single-phase flow, but becomes more complicated when a multi-phase flow is considered. Capillary
forces between immiscible wetting phase (e.g., gas) and non-wetting phase (e.g., oil) may cause
entrapment of the oil in certain pores [46,47]. Prior research introduced theoretical concepts on the
role of capillary forces in water-flooding efficiency [48,49], backed up with some experimental data
that show the effect of capillarity on oil transport in pore interstices, including trapping and snapping
of oil droplets [50]. Recent experimental work has also shown that oil–water interaction in porous
media may result in oil-in-water emulsions, which affect the pressure field and thus the oil recovery
speed [51]. When the fluid is miscible, the fluid mixture may be considered to move as a single phase
modeled by Darcy’s law assuming incompressible miscible displacement. However, flow mechanisms
of emulsions through porous media are not well understood. When the multi-phase flow is immiscible,
fluid transport can be described by a fractional flow model, using operator splitting methods [52].

More recently, multi-phase pore-scale simulations have become possible [53–56], which import
the pore geometry obtained from micro-CT (computerized tomography) scans of real rocks. Such
models avoid the simplifications adopted in mathematically generated pore-network models and allow
pore size driven flow accounting for capillary or viscous dominate flow as appropriate. However, such
so-called direct simulation is still very computationally intensive (and thus costly and cumbersome),
which is why the use of simplified pore and pore network models is still merited. Pore models using
single channels and with straight flow streams have been previously used [57]. Pore space network
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models are commonly based on a regular lattice assumption, typically a cubic lattice [58]. An in-depth
review of pre-network models is given in [59].

2.2. Complex Analysis Method (CAM)

We introduce a new, simple two-dimensional approach to model flow paths in the pores and
the pore-throats of the porous network. The method expands our recent research program that
models the flow in porous media with a grid-less simulator based on complex analysis methods
((CAM); [60–65]). The method can handle permeability anisotropy and reservoir heterogeneity due to
the presence of discrete fractures [66,67]. The method also allows for porosity variations to accelerate
or decelerate the transit time along streamlines [13]. A prime motivation to use CAM, as a modeling
method complementary to models based on finite difference methods, is the grid-less and continuously
scalable nature of the code. The high resolution of CAM models may provide complementary insight
to finite volume-based simulators. The capability to model flow in fractured porous media at high
resolution is particularly useful for fracture treatment design optimization [65,67–69], in order to
ultimately improve recovery factors of shale wells and maximize return on investment.

2.2.1. Single Pore Throat Channel Example

For the base case model, we use a single flow path made up of an array with an increasing number
of pores and throats of variable diameter. The fluid flow in the reservoir is assumed to occur by a
natural drive from an aquifer, which can be represented by a far-field flow with a constant velocity
and, if necessary, a particular tilt angle [66]. When the flow in the porous medium is studied at a
macroscopic scale, the streamlines for the far-field flow entering the reservoir space from the left in a
homogeneous system remained completely unperturbed (all streamlines remained perfectly parallel).
For a flow rate of 1.5 m/year (4.8 × 10−8 m/s) the fluid would travel 28.8 × 10−6 m in 600 s, as
outlined by time-of-flight-contours (TOFCs, red) (Figure 2). The streamlines are represented by green
curves and the transit time is marked by TOFCs, spaced for intervals of 60 s.

Figure 2. (a) Flow model space marked with streamlines (green) and the time-of-flight-contours (red).
Flow comes in from the left. (b) Isobars for pressure field (warm colors indicate higher pressure)
calculated by taking the real part of the complex potential for configuration in (a). Algorithms for the
model are given in Appendix A. Length units are scaled in μm (both x-axis and y-axis).

Figure 3 shows an elementary pore flow model, using a constant far-field flow velocity of
1.5 m/year (4.8 × 10−8 m/s). The algorithms to simulate the flow in micro- and nano-pores are
formulated in complex analysis calculus and details are given in Appendix A. A large number of
simplifying assumptions are adopted. The model is 2D and all fluid flow occurs in the plane of study.
We assume all flow tubes (micro-channels) are made up by one or more pores and throats and pore
throat orientations stay horizontally aligned with the flow direction from the negative x-axis to the
positive x-axis. Gravity forces and inertia effects are neglected, justified by the local scale and the slow
motion of the fluid, respectively. Capillary forces due to multi-phase flow are initially neglected and
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heterogeneity due to spatial variations in water-wet and oil-wet rock surfaces are also ignored. So, the
outset is a very simple pore network model, occupied by a Newtonian, incompressible fluid. The flow
rate through the pores may either be steady or time-dependent and is a function of strength υ for the
channel element [66]. The flow strength of the pores/pore-throats can be scaled such that these vary,
depending on the strength of the steady-state far-field flow and the dimensions of the pores.

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) 

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of an elementary pore-model showing a pore and a pore throat. (b): Elementary
pore-flow model comprised of array of various pores and pore-throats. Flow is represented by
streamlines (green) and time-of-flight-contours (TOFC) (red), with spacing of 60 s. Total time-of-flight
is 600 s, time step Δt = 0.008 s. Height and width for pore-throat(s) is 2 × 10−6 and 5 × 10−6 m,
respectively and for pore-spaces 4 × 10−6 and 5 × 10−6 m, respectively. The far-field flow velocity is
3.2 × 10−6 m/s. The strength of pore-throat and pore space is 10−18 m4/s, about 150 times the velocity
of the far-field flow (after adjusting for unit dimensions). Length units are scaled in μm (both x-axis
and y-axis). (c–e) Same as (b) but with different arrangements of pores and pore throats.

Figure 3a–d shows how fluid flow paths and local velocities are affected by the pores and
pore-throats in different configurations. The effect of the pores on the streamlines is visualized using
different combinations of the pores and pore-throats acting as a single horizontal micro-channel. We
assume that the depth, width, and height of the pore-throats is 1 × 10−6 m, 5 × 10−6 m, and 2 × 10−6 m,
respectively. Similarly, the pore dimensions are 1 × 10−6 m, 5 × 10−6 m, and 4 × 10−6 m, respectively.
For both pores and pore-throats, the assigned strength is 7.2 × 10−7 m4/s, and consequently due
to a constant flux moving through a narrowing space. The highest flow rates occur in the narrower
pore-throats. The total time of simulation is 600 s, using a time-step of 0.008 s. The relatively short
duration of the simulation and time-step captures the movement of fluid across the micro-pores
(Figure 3a–d). Inflow and outflow domains are shown to highlight constriction of streamlines and
acceleration of the flight time in the pore space, as marked by the time-of-flight contours (red).

The pressure for the configurations of Figure 3c is given in Figure 4, which shows that the pressure
differential at the pore-throat entrances is higher as compared to that of the wider pores. The pressure
profile in such micro-pores varies with pore throat size and increases when capillary forces are involved
(multi-phase flow). Local flow rates in the pore throats may be several times faster than in the wider
pores (ignoring multi-phase flow effects).
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Figure 4. Pressure field (Pa) calculated by taking the real part of the complex potential for configuration
in Figure 3c. The increase in pressure is localized in the pore throats. Narrower pore diameters show
higher pressure gradients, as expected. The macroscopic permeability is 600 nD, viscosity as 1 cP, far
field flow velocity is 1.5 m/year, and pore strengths is 225 m4/year. Length units are scaled in μm
(both x-axis and y-axis).

2.2.2. Movement of a Passive Ganglion through an Elementary Pore-Network

A passive ganglion, made up by tracers of incompressible fluid introduced in the far-field flow at
time zero, was followed as it moved along the particle paths to study the effect of pores on fluid flow
(Figure 5a). For the base case model, we assume that the capillary pressure around the ganglion iss
negligible, hence the ganglion easily deforms when passing through the pores. Figure 5b shows that the
ganglion starts to “feel” the effect of pores towards the flow front at a time as early as 60 s. At around
180 s (Figure 5c), the initially circle-shaped ganglion completely deforms into a dumbbell-shaped body
(due to stretch) when the streamlines maze and converge inside the pore space. After a flow time of
300 s (Figure 5d), the ganglion reverts nearly to its original shape, albeit with some imperfections.
Later in this study, we present a case with a ganglion with interfacial tension, which may resist to
stretch and deform due to surface tension, slowing flow in (or even blocking) the pore space.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Movement of a passive ganglion (brown body) through elementary micro-pore domain in
central part of the flow model. Dimensions of the pores, strength, and duration of simulation are the
same as in Figure 3. Flow is steady and shows (a) initial position of the circular ganglion, with a radius
of 4 × 10−6 m and (b–d) position and shapes of the ganglion after 60, 180, and 300 s, respectively.
Length units are scaled in μm (both x-axis and y-axis).
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2.3. Multi-Pore Network Model

The simplified micro-flow channel model (Figures 3 and 5) can be expanded with an assumption
that several elementary models are stacked vertically and horizontally to create complex flow paths
that are more representative for a small section of a porous reservoir. The pore-space of a representative
reservoir section can be modeled superposing short channel segments with varying height and width
in an array of pores and throats. The dimensions of the pores and throats in the pore network model
are kept spatially constant, but heterogeneities in pore spaces would affect the flow paths and can be
introduced by spatial variations in pore dimensions.

The motivation for constructing the micro-pore network model is to demonstrate how the pores
interact and affect the overall flow path. Figure 6 shows that flow converges towards the pore network
with each pore and pore-throat, given the same flow strength. The dimensions of the pores, the
strength of the far-field flow and total simulation time are constant and identical to those used in the
base case models of Figures 3 and 5. However, the strength of the pores is reduced to prevent fluid
flow congregating only toward the central row of pores. Some boundary effects cannot be excluded:
Outer pores receive slightly less fluid and remedying that situation would require a much larger pore
network system to reduce outer boundary effects. The micro-pore network model (Figure 6), being
well aware of the boundary effects experienced by the outer pores, provides a practical tool to explore
fundamental questions regarding capillary effects and time-dependent changes in pore pressure due
to PVT effects on fluid miscibility.

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

(c) 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(d) 

Figure 6. (a) Overview of multi-pore flow space showing streamlines. (b) Central section of the
multi-pore model with the matrix between the pores filled with dark dye. The dimensions of the pores,
the strength of the streamlines, and duration of simulation is the same as in Figures 3 and 5. The
strength of the pores is 30 times the strength of the far-field flow. (c) Flow of passive ganglion (brown
body) through the micro-pore network model. Snapshots of passive ganglion are given for 60, 240,
360, and 480 s. (d) Continuum model with dyed blob to study the movement of fluid particles would
not change shape as in pore network model, and interfacial contact surface or length does not change,
unlike that seen in case (c) due to deformation in the pore space. Length units are scaled in μm.

The explicit boundaries of the pore-spaces (Figure 6a) can be defined by delineating no-flow
boundaries around the pores as shown in Figure 6b. Fluid particles that do not cross the pore space are
grayed out and act as no-flow barriers between individual pore arrays. The path of a passive ganglion
was tracked in the experimental pore-network model as seen in Figure 6c. A ganglion (brown circle)
with a radius of 2.25 × 10−6 m moves for ten minutes through a pore system with a far-field velocity
of 1.5 m/year (4.8 × 10−8 m/s). The strength of the pores is 1.44 × 10−6 m4/s and the total time of
flight is 600 s. The position and shapes of the passive ganglion passing through the pore network are
shown at regular time steps of 60, 240, 300, 360, and 540 s, respectively. Figure 6d shows a continuum
model with dyed blob moving with the flow, where the shape of the blob doesn’t change, as in the
pore network model. Interfacial contact surface or circumferential length does not change, unlike that
seen in Figure 6c, where the interfacial outline of the ganglion shows substantial length increases due
to deformation in the pore space.

The simulation of Figure 6 again neglects any capillary pressure. The mathematical model needs
to be modified to represent the surface tension of a ganglion and to account for the capillary pressure.
Before discussing such a modification with movement of an active ganglion through the pores affected
by capillary pressure effects in a later section (Section 4), we first need to expand the pore network
model to include the intersection of the reservoir space and the wellbore, which can be used to
construct dynamic bottomhole pressure profiles for reservoir fluid entering the wellbore when leaving
the pore space.

3. Dynamic Bottomhole Pressure Profiles

With the basic pore network model in place, we next construct flow models to determine the
dynamic bottomhole pressure (BHP) due to the flow transition between the reservoir space and the
wellbore. For a non-flowing well, the BHP is equal to the hydrostatic pressure due to the dead weight
of the fluid column in the well. When the well is flowing, the BHP may change according to the
pressure gradients associated with the fluid circulation. The below models are presented for the
dynamic pressure gradient due to flow, which adds a dynamic BHP to the static BHP to obtain a total
BHP for the flowing well. The effect of natural gas lift due to dissolution below the bubble pressure was
initially ignored in the dynamic pressure model. While the release of dissolved gas in the production
tube would contribute to increase the dynamic component of the BHP, the lighter gas would lower the
static BHP and therefore tended to suppress the overall BHP for the flowing well.

3.1. Model Design

The model set-up is sketched in Figure 7a. The reservoir section is modeled by the pore network
model of Figure 6. The wellbore section is modeled by an elementary model of the fluid circulation in
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the production tube (Figure 7b). Alternatively, the wellbore section can be modeled by fluid circulation
via the drill string and the annulus (see later). The model design (Figure 7a) includes a mirror image of
the well system to ensure stability in the CAM solution space. However, the mirror image well system
is not necessarily required and we later realized that only a little distortion occurs by leaving out the
mirror well. Nonetheless, the models presented in this study utilized the full system symmetry.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Schematic of the reservoir–wellbore transition model with flow directions. (b) Production
tube flow model with streamlines (green) for flow from reservoir to the wellbore obtained by solving
the stream function using a particle tracking method based on incremental particle displacement in a
Eulerian reference frame (as opposed to a Lagrangian reference frame). Length units are scaled in cm
(both x-axis and y-axis).

3.2. Producer and Injection Wells

During production, the flowing well generally shows an increased BHP relative to the static BHP,
simply because formation fluid moves into the well, which adds a dynamic pressure gradient to the
static pressure gradient in the production tube. Figure 8a shows the streamlines for the producing well.
The wellbore flow occurs by a natural pressure drive. We emphasize that the model only focuses on
the flow dynamics near the base of the well and gravity is neglected for simplicity. The weight of the
static fluid column in the wellbore adds a static BHP component which increases with depth. The total
BHP equals the static BHP plus the dynamic BHP. The dynamic pressure distribution is contoured in
Figure 8b. The assumed model parameters are given in Table 1. Pore sizes were upscaled by a factor of
10−6 for visualization.
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Figure 8. Producer well. (a) Streamlines (green) for flow from reservoir to the wellbore obtained
by solving the stream function for the integrated system. (b) Pressure field obtained by solving the
corresponding potential function scaled in units of cm2 s−1 (Case 4, Table 1). (c) Dynamic bottomhole
pressure profiles (along vertical axis in cm2 s−1) for production well. Central portion of profile (in
wellbore) needs to be folded downward to correct for branch cut effect (i.e., bottomhole pressure (BHP)
minimum occurs in the wellbore center). Length units are scaled in cm (both x-axis and y-axis).

Table 1. Inputs for wellbore models.

Physical Quantity
Producer

Case 4
Injector
Case 5

Underbalanced
Case 3

Overbalanced
Case 6

Pore Strength (cm4·s−1) 5 × 10−6 5 × 10−6 5 × 10−6 5 × 10−6

Pore-throat Strength (cm4·s−1) 1 × 10−5 1 × 10−5 1 × 10−5 1 × 10−5

Pore Width (cm) 4 4 4 4
Pore-throat Width (cm) 1 1 1 1

Reservoir Boundary Strength (cm4·s−1) 6 × 10−4 6 × 10−4 6 × 10−4 6 × 10−4

Annulus Strength (cm4·s−1) 6 × 10−4 6 × 10−4 6 × 10−4 1.20 × 10−3

Tubing Strength (cm4·s−1) 6 × 10−4 6 × 10−4 6 × 10−4 6 × 10−4

Reservoir Boundary Width (cm) 23 23 23 23

Several fundamental insights can be gleaned from the base production model of Figure 8a,b. First,
in the reservoir, the pressure dropped toward the well, which led to fluid acceleration or velocity
increase of fluid particles moving toward the well (see Appendix A and [70]). Streamlines initially
converge, but then diverge as fluid moves from the reservoir into the well. The entire velocity field is
governed by the equation of motion, as captured in the complex potential used to model the streamlines
of Figure 8a. In our present study, the pressure plots (such as in Figure 8b) include regions of adverse
pressure gradients, where flow appears to move counter to the pressure gradient. Removal of the
so-called integral branch cuts leads to the local development of these apparent, adverse pressure
gradients. Such regions are artifacts of the computational solution method that assigns a single value
to a multi-valued complex elementary function [71,72]. For example, choosing the positive rather
than the negative root when jumping over a potential branch cut boundary will swap the sign of the
pressure gradient. Adverse pressure gradients occur in the peripheral quadrants of the simulated
reservoir and in the central square space where fluid flowed from the porous reservoir into the wellbore
(Figure 8b). The bottomhole pressure profile in Figure 8c can be corrected for the adverse pressure
gradient by flipping down the central profile region between the branch cuts coinciding with the
wellbore. The flip will result in a continuous V-shaped pressure profile across the wellbore an into the
adjacent reservoir space.

A model for the injection well case is given in Figure 9a,b. The dynamic component of the BHP
in the wellbore appears lower than in the directly adjacent reservoir space, which is, again, a purely
mathematical branch cut effect. The pressure profile in Figure 9c marks the locations (dashed lines)
where the branch cut causes apparent pressure gradient changes. The solution is accurate for the
assumptions and initial conditions used and the dynamic BHP component can be corrected by simply
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folding up the central trough in Figure 9c to obtain a continuous Λ-shaped pressure profile for the
injection well. A continuous Λ-shaped pressure profile appears as fluid leaves the porous reservoir
space and enters the wellbore, detail of which has not been modeled in any prior study. The BHP
gradient in the wellbore should alert production engineers that pressure readings from downhole
pressure gauges will be greatly influenced by their actual lateral position in the bottomhole space.

Figure 9. Injection well. (a) Blue streamlines are for fluid from the wellbore invading the reservoir
space. Green streamlines are for fluid originally in the reservoir and displaced by the wellbore fluid.
The result is obtained by solving the stream function of the composite flow field. (b) Pressure field
obtained by solving the corresponding potential function scaled in units of cm2 s−1 (Case 5, Table 1). (c)
Dynamic BHP pressure profile (along vertical axis in cm2 s−1) at reservoir–wellbore transition. Length
units are scaled in cm (both x-axis and y-axis).

3.3. Wellbore Pressures during Drilling

When drilling the well, a factor that influences the dynamic component of the BHP for a given
mud weight is the viscous friction of the mud return circulation in the annulus. For a so-called pressure
balanced well, there is no contribution of formation fluid to the circulation of the drilling fluid. All
circulation is by drilling mud alone, which moves to the bottom of the well via the drill string pipe
and then exits via the mud motor (in the bottomhole assembly, BHA) to return to the surface via
the annulus (Figure 10a). Our simple model shows that, for a balanced well, the dynamic pressure
gradient contribution to the BHP, due to the mud circulation directly below the drill pipe, is lower
than for the nearby annulus (Figure 10b).

In well control, the primary concern is to keep the BHP close to the formation pressure to avoid
the occurrence of either underbalanced or overbalanced wellbore pressures, essentially to minimize
any dynamic contribution to the BHP due to fluid exchange with the penetrated formations. As long
as the drilling fluid pressure is balanced or only slightly exceeds the local formation pressure at each
depth, the well will not take in undue flow from escaping formation fluid after the drill penetrates
the formation(s). However, when there is fluid exchange with the reservoir during drilling, due to
mismatches in the balance of the mud pressure and the formation fluid pore pressure, two basic cases
may occur: Underbalanced and overbalanced pressures at the wellbore wall.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) Streamlines and stream function solution (color grades) for mud circulating down the
drill string and up the annulus. Minor circulation occurs outside the annulus, which is an artifact of
the model method. (b) Corresponding potential function solution. Length units are scaled in cm (both
x-axis and y-axis).

Underbalanced wellbore pressure may lead to a premature flow of formation fluids into the well,
with a risk of pressure escalation into a blowout. For such cases, the formation pressure adds a dynamic
pressure component to the BHP when formation fluid flows into the well (Figure 11a,b). A dynamic
pressure low developed at the wellbore wall, which establishes a favorable pressure gradient for the
fluid moving into the wellbore from the far-field reservoir space. Pores that are filled with fluid near the
wellbore wall have a higher pressure than the fluid in the adjacent wellbore. The potential occurrence
of negative net pressures on the inner wellbore wall when the formation pressure is underbalanced
was assumed in prior studies [73,74].

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Underbalanced pressure while drilling. (a) Green streamlines are for fluid flowing from the
penetrated formation to the fluid annulus between the drill string and the wellbore. Blue streamlines
are for circulating drilling mud. Due to drilling mud pressure deficit (underbalance) native pore fluid
from the formation can move up the annulus. Flow field is solved using a stream function describing
the composite flow field. (b) Pressure field obtained by solving the corresponding potential function
scaled in units of cm2 s−1 (Case 3, Table 1). Length units are scaled in cm (both x-axis and y-axis).
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The final case modeled is for an overbalanced wellbore pressure, which may lead to a dynamic
increase of the BHP when drilling fluid starts to invade the formation, leading to drilling mud losses
(Figure 12a,b). Note tha the model for the overbalanced wellbore of Figure 12a,b is akin to the model for
the injection well case of Figure 9a,b. For underbalanced formation pressure while drilling (Figure 11)
and overbalanced formation pressure while drilling (Figure 12), dynamic bottomhole pressure profiles
are given in Figure 13a,b. For the underbalanced pressure profile (Figure 13a), formation rock pores
that are filled with fluid near the wellbore wall have a pressure lower than the fluid in the adjacent
wellbore. Remember one must apply a branch cut flip to the central profile section in the underbalanced
wellbore (Figure 13a) to obtain the correct V-shaped pressure profile. Likewise, for the overbalanced
wellbore (Figure 13b), the dynamic BHP profile will have a Λ-shaped pressure profile after correction
for the branch cut flip.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Overbalanced pressure while drilling. (a) Blue streamlines are for circulating drilling mud.
Formation fluid cannot move into the annulus die to overbalanced drilling, but drilling fluid can invade
the reservoir pore space. Green streamlines are for fluid originally in the penetrated formation, which
is displaced deeper into the formation space due to drilling mud pressure excess (overbalance). Flow
field is solved using a stream function describing the composite flow field. (b) Pressure field obtained
by solving the corresponding potential function scaled in units of cm2 s−1 (Case 6, Table 1). Length
units are scaled in cm (both x-axis and y-axis).

Figure 13. Dynamic bottomhole pressure profiles using the potential function (along vertical axis in
cm2 s−1) for (a) underbalanced formation pressure while drilling (Figure 11) and (b) overbalanced
formation pressure while drilling (Figure 12). Length units are scaled in cm (both x-axis and y-axis).
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As noted in earlier in Section 3.2, the dynamic bottomhole pressure component in a horizontal
section across the wellbores (halfway the formation) is not constant but varies laterally. The occurrence
of such local pressure gradients should alert drilling engineers that pressure readings from the
bottomhole assembly will be greatly influenced by the lateral position of the pressure gauge in
the bottomhole space.

4. Multi-Phase Flow Effects

The simulations of Sections 2 and 3 neglected any capillary pressure. The pressure inside and
outside of a passive ganglion passing through the pore models (Figures 5 and 6) remain the same when
no interfacial tension exists between the dyed blob and the ambient fluid. Flow in a reservoir with
pressure above bubble point occurs as single-phase oil displacement (Sections 2 and 3). If native water
is present, it may be assumed to be drained by the piston-like movement of the non-wetting fluid (oil)
as portrayed in Figure 14a. Locally, the flow may be accompanied by imbibition of the capillary space
by the wetting fluid (native water) as in Figure 14b.

Figure 14. (a) Two-phase fluid contact with surface tension between non-wetting phase (e.g., oil) and
wetting phase (e.g., water). (b) Piston-like movement occurs when non-wetting fluid (oil) sweeps the
wetting fluid.

The oil ganglions must move through the pore space much like a single-phase flow, to leave
behind as little residual oil as possible in the pore space of a reservoir drained by a well (Figures 5
and 6). However, when there is interfacial tension, a ganglion of non-wetting fluid from the bulk of
the reservoir upon entering a narrow cylindrical pore tube (Figure 15a) will experience a capillary
pressure, which will increase when pores become narrower until the pressure reaches the limiting
value given by the Young–Laplace equation. There will be a pressure difference inside and outside the
ganglion equal to the capillary pressure. When the (non-wetting) fluid exits a pore throat as shown in
Figure 15b due to the pressure gradient, the capillary pressure will first increase when the interface
expands. On further flow, the pressure will decrease and the volume of the sphere will increase while
the capillary pressure decreases.
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(b) 

(a) 

Figure 15. (a) Conceptual model of the movement of a non-wetting phase from the bulk reservoir
to a narrowing pore throat, displacing a wetting phase. The capillary pressure increases up to the
maximum value Pc given by Young–Laplace equation. (b) Movement of non-wetting phase from a
channel to the bulk of the reservoir and the corresponding pressure profile.

4.1. Capillary Pressure Effects

The contact angle between two immiscible fluids and a wall depends on interfacial tension of the
fluids and the nature of their contact surface. For example, Figure 16 shows the systematic reduction of
interfacial tension by the addition of various surfactants (Surf 1–4) to the water phase, which reduced
the contact angle with Eagle Ford wall rock. The experiment of Figure 16 primarily shows that the
injection of chemical surfactants (in a laboratory test) can be effective in freeing the oil from the rock by
reducing interfacial tension. The contact angles and the interfacial tension, as shown in Figure 16, were
highly dependent on the fluids and the contact surface. For example, the surface tension and contact
angle for mercury and air are 480 mN/m and 140◦, respectively [75]. The experiment of Figure 16 is
under static conditions, but a similar reduction in contact angle will occur when a ganglion moves
through a rock-pore network flow path.

Figure 16. Contact angles for oil drop, adhering to oil–wet shale surface, varies with surface tension.
Addition of various surfactants (Surf 1–4) to the pure interstitial water (left) leads to an increasing
degree of the surface repelling the oil drop. The most effective surfactant (Surf 4) causes the most
separation from the surface. Source: Dr. David Schechter, Texas A&M University.

We now seek to explore further the effects of multi-phase flow. When there is interfacial tension
between two phases, then a pressure difference will occur, inside and outside an active ganglion in the
confined pore space, equal to the capillary pressure. The mathematical model needs to be modified to
represent the effects of the capillary pressure on the movement of a ganglion.
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4.2. Movement of an Active Ganglion through an Elementary Pore-Network

The various modes of movement of a non-wetting, active ganglion (with surface tension) through
an elementary pore flow model are schematically shown in Figure 17a,b. The movement of a ganglion
through the pore models of Figures 3–6 was modeled neglecting any capillary pressure. With surface
tension effects, the fluid blob would resist deformation and such an active ganglion may snap off in
the middle as shown by Figure 17b. Below, an attempt is made to adapt our pore network flow model
to account for certain surface tension effects.

Figure 17. Principal sketches of non-wetting phase (e.g., oil, red) in interfacial contact with wetting
phase (water or gas). (a) Fracture model shows a fracture space widening downstream (top) and
narrowing (bottom). (b) Pore throat model showing stretching of oil ganglion during flow (top) and
snapping into oil drops due to capillary forces when flow slows (bottom).

Figure 18a–d shows the progressive movement of an active ganglion through an elementary pore
model representing the reservoir space. Interfacial tension between two phases during a multi-phase
flow, affecting the movement of the active ganglion with a surface tension, is represented by a dipole
(which can be scaled as a surface tension effect) that resisted deformation during the movement
through the pores (without the snapping effect, which requires implementation of Rankine flow
elements). The radius of the point dipole is inversely proportional to the square root of the far-field
flow velocity. The velocity of the far-field flow is accelerated in the micro-channel, which is why the
radius of the active ganglion varied when it moved through the pore network. Variations in the radius
of the ganglion may be mitigated by splitting the original point dipole into a line dipole, allowing the
dipole to stretch and morph into a Rankine body formed by a spaced point source and a point sink.
The procedure proposed for implementing this solution is included in the final section of Appendix B,
which is a potential topic of future study.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 18. Movement of an active ganglion through a micro-channel. From left to right, top to bottom:
(a) The initial/reference position of the ganglion. (b–d) Position and shapes of the ganglion at 60, 180,
and 300 s, respectively. The radius of the starting ganglion is 4 × 10−6 m. The dimensions of the pores,
strength, and duration of simulation are the same as in Figures 4 and 5. The strength of the dipole is 10
times the strength of the far-field flow. Length units are scaled in μm (both x-axis and y-axis).

4.3. Bubble Point Delay Due to Capillarity

The co-production of gas by the well (even when the reservoir is still above the bubble point
pressure), occurs by dissolution of gas molecules from the single-phase oil when the produced fluid
moves up the production tube and the pressure drops below bubble point at a certain depth (Figure 19).
For such cases, the gas–oil ratio in early well life is mainly due to the dissolution of associated gas in
the wellbore, which then provides a natural gas lift to the produced fluid. The total volume of the gas
bubbles rising in the production tube can be history-matched using the production data and gas to oil
ratio at any one time.

Figure 19. Dissolution of the gas molecules from the single oil phase occurring when the produced
fluid moves up in the production tube and the pressure drops below bubble point at a certain depth.
Length units are scaled in cm (both x-axis and y-axis).
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Although an increase in the gas oil ratio increases fluid buoyancy and lift rates in the wellbore,
the flow of gas–oil emulsions toward the well via the reservoir pore space may be retarded by a higher
degree of multi-phase flow when the gas–oil ratio increases. Changes in the gas–oil ratio of a fluid at
reservoir PVT conditions are partly controlled by pressure depletion due to continued fluid extraction.
An additional factor related to the advent of bubble point pressure conditions occurs in nanoDarcy
rocks due to capillary effects, which may delay an increase in the gas oil ratios by lowering of the
bubble point pressure due to the occurrence of elevated capillary forces in the nano-pores [22].

When the reservoir pressure finally drops below the bubble point, gas dissolution occurs not only
for fluid in the wellbore, but also in the reservoir. Multi-phase flow then occurs in the reservoir and
interfacial tension effects will intensify due to the generation of expanding gas bubbles in the reservoir
before the fluid reaches the well. Two extreme scenarios can be considered: (1) Large pores dominat
the flow in the reservoir, which is when capillarity will not contribute to the production process of the
well, and (2) the pore-space includes nm-scale pores with significant capillarity. For the latter case,
capillarity may delay the bubble point pressure in the reservoir, and by preventing an early rise in the
gas–oil ratio, the effectwill suppress the oil EUR of the well. The history-matched EUR based on early
production data (above bubble point pressure) needs to be corrected for the capillary effect to arrive at
a more accurate EUR forecast.

The capillary effect may delay the actual bubble point pressure as the fluid nears the theoretical
bubble point pressure for the fluid composition of the reservoir. Calculations of the equation of state
and vapor–liquid equilibrium can be linked with the velocity and pressure field solutions of our
simplified model to investigate the fundamental nature of the interaction between the bubble point
pressure and the capillary pressure due to interfacial tension and pore geometry. Once the EUR
correction due to the delay in the bubble point pressure is quantified using the fluid composition of
the reservoir, history-matching of the predicted gas–oil ratio in late well life against the actual gas
ratio will tell us which of the two scenarios considered is closest to reality. We expect the capillary
effect to be likely to remain limited because most reservoir fluid will reach the well via the larger pores
and micro-fractures, in which case, the bubble point pressure delay due to capillarity will not occur
for the bulk of the fluid produced. There would be no delay in the increase of the gas–oil ratio of the
well and the bubble point pressure is reached in a growing portion of the reservoir space, unaffected
by capillarity.

5. Discussion

Several fundamental aspects of flow in a porous medium with single-phase and multi-phase flow
effects have been considered in the elementary CAM pore-network model. The models of Section 2
show that even a passive fluid ganglion will deform in a pore network in a way different from an
up-scaled continuum model (compare Figure 6c,d). Subsequently, the BHP was modeled as a result of
the transition of fluid flow from the porous reservoir to the open wellbore (Section 3). The models of
dynamic bottomhole pressure presented are complementary to nodal analysis production models [76]
which account for the global decline in reservoir pressure and its impact on the flow rate of the well
(and vice versa). Finally, capillarity effects were considered in Section 4, including the movement of
an active ganglion. Changes in the gas–oil ratio were also discussed, associated with changes in the
bubble point pressure. Some additional thoughts are shared in the discussion items below.

5.1. Scaling BHP Models and Flow Velocities

The models in Section 4 of the flow transition between the pore space and the wellbore are
synthetic models, not scaled for any particular prototype well. In case the model is applied to real
well data, scaling of all input parameters is essential to obtain quantitative results with predictive
value on well performance. Such scaling must follow common rules of dimensional analysis,
with particular attention to rheological similarity [77], a dynamic aspect of flow scaling that is often
overlooked. The flow velocities for the streamline models of Figures 8a, 9a, 11a and 12a are captured
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everywhere in the system by the set of superposed complex potentials used to construct the flow
model. The magnitudes of the velocities are contoured in Figure 20a–d (comparing cases of Figures 8a,
9a, 11a and 12a). The models highlight that the fastest flow rates occur in the production tube of the
well. However, flow rates in the pore throats of the pore network model are also quite high and, in the
case of the underbalanced drilling model (Figure 20c), are generally higher than in the production
tube. The high flow rates in narrow pores in the case of a production well (Figure 20a) will lead to
sand production when the formation is poorly consolidated (which is rarely the case in shale).

 

Figure 20. Absolute velocity magnitude (scaled in cm s−1) for flow fields in Figures 8–11. Largest
velocities occur in pore throats and in wellbore section. Length units are scaled in cm (both x-axis and
y-axis).

The models of Figure 20a–d do not take into account the effects of multi-phase flow. However,
the high velocity locations in the production tube and pore throats are precisely the locations where
steep pressure gradients occur and also where interfacial contact lines between multi-component
and multi-phase fluids will start to affect the flow dynamics. Such processes are rarely considered
in wellbore stability models when planning and during drilling operations, but the gas kick will be
controlled by such multi-phase flow dynamics.

For the production phase, EOR interventions involving huff-n-puff injection of fluids (liquids and
gases), the detailed flow paths during injection and soaking time will be controlled by multi-phase
flow effects, minimum miscibility pressure, bubble point pressure, capillarity, absorption, dissolution,
etc. The injection path will be controlled by fluid PVT properties, but also by pore space geometry
(Section 4.3) and fracture networks (both hydraulic and natural). In particular, the fluid-storage
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capacity and flow-channeling in natural fractures will play an important role in both single-phase and
multi-phase flow through the reservoir space [67,78].

5.2. Upscaling of Capillarity Effects

The model of an active ganglion in Section 4.2 shows that the CAM flow model can account
for certain multi-phase flow effects. However, such model adaptations are elaborate. An alternative
approach is the introduction of domain functions to up-scale the local multi-phase flow effects. For
example, active ganglions with high surface tension will lead to unsteady flow velocities at the pore
scale, which we suggest can be represented by an oscillatory velocity flux profile (Figure 21a–c).
An active ganglion will slow down at the entrance of a narrow pore throat (Figure 21a) and speed
up again when exiting the throat (Figure 21b). In a representative elementary volume (REV) with a
periodic pore structure, the velocity of an active ganglion can be modeled by an oscillation function
(Figure 21c). The up-scaled continuum model would not “see” the local waxing and waning of fluid
velocity due to interaction of the droplet interfacial tension with pore space. Nonetheless, the domainal
oscillation functions can provide the required average velocity in the pore-network model for use in a
continuum model. The oscillation function would need to be scaled on the basis of micro-fluidic pore
network models or other physical models of the natural system.

Figure 21. Conceptual model of active ganglion motion (a) slowing down when reaching the pore
throat entrance and (b) speeding up when exiting pore throat. (c) Oscillation function capturing flow
variability for specific domain in flow space.

Some fundamental insights can be gleaned from the simple pore-network models presented in
this study. For single-phase flow of a given fluid, the permeability distribution alone will fix the
streamlines [13]. The path of the streamlines is entirely controlled by the permeability (resistance
of the medium to fluid flow) and the rate of flow along the streamlines is determined by both the
permeability and porosity (fluid storage capacity of the medium) and the viscosity of the fluid (viscous
retardation due to fluid only). For multi-phase flow, the permeability alone does not fix the streamlines.
A combination of interactions of the active fluids with the pore space (capillarity, wettability) will
determine the flow path. We suggest here that up-scaling may be possible using domain functions
that locally scale an oscillatory flux (Figure 21), based on multi-phase flow behavior for a specific fluid
composition and a specific pore network. The CAM model can accommodate such local flux control
points by using so-called "areal doublets" and "areal dipole elements" [66–68].
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5.3. Multi-Phase Flow and Geometry of Pore Space

We emphasize here (again) that, for multi-phase flow, the permeability alone with fluid viscosity
and connected porosity are no longer sufficient to describe the flow, as would be the case for
single-phase Darcy flow where streamlines are fixed by the permeability structure, and time-of-flight
is affected by local storage effects related to porosity variability [13]. In multi-phase flow, the flow
path will be affected by fluid interfacial tension effects and capillarity. The intensity of the interfacial
tension and capillarity effects will be influenced by the geometry and ratio of pore space surface area
to fluid volume, which is different for different pore shapes. Figure 22 shows that the ratio of pore
space surface area to fluid volume decreases for pore space closer to spherical shapes. The graph
shows how the surface area of the pore in contact with a fluid increases when pore network spaces
change from spherical, via polygonal approximations of the sphere, to angular shapes confined by
fewer surfaces (octahedron, pentagon, and finally a pyramid). The surface area of the pyramid (a
very angular pore space with many acute inner angles) for the same fluid volume is substantially
larger than for the spherical pore shapes. Consequently, reservoir fluid moving through pore shapes
being angular (pyramidal) will have a much larger interfacial contact line with the pore space than for
spherical pores. One may conclude that multi-phase flow effects will be more pronounced in angular
pore spaces as compared to cylindrical and spherical pores.

 
Figure 22. Curves showing that the ratio of surface area (vertical scale) to volume (horizontal scale)
is smallest for pore spaces closer to spherical shapes and largest for pyramidal pore shapes. For any
particular finite volume of fluid, the surface contact area with the pore wall varies with pore shape and
in a non-linear fashion when pore volume increases.

Figure 23 shows two extreme cases of rock pore shapes. The angular pore space of Figure 23a
will have an oscillation function showing greater variation in the velocity of the multi-phase fluid
passage than would be the case for the cylindrical pore space of Figure 23b. Further work is needed to
develop the envisioned oscillatory domain functions for up-scaling of multi-phase flow based on the
preliminary insights reported here.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 23. (a) Angular pores (close to pyramidal shape in Figure 22) and (b) spherical–cylindrical pores
(close to spherical shapes in Figure 22) [79].

5.4. Future of Pore Network Models

Pore network models are needed to establish the dynamic relationship between pore morphology
and connectivity to compute the up-scaled permeability tensor, with anisotropy controlled by the
local porosity structure. When pores are stable and we neglect molecular sieving and interaction of
molecules with pore walls and the parameters k and n are up-scaled for the continuum scale, then the
flow in the porous structure can be modeled using the spatial gradients of k and n and we can assume
flow is governed by Darcy’s law. The permeability is the flow path controller as it determines the spatial
resistance to flow and fluid composition can be taken into account by using relative permeabilities.
The porosity is the scalar of the storage capacity of the porous medium and solely acts as time-of-flight
controller [13].

When flow processes are more complex and variability in pore structure affects multi-phase
flow behavior (immiscible), involving changes in interfacial energy due to phase changes and
capillarity, pore network models can provide fundamental insight of the non-linear and time-dependent
thermodynamics that control the flow processes. Direct pore scale simulators take real-pore-scale
topology to model multi-phase flow and account for relative permeability, wettability, and capillarity
for the specific system modeled. We may still use indirect or generic pore network models to improve
our understanding of the impact of key processes on the flow behavior of multi-phase fluids in the
porous reservoir. Poro-elasticity and pore failure, when local pressure breaks pore structures, may
complicate continuum flow models due to time-dependency and micro-mechanical interaction with
flow involving pressure differentials in the pore space and induced stress gradients in the elastic
pore material.

Economic incentives to better understand, and thereby engineer or control flow in multi-phase
fluids in porous media, are particularly strong when EOR interventions need to be scaled based on
models of the detailed EOR process. For such applications, understanding highly heterogeneous,
anisotropic, and fractured porous media remains an important and a challenging research task,
computationally intensive and thus costly and time-consuming. Calculation of the equation of
state, bubble point pressures, and vapor–liquid equilibrium as reservoir pressures decline over
time must be linked with local velocity and pressure field solutions, capillarity and gas adsorption,
slippage, Knudsen diffusion, and Klinkenberg corrections. The dynamic nature of these processes, all
non-continuum effects, makes it difficult to work with simple up-scaled Darcy flow (k, n) parameters.

Pore space and throat morphology and angularity, tortuosity, and connectivity will affect
immiscible multi-phase fluid flow, with a dynamic process such as adsorption, dissolution and
wormhole formation, and salt/calcite precipitation with variable saturation concentrations, biomass
growth, micro-fracturing, solute transport, and spatial wettability changes. Pore-scale models can
provide physics-based constitutive relationships to support empirical relationships of permeability
and flow in continuum models. Inevitably, simple continuum models need be modified to account for
dynamic pore modifications due to micro-fracturing, dissolution, precipitation, and biomass growth,
which are likely to occur over the longer time-scales involved in hydrocarbon field production.
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Capillary pressure due to the co-existence of multiple phases is usually calculated by experimental
means, such as the mercury injection, porous diagram method, centrifugal method, and dynamic
capillary method [80]. These techniques require significant time and resources, which are not available
for every project. The vast majority of EOR interventions depend on accurate representation of
the complexity and heterogeneity of the reservoir. Numerical compositional reservoir simulation
is required to capture the exact mechanisms, such as mass transfer between the several fluid
phases [53–56]. Recently, several authors have used mathematical models to study various aspects in
EOR applications, such as an optimal water alternating gas (WAG) ratio to prevent viscous fingering,
partially miscible 2-phase/3-phase flow, and minimum miscibility pressure [81–85]. The present work
aims to open up a new avenue to develop mathematical tools for fast reservoir models to help improve
predictions of well performance, including multi-phase flow and EOR methods.

6. Conclusions

The purpose of this study is to apply recently developed algorithms based on CAM to model the
particle paths of fluid flowing through a network of pores. The algorithms are also implemented to
model the flow from a porous reservoir section into the wellbore. Although complex analysis methods
(CAM) are limited to 2D flows, several advantages include infinite resolution and computational
efficiency. A simple pore network model based on CAM resolves for the local increase and decrease
of displacement rates as reservoir fluid moves in and out of narrow pore throats. Tracing passive
ganglions in upscaled flow models would not deform (Figure 6d), but the same ganglions will be
subjected to periodic stretching when moving through a regularly varying pore structure (Figure 6c).
Previous studies have shown [13] that, for a flow in a porous medium, the streamlines are not affected
by any spatial porosity changes and only vary based on spatial permeability changes, assuming
single-phase flow and all other conditions are constant. However, this is not true for reservoirs with
multi-phase flow, where interfacial, capillary, and inertial forces interact with the porosity structure of
the formation, which all affect the fluid flow path. A preliminary model where the capillary pressure
is simulated by a dipole analytical element (Figure 18) shows that the streamline patterns are deviated
and different from the case without capillary pressure (Figure 5). Fluid-phase ratios and vapor–liquid
equilibrium in the pore space may both be affected by the local pressure changes and interact with the
capillary pressure, which will be investigated in future studies. What is unique about the CAM-based
pore models presented in our study is the capability to exploit the high spatial resolution and the
potential to link the model to phase-change computations.

Phase changes leading to gas bubble formation can be modeled in the pore network model by the
insertion of minute dipoles in the flow description, triggered by local pressure changes. The nucleation
of gas bubbles in nano-pores can be modeled using dipole nuclei, which nucleate into gas bubbles when
the local pressure in a pore drops below the bubble point pressure. The gas oil ratio in well models
accounting for capillary pressure in calculations of the vapor–liquid equilibrium will rise slower
than without consideration of the capillary forces. Quantifying such delays in the onset of bubble
point pressure due to capillarity is important because a delay in the intensification of two-phase flow
may increase the volume of estimated ultimate resources (EUR), based on valid physical principles.
Capillary pressure calculated from the pore-models may be used to predict the gas oil ratio (GOR)
of fluids in liquid-rich shale reservoirs. This may have a significant impact on accurate estimation
of bubble point pressure suppression and onset of the multi-phase flow, leading to more reliable
reserve estimations.

With the basic pore network model in place, the pressure field at the transition zone between
the porous reservoir and the open wellbore was modeled. In particular, the dynamic BHP profile
across the wellbore is quantified for several fundamental cases. The flowing BHP profile can be
estimated for underbalanced and overbalanced well sections at the level of the reservoir, after applying
so-called branch-cut corrections. Several practical insights on BHP development for a flowing well can
be formulated:
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1. For a reservoir pressure that is underbalanced by the mud weight in the well, estimation of lateral
pressure gradients in the BHP may help the operators to adjust any deficit in the density of the
drilling fluids to prevent reservoir fluid reaching the surface via the annulus. The pressure of
the fluid flowing in a wellbore can be effectively modeled by using a combination of a pore
network model with a wellbore flow model. If the well models are properly scaled, the time for
reservoir fluid to reach the surface can be predicted using time-of-flight contours. Ultra-fast rise
of reservoir fluid is accompanied by a pressure kick, which may lead to the loss of well control
(and is termed a blow-out when catastrophic).

2. For reservoir pressure that is overbalanced by the mud weight in the well, the estimation of lateral
pressure gradients in the BHP may assist the operators to select the appropriate combination of
mud weight and circulation rate that will prevent an unwarranted invasion of the reservoir space
by drilling fluid, which may lead to the loss of costly drilling mud. The mud not only provides
pressure balance in the well, but is also a lubricant for the cutter which may wear, break, and get
stuck when lost circulation occurs.

3. Traditional wellbore stability models focus on the prevention of failure of the wellbore rock
using geo-mechanical properties (elastic moduli and brittle failure criteria for certain stress
concentrations). The simple models presented here show that mud circulation during drilling
and pressure gradients at the transition of the reservoir to the wellbore may cause fluid flow
which poses a drilling hazard if incompletely captured in concurrent geo-mechanical wellbore
stability models, which focus on the elastic limit and brittle failure of the wellbore.
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Appendix A. Branch Cuts in Pressure Plot

For wellbore and pore models in this study, simply taking the real part of the complex potential
may lead to inconveniently placed branch cuts, which cause discontinuity in the pressure plots. Thus,
the real and complex potential need to be manually separated in order to facilitate choices about
branch cut placement. Examples for branch cut solutions are presented below.

Appendix A.1. Background

The real part of the complex potential yields the potential function, which can be used to calculate
the pressure field in a reservoir (as detailed in Section 4.1). Several of our prior studies include
pressure field solutions for several analytical elements (such as point sources and sinks representing
vertical injectors and producers, as well as line sinks, representing hydraulic fractures) and obtained
excellent matches with independent pressure field solutions generated using a numerical reservoir
simulator [63].

The superposed complex potential (Ωsup(z)) for any two analytical elements ΩFF(z) and ΩAD(z), is:

Ωsup(z) = ΩAD(z) + ΩFF(z) [m2·s−1]. (A1)

The pressure change at any point z in the complex plane is calculated by selecting the real part of
the superposed complex potential, �Ωsup(z), and subsequently applying Equation (A3) below. The
complex potential for a pore element is given in Equation (A4).
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Appendix A.2. Demonstration of Branch Cut for a Simple Case

A brief discussion of branch points and branch cuts is warranted at this point. Assume a function
ω = f (z), which maps points from the z plane to another domain in the ω plane. If the function
f (z) is single-valued, for each value of z we can obtain single value of ω. However, if the function
f (z) is multi-valued, a value of z results in several values of ω. For example, consider a circular path,
represented by the equation z = z0 + reiθ , around a point z0, where r is a constant greater than zero
and θ varies in a counterclockwise direction around z0. The function f (z) results in different values
for ω as we move around the circle. Here, z0 is defined as the branch point of the function f (z) and
multiple ω are different branches of the function. There are two branch points for a function, one at
infinity and the other at z, such that f (z) = 0. Finally, a branch cut is a line connecting two branch
points at f (z) = 0 and infinity, which separates the discontinuity present in a complex plane.

Next, we calculate the pressure field for a synthetic reservoir with properties as summarized in
Table A1 to show the branch cuts for a pore element. We assume initial pressure (P0) is zero, which is
an acceptable assumption for a simple synthetic case. The corresponding pressure changes (delta P)
can be solved using Equation (A2) and Equation (A3):

φsup(z) = �Ωsup(z) [m2·s−1], (A2)

ΔP(z) = −φ(z)μ
k

[Pa]. (A3)

Figure A1 shows the pressure profile for a steady-state case, where a horizontal areal doublet with
finite width (represented by black dashed lines) is superposed by a far-field flow (from left to right).
The fracture affects the pressure field in its vicinity, as can be inferred from the deflected isobars close
to the fracture. However, an undesirable computational effect occurs beyond the right-end termination
of the fracture (represented by solid white lines), where the pressure jump continues for an infinite
distance in the horizontal direction toward the right. This effect is due to the occurrence of so-called
branch cuts in the solution of the potential function (Equation (A2)), which becomes undefined at the
vertices of the fracture. The simple model in Figure A1 has four branch points at the vertices of the
fracture, which renders the complex potential undefined at those points (Equation (A4)). This results
in the pressure profile becoming discontinuous at the branch cuts and the pressure change inside and
outside of the fracture shows a big jump.

 

Figure A1. Pressure field for a far-field flow near a fracture. Length scale in m and pressure (rainbow
colors) in Pa.

The branch in Figure A1 can be better understood if we consider a function log(z), mapped in
a complex plane as shown in Figure A2. The value of log(z) at A, which is infinitesimally close to
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and above the positive x-axis, differs from that at B, which is infinitesimally close to A but is below
the positive x-axis. The function log(z) is discontinuous across the branch cut represented by line
connecting zero to infinity. A Riemann surface can be used to represent the multiple values of ω by
splitting the z plane into n parallel planes.

Figure A2. Representation of branch cut at positive x-axis showing discontinuity across two points A
and B.

The discontinuity in Figure A1 can be analyzed by taking two arbitrary points 5 + 10i and 5 − 10i
and plotting the pressure profile across the vertical cross-section between those points. This is the
region with the branch cuts which extends to infinity from each vertex. The cross-section of Figure A3a
demonstrates the acute jump of pressure across the branch cut and, as we move infinitesimally close
to the branch cut, either from above or below it (−0.5i or 0.5i), as shown in Figure A2, the pressure
gradient (ΔP) jumps from −0.5 × 104 Pa to 1.25 × 104 Pa. In effect, each pressure plane lies in two
different planes of a Riemann surface as mentioned before. However, Figure A3b shows a pressure
profile along −5 + 10i and −5 − 10i (Figure A1); the change in pressure is smooth and no discontinuity
occurs as the branch cuts do not extend to negative infinity.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure A3. (a) Pressure profile along 5 + 5i and 5 − 5i in Figure A1. Horizontal scale shows distance
in meters and the vertical scale is pressure in Pa. (b) Pressure profile along −5 + 5i and −5 − 5i in
Figure A1. Horizontal scale shows distance in meters and the vertical scale is pressure in Pa.

Appendix A.3. Proposed Solution to the Branch Cut Placement

The method adopted here to overcome branch cut effects is to separate the real and imaginary
parts manually and calculate the phase angles by using tangent function as shown in Equation (A6)
below for all the logarithmic terms in Equation (A4). This results in a smooth pressure profile without
any unrealistic pressure jumps as shown in Figure A3a.
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The following template is used to manually separate the real and imaginary terms in Equation
(A4) and generate the potential plot solution of Figure 15b:

Ω(z) = −i·υ(t)
2πhn·L·W ·e−iγ·[(z + za2)(log(−e−iγ(z − za2))− (z + za1)(log(−e−iγ(z − za1))+

(z + zb1)(log(−e−iγ(z − zb1))− (z + zb2)(log(−e−iγ(z − zb2))]
[m2·s−1], (A4)

Ω(z, t) =
υ(t)

2πhn · L · W
[�[A − B + C − D] + i·�[A − B + C − D]] [m2·s−1]. (A5)

Due to the symmetrical nature of the Equation (A4), only one of the four vertices (among, za1, za2,
zb1, and zb2) comprised in the terms A, B, C, and D (Equation (A5)) needs to be simplified, for which
we use:

A = −i · e−iγ[(z + za2)(log(−e−iγ(z − za2))]. (A6)

Term A defined in Equation (A6) can be expanded as follows:

A = i· log R1· cos γ·(x − xa2)− cos γ·(x − xa2)·arctan b1
a1
− log R1· cos γ·(y − ya2)− i· cos γ·(y − ya2)·arctan b1

a1
+

log R1· sin γ·(x − xa2) + i· sin γ·(x − xa2)·arctan b1
a1
+ i· log R1· sin γ·(y − ya2)− sin γ·(y − ya2)·arctan b1

a1

. (A7)

The real and imaginary parts of Equation (A7) can be separated as follows:

�[A] = log R1·[sin γ·(x − xa2)− cos γ·(y − ya2)]− arctan
b1

a1
[sin γ·(y − ya2) + cos γ·(x − xa2)], (A8)

�[A] = log R1·[cos γ·(x − xa2)− sin γ·(y − ya2)]− arctan
b1

a1
[cos γ·(y − ya2)− sin γ·(x − xa2)], (A9)

where,
z = x + i·y
za2 = xa2 + i·ya2

a1 = − sin γ·(y − ya2)− cos γ·(x − xa2)

b1 = + sin γ·(x − xa2)− cos γ·(y − ya2)

R1 =
√

a2
1 + b2

1

. (A10)

Other termss in Equation (A5) related to vertices za1 (B), zb1 (C), and zb2 (D) can be formulated
similar to Equation (A6) and Equation (A7) to separate the real and imaginary terms as follows.

�[B] = log R2·[sin γ·(x − xa1)− cos γ·(y − ya1)]− arctan
b2

a2
[sin γ·(y − ya1) + cos γ·(x − xa1)] (A11)

�[B] = log R2·[cos γ·(x − xa1)− sin γ·(y − ya1)]− arctan
b2

a2
[cos γ·(y − ya1)− sin γ·(x − xa1)] (A12)

�[C] = log R3·[sin γ·(x − xb1)− cos γ·(y − yb1)]− arctan
b3

a3
[sin γ·(y − yb1) + cos γ·(x − xb1)] (A13)

�[C] = log R3·[cos γ·(x − xb1)− sin γ·(y − yb1)]− arctan
b3

a3
[cos γ·(y − yb1)− sin γ·(x − xb1)] (A14)

�[D] = log R4·[sin γ·(x − xb2)− cos γ·(y − yb2)]− arctan
b4

a4
[sin γ·(y − yb2) + cos γ·(x − xb2)] (A15)

�[D] = log R4·[cos γ·(x − xb2)− sin γ·(y − yb2)]− arctan
b4

a4
[cos γ·(y − yb2)− sin γ·(x − xb2)] (A16)

Equation (A5) with terms A, B, C, and D, as defined in Equations (A8)–(A16), results in a
continuous potential function plots (isobars, Figure A4) for the reservoir defined in Table A1.
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Figure A4. Pressure profile for fracture superposed with far field flow by separating the real and
imaginary terms individually. The branch cut seen in Figure A1 has been removed by the applied
procedure. Length scale in meters and pressure (rainbow colors) in Pa.

Table A1. Properties for pressure field generation.

Physical Quantity Symbol Value Units

Depth h 1 m
Porosity n 20 %

Permeability k 9.87 × 10−16 m2

Viscosity μ 0.01 Pa·s
Far-field velocity ux 9.5 × 10−9 m·s−1

Angle of far-field flow α 0 ◦
Fracture center zc 0 m
Fracture length L 5 m
Fracture width W 1 m

Angle γ 0 ◦
Angle between the

corner points β 90 ◦

Strength of fracture ν 9.5 × 10−9 m4·s−1

The velocity component obtained by differentiating the expression in Equation (A4) is used
to generate the streamlines and TOFC for the pore models in this study. Equations (A10)–(A15),
detailed later, obtained by splitting Equation (A4), is used to calculate the pressure plots along with
Equation (A3).

Appendix B. Dipole Strength and Relationship Radius with Far-Field Flow Rate

Appendix B.1. Velocity Potential

Consider a local dynamic system occupying a certain bounded domain, �, represented by a
singularity doublet (or dipole) (Figure A5) of a certain strength Dm(t) that may or may not vary with
time, t, and has dimension [m3/s].
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Figure A5. Flow paths tracked for far-field fluid (blue particles) and injection fluid (red particles). The
doublet singularity has non-dimensional strength Dm = 1 and the far-field flow-rate V∞ = 1. Upstream
and downstream stagnation points are marked (yellow dots). Local domain radius is controlled by the
relative strength of the dipole and far-field flow rate in the external domain [61].

The velocity potential for a single singularity doublet of strength, Dm, with dimension [m3/s],
and in antipolar alignment with a superposed, uniform far-field flow of velocity, V∞, with dimension
[m/s], is [61]:

V(z) = V∞e−αi + [
−Dme+θi

(z − zd)
2 ] [m/s]. (A17)

The angle α gives the counter-clockwise inclination of the far-field flow V∞ with respect to the
x-axis; angle θ is the clockwise inclination of the polarity axis of the doublet, also with respect to the
x-axis. In case α = θ = 0, and the doublet is located in the origin, as in Figure A5, Equation (A17)
simplifies to:

V(z) = V∞ +

(−Dm

z2

)
[m/s]. (A18)

Appendix B.2. Dipole Radius and Revolution Time

The singularity doublet ensures a circular cylindrical space is maintained (Figure A5). Outside the
boundary of � occurs an external flow domain, ℵ, itself a dynamic system whose physical manifestation
of existence is comprised of a uni-directional far field flow V∞(t) with dimension [m/s]. The external
flow and the local dipole are oriented anti-polar (Figure A5). Due to the interaction between the local
and external dynamic system, the radius, a(t), of the circular cylindrical space occupied by the dipole
at any time, t, depends on the relative strength of the dipole and the far-field flow:

a(t) =

√
Dm(t)
V∞(t)

[m]. (A19)

Equation (A19) becomes non-dimensional when all lengths are normalized by a typical length
scale, in our case such that the initial radius ai = 1, irrespective of the dimension of unit time ti = 1 [s].

Any initial unit radius and the subsequent decrease in the radius of domain � at three other times
in that same time dimension [s] depend solely on the relative strength of the dipole and the far-field
flow at each time instant (Equation (A20)) and are shown in Figure A6a–c. We have thus defined the
nature of the local dynamic system and its length scale is set by the circular boundary with the external
domain space for each moment in time.

If the far-field flow increases while the dipole strength remains unchanged, the radius of the local
domain will shrink over time (Figure A6). The local revolution time of the dipole is:

tω = πa3(t)/Dm(t) [s]. (A20)
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The smaller the dipole radius, the faster the local clock. Reversely, expansion of the dipole slows
down revolution time.

Figure A6. Local revolution time shortens as the radius of the local domain shrinks. The far-field
velocity increases as (a) Ux* = 1; (b) Ux* = 2; (c) Ux* = 10 [61].

Appendix B.3. Complex Potential and Velocities in Polar Coordinates

Now we can adopt a complex potential for the singularity doublet and a superposed uniform
far-field flow (Figure 1) and drop the time dependency:

W(z) = V∞
(

z +
a2

z

)
[m2/s]. (A21)

Converting to polar coordinates, using W(z) = φ+ iψ and z = x + iy = r cos θ + ir sin θ = re−iθ, gives:

ψ(r, θ) = V∞r
(

1 − a2

r2

)
sin θ [m2/s], (A22)

φ(r, θ) = −V∞r
(

1 +
a2

r2

)
cos θ [m2/s]. (A23)

Recall the radial and tangential velocity components that can be obtained from:

vr =
1
r

(
∂ψ

∂θ

)
=

∂φ

∂r
[m/s], (A24)
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vθ = −∂ψ

∂r
=

1
r

(
∂φ

∂θ

)
[m/s]. (A25)

Applying the differentiation of Equations (A24) and (A25) to Equations (A22) and (A23)
respectively and reintroducing time dependency gives:

vr(t) = V∞(t)[1 −
(

a2(t)
r

)
] cos θ [m/s], (A26)

vθ(t) = V∞(t)[1 +
(

a2(t)
r

)
] sin θ [m/s]. (A27)

For a certain adopted time unit, the radial and tangential velocity vectors anywhere in the external
(r,θ) space of the local dynamic system, made up of a dipole oriented anti-polar to a far-field flow, can
be found from Equations (A26) and (A27).

Appendix B.4. Velocities of Internal and External Domains

What is relevant for the present discourse is how velocities in the local (internal) and external
domains are constrained and connected. The boundary between � and ℵ comprises two points where
the flow velocity remains invariant and zero at all times, the so-called stagnation points (Figure A5).
The velocities of fluid particles in the local system are, at any time, mostly faster than those of
the external dynamic system. There is one streamline that physically limits the velocities in each
domain, namely the travel path of particles moving along the periphery of the dipole with velocity
vθ(t) = 2V∞(t) sin θ. For a given radius and certain dipole strength, the corresponding far-field flow
is known and fixed:

V∞(t) = Dm(t)/a2(t) [m/s]. (A28)

Velocities in the external domain are nowhere faster than near the apex points of the dipole rim
2V∞. Particles in the local dynamic system reach higher, infinitely fast velocities at the center of the
dipole; elsewhere, in the local domain, particles are fastest when they cross the imaginary vertical line
x = 0.

Appendix B.5. Volume Conservation in Local Domain

If the local domain, �, is occupied by an incompressible fluid volume, a change in volume
(or radius) occurring when the relative strength of the dipole and far-field flow changes (Equation
(A19); Figure A6) is mathematically plausible but physically unrealistic. The change in volume of the
dipole area can be mitigated by allowing the singularity doublet to split up into a spaced doublet. A
spaced doublet that stays aligned with the far-field flow ensures a Rankine flow space is maintained
(Figure A7). The Rankine body is actually made up of a point source and a point sink, the source
positioned upstream and the sink downstream. Superposing far-field flow with velocity V∞

x and angle
α onto the vector field for a point source and point sink with strengths m1 and m2, respectively, yields
the following vector field:

V(z) = Vxe−αi +
m1

z − z1
+

m2

z − z2
[m/s]. (A29)
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Figure A7. Rankine body outlines effective sweep region for injection fluid (red curves). Well strengths
of the doublet are constant and equal for all cases (m*injector = +1 and m*producer = −1). Rankine body
region is flattened by faster far-field flow-rates: (a) Ux* = 1; (b) Ux* = 2; (c) Ux* = 5, and (d) Ux* = 10 [61].

Before deriving the algorithm to transform a singularity doublet to a Rankine object, an
assumption is made such that the new radius of the point doublet, which is calculated from the
square root of the ratio of strength of the dipole and local far-field velocity at a certain time, is taken as
the half width (h) of the evolved Rankine object. The height (radius) of the point dipole at initial time
(t0), represented by h0 [m] is a constant and is calculated from:

h0 =

√
Dm

V∞
0

(constant) [m], (A30)

where Dm [m3/s] is the strength of the dipole and V∞
0 [m/s] is the initial local far-field flow velocity.

The area occupied by the point dipole at time (t0) is a constant calculated from the following Equation:

Are f = πh2
0 (constant) [m2]. (A31)

We assume that the center of the active object is moving under the influence of the pores and the
far-field flow. Based on the particle tracking procedure, Za [m] is calculated for the center of the dipole
at a certain time tj from initial time t0:

za(tj) = zj−1(tj−1) + v(zj−1(tj−1))Δt [m]. (A32)

The local far-field velocity at time t is calculated by superposing the far-field velocity with the
velocity potential of singularity doublet (Equation (A18)). The condensed superposed velocity is:

V∞(z, t) = vx − ivy [m/s]. (A33)
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At a certain time Δt from initial time t0, the height (radius) of the dipole shrinks as the magnitude
of the far-field velocity increases. The new height at time ‘t’ is calculated as follows.

h(t) =

√
Dm

V∞(t)
(A34)

We assume that the h(t) at time t calculated from Equation (A34) becomes the height h(t) of the
Rankine oval at a certain time. If we next assume the Rankine oval approximates an ellipse shape, its
surface area can be approximated by πh(t)Zsp, where Zsp is the line segment between the center of the
Rankine oval (Za) and the stagnation points. The figure of reference Rankine oval is given in Figure A8.
Based on the earlier constraint, this area of the ellipse (A) should be equal to the area of the dipole
calculated initially:

A = πh(t)Zsp,Are f = πh2
0 = πh(t)Zsp,Zsp(t) =

h2
0

h(t)
. (A35)

If we assume two-point objects, a source and a sink, each with a strength m1 [m2/s] and −m1

[m2/s] at points z1 [m] and z2 [m], respectively, and a center at za [m]. If we assume the object is in a
complex plane, b = za − z1, then z2 = 2za − z1. The stagnation point can also be calculated from the
equation given by Weijermars and Van Harmelen [61], in their appendix B3):

Figure A8. Rankine oval and definition of half width h and source-sink spacing 2b. [86].

Zsp(t) = za ±
√√√√(

z1 − za − m1

Vx

)2
+

m2
1

(Vx)
2 [m], (A36)

h2
0

h(t)
= za ±

√√√√(
z1 − za − m1

Vx

)2
+

m2
1

(Vx)
2 . (A37)

Finally, the half width, h(t), of the Rankine oval is given by the following Equation [87]:

h(t) = (za − z1) cot
(

V∞h
m1

)
[m],z1 =

h

cot
(

V∞h
m1

) − za. (A38)

The cotangent term in Equation (A38) includes strength m (here scaled with 2π included), which
is why 2π does not appear in the expression. Expression (A38) can be used to dynamically scale the
strengths of the doublet source/sink pair of the Rankine oval, such that its area πh(t)(Zsp(t)) stays
the same as that of the initial dipole, which was scaled by Equation (A30). The calculation uses an
iterative process as shown in Figure A9.
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Figure A9. Flow chart for evaluation of m1 and z1 by iterative process.
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Abstract: The influence of complex natural fractures on multiple shale-gas well performance
with varying well spacing is poorly understood. It is difficult to apply the traditional local grid
refinement with structured or unstructured gridding techniques to accurately and efficiently handle
complex natural fractures. In this study, we introduced a powerful non-intrusive embedded discrete
fracture model (EDFM) technology to overcome the limitations of exiting methods. Through this
unique technology, complex fracture configurations can be easily and explicitly embedded into
structured matrix blocks. We set up a field-scale two-phase reservoir model to history match field
production data and predict long-term recovery from Marcellus. The effective fracture properties were
determined thorough history matching. In addition, we extended the single-well model to include
two horizontal wells with and without including natural fractures. The effects of different numbers
of natural fractures on two-well performance with varying well spacing of 200 m, 300 m, and 400 m
were examined. The simulation results illustrate that gas productivity almost linearly increases with
the number of two-set natural fractures. Furthermore, the difference of well performance between
different well spacing increases with an increase in natural fracture density. A larger well spacing is
preferred for economically developing the shale-gas reservoirs with a larger natural fracture density.
The findings of this study provide key insights into understanding the effect of natural fractures on
well performance and well spacing optimization.

Keywords: well spacing; shale gas; natural fractures; embedded discrete fracture model;
well interference

1. Introduction

Typical shale gas reservoirs consist of free gas and adsorbed gas. Economic shale gas production
has been enabled by the advanced technologies of multiple horizontal wells and multi-stage hydraulic
fracturing. The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates that dry shale gas production
(0.48 trillion cubic meters) accounts for around 62% of the total U.S. dry natural gas production in
2017 [1]. The Marcellus shale formation is the most productive gas field in the United States. It has
been reported that natural fractures are commonly observed in many shale gas formations based
on outcrops, cores and image logs [2]. Engelder et al. [3] observed that there are two sets of natural
fractures or two regional joint sets (J1 and J2 sets) in the Marcellus shale formation, which significantly
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affect the successful hydraulic fracturing treatment. A better understanding of natural fracture effects
on well performance plays an important role in well spacing optimization of shale gas reservoirs.

The reactivation of pre-existing natural fractures during the hydraulic fracturing process is
an important factor to create complex fracture networks, which have been observed and predicted by
many examples of microseismic event patterns [4,5] and complex fracture propagation models [6–11].
Complex fracture networks will create a large productive fracture surface area, which is necessary
to maximize shale-gas production. Based on the history matching results with an actual shale-gas
well, Yu et al. [12] compared the long-term well productivity between simple and complex fracture
geometries and found that complex fracture networks can produce 36.4% more gas recovery after
30 years than the simple fractures. Yu et al. [13] built a synthetic single shale-gas well model including
11 planar hydraulic fractures and 200 natural fractures. The authors found that the well performance
of 200 two-set natural fractures is much better than that of 200 one-set natural fractures due to the
formation of a much more complex connected fracture network. An increase of gas recovery of about
23.2% was achieved by the 200 two-set natural fractures when compared to the base model without
natural fractures. Although there are many existing reservoir simulation studies for well spacing
optimization in shale gas reservoirs [14–19], the influence of natural fractures on multiple shale-gas
well performance with varying well spacing has not been well examined and understood.

Although there are many analytical or semi-analytical models to simulate shale-gas reservoirs [20–23],
numerical reservoir simulation is needed to accurately model multiple shale-gas well production
due to complexity of natural and hydraulic fracture configurations and complex two-phase flow
physics [24–27]. The traditional local grid refinement (LGR) method with structured grids is difficult
to model complex fractures explicitly [28,29]. Although the LGR method with unstructured grids has
the capability to handle complex fractures, the computational efficiency is a big issue. In addition,
advanced parallel computing power is generally needed. Furthermore, when performing sensitivity
studies and history matching with varying fracture geometries such as fracture number, length,
and height, re-gridding of matrix blocks containing fractures is required. In our previous work,
we developed an innovative non-intrusive embedded discrete fracture model (EDFM) technology
in conjunction with any third-party reservoir simulators with structured grids to accurately and
efficiently handle any complex hydraulic and natural fractures [30,31], which provides a unique
solution to overcome the above limitations of existing methods. The non-intrusive feature means that
we do not need to get access to the source code of commercial reservoir simulators and just modifying
their input files.

In this study, we introduced the non-intrusive EDFM technology in conjunction with a commercial
reservoir simulator of CMG-GEM [32] to simulate shale gas production considering complex natural
fractures and two-phase flow (gas and water). Based on an actual shale-gas well with available gas
and water flow rates from the Marcellus shale formation, we build a field-scale reservoir model to
perform history matching with gas and water flow rates under the flowing bottomhole pressure
(BHP) constraint. After history matching, we predict a 30-year production forecasting. Subsequently,
we extend the history-matched reservoir model with effective fracture properties to include two
horizontal wells with three different well spacing values of 200, 300 and 400 m. In addition, the impacts
of different numbers of natural fractures such as 100, 1000, 5000, and 100,000 on multiple shale-gas
well performance are investigated. The effect of natural fracture density on well spacing optimization
and pressure distribution is discussed.

2. Methodology

The non-intrusive EDFM technology in conjunction with the commercial reservoir simulator was
originally developed by Xu et al. [30,31]. Here, we only briefly introduced this powerful technology.
Based on the non-intrusive EDFM technology, both 3D complex hydraulic and natural fractures in
the physical domain can be directly and explicitly embedded into the simple structured matrix grids,
as demonstrated in Figure 1a. Based on the intersections between complex fractures and matrix grids,
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a number of extra fracture grids will be generated, as shown in Figure 1b [30]. In Figure 1, two 3D
fractures are explicitly embedded into three matrix grids in the physical domain. Correspondingly,
an additional four fracture grids are created in the computational domain. Multi-phase flow such as
gas and water between matrix and fracture grids can be conveniently simulated through calculating
transmissibility between these non-neighboring connections (NNCs) grids, as shown in different
colors of arrows of Figure 1b, which is a general feature for commercial reservoir simulators to handle
faults before. A non-intrusive EDFM preprocessor has been developed to automatically check the
complex intersections of fractures and matrix grids and calculate the transmissibility and other physical
properties of the additional fracture grids such as porosity and depth, which are needed to input for
the commercial reservoir simulator.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. The non-intrusive EDFM technology in conjunction with commercial reservoir simulator to
efficiently model 3D complex fractures: (a) Physical domain; (b) Computational domain [30].

There are three types of NNCs including NNC type I, which is the connection between matrix
and fracture, NNC type II, which is the connection between fracture segments in a single fracture,
and NNC type III, which is the connection between intersecting fracture segments [30]. The flow rate
(ql , m3/s) of phase l between NNC grids is calculated by the following equation:

ql = λlTNNCΔpl (1)

where λl represents the relative mobility of phase l (cp−1), Δpl represents the pressure difference
between NNC grids (Pa), TNNC represents the transmissibility factor of NNC grids (mD-m), which can
be calculated by:
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TNNC =
kNNC ANNC

dNNC
(2)

where kNNC represents the matrix grid permeability for NNC type I and average fracture permeability
for NNC types II and III (mD); ANNC represents the contact area between NNC grids (m2); dNNC
represents the connection distance between different NNC grids (m). It should be mentioned that the
non-intrusive EDFM technology only deals with the transmissibility factor and does not involve
relative phase mobility calculation. Hence, it can be applied in both black oil simulation and
compositional simulation.

For the connection between fractures and wellbore, the following effective wellbore index
(WI, mD-m) will be calculated [30]:

WI =
2πk f w f

ln(0.14
√

L2 + W2/rw)
(3)

where kf is the fracture permeability (mD), wf is fracture width (m), L is fracture segment length (m),
W is fracture segment height (m), and rw is the wellbore radius (m).

The validation of this methodology against the traditional LGR method can be found in our
previous work [30,31]. The efficiency of the EDFM method is much higher than the LGR method,
especially when dealing with multiple wells with a large number of fractures [33]. It has been widely
applied to model well interference due to complex fracture hits [34,35], automatic history matching for
shale reservoirs [36–38], gas injection for enhanced unconventional oil recovery [39–41], and naturally
fractured reservoir simulation [42].

3. Field Case Study of Single Shale-Gas Well

3.1. History Matching

An actual Marcellus shale-gas well with available 486-day gas and water production data was
selected to perform history matching. The well has 11 perforations stages with a cluster spacing of
15.24 m and was hydraulically fractured using 16,770 m3 water and 2,895,956 kg proppant. The lateral
length of horizontal wellbore is about 1382 m. There are 10 stages with nine clusters per stage and
one stage with seven clusters, so 97 effective hydraulic fractures were assumed in the following
simulation study.

We set up a field-scale shale-gas reservoir model with two-phase flow (gas and water) using
a compositional numerical reservoir simulator [32], as shown in Figure 2. The gas type is methane.
The dimension of the reservoir model without embedding hydraulic fractures is 1585 m × 622 m × 27.6 m
and it is assumed that the reservoir thickness was fully penetrated by hydraulic fractures. Hence,
the effective hydraulic fracture height is 27.6 m. The matrix grid size is 6 m × 12 m × 27.6 m in x, y,
and z directions.

Figure 2. The field-scale shale-gas reservoir model with two-phase flow including one horizontal well
and 97 hydraulic fractures.
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The number of matrix grids is 13,260. Hydraulic fractures were modeled using the non-intrusive
EDFM method. After embedding 97 hydraulic fractures with fracture half-length of 127 m into matrix
grids, an extra number of fracture grids of 2040 was generated along the x direction. The fracture grid
size remains the same as the matrix grid size. The model dimension with hydraulic fractures becomes
1828.8 m × 622 m × 27.6 m. It is assumed that both matrix and fracture grids have the same gas-water
relative permeability curve, which is from the work by Yu et al. [38]. In addition, the experimental
measurements of gas desorption are considered in the simulation model [38]. The other reservoir and
fracture parameters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Reservoir and fracture properties used in the field-scale shale-gas model.

Properties Value Unit

Initial reservoir pressure 27.44 MPa
Reservoir temperature 54.5 ◦C

Reservoir depth 1889 m
Residual water saturation 20% -

Porosity 12.44% -
Total compressibility 3 × 10−7 kPa−1

Reference pressure for compressibility 27.44 MPa
Fracture aperture 0.003 m

During the history-matching process, we applied the measured flowing BHP for the reservoir
simulation constraint, as shown in Figure 3a. In order to achieve good match results with measured gas
and water flow rates, we mainly tune matrix permeability, fracture half-length, fracture conductivity,
and fracture water saturation because these parameters are very sensitive for tuning and performing
history matching.

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. Comparison of flowing BHP and gas and water flow rates between filed data and simulation
results: (a) Flowing BHP; (b) Gas flow rate; (c) Water flow rate.
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It should be mentioned that the fracture water saturation is higher than the matrix water saturation
because water is more difficult to transport into the matrix than into the fracture due to lower matrix
permeability. Figure 3b,c present the comparison of gas and water flow rates between filed data
and simulation results. The relative error of history-matching results for gas flow rate is about 10%.
It can be illustrated that reasonable agreements were obtained. The final history-matching tuning
parameters were determined as matrix permeability of 0.000525 mD, fracture half-length of 127 m,
fracture conductivity of 0.73 mD-m, and fracture water saturation of 37.4%. It should be noted that
fracture half-length has an important impact on multiple shale-gas well placement. In general, longer
fracture half-length will result in larger well spacing.

3.2. Production Forecasting

After the history-matching process, we performed long-term production forecasting for 30 years.
Since there are no available actual well control information for prediction, a constant flowing BHP of
3.45 MPa after the history-matching period was assumed for the simulation constraint, as illustrated in
Figure 4a. Figure 4b,c show the prediction of gas flow rate and cumulative gas production incorporating
a short-term field data, respectively. As shown, the estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) after 30 years
for this shale-gas well is about 413 × 106 m3. Figure 4d,e show the prediction of water flow rate
and cumulative water production incorporating the short-term field data, respectively. It can be
seen that the water flow rate becomes negligible after around three years. The cumulative water
production after 30 years for this shale-gas well is about 747 m3. Figure 5 compares the pressure
distribution after the history-matching period and 30 years of production, clearly illustrating different
drainage area and production interference intensity between hydraulic fractures. It can be observed
that a stronger production interference between hydraulic fractures occures after 30 years of production
when compared to that after the history-matching period. In addition, a larger effective drainage area
can be generated after 30 years of production.

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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(e) 

Figure 4. Production forecasting for 30 years incorporating the short-term filed production data:
(a) Flowing BHP; (b) Gas flow rate; (c) Cumulative gas production; (d) Water flow rate; (e) Cumulative
water production.

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Comparison of pressure distribution at different times: (a) After the history-matching period;
(b) After 30 years of production.

4. Basic Reservoir Model of Two Shale-Gas Wells

4.1. Varying Well Spacing without Natural Fractures

Based on the history-matching results from the field-scale shale-gas model, we extended the
reservoir model to include two horizontal shale-gas wells with varying well spacing and each well
has 97 hydraulic fractures. The effect of natural fractures was not considered in this basic model.
The model dimension without embedding hydraulic fractures is 1585 m × 975 m × 27.6 m and
fractures fully penetrate the reservoir thickness. The matrix grid size is 6 m × 12 m × 27.6 m in x,
y, and z directions. The number of matrix grids is 20,800. Three different well spacing values such
as 200 m, 300 m, and 400 m were investigated, as depicted in Figure 6. The placement of hydraulic
fractures from two horizontal wells has a staggered pattern. As shown in Figure 6a, there is about 21%
overlap of fracture half-length. The distance between neighboring fracture tips of two wells is 47.5 m
and 148 m for well spacing of 300 m and 400 m, respectively, as shown in Figure 6b,c. After embedding
194 hydraulic fractures into matrix grids, an extra number of fracture grids of 4320 were generated
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along the x direction. The grid size of fracture grids is the same as the matrix grid size. The final model
dimension becomes 1914 m × 975 m × 27.6 m. All fracture and reservoir properties remain the same
as those of field case study with good history matching results. A constant flowing BHP of 3.45 MPa
was applied in the 30-year simulation constraint.

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 6. The basic reservoir simulation model including two horizontal wells and 97 hydraulic
fractures for each well: (a) Well spacing of 200 m; (b) Well spacing of 300 m; (c) Well spacing of 400 m.

4.2. Varying Well Spacing with Natural Fractures

Next, the effect of natural fractures with different numbers was considered in the basic reservoir
model with varying well spacing. Four different numbers of natural fractures such as 100, 1000,
5000, and 10,000 were investigated in this study. It should be mentioned that hydraulic fractures are
non-planar if considering the interaction between pre-existing natural fracture with hydraulic fracture
using fracture propagation models [6–8]. However, hydraulic fractures are assumed to be planar in this
study. We did not apply the fracture propagation model to predict complex fracture network. Figure 7
displays the natural fracture distribution of four different cases using an example of the well spacing
of 300 m. We applied a statistical method to generate the locations of natural fractures, which are
normally distributed in the reservoir model. For each case, there are two sets of natural fractures and
each set has the same number of natural fractures. One set of natural fractures has an orientation of
45 degrees with respect to the x axis. Another set has an orientation of 135 degrees along the x axis.
The natural fractures have a range of length from 30 m to 91 m. The natural fracture conductivity for
each case is assumed to be 0.03 mD-m with natural fracture aperture of 0.003 m. The natural fractures
fully penetrate the reservoir thickness. It should be mentioned that the impacts of natural fracture
conductivity, length, and orientation are not examined in this study. After embedding natural and
hydraulic fractures together into matrix grids with well spacing of 300 m, an extra number of fracture
grids of 5520, 15,840, 62,000, and 119,440 were generated for the number of natural fractures of 100,
1000, 5000, 10,000, respectively, along the x direction. As can be seen that, the extra number of fractures
grids is larger than the number of matrix grids of 20,800 for the 5000 and 10,000 natural fractures.
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With the increasing number of natural fractures, there are more interactions between natural and
hydraulic fractures, resulting in more well interference due to complex fracture connections.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. The basic reservoir simulation model including two horizontal wells with well spacing
of 300 m and four different numbers of natural fractures: (a) 100 natural fractures; (b) 1000 natural
fractures; (c) 5000 natural fractures; (d) 10,000 natural fractures.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Effect of Natural Fractures on Well Performance

The effects of different numbers of natural fractures on cumulative gas production are compared
in Figures 8–10 for well spacings of 200, 300 and 400 m, respectively. It can be clearly observed that
a larger number of natural fractures contributes to more production. The incremental EUR after 30 years
compared to the case with well spacing of 200 m without natural fractures is about 1.5%, 13.8%, 69%,
and 130.7% for the fracture number of 100, 1000, 5000, and 10,000, respectively. When compared to the
case with well spacing of 300 m, the incremental EUR after 30 years of production is about 1.4%, 13.9%,
66.7%, and 124.3% for the fracture number of 100, 1000, 5000, and 10,000, respectively. When compared
to the case with well spacing of 400 m, the incremental EUR after 30 years of production is about
1.6%, 15.3%, 72.6%, and 131% for the fracture number of 100, 1000, 5000, and 10,000, respectively.
For 100 natural fractures, there is only a smaller number of natural fractures connecting with hydraulic
fractures, leading to a slight increase of cumulative gas production. However, for 10,000 natural
fractures, there is a much more complex connected fracture network between natural and hydraulic
fractures, resulting in a big increase of contact area between fracture and matrix and a large increase
of cumulative gas production. The CPU time for the model with well spacing of 300 m is about 5,
7 min 17 and 30 min, corresponding to the number of natural fractures of 100, 1000, 5000, and 10,000,
respectively. Hence, the natural fractures play an important role in long-term multiple shale-gas well
performance, which can be easily and efficiently handled by the non-intrusive EDFM technology.
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Figure 8. Effect of different numbers of natural fractures on cumulative gas production for the reservoir
model with well spacing of 200 m (NF in the legend represents natural fractures).

Figure 9. Effect of different numbers of natural fractures on cumulative gas production for the reservoir
model with well spacing of 300 m (NF in the legend represents natural fractures).
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Figure 10. Effect of different numbers of natural fractures on cumulative gas production for the
reservoir model with well spacing of 400 m (NF in the legend represents natural fractures).

5.2. Effect of Natural Fractures on Well Spacing Optimization

The effect of natural fracture density on the incremental gas production after 30 years under
different well spacing is presented in Figure 11. Here, the natural fracture density refers to the number
of natural fractures per 929 m2, which is about 0.06, 0.6, 3, and 6 for the total number of natural fractures
of 100, 1000, 5000, and 10,000, respectively. The incremental gas production after 30 years means
that the difference of cumulative gas production with and without natural fractures under a given
well spacing. It can be clearly seen that the incremental gas production of different well spacing with
and without natural fractures almost linearly increases with the increasing natural fracture density.
In addition, the difference of incremental gas production between different well spacing increases
with an increase in natural fracture density. The difference of incremental gas production between
well spacing of 200 m and 400 m under the natural fracture density of 0.06, 0.6, 3 and 6 per 929 m2 is
about 3.2 × 106 m3, 31.2 × 106 m3, 125.6 × 106 m3, and 184.7 × 106 m3, respectively. Consequently,
it can be implied that a larger well spacing is preferred for the shale-gas reservoir with a larger natural
fracture density.

Figure 11. Effect of natural fracture density on the incremental gas production after 30 years under
different well spacing.
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5.3. Effect of Natural Fractures on Pressure Distribution

Figures 12 and 13 compare pressure distribution after one and 30 years of production under
different well spacing with and without natural fractures. The extreme case with 10,000 natural
fractures was plotted for comparison. As shown, different drainage area at early and later time of
production can be clearly observed. In addition, a stronger well interference between two wells after
30 years under a smaller well spacing occurs. Especially, the drainage area expands more when
considering a bigger number of natural fractures.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

 
(e) (f) 

Figure 12. Comparison of pressure distribution after 1 and 30 years of production under different
well spacing without natural fractures: (a) After 1 year of production with well spacing 200 m;
(b) After 30 years of production with well spacing 200 m; (c) After 1 year of production with well
spacing 300 m; (d) After 30 years of production with well spacing 300 m; (e) After 1 year of production
with well spacing 400 m; (f) After 30 years of production with well spacing 400 m.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

 
(e) (f) 

Figure 13. Comparison of pressure distribution after one and 30 years of production under different
well spacing with 10,000 natural fractures: (a) After one year of production with well spacing 200 m;
(b) After 30 years of production with well spacing 200 m; (c) After one year of production with
well spacing 300 m; (d) After 30 years of production with well spacing 300 m; (e) After one year of
production with well spacing 400 m; (f) After 30 years of production with well spacing 400 m.

6. Conclusions

We applied the non-intrusive EDFM technology as well as a compositional reservoir simulator to
perform shale-gas two-phase flow simulations. The impact of natural fractures on multiple shale-gas
well performance with varying well spacing was investigated based on history matching results of an
actual shale-gas well from Marcellus shale formation. The following conclusions can be drawn from
this study:

(1) The effective matrix and fracture properties were obtained based on good history matching results
such as matrix permeability of 0.000525 mD, fracture half-length of 127 m, fracture conductivity
of 0.73 mD-m, and fracture water saturation of 37.4%.

(2) The EUR and cumulative water production after 30 years of the actual shale-gas well were
determined as 413 × 106 m3 and 747 m3, respectively.

(3) The effect of natural fractures on two shale-gas well performance almost linearly increases with
the increasing number of natural fractures. For example, the natural fractures contribute to the
incremental EUR after 30 years of 1.4%, 13.9%, 66.7%, and 124.3% for the well spacing of 300 m
with fracture number of 100, 1000, 5000, and 10,000, respectively.

(4) The CPU time for the model with well spacing of 300 m is about 30 min when dealing with 10,000
natural fractures based on the non-intrusive EDFM technology.

(5) A larger number of natural fractures is easier to form a more complex connected fracture network
with hydraulic fractures, resulting in a higher well productivity.

(6) The difference of well performance between different well spacing increases with the increasing
natural fracture density. For example, the difference of well performance between well spacing
of 200 m and 400 m is about 3.2 × 106 m3, 31.2 × 106 m3, 125.6 × 106 m3, and 184.7 × 106 m3

corresponding to the natural fracture density of 0.06, 0.6, 3 and 6 per 929 m2, respectively.
(7) This study provides a better understanding of the impact of complex natural fractures on multiple

shale-gas well performance with varying well spacing. A larger well spacing is suggested when
the shale-gas reservoir has a larger natural fracture density.
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Abstract: The subsurface fractures could impact the fluid mechanisms dramatically, which makes the
modeling of the hydraulic and natural fractures an essential step for fractured reservoirs simulations.
However, because of the complexities of fracture patterns and distributions, it is difficult to detect
and quantify the fracture networks. In this study, line detection techniques are designed and applied
to quantify the fracture segments from fracture figures. Using this fracture detection algorithm, the
fracture segments could be located by detecting the endpoints and the intersections of fractures, thus
that the fracture patterns could be accurately captured and characterized. The proposed method is
applied to two previous well-known field cases and the pressure distribution results are consistent
with the micro-seismic data profiles. These two field cases are simulated and computed by using a
semianalytical model and Embedded Discrete Fracture Model (EDFM) respectively. The third case
is constructed by the fracture outcrop figure and simulated by a numerical simulator with EDFM
implemented. The simulation results are accurate and clearly illustrate the important role fractures
play in unconventional reservoirs. The technology proposed in this study could be used to quantify
the fracture input data for reservoir simulations and be easily expanded for fracture detection and
characterization problems in other fields.

Keywords: fractured reservoir; line detection; semi-analytical model; EDFM; fracture modeling

1. Introduction

Due to geomechanical imbalances, various fractures such as natural fractures and hydraulic
fractures are generated [1]. The presence of these fractures in the rocks will dramatically change the
mechanical and transport properties of the subsurface area [2]. Fracture quantification and fracture
modeling are very important in many disciplines of earth sciences, such as geophysics, petroleum and
rock mechanics. Different combinations of fracture properties and rock matrix properties will generate
different flow storage and transport mechanisms in the fractured reservoirs [3–8]. For example, in the
case of high matrix porosity and low matrix permeability, the majority of hydrocarbon will be stored
in the matrix, but fractures will act as the transport channel for producing wells. While in the case of
low matrix porosity and permeability, the fractures will be in charge of the majority of storage and
transport channels. Due to the importance of the fractures, it is very important to quantify the fractures
both physically and geometrically, thus that the exact role of the fractures can be analyzed efficiently.

While fracture detection and characterization are inevitable procedures in practical applications,
the complexity of fracture physical properties and fracture networks make the quantification and
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modeling of fractures difficult. Fracture lengths vary from 10−2 m to 103 m in order of magnitude [9]
and fracture orientations are complicated due to the different local subsurface stresses, and fracture
aperture distributions and fracture spatial density also have a large range of variations.

To better quantify fracture properties and locations, many algorithms have been developed to
detect fracture lines and curves from fracture outcrop figures. The classical work of detecting lines was
done by Hough [10], in which the author proposed a method for machine recognition of complex lines
in photographs or other pictorial representations. Hough designed a so-called Hough transform to
convert the lines to a slope and intersects, thus that the fracture lines could be grouped and analyzed
systematically. The Hough transform was then expanded by Duda and Hart [11] to detect both straight
lines and curves, by replacing the use of the slope-intercept parameters with angle-radius parameters,
thus that it could be applied to more general curve detections. The transform becomes popular in
the computer vision field due to the work of Ballard [12], in which the author generalized the Hough
transform to the detection of some analytic curves in grey level images, specifically lines, circles, and
parabolas. Since then, there have been many applications about the Hough transform. For example,
line and curve detection have been used for object recognition [13,14], transportation monitoring and
management [15,16], and medical imaging [17]. Another trend of the Hough transform application is
applying machine learning techniques such as clustering methods combined with the Hough transform
to detect lines and edges. For example, Achtert et al. [18] proposed a method for finding arbitrarily
oriented subspace clusters based on the Hough transform, in which the clustering algorithm was used
to find the clusters that are lying in a very noisy environment. For more applications with the Hough
transform, please refer to the reviews [19–21].

For most cases in the petroleum industry, the only data available are the fracture figures from the
surface or outcrops, and sometimes the fracture network is so complicated that manually setting up
the fracture network is not practical. That is why an automatic fracture detection algorithm is needed
to efficiently detect and quantify the fracture networks. The quantification results are generated to be
compatible with the reservoir simulation tools for reservoir simulations. Based on different algorithms,
several software packages have been developed. For example, DigiFract [22] is a software package
written in Python designed to work directly with fracture data digitized from outcrops and it is based
on a geographical information system core that is applied for mapping real fracture data sets and
studying the impact of fractures geometries on flow [23]. An integrated workflow for stress and flow
modelling using outcrop-derived discrete fracture networks was designed after the fracture image
was obtained with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, in which DigiFract is used to digitize the fracture
information [24]. Another software Engauge Digitizer [25] has the capacity of removing the axis and
interpolating them with certain regression functions (such as trigonometric functions or polynomial
functions) after the users choose certain points to be interpolcated. However, this software could
not read fracture lines directly without the user filtering some points manually. FracPaQ [26] is an
open-access software package, designed to analyze and quantify fracture patterns in two dimensions
from digital data. The Hough transform is used when the input is JPG/JPEG image format. However,
there are two disadvantages for FracPaQ. First, because the Hough transform is applied to detect
lines when analyzing the original image input, it takes a lot of computation time. Second, FracPaQ
focuses on statistical quantities such as fracture length, segment length, segment orientation, intensity,
density, and connectivity but it could not calculate the nodes coordinates, the intersections of fracture
segments. And when the input is in an image format, it cannot even return nodes locations, which are
important information for reservoir simulations. The existence and continuous development of these
software packages justify the necessity of a fracture detection and characterization workflow. However,
most of the above software packages concentrate more on analyzing the statistical information of the
fracture networks and only accept input data of coordinates of fracture endpoints, otherwise, the users
need to manually set up points as input for these software packages. They are capable of analyzing
a large amount of fractures, but the computation efficiency is low due to the complexity related to
the Hough transform or other similar algorithms. For petroleum engineers, what is really needed
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is a workflow that could detect and quantify the fracture nodes and the line segments to be used
for further simulation by using various reservoir simulation techniques such as analytical methods,
semi-analytical methods, and numerical methods. That is exactly the purpose of this study.

In this study, we concentrate on fracture detection and quantification applications for some
common cases in the petroleum industry. In most unconventional reservoir simulation cases, the
number of fractures is less than 100 and all fractures are planar. The fracture geometry is relatively
simple, thus that there is no need to use the Hough transform. Two-dimensional fracture figures
are used as inputs. The fracture lines and their intersection points are detected and calculated.
After detecting fractures lines and providing input data for two reservoir simulation methods, the
semianalytical model [8,27] and numerical methods with the Embedded Discrete Fracture Model
(EDFM) [28] implemented, the pressure profile of the reservoir is computed.

The rest of this study is organized as follows. First, the methodology of point detection and line
detection are explained. Second, the workflow proposed in this study is used to detect the fracture
lines in three field cases, with two well-known fracture networks and the third is built from the fracture
outcrop figure. The fracture quantification results are then imported to two reservoir simulation
methods, a semianalytical model and a numerical method with EDFM implemented to simulate the
flow transport. In the end limitations and future work of our methods are discussed, before the
conclusions are drawn.

2. Methodology

Three main steps are used in our study to detect and quantify the fracture networks. First, using
fracture figures as input, the fracture endpoints and intersections are detected by point detection
algorithms. Second, using these points and the original figure, fracture lines are determined and
quantified. Third, the fracture length and flow orientation are computed using fracture endpoints.
In this section, the methodologies of these three steps are explained one by one.

2.1. Pre-Processing

The point detection algorithms designed in this study concentrates on 1-pixel figures. In real
applications, the input figures could be multi-pixels, in which case the well-established clustering
algorithms and sharpening/thinning algorithms are used first to convert the original figures to a
1-pixel format. Robust clustering and sharpening algorithms are provided in many existing software
such as Matlab (R2017b) for convenient use. In this study, for the simplicity of our discussion, we will
assume the input figures are already in a 1-pixel format.

2.2. Points Detection

After the figures are converted to a 1-pixel format, all endpoints and intersection points need to
be detected. In the 1-pixel format, each node is a cell with the 1-pixel side length and has at most 8
neighbor cells. To easily distinguish cells, the neighborhood relation for each cell is converted to a
neighborhood index by assuming a binary format neighborhood relation. The bit locations used in this
study are illustrated in Figure 1a, with the target cell locating at the center. Based on this definition,
the neighborhood index for each cell could only have 256 possible values, from 0–255. In fact, the
neighborhood connection type is calculated using the following equation:

N = ∑8
i=1 2i−1, (1)

Figure 1b,c show two examples for this conversion. In Figure 1b, the neighborhood index will be
calculated as N = 23 + 24 + 26 = 88, because it has neighbor cells on bit locations 4, 5, and 7. Similarly,
the connection type in Figure 1c is calculated as N = 1 + 22 + 23 + 24 + 26 = 93 since it has neighbor
cells on bit locations 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7. After this conversion, all dots in the figure are converted to integer
values within the range of 1 to 256 and each number is distinguishable for different neighborhood
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relations. With this conversion, the end points and intersection points could easily be detected out.
For example, the endpoints will be dots with only one neighbor, thus there are only 8 possible values if
one point is the endpoint, that is, N = 2i−1, i = 1, 2, . . . , 8. When the corresponding neighborhood
index equals to one of these 8 values, it will be marked as endpoints. And similarly, the intersection
points are points with more than 3 neighbor dots, such as the center cell in Figure 1b.

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 1. Illustrations of pixel binary format neighborhood connections: (a) The ordering of 8 bit;
(b) the center cell with N = 88 neighborhood index; (c) the center cell with N = 93 neighborhood index.

Using this conversion technique, all special points (endpoints and intersection points) will be
detected and stored for further use in the next step.

2.3. Line Segments Detection

After locating all the special points, we proceed to the detection of the line segments. There are
many line segments detecting software based on the classic method of Hough transform to recognize
line segments patterns from complicated colored images. These techniques are also utilized in software
like FraqPac [26] to decide the geometry of fractures from geology photos. However, in this study, we
focus on the detection of fracture segments from the input of 1-pixle format images, which are based
on the endpoints and intersections detected as described in the previous section. We aim at getting an
output file including the description of each fracture segment with coordinates of its start and end
points, length, slope, mid points, and the connection relationship and relative connection relationships
with the well, which is used as an input for the semianalytical model and numerical methods with
EDFM implemented. Hence, instead of the Hough transform based methods, we propose a more
intuitive but efficient way to detect the fracture segments from 1-pixel images.

2.3.1. Detection of Line Segments with Known Endpoints: Basic Idea

First, we describe the procedure of testing whether there is a line segment existing between two
known points. With the coordinates of two points, an equation of a straight line that connects them can
be directly derived. Coordinates of all the possible points on this straight line in the binary image can
also be computed. As shown in Figure 2a, due to 1-pixel image assumption, sometimes the lines on the
binary image may not be perfectly straight (black connected cells), thus the point detection algorithm
might lead to a straight line not perfectly passing the black cells. Hence, besides the computed points
on the 1-pixel line, we should also include neighborhood points (the region within the dashed blue
lines) in Figure 2b.

Define the set of all the black points on the binary image as P and the set of the computed possible
points as Pc and suppose they contain N and Nc elements, respectively. The points in Pc on the
binary 1-pixel image are determined by considering the intersection P ∩ Pc and suppose it contains Ni
elements. Consider the ratio between two sets, ε = Ni/Nc, if ε is larger than a chosen criterion (90%
for the cases in this study), we mark it as a line segment. Using this method, all existing line segments
could be detected. The 90% value is found by trial and errors among all the values ranging from 0 to 1.
For different cases, this value might be different and should be modified accordingly to achieve the
best detection results. The larger this value is, the less line segments will be detected and vice versa.
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For example, in the extreme case of being 100%, only the lines with all the pixels in this range will be
detected, which is in some cases hard to achieve.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Illustrations of line detection technique: (a) Example of a not-perfectly-straight line after
1-pixel pre-processing; (b) neighborhood points considered in the line detection process.

A disadvantage of this method should be pointed out. When there are two very close parallel
fractures, it is hard to distinguish between these two tight parallel fractures using this method. At that
time, the detection accuracy would decrease significantly.

2.3.2. Detection of the Lines with Endpoints and Intersections

As explained in Section 2.2, all the end points on the fracture image can be detected first. Intuitively,
with the method introduced in Section 2.3.1, we can iterate through all the end points and decide
the existence of line segments between any pair of the end points. By comparing slope and length
(equivalently radius and angles) of lines starting from the same point, we can simply exclude all the
repeated lines. A large number of micro-seismic data at one location is usually related to the larger
aperture of that fracture or a large number of fractures in that location. In that case, a large number of
fracture segments could be detected and quantified. In this study, one fracture segment is simply used
to represent all possible fractures and more sophisticated cases will be studied in the future.

However, it should be pointed out that a large error exists when an image with a complex
fracture structure is processed with this method. The preprocessing error of the image (especially the
“sharp/thin” operation) may bring distortion to the straight lines, which will affect the detection of
the intersection points. However, it is noticed from our numerical experiments that the endpoints can
usually be detected correctly. Hence when the original image has a complicated fracture formation,
the line segments can be detected using another method. First, the endpoints are detected, which only
has negligible errors. Then we detect the line segments between these endpoints, using the technique
introduced in Section 2.3.1. In fact, the result of this step already has enough for the simulation with
the EDFM method. While semianalytical methods require more information for the fracture lines,
for example, the intersections of these line segments, which constitute all the points needed for the
semianalytical method. In this way, the complex images such as Case 2 analyzed in Section 3 can be
processed accurately. The intersection points may not be marked in the exact position but we can get a
good approximation to simulate fracture structure from a complicated image, with acceptable errors.

After line detection is finished, the angles and lengths of the fractures could be calculated using
the fracture lines with the endpoints and stored for the use of the semianalytical method.

2.4. Flow Direction Determination for the Semianalytical Model

For the semianalytical method, extra fracture analysis work should be done. As shown later in
the application, the semianalytical method needs the flow direction between two end points of the
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fractures. Our computation for flow directions is based on the relative connective relationship of each
point to the wellbore.

To achieve this purpose, the shortest path problem needs to be solved, defined as finding the
shortest path from each node to the wellbore. The fracture structure can be viewed as an undirected
graph [29], by regarding all the points as the nodes, and all the fracture segments as the edges.
We assign each edge with the same unit weight, then by solving the shortest path problem from each
point to the wellbore, we can find the distances from the points to its closest connected wellbore.
The flow direction between the two points is defined by these distances. Specifically, in the models
investigated in this study, because the same fracture aperture is utilized for all the fractures, for a pair
of connected nodes, our assumption is that flow goes from the point with a larger distance to the well
to the point of smaller distance. For the output file, all the points can also be sorted according to the
distance. When fractures have different apertures, this assumption will not hold any more [30].

In summary, the workflow for our method described in Section 2 is illustrated in Figure 3. Next,
our technique will be applied for three unconventional reservoir cases in Section 3.

 

Figure 3. A flow diagram of the fracture detection algorithm. With the input of an image file with
the traced fracture network, a text file will be the output, which can be used as the input file for the
semianalytical/EDFM simulation.

3. Application

With the help of horizontal wells drilling and hydraulic fracturing techniques, unconventional
plays have become a revolution for the energy industry since the late 1980s. In unconventional
reservoirs, fractures modeling is an inevitable procedure, in which the fracture quantification needs to
be done beforehand in order to simulate the fractures. The input data for fracture quantification might
be micro-seismic data, fracture outcrop figures, or other information. Applying the fracture detection
and quantification proposed above, the fracture information can be extracted for different reservoir
simulation methods.

Efficient simulation methods of modeling fractured reservoirs include analytical methods,
semianalytical methods [6,8,27], and numerical methods [31,32]. The dual-porosity/dual-permeability
approach is also often applied to model complex fractures and simulate the effect of fracture networks.
However, the resolution of these approaches is not enough to capture the details of fractures.
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In this section, a semianalytical method and a numerical method with EDFM implemented will
be used to model the shale gas productions in the fractured reservoirs. The technique proposed in this
study will be applied in three cases to show its effectiveness. The first two cases use micro-seismic data
as input and the third case uses the natural fracture outcrop. After the fracture image is processed and
fracture data is quantified, two reservoir simulation methods will be used to simulate the reservoir.
One is a semianalytical model and the other uses a numerical method with EDFM implemented.
More details of these two methods will be explained next.

3.1. Semianalytical Model

Assume the reservoir matrix is homogeneous, there are many analytical and semianalytical
models dedicated to efficiently simulating the gas transport in shales. Gringarten et al. [33] used
source and Green’s functions to solve unsteady flow problems for a wide variety of reservoir flow
problems. Cinco-Lay and Samaniego [34] presented a new technique for analyzing pressure transient
data for wells intercepted by a finite conductivity vertical fracture. Wan and Aziz [35] proposed a
new semianalytical solution for horizontal wells with multiple fractures with different strike angles
and partially penetrating the formation in the vertical direction. Then the authors calculated the well
index combined with a numerically computed gridblock pressure. Lin and Zhu [36] studied the well
performance for fractured horizontal wells in an infinite slab reservoir, by using the instantaneous
solution of plane sources, in which the fractures could be fully or partially penetrated. Zhou et al. [27]
designed a semianalytical model to simulate the gas production in Barnett shale with fully penetrated
planar fractures. Yu et al. [8] extended Zhou’s model to simulate well production for reservoirs with
fully a penetrated non-planar fracture as well as a planar fracture with varying fracture width and
fracture permeability. Their model was verified with a numerical reservoir simulator for a single
fracture case before being applied to several case studies based on Marcellus shale properties. In this
section, the model built in Yu et al. [8] is used to simulate the shale gas reservoirs.

3.2. EDFM Method

As one of the conventional methods for fracture modeling, dual-porosity/dual-permeability
approaches are often applied to model complex fractures and simulate the effect of fracture networks.
However, the resolution of these solutions is not high enough to capture the details of fractures
geometry. To solve that issue, discrete-fracture models (DFM), using finite-volume or finite-difference
methods, have been developed. To be compatible with the complex geometries of fractures, such
as nonplanar fractures and fractures with variable aperture, unstructured grids-based reservoir
simulator are also developed [31,37–40] in order to explicitly model the fractures. However, the
use of unstructured grids leads to high computational cost and they are still limited in real field studies.
As a solution, the EDFM was developed [3,5,41,42] to honor the accuracy of DFMs while keeping the
efficiency offered by structured gridding. In this study, a numerical method with EDFM implemented
by Shakiba and Sepehrnoori [28] is used to compute the pressure distributions. Due to the very small
matrix permeability, pressure diffusion is very slow in the matrix, as it is apparent in the figures below.
This can imply some numerical errors in the EDFM method because of the singular behavior in

√
t of

pressure close to a fracture is badly captured. In these cases, the MINC (Multiple Interacting Continua)
methods for capturing short time behavior can be applied [43,44].

3.3. Case Study

Case 1. Vertical Barnett Shale Well

The first example comes from Fisher et al. [45], where the micro-seismic mapping data and
conjectured fracture network in this area are given, with one active vertical well. Previously, if
engineers want to use this fracture pattern, a tedious and time-consuming fracture quantification
process needs to be taken, during which the researchers need to manually locate the fracture lines and
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endpoints. With the method proposed in this study, the only work needed to do is to set up the color
of the fractures in Figure 4a. By using clustering and sharpening methods provided by Matlab, we
can get the fracture lines in binary 1-pixel format. The methods introduced in Section 2 could then
be applied to read the nodes and detect the fracture lines. The nodes and lines results are shown in
Figure 4a.

(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 4. Shale gas model with fractures in Barnett shale with one vertical well in Case 1: (a) Detection
results of the nodes and lines with the proposed method; (b) the pressure profile after 3 years production;
(c) the pressure profile after 10 years production.

Using the nodes and line segments information provided in Figure 4a, a semianalytical method is
used to calculate the pressure distributions. The reservoir information and other properties are listed
in Table 1. The pressure profiles after 3 years and 10 years are plotted in Figure 4b,c respectively. The
stimulated rock volume could be identified from this pressure results.
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Table 1. Reservoir parameters.

Parameter Value

Reservoir dimension, m 1200 × 1328 × 20
Depth, m 2134
Reservoir temperature, ◦C 82
Initial reservoir pressure, psi 3800
Wellbore pressure, psi 1000
Porosity, % 3
Matrix permeability, m2 1 × 10−20

Water saturation, % 30
Fracture conductivity, m2·m 6 × 10−21

Figure 4a illustrates accurate detection result of all the fractures. This case is a good example of
the convenience of the auto detection workflow compared to manually locating the lines and nodes.
In this case, there are over 170 fracture segments, it will be time-consuming to manually locate all the
340 plus fracture end nodes. With the help of our algorithm, it just takes several seconds to detect all
the nodes and fracture segments.

Figure 4b,c show a high resolution pressure profile after 3 years and 10 years, respectively. In the
top right corner, where the density of fractures is high, the pressure diffuses much faster than the
bottom left corner, where there are only a few coarse fractures. This validates the important role of
natural fractures in altering the shale gas flow transport mechanisms.

Case 2. Horizontal Barnett Shale Well

The second case is also in Barnett shale [45] but with a horizontal well. Applying the methods
introduced in this study, the nodes and line segments are detected in Figure 5a. The Reservoir
dimensions and other information is listed in Table 2. It is a shale gas reservoir of 1829 m × 1829 m ×
91 m large, with 120 × 120 × 1 mesh dimension.

Table 2. Reservoir parameters.

Parameter Value

Matrix permeability, mD 0.0001
Porosity, % 6
Reservoir Temperature, ◦C 82
Initial pressure, psi 3800
Initial saturation, % 30
Constant wellbore pressure, psi 1000
Fracture conductivity, m2·m 5 × 10−12

Horizontal well locations, m (1891, 3811), (3801, 1801)

Applying the fracture detection workflow introduced in this study, the fracture segments are
quantified and illustrated in Figure 5a, with nodes in black colors and line segments in red colors, the
unit is still ft to make the readers easy to compare with the original fracture figure of reference [45].
Because this case has relatively simple fracture patterns, our detection workflow gets perfect detection
of all fracture segments.

Using the fracture patterns detected in Figure 5a and the horizontal well location as shown in
yellow in the figure, an in-house shale gas reservoir simulator with EDFM methods implemented is
used to run the reservoir simulation. The parameters are listed in Table 2.

After 3 years and 30 years, the pressure profile is plotted in Figure 5b,c, respectively. Again,
the pressure diffuses much faster in the high-density areas at the left part and the bottom right part.
The pressure diffuses much slower in the top part because there are only four fractures.
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(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 5. Shale gas model with fractures in Barnett shale with one horizontal well in Case 2:
(a) Detection results of the nodes and lines with the proposed method; (b) the pressure profile after 3
years production; (c) the pressure profile after 10 years production.

Case 3. Actual Fracture Outcrop Case (EDFM Method)

To show the versatility of our method, in the last case, an original fracture outcrop figure is used
to get the fracture information. The fracture lines are drawn manually as in Figure 6b, which is used as
the input for our method and the nodes, line segments results are plotted in Figure 6c. Here we only
detect the endpoints and line segments, which are enough for the EDFM method inputs. Using the
reservoir parameters as listed in Table 3, with different dimensions, the pressure result in 3 years is
shown in Figure 6d.

Table 3. Reservoir parameters.

Parameter Value

Depth, m 2134
Matrix permeability, m2 1 × 10−19

Porosity, % 6
Reservoir Temperature, ◦C 82
Initial pressure, psi 3800
Initial saturation, % 30
Constant wellbore pressure, psi 1000
Fracture conductivity, m2·m 5 × 10−12
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Due to the limitation of our clustering algorithm, the fracture lines in Figure 6a are still drawn
manually but the fracture nodes and lines are detected based on Figure 6b using the workflow of
this study. Figure 6c has the perfect match of all the fracture segments and nodes. Using the fracture
information shown in Figure 6c, our in-house reservoir simulator with EDFM method implemented is
used to run the simulation for 3 years. The pressure result (in psi) is shown in Figure 6d.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6. Field fracture outcrop case in Utah, USA. (a) A network of faults and fractures in a rock
outcrop. Southern Utah, USA [46]; (b) fracture network pattern (blue lines) and well location (red
line) (range length:height = 3:2); (c) fracture nodes and line segment detection results; (d) the pressure
profile after 3 years production.

4. Discussion

Fracture quantification and modeling are an inevitable procedure in an unconventional reservoir
simulation. Accurate fracture quantification could build a strong foundation for fracture modeling
because fractures could largely impact the fluid transport mechanism in unconventional reservoirs.
In this study, using two-dimensional fracture figures as input, a fracture detection, and modeling
workflow is proposed to quantify the fracture networks in fractured reservoirs.

Using clustering algorithms, two-dimensional fracture figures could be converted to a binary
1-pixel format. The connection types of all the fracture nodes are converted to integers in order to detect
the end points and intersection points of fracture segments. Then the fracture segments are detected by
checking the overlaps between existing nodes between two points and the lines connecting two points
to see whether the overlap ratio is higher than 90%, the line segment is accepted. For semianalytical
methods of reservoir simulation, the extra shortest distance problem needs to be solved to get the flow
direction in any fracture segment. The fracture information computed by this method provides all the
necessary input data for fracture modeling in semianalytical methods and EDFM methods. To validate
our model, three reservoir cases are constructed using either the micro-seismic data or the field fracture
outcrop data, before the semianalytical method and a numerical method with EDFM implemented are
used to simulate the reservoir model and compute the pressure profiles.
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To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this work is the first work of applying image processing
techniques to directly quantify fracture patterns for fracture modeling in unconventional reservoirs.
Due to the complexity of the fracture networks, the detection accuracy is not 100% for some complicated
fracture patterns, which will be further improved by refining our clustering techniques.

On the other hand, because this study concentrates on the fracture segments detection, the input
data is assumed to be the binary and 1-pixel format in the 2D plane. However, in practical cases,
there are only the original JPEG format figures and they are in 3D space. In the future, with more
advancement in machine learning and clustering and with the help of advanced image processing
algorithms to handle the clustering work, original multi-pixel colored figures can be accepted as input.
It is also possible to reconstruct some 3D fracture models having mainly observed 2D traces as well
as well data, in which the hydraulic fractures are likely to be 2D planar objects that intersect natural
fractures along some segments. Some techniques have been proposed to model transient fluid flows
in 3D DFN by mapping the fractures to an equivalent pipe network [47,48]. The resulting problem
is similar to the one got using EDFM methods or others. Meanwhile, multiphase flow can also be
addressed using the mixing of dual porosity models and streamlines models [49–51]. In the future,
more field cases will be studied with these advanced techniques.

Despite the above limitations, the methods proposed in this work could inspire further
applications of image processing in the energy field, especially in the oil and gas industry. Image
processing ability is a must capacity for future exploration robots or equipment. It is worthwhile to
put more effort into this area, in order to get ready for assembling the first automated exploration
subsurface robot and further propel the development of the oil and gas industry.

5. Conclusions

To facilitate the fracture modeling in reservoir simulations by semianalytical methods and
numerical simulation with EDFM methods implemented, a workflow of fracture detection and
quantification was designed. This workflow was applied in three cases to show the effectiveness of
this method. Based on the work in this study, the following conclusions could be drawn.

1. The endpoints and intersection points of fracture segments are detected by converting the figure
format connection types to integer values.

2. The fracture line segments are located by checking the overlaps between existing nodes and
nodes lying on the connecting lines of two end points.

3. Solving the shortest path problems helps us to determine the flow direction within each fracture
segment, to be used for semianalytical methods.

4. Three unconventional reservoir cases are constructed to validate the effectiveness of the methods
proposed in this study.
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Abstract: Gas injection is one of the most effective enhanced oil recovery methods for the
unconventional reservoirs. Recently, CH4 has been widely used; however, few studies exist to
accurately evaluate the cyclic CH4 injection considering molecular diffusion and nanopore effects.
Additionally, the effects of operation parameters are still not systematically understood. Therefore,
the objective of this work is to build an efficient numerical model to investigate the impacts of
molecular diffusion, capillary pressure, and operation parameters. The confined phase behavior was
incorporated in the model considering the critical property shifts and capillary pressure. Subsequently,
we built a field-scale simulation model of the Eagle Ford shale reservoir. The fluid properties
under different pore sizes were evaluated. Finally, a series of studies were conducted to examine
the contributions of each key parameter on the well production. Results of sensitivity analysis
indicate that the effect of confinement and molecular diffusion significantly influence CH4 injection
effectiveness, followed by matrix permeability, injection rate, injection time, and number of cycles.
Primary depletion period and soaking time are less noticeable for the well performance in the selected
case. Considering the effect of confinement and molecular diffusion leads to the increase in the well
performance during the CH4 injection process. This work, for the first time, evaluates the nanopore
effects and molecular diffusion on the CH4 injection. It provides an efficient numerical method to
predict the well production in the EOR process. Additionally, it presents useful insights into the
prediction of cyclic CH4 injection effectiveness and helps operators to optimize the EOR process in
the shale reservoirs.

Keywords: Cyclic CH4 injection; enhanced oil recovery; nanopore confinement; molecular diffusion;
sensitivity analysis

1. Introduction

As reported, around 40% of the natural gas reserves are contained in the unconventional reservoirs
all over the world [1]. The Eagle Ford shale is one of the productive oil shale reservoirs in the North
America, which is located in the northwest of Texas. The main thickness of production varies from
50 to 300 feet [2,3]. The technologies of horizontal drilling and multistage hydraulic fracturing have
attracted much attention, especially for the micro- and nano-pores in the unconventional reservoirs [4,5].
The combination of these technologies is extensively used to exploit the reserves in the tight and shale
reservoirs [6,7]. However, Dejam et al. [8,9] pointed out that low permeability may increase the
threshold pressure gradient, and large amount of oil still reserves in the formations, which requires
gas injection for the production enhancement [10–12].
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Due to the low permeability of shale rocks, waterflooding cannot perform as effective as that in the
conventional resources. Hence, the attention has been attracted to gas injection in the unconventional
reservoirs. Recent theoretical and experimental studies have shown that CH4 injection is more
impressive than CO2 because it has high compressibility and the sources are rich [13,14]. Therefore,
CH4 can take the place of CO2 in some situations. Alfarge et al. [15] pointed out that extending
soaking period and increasing injection volume are benefit to improve the well production. Meng and
Sheng [16] conducted the experiment of CH4 Huff-n-Puff injection in the core samples, confirming
that condensate recovery increase by 6% in the Huff-n-Puff injection operation. However, most studies
focus on the primary depletion production; the physical mechanisms on the effectiveness of cyclic CH4

injection are still limited.
Literatures have reported the evaluation of gas injection in shale oil reservoirs [15,17–19].

Sigmund et al. [20] and Brusilovsky [21] have conducted experiments in the porous media.
They concluded that the phase behavior in the porous media deviates from the bulk phase. Recent
studies have shown that nanopore confinement is an important factor since the nanopores cause high
capillary pressure, affecting the properties of components as well as phase behavior further theoretically
and experimentally [22–25]. Wang et al. [26] and Nojabaei et al. [23] modified the vapor-liquid phase
equilibrium model based on Young-Laplace equation and Leverett J-function. They then incorporated
the phase equilibrium model into the reservoir simulator to predict the well production in the tight oil
reservoirs. Yang et al. [27] modified the Peng-Robison equation of state and introduced a new term
representing the molecule-wall interaction. They reproduced the collected data with an overall error of
7.64% compared to the molecular simulation results. Nanofluidic devices were applied to investigate
the nanopore effects. Luo et al. [28] and Alfi et al. [29] conducted the nanofluidic experiment and they
all concluded that the bubble point shifts with the effect of confinement. Salahshoor et al. [1] reviewed
the mathematical models and experimental studies to compare the phase behavior in conventional
reservoirs and tiny pores.

Molecular diffusion is another key mechanism affecting the gas injection effectiveness.
Yu et al. [30] has investigated that molecular diffusivity should be correctly included in the simulation
model. In the process of CO2-CH4 displacement, diffusion is also an important mechanism [31].
Zhang et al. [32] compared the oil recovery of CO2-EOR process and concluded that considering
molecular diffusion is beneficial to improve the oil recovery. However, these investigations only
focus on the CO2 injection process; the impact on the CH4 injection was not well understood. Recent
studies have concluded that the diffusion coefficient of CH4 is on the same order of CO2 [33,34]; hence,
the effect of molecular diffusion needs to be well examined.

Figure 1 shows the sketch of CH4 injection process in the fractured horizontal well. As CH4

is injected, the molecules will move into the fractures and diffuse into the matrix. The fluid phase
behavior in nanopores should be determined. Due to the nanopore effects, the injected components
will not distribute homogenous among different sizes of pores. Additionally, it will result in different
swelling effect in the gas injection from conventional reservoirs because of the confined phase behavior
in nanopores.

From the literature survey, there are still some limitations behind the previous studies. Although
the EOR process is efficient in the tight oil reservoirs, few studies focus on the effect of confinement
on the EOR effectiveness, especially for the CH4 injection. Additionally, most of previous studies
analyzed the operation parameters and the investigation of physical mechanisms affecting the CH4

injection is limited. In order to fill this gap, we proposed a useful method incorporating the phase
behavior model into the compositional simulator, which can accurately and efficiently evaluate the
effect of key parameters on the CH4 injection effectiveness. This work systematically analyzes the
physical mechanisms and operation parameters; it can be easily used in the operations of EOR process.
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Figure 1. The sketch of CH4 injection process in the fractured horizontal well (CH4 molecules diffuse
into different nanopores).

In this work, we evaluated the effect of confinement and CH4 molecular diffusion on the cyclic
CH4 injection in the Eagle Ford shale reservoir. First, the methodology and detailed procedure were
explained. Then, we built a reservoir model based on the fluid properties from the published Eagle Ford
data [35]. The pore size distribution was obtained from the Eagle Ford rock samples [24]. Afterwards,
a series of sensitivity analysis were performed to identify the impacts of the physical mechanisms
on the effectiveness of cyclic CH4 injection. Finally, we conducted the sensitivity analysis including
operation parameters and physical mechanisms. This work provides a better analysis and optimization
of CH4 injection in the Eagle Ford shale reservoir.

2. Methodology

2.1. Shifts of Critical Properties

The nanopore effect on the critical temperatures and pressures has been reported in the
literatures [24,36,37]. The interaction between the molecules and the pore walls is significant when the
pore size is less than 10 nm [38,39]. In our study, the correlations published by Singh et al. [36] were
applied to describe the critical property shifts [40]:
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Tcb − Tcp
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where rp represents the pore-throat radius, ΔT∗
c and ΔP∗

c express the relative critical temperature and
pressure shift, respectively. Tcb and Pcb are the bulk critical temperature and pressure, respectively.
Tcp and Pcp are the critical temperature and critical pressure in the confined space, respectively. σLJ is
the Lennard-Jones size parameter (collision diameter).

2.2. Phase Equilibrium Calculation Considering Nanopore Confinement

In order to include the effect of confinement in the phase equilibrium model, the criterion of phase
equilibrium can be rewritten as:

f i
L(T, PL, xi) = f i

V(T, PV , yi), i = 1, . . . , Nc, (4)

PV − PL = Pcap, (5)
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where f i
L and f i

V express the fugacity of component i in the liquid and vapor phases, respectively. T is
the reservoir temperature. PV and PL represent the pressures of the vapor and liquid phase, respectively.
Pcap is the capillary pressure in the confined space, which is calculated using the Young-Laplace
equation [41], defining as:

Pcap =
2σ cos θ

rp
, (6)

where θ represents the contact angle. In this model, the contact angle is assumed as zero and the angle
between organic and inorganic pores was neglected. The interfacial tension, σ is calculated using the
following equation:

σ =

[
NC

∑
i
(ρL[P]ixi − ρV [P]iyi)

]4

, (7)

where ρL and ρV denote density of the liquid and vapor phases, respectively. [P]i is the parachor of
component i. Parachor of pure component and mixture can be obtained from the work by Pedersen
and Christensen [42].

The Peng-Robinson equation of state [43] is modified as Equation (8) considering the effect
of confinement:

P =
RT

Vm − b
− aα

V2
m + 2bVm − b2 , (8)

where Vm and R represent the mole volume of component i and the universal gas constant, respectively.
a and b are the parameters obtained by van der Waals mixing rules.

When the confinement is included, Equation (8) should be solved separately for liquid and
vapor phases:

(ZL)
3 − (1 − BL)(ZL)

2 + (AL − 2BL − 3(BL)
2)ZL − (ALBL − (BL)

2 − (BL)
3) = 0, (9)

(ZV)
3 − (1 − BV)(ZV)

2 + (AV − 2BV − 3(BV)
2)ZV − (AV BV − (BV)

2 − (BV)
3) = 0, (10)

where AL = aLαPL
R2T2 , BL = bLPL

RT , AV = aV αPV
R2T2 , BV = bV PV

RT . ZL and ZV are the compressibility of liquid
and vapor phases, respectively. The non-linear equations are solved by Newton-Raphson method.
The roots of Equations (9) and (10) are determined with the criterion of Gibbs free energy minimization
in the liquid and vapor phases.

In the following section, we first built a reservoir model based on the typical fluid and fracture
properties, and then performed sensitivity analysis of different parameters in the cyclic CH4 injection.
The fluid properties considering the nanopore effects were calculated through the phase equilibrium
model. Afterwards, the properties were implemented into the reservoir simulator of CMG to evaluate
the cyclic CH4 injection effectiveness [44]. The detailed workflow of this work is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The workflow of evaluation of CH4 injection effectiveness.
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3. Base Case

In the simulation study, we set up the reservoir model using the CMG-GEM simulator [44].
The domain of the model is: 7785 ft in x direction, 1300 ft in y direction, and 40 ft in z direction.
A horizontal well was set in the middle of the reservoir model, along with 76 hydraulic fractures.
The fracture spacing is 80 ft and the fracture half-length is 210 ft. As reported, the reservoir temperature
is 270 ◦F, the matrix porosity is 12%, and the initial reservoir pressure is 8125 psi. Table 1 summarizes
the reasonable rock and fluid properties in the Eagle Ford shale reservoir [45]. The reservoir model
is shown in Figure 3. Mohebbinia and Wong [46] have pointed out that molecular diffusion would
be dominated in the low-permeability fractured reservoirs when gravitational drainage is inefficient.
Hence, only diffusion mechanism was included in this work. The relative permeability curves are
shown in Figure 4.

Table 1. Rock and fluid properties used in the reservoir model.

Properties Value Unit

Initial reservoir pressure 8125 psi
Reservoir temperature 270 ◦F

Reservoir thickness 100 ft
Water saturation 17% -

Porosity 12% -
Average matrix permeability 0.001 mD

Fracture half-length 210 ft
Fracture spacing 80 ft

Figure 3. The reservoir simulation model in the cyclic CH4 injection.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Relative permeability curves: (a) Water-oil relative permeability curve; (b) Liquid-gas relative
permeability curve [38].

In this study, the fluid in the Eagle Ford reservoir is assumed containing six pseudo-components.
Properties and binary interaction coefficients are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Oil gravity of
41 ◦API, gas-oil ratio of 1000 scf/stb, and formation volume factor of 1.65 rb/stb are obtained after
tuning process. These properties have shown good agreements with the work by Orangi et al. [47].
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Table 2. Properties of Eagle Ford oil modified from Orangi et al. [47].

Components Mole Fraction (%)
Critical

Temperature (K)
Critical

Pressure (atm)
Acentric Factor

Molecular
Weight (g/mol)

CO2 1.18 304.20 72.8 0.225 44.01
N2 0.16 126.20 33.5 0.040 28.01

CH4 11.54 190.60 45.4 0.008 16.04
C2-nC5 26.44 274.74 36.5 0.172 52.02
C6-C10 38.09 438.68 25.1 0.284 103.01

C11+ 22.59 740.29 17.5 0.672 267.15

Table 3. Binary interaction coefficients for each component.

Component CO2 N2 CH4 C2-nC5 C6-C10 C11+

CO2 0 −0.020 0.1030 0.1299 0.1500 0.1500
N2 −0.020 0 0.0310 0.0820 0.1200 0.1200

CH4 0.1030 0.0310 0 0.0174 0.0462 0.1110
C2-nC5 0.1299 0.0820 0.0174 0 0.0073 0.0444
C6-C10 0.1500 0.1200 0.0462 0.0073 0 0.0162

C11+ 0.1500 0.1200 0.1110 0.0444 0.0162 0

In the base case, BHP of 1800 psi is the constraint for the production well at the beginning
of the simulations. In the first three years, the well experiences a depletion production period.
After that, it will be transferred to an injection well. The injection rate of CH4 is set as 5000 Mscf/day.
After 60 days of injection, the well will shut-in and begin a soaking period of 60 days. During the
soaking period, the fluid is allowed to dissipate into the formation and mix with the fluid. Then the
well is switched back on for another two-year production again. Thus, one cycle of CH4 injection is
finished. In this model, the production well experiences three cycles and the total production time is
15 years, as shown in Figure 5. A series of cases were conducted to simulate the cyclic CH4 injection
process. We compared the oil recovery factor in a 15-year period to investigate the effectiveness of
CH4 injection in the following sections.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Production of different cases in total simulation time of 15 years: (a) Primary production;
(b) Cyclic CH4 injection (the yellow, red and dark blue bars represent CH4 injection, soaking and EOR
production period, respectively).

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Effect of Confinement in Nanopores

The confinement is significant in the low permeability formations due to the nanopores. According
to the experiment data from the Eagle Ford core samples [24], around 80% of the pores are 20 nm
or less. The fluid properties under 5 nm, 10 nm, and 15 nm were calculated using the Equations (1)
through (3), respectively, as listed in Table 4. The results show that critical temperatures and pressures
suppress as the pore sizes reduce. With the procedure in Figure 2, we calculated the phase equilibrium
and obtained the bubble point pressure under different pore sizes. As shown in Figure 6, the bubble
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point pressure significantly decreases, especially for the small pores, which further impacts the oil
recovery in the tight oil reservoirs.

Table 4. Critical temperatures and pressures under different pore sizes.

Components
Critical Temperatures (K) Critical Pressures (Bar)

Bulk 15 nm 10 nm 5 nm Bulk 15 nm 10 nm 5 nm

CO2 304.2 296.7 293.1 282.2 73.8 72.0 71.1 68.4
N2 126.2 123.2 121.7 117.4 33.9 33.1 32.7 31.6

CH4 190.6 185.9 183.6 176.8 46.0 44.9 44.3 42.7
C2-nC5 274.7 266.6 262.5 250.6 37.0 35.9 35.3 33.7
C6-C10 438.7 421.4 413.0 388.1 25.4 24.4 24.0 22.5

C11+ 740.3 701.4 682.4 627.0 17.7 16.8 16.3 15.0

 
Figure 6. Bubble point pressure under different pore sizes.

Based on the pore size distribution of the formation, division of different pore regions are
determined to represent the practical situation. Numbers of region ranging from 3 to 5 has been
investigated and we finally decided 4 regions, which reduces computational cost and evaluates the
confinement more reasonably. The contributions of each region are: less than 5 nm (42%), 5~10 nm
(27%), 10~20 nm (13%), and larger than 20 nm (18%), respectively. The PVT properties of different pore
sizes can be obtained in Section 2.1.

The effect of nanopore confinement on the well production was shown in Figure 7. It can be
observed that the incremental oil recovery factor at the end of 15 years is 0.8% and 2.3% at the pore size
of 10 nm and bulk, respectively, illustrating that the effect of confinement has a positive influence on
the cyclic CH4 injection effectiveness. Due to the confinement, the miscibility minimum pressure of the
mixture and the oil viscosity decrease, leading to the improvement of well performance. Additionally,
the bubble point pressure in the confined space is lower than the bulk phase, meaning that a longer
time of single-phase production exist during the production. Hence, the confinement should be
correctly included in the analysis of gas injection in the shale reservoirs. All the following cases include
the confinement.
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Figure 7. Effect of nanopore confinement on well performance in a 15-year period.

4.2. Molecular Diffusion

Molecular diffusion is another key parameter since CH4 can move into the formation and
mix with the oil during the soaking time. Neglecting diffusion coefficient will underestimate the
ultimate oil recovery. In order to better analyze the mechanism of diffusion, we compared the oil
recovery after 15 years with the coefficient ranging from 0.0001 cm2/s to 0.01 cm2/s. As shown in
Figure 8, the incremental oil recovery is 1.92%, 2.36%, and 2.98%, with the coefficients of 0.0001, 0.001,
and 0.01 cm2/s, respectively. The results indicate that more CH4 molecules will diffuse into the matrix
instead of concentrating around the fractures with larger diffusion coefficient. Hence, more oil will be
swept, resulting in larger oil production.

 
Figure 8. Effect of molecular diffusion on well production in a 15-year period.

4.3. Effect of Primary Depletion Period

The length of primary depletion period of 2, 3, and 5 years was studied, while other parameters
were kept the same as the base case. As presented in Figure 9, the impact of primary depletion period
is not noticeable since the increment is 2.28%, 2.34%, and 2.41%, respectively in this case. Delaying
the start of gas injection is beneficial to improve the well production. However, if it starts too late,
the production will decrease. Hence, decision of suitable primary depletion period is essential for the
operations of CH4 injection in the shale reservoirs.
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Figure 9. Comparison of oil recovery factor of different primary depletion period.

4.4. Effect of Injection Rate

Gas injection rate is directly related to the volume of CH4 injected. A series of cases were
conducted to investigate the effect of injection rate on the well performance of cyclic CH4 injection.
The rates were set as 2000, 5000, and 8000 Mscf/day, respectively. The results in Figure 10 show that the
incremental oil recovery was 2.07%, 2.55%, and 2.82%, for the case of 2000, 5000, and 8000 Mscf/day,
respectively, illustrating that higher injection rate leads to larger incremental oil recovery factor.

Figure 10. Comparison of oil recovery factor with different injection rates.

4.5. Effect of Injection Time

The length of injection time also impacts the CH4 injection volume. We analyzed three cases
with the injection time varying from 1 month to 3 months and kept other parameters as the same
in the base case. As shown in Figure 11, oil recovery factor increases by 2.20%, 2.55%, and 2.76%,
respectively. The results illustrate that longer injection time is beneficial to improve the efficiency of
cyclic gas injection.
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Figure 11. Comparison of oil recovery factor of different injection time.

4.6. Effect of Soaking Time

The soaking period affects the performance of Huff-n-Puff process as well. In this section,
we conducted three cases with soaking time of 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months. As shown in
Figure 12, the cases with the soaking time of 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months lead to the increment
of 2.27%, 2.33%, and 2.37% after 15 years, respectively. As soaking period becomes longer, the CH4

molecules will have more time to mix with oil phase adequately before its being produced back. Hence,
the oil recovery factor improves with longer soaking time.

Figure 12. Comparison of oil recovery factor of different soaking time.

4.7. Effect of Number of Cycles

The number of cycles has significant impacts on the CH4 injection effectiveness. We evaluated
the well performance of the cases experiencing 1, 3, and 5 cycles, respectively. In Figure 13, compared
the oil recovery factor of the scenarios with and without CH4 injection for one-cycle treatment,
the incremental oil recovery was boosted by 1.89%. Three-cycle processes yield the increment of 2.52%.
For the five-cycle process, the incremental oil recovery is 2.72%. The increase of cycle numbers leads
to the large incremental oil recovery; however, when it experiences 3 cycles or more, the impact on
the well performance is diminished. Therefore, 3 cycles are suitable to reduce the operation cost and
improve the oil production.
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Figure 13. Comparison of oil recovery factor of different cycle treatments.

4.8. Effect of Matrix Permeability

In this section, we analyzed the effect of matrix permeability on the well performance. The matrix
permeability was set ranging from 0.0001 mD to 0.01 mD. As shown in Figure 14, the oil recovery factor
at the end of 15 years increases by 1.75%, 2.47% and 2.55%, corresponding to 0.0001, 0.001, and 0.01 mD,
respectively. The matrix permeability influences the efficiency of CH4 injection and higher permeability
leads to larger incremental oil recovery. At the end of primary production, residual oil saturation is
larger in the lower permeability formation and the diffusion mechanism is becoming more dominant.
If the effect of confinement is included, more noticeable difference on the well performance will be
observed in the higher permeability.

Figure 14. Effect of matrix permeability on oil recovery factor after 15 years (the solid and dash line
represent the primary production and CH4 injection, respectively).

We summarize the sensitivity parameters in Table 5 and represent by tornado plots shown in
Figure 15. As shown, the most sensitive parameter for the cyclic CH4 injection is the molecular diffusion,
followed by matrix permeability, injection rate, injection time, and number of cycles. Primary depletion
period and soaking time play the least important roles during the production time.
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Table 5. Uncertain parameters and ranges for sensitivity analysis.

Parameters Minimum Medium Maximum

Molecular diffusion/cm2/s 0.0001 0.001 0.01
Primary depletion period/year 2 3 5

Injection time/day 30 60 90
Injection rate, Mscf/day 2000 5000 8000

Soaking time/day 30 60 90
Number of cycles 1 3 5

Matrix permeability, mD 0.001 0.01 0.1

Figure 15. Tornado plot for the sensitivity analysis.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a numerical model is proposed to investigate the cyclic CH4 injection in the
Eagle Ford shale incorporating physical mechanisms such as molecular diffusion and confinement in
nanopores. The following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The effect of confinement in the nanopores is a significant factor in the simulation model to
capture the real mechanism during the cyclic CH4 injection;

(2) A series of simulations were performed to evaluate the impacts of key parameters on the process
of enhanced oil recovery, concluding that molecular diffusion is the most sensitive, followed by
matrix permeability, injection rate, injection time, and number of cycles;

(3) The impacts of primary depletion period and soaking time are less favorable for the cyclic CH4

injection process;
(4) This work provides a better understanding of factors affecting the efficiency of cyclic CH4

injection, which can hopefully guide the operations in the shale reservoir.
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